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In 2007, I published a book on risk management for insurers. Its 
foreword was written by Jos Streppel, the then chief financial of-
ficer (CFO) of Aegon and an industry leader on risk management 
and fair value. He mentioned that the insurance industry was go-
ing through turbulent times and undergoing a wide range of de-
velopments. How could we have known then that turbulence of a 
totally different magnitude was coming our way?
 In the meantime, the insurance industry has weathered a severe 
financial crisis that put virtually all insurance companies across 
the globe under stress. Some insurers faced capital shortages, oth-
ers experienced solvency erosion and reorganised the risks within 
their company. This put risk management firmly on the agenda of 
executive boards of all insurers. CFOs and chief risk officers (CROs) 
worked day and night to ensure that companies got back on their 
feet, while explaining to financial stakeholders how they managed it.
 In the meantime, Solvency II has approached its implementation 
date at top speed. Since the publication of the first edition of this 
book, the Solvency II Framework Directive has been published and 
approved, providing more guidance on the specifics of the regulation. 
Further guidance has come from the European Insurance and Occu-
pational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) in the form of the Quantitative 
Impact Study 5 (QIS5) technical specifications and other consultative 
documents. Insurers have been working hard to implement all these 
regulatory requirements to a level that satisfies supervisor’s criteria.
 Jos Streppel also remarked that risk managers are important 
people within an insurance company. The financial crisis and the 
consequential focus on risk and risk management indicate that 
they have become even more important and the demands on them 
have increased since. However, the risk manager does not work 
in isolation. Attention for risk management has increased to such 
an extent that the risk manager has a significant audience. What 

Preface
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is the best way to explain all the activities of the risk manager in 
their daily work? And how should they convince their colleagues 
to take risks seriously?
    The good news is that the risk manager has a coherent risk 
framework to use: economic capital is the overarching method to 
measure and steer risks throughout the organisation. Also, Sol-
vency II is based on this method. Economic capital is the key fi-
nancial parameter to measure risks, to be balanced against long-
term value creation.
 This book will explain how economic capital fits into a coherent 
risk management framework. Jos Streppel highlighted in the first 
edition how important it is for insurance employees throughout 
the organisation to understand this economic capital framework. 
He emphasised a mutual exchange of views based on economic 
capital to improve decision-making on risks and value.
 After the success of the first edition, I felt it necessary to update 
the book to include new developments in the Solvency II debate, 
as well as the ramifications of the financial crisis. These two as-
pects will further enhance insurance companies’ perspectives on 
risk management and the way in which a company creates value. 
Therefore, the reader will find here a totally new chapter on the 
financial crisis, explaining its origins and impact on insurance 
companies. Obviously, the Solvency II chapter has been updated 
to take into account the new status. In order to further enhance 
learning from the banking industry, a new chapter on Basel III has 
also been included. This book reiterates that risk management is 
more than a set of actuarial calculations – the outcomes should be 
actively used by decision-makers, including the executive board 
or management team. However, that alone is not sufficient. Sol-
vency II requires companies to set up an adequate risk organisa-
tion. A new chapter addresses how this can be achieved.
 I think the success of the first edition was mainly due to the 
simple and clear explanation of the technical concepts, using ex-
amples whenever possible. This has remained the same for this 
edition. Although many more industry participants have become 
familiar with Solvency II as a main industry driver for change, still 
relatively few people outside the technical area have mastered the 
concept sufficiently to help drive developments of the models and 
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their application in insurers’ decision-making processes. To that 
end, a book like this continues to fulfil the needs of the insurance 
industry. And, to be honest, relatively few books like this exist. 
For that reason I am grateful to help you, as a reader, to enhance 
the insurance landscape.

Summer 2011
René Doff    
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Risk management is at the core of the insurance business. While 
this has been the case for some time, its importance has started 
to change. This increasing importance of risk management was 
already an ongoing process due to a better understanding of in-
surance companies’ risks, but it had accelerated even more by the 
time the financial crisis began in 2008. The financial crisis has been 
deeply debated and its impact on global economies will be perma-
nent. One key theme that remains is that a better and wider under-
standing of the risks of financial institutions is required – and that 
this understanding needs to be developed throughout the industry. 
This book will address these changes and explain the new concepts 
being used in modern and best-practice risk management. It will 
also discuss in depth the new developments that are taking place in 
the regulatory arena.

THE RISING IMPORTANCE OF RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk has become more and more important over the past decades. 
There are five basic reasons for this.
 First, the insurance industry has undergone a process of deregu-
lation. Prior to this, regulations clearly set out the rules of the game 
for insurance companies. The development of gradual deregulation 
allowed them to take on more risks and explore the competitive 
edges of the market.
 Second, there has been a number of privatisation waves; for 
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example, the life market is heavily stimulated by tax-favourable 
treatment in order for governments to be able to reduce state pen-
sions. Similarly, health insurance is being privatised in a number 
of countries. Eastern and Central Europe is another example that 
comes to mind easily, but only a couple of years ago the health sys-
tem in the Netherlands was also fundamentally restructured and 
further privatised. Other developing countries are gradually pri-
vatising parts of the insurance market, be it life, non-life or health. 
This has increased the competitive forces in the insurance market. 
The drive for competitive prices and market share has led to fall-
ing premiums, which have had to be compensated for by taking on 
investment risks. In life insurance, competitive forces have also led 
to universal life and unit-linked products (see Chapter 3).
 Third, insurance firms are acting more and more across borders. 
International competition has also caused some of them to pursue 
new risks. At the same time, cross-border transactions are an im-
portant way to spread (and hence reduce) risks. However, this also 
made many firms vulnerable to new global risks – such as the ter-
rorist attacks of 9/11 in 2001, Katrina in the US in 2005 and the 
Japanese tsunami in 2011.
 Fourth, capital markets have become more volatile over the past 
few years. Part of this volatility can be attributed to more efficient 
and globalised markets. As a result of the move towards fair valua-
tion of assets (see Chapter 7), volatility in asset portfolios is having 
a direct impact on insurance companies – or, to understand it better: 
volatility has become more visible. In addition, investment strate-
gies have become a more important source of return for companies 
in search of a better overall return. There are many reasons behind 
this, one of which is the competition to outperform competitors on 
the stock markets in the search to please shareholders. This explains 
part of the move towards more complex investment strategies. The 
globalisation of the capital markets and the internationalisation 
of the insurance industry has made underwriting and investment 
activities more interdependent than before. This places additional 
importance on investment strategy as a source of risks. All this im-
plies that insurance has become more fragile to disruptions of the 
international capital markets, such as the global financial crisis of 
2008 (see Chapter 6).
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 Lastly, as the importance of these risks grew over time, they also 
caused problems: risks can hurt. In the late 1990s, the number of 
insurer insolvencies grew significantly. Some failures hit policy-
holders while others, fortunately, did not. However, the failures 
uncovered the risks for many institutions and attracted attention 
from regulators. The increasing attention resulted in some major 
regulatory reforms, as will be discussed in Chapters 7 and 8.
 As a result, insurance companies changed the way in which they 
dealt with risks. The European Insurance Federation CEA showed 
that around 80% of European insurance companies are either in the 
process of upgrading their risk management practices or have just 
gone through such a process. This clearly highlights the importance 
of risk management.

NEW METHODOLOGIES AND TECHNOLOGIES
The way in which risks are being managed in insurance companies 
is undergoing a revolutionary change. Insurance companies have 
always assessed risks, for instance by distinguishing geographical 
areas in motor insurance or incorporating age into life insurance 
premiums. However, advances in technology have provided op-
portunities to exploit the full use of quantitative techniques. This 
is how mathematics entered the field of risk management in the 
mid-1990s. It started in the banking industry, especially in invest-
ment banking, and quickly covered commercial banking as well. 
Insurance followed in the late 1990s and early 2000s. These devel-
opments also caught the eye of the supervisors, who consequently 
incorporated the innovative techniques in their regulatory frame-
works. Basel II in the banking industry has been the predominant 
example of this, triggering many discussions. In 2010, Basel III was 
issued in banking. Again, insurance regulations followed closely 
behind, as we will see in Chapter 8 of this book. Along with the 
increasing insight into the risks of the insurance companies, super-
visors realised the disadvantages of the supervisory framework 
that used to be in place where risk and supervisory capital require-
ments were insufficiently related and even included inverse incen-
tives. This happened in multiple countries across the globe, such as 
the UK, Switzerland and the Netherlands – who redesigned their 
frameworks in the period 2004–05. Non-European countries such 
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as Australia and Canada have also upgraded their supervision. 
Solvency II is the major reform of European insurance regulations, 
acting as an example for the fundamental redesign of insurance su-
pervision for many countries. The insurance industry, as well as 
supervisors, considers Solvency II a unique opportunity to incor-
porate all risk management developments into the new regulatory 
framework.

THE RISING STAR OF THE RISK MANAGER
In addition to those developments, financial institutions became 
aware that if risks and risk management were to be so impor-
tant, they needed to be incorporated into the management control 
framework of the institution. This was not without problems. An 
old quote from Euromoney magazine is often cited, because it suc-
cessfully highlights the identity boost of the risk manager:

“First he sat in the back seat and then he had his foot on the brake, 
now he has got one hand on the steering wheel! Is there no end to 
the risk manager’s advancement into every aspect of risk-taking in a 
financial firm? Next, he’ll be right there in the driving seat...” (Euro-
money, February 1998)

This quote is anecdotal for the way in which (financial) risk infor-
mation is included in the day-to-day management of the company. 
It gave the incentive to companies to implement embedded value, 
economic capital and risk-adjusted return on capital (RAROC) into 
their management control frameworks. New words are starting to 
enter management reports, including many abbreviations and tech-
nical terms. While terminology, definitions and acronyms may dif-
fer from company to company, their common denominator is the 
aim to measure long-term value by balancing risk and reward.
 Creating long-term value by balancing risk and reward is exactly 
what bridges the gap between financial companies and financial 
markets. The concept is central to an investment strategy, especially 
since the famous portfolio theories of Markowitz in the 1950s. Now, 
the new risk management technologies that will be described in 
depth in this book provide opportunities to do exactly the same in 
insurance companies.
 In addition, corporate governance scandals such as Enron and 
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WorldCom have shown how vulnerable an organisation is when 
risks are not adequately addressed. Sarbanes–Oxley (SOX) and 
equivalent rules have emphasised the importance for enterprise-
wide risk management (ERM) frameworks. We will examine that in 
more detail in Chapter 11, although it will also be touched upon in 
Chapter 5 when operational risk will be discussed.
 All this emphasises the role of risk management in the day-to-
day operations of the business. Achieving this, however, is not easy. 
To that end, many insurance companies have set up risk manage-
ment programmes to implement modern risk management frame-
works. Additionally, governance structures are put into place that 
result in setting up risk management departments and the appoint-
ment of chief risk officers (CROs). Whilst some CROs report to the 
chief financial officer (CFO), others have a position in the executive 
board (Chapter 11). All in all, risk management as a profession is on 
the rise.

SOME EVIDENCE
Now, are these risks really as important as they are thought to be? 
The answer to this must be a resounding yes. A global consulting 
firm concluded that, in the aftermath of the equity crisis of 2002–03, 
European life insurance companies were faced with an aggregate 
capital shortfall of €100 billion.1 This has been partially confirmed 
by the companies themselves, who have de-risked their equity expo-
sures significantly since 2003. However, the significance of financial 
risks continues to show, as was seen in the financial crisis of 2008. At 
one moment equity markets were considered the key area for risk 
management attention, at another moment even government bond 
markets drew massive attention (PIGS countries, see Chapter 6). One 
could add to this an impressive pile of newspaper articles about the 
financial losses during the capital market crises. All this shows the 
importance of proper risk management and that careful decision-
making processes based on risk and return will eventually pay off.
 During the financial crisis, capital was scarce for all financial in-
stitutions, both banks and insurers. This was at a time that financial 
institutions were strongly in need of capital. At the same time, both 
assets were difficult to value since there was hardly a market. In-
surance liabilities have been incorrectly valued due to the stringent 
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valuation rules. These rules are now under debate in the projects 
Solvency II and IFRS4 Phase II. This will lead to a redesign of valu-
ation methodologies for insurance liabilities, an area that caused 
difficulties during the crisis.
 In a sense, banking and insurance bear many similarities. How-
ever, the same report highlights that banks’ capital productivity has 
been more than 30% higher than insurance companies’ capital pro-
ductivity (11.7% vs 8.7%), as can be seen from Figure 1.1. In particu-
lar, the way in which insurance companies handle risks is an area 
of performance improvement. All this emphasises how important 
it is that insurance companies properly take into account their risk 
profiles and address this in their management control frameworks.

Figure 1.1 Capital productivity in European banks and insurers 1987–2002*
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Source: Datastream, MOW, 2004

The findings in Figure 1.1 are relevant because the banking and 
insurance industries have increasingly converged. Banks and in-
surance firms compete for the same shareholders and for the same 
consumers (bank deposits and mutual funds versus life insurance 
products). This implies that, if insurance companies want to remain 
competitive, they will need to improve their capital efficiency. This 
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is an extremely challenging task for many insurance companies that 
are already finding themselves in competitive and mature markets. 
Additionally, insurance products are generally more complex and 
less liquid. In any case, they cannot (yet) be easily traded on sec-
ondary markets, unlike most banking products. We have however 
also seen the drawbacks of massive reselling on secondary markets 
(see Chapter 6).
 Moreover, banks and insurance companies are increasingly com-
bined in one firm: a financial conglomerate (FICO). At the same 
time, a reversed development has also taken place where some FI-
COs plan to disintegrate, such as ING. These FICOs are important 
players in the financial industry as they account for roughly 30% 
of deposits and 20% of insurance premiums in Europe. In smaller 
markets, they even hold market shares of more than 50%. It is im-
portant to recognise that, from the perspective of a FICO, it is desir-
able to be able to compare the risks involved in the two business 
lines (banking and insurance). To that end, risk should be an ele-
ment of the management control framework of a FICO.

A LANGUAGE PROBLEM
With risk management being at the core of the insurance business, 
and having the risk manager at the steering wheel, it should be a 
topic of relevance for a wide audience within the insurance indus-
try. A wide audience is required to understand the fundamentals of 
modern risk management. Solvency II requires companies using in-
ternal models that key decision-makers understand well the funda-
mentals of the risk models. At the same time, the risk management 
arena is crowded with highly specialised staff, such as actuaries, 
mathematicians and financial controllers. In their day-to-day work, 
they build risk models and implement systems to measure risks as 
accurately as possible. The technical nature makes it difficult for 
non-technically oriented people such as managers to follow the de-
bate and to interpret the outcomes of the calculations.
 This book aims to fill the gap between the quantitative details of 
the risk models and the managerial consequences of the outcomes; 
there is a role for both parties. Managers will need to accept that 
risk is a core of their business and that the modern quantitative 
methodologies can be valuable tools to run their businesses in a 
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more enhanced way. Risk managers will need to be able to explain 
the risk models in an extremely simple manner. KISS (keep it sim-
ple, stupid!) should be the risk manager’s mantra.
 With that in mind, this book will explain the modern risk man-
agement spectrum and provide an overview of risk measurement 
methodologies. It aims at assisting all the people within the insur-
ance industry who want to better understand the field of risk man-
agement. It will help the reader to understand the concept of risk, 
as it emphasises the relevance of the outcomes of the risk measure-
ment methodologies.

OUTLINE OF THE BOOK
The principle idea of this book is that risk and capital are inherently 
tied together. As capital is the buffer with which to absorb risks and 
the amount of available capital within a firm is limited, the risk 
profile is translated into the amount of capital required to absorb 
that level of risk. To that end, there are two capital requirements. 
First, there is an internal capital requirement because the company 
sets limits to its own risk profile. This is to safeguard long-term con-
tinuity. The objective is to maximise value creation, conditional to 
this internal capital requirement. The internal capital requirement 
is also called economic capital because it is based on economic prin-
ciples. Second, in its role as protector of policyholders, the super-
visor aims to limit excessive risk taking by insurance companies 
in order to stabilise the financial system. Chapter 2 explores these 
concepts in more detail.
 This book identifies seven major risk types, which will be fully con-
sidered in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. For each risk type it will be discussed 
what the risks are exactly, how they can be measured and then man-
aged. These chapters will also focus on the structure of the risk mod-
els and the methodologies used to calculate economic capital.
 Although risks have always been recognised and identified by 
insurers, they have not always been thought of with the same level 
of seriousness. Crises have come and gone, albeit more frequently 
and severe over time. The equity and interest rate crisis in the early 
2000s was considered relatively severe by many financial institu-
tions. It might be fair to designate it as a wake-up call for many 
institutions. However, the shock that went through the financial 
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markets in 2008 wiped out every previous crisis. Or, actually, what 
happened were a wave of shocks, varying from liquidity to equity, 
interest rates and government bond markets. A book on risk man-
agement would be incomplete without a proper analysis of this fi-
nancial crisis and lessons learned. It would be impossible to under-
stand everything after reading only one book, but Chapter 6 at least 
draws together the most important conclusions.
 As indicated, supervisors have an important role in representing 
the stakes of the policyholders. Chapter 7 will explore the develop-
ments in supervision. In Europe, Solvency II will drastically redesign 
the supervisory rules for regulatory capital for insurance companies 
– Chapter 8 will elaborate on this and highlight the key changes in 
the landscape of the insurance industry. This is relevant since Sol-
vency II serves as a global example of insurance supervision, and 
hence it is good to understand it and its consequences. We will see 
in Chapter 6 how the financial crisis also hit the banks. Solvency II 
heavily draws upon the experience in banking and Basel II. Chapter 
9 will therefore explain the banking regulation, as it serves as an im-
portant example. Of course, the chapter will also elaborate on Basel 
III, the latest update of the supervisory framework for banking.
 Chapter 10 will then discuss in detail how the economic capital 
outcomes of all these risk models need to be interpreted. Most im-
portantly, it considers how they should be incorporated into the 
management control framework of the insurance company in its 
aim to manage value creation by balancing risk and reward. The 
chapter includes many practical numerical examples based on a hy-
pothetical case study.
 Chapter 11 will examine how risk management could be imple-
mented in insurance companies from an organisational perspective. 
Questions such as how to organise corporate governance, and what 
is the role and position of the CRO will be answered. Although 
quite different from previous chapters – where technical issues are 
addressed – it is key to identify the challenges in implementing risk 
management organisationally. Also, an adequate risk management 
organisation should be able to leverage the technical implementa-
tion of the quantitative measures such as economic capital.
 Finally, Chapter 12 will bring all the strands together, and pro-
vide a summary and some  conclusions.
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1 See Mercer Oliver Wyman, “Life at the end of the tunnel? The capital crisis in the European 
life sector”, 2004.
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This chapter describes the function of the insurer as a financial in-
stitution. Equity capital has a special role within financial institu-
tions, and thus also within insurance companies; therein, risks and 
risk management have a central position. In addition, supervision 
will also be discussed in this chapter.

WHAT IS AN INSURER?
The insurer is a financial institution. The key product of the insurer 
is the promise to make financial compensation at some moment in 
the future, depending on the type of product. The fact that products 
of financial institutions are not tangible (they do not “manufacture” 
anything) has resulted in their becoming the subject of academic 
discussion. Why do insurers actually exist? The reason why an in-
dividual person needs insurance is obvious: they obtain security 
and are covered for certain risks – for instance, one’s house burning 
down. Even if there is only a small probability, an individual does 
not have the financial means to reconstruct the house all over again; 
therefore, they need to cover that risk.
 But, even then, the question remains: why do insurance compa-
nies exist? An entire village or residential area could, for instance, 
mutually agree that each resident helps with the reconstruction 
of burnt-down houses. A great advantage is that, after a fire, each 
resident will only have to pay a small amount, the damage being 
shared between all residents. We call this the principle of solidarity: 

2

The Insurer as a Financial Institution
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people help each other. The total expected damage cost is smaller 
for each resident. The probability of all the houses in the village 
burning down simultaneously (and the entire village having to re-
construct all the houses all over again) is, after all, smaller than the 
probability of one specific house burning down. This is the pooling 
principle: by adding up several risks, the total risk decreases. By 
making agreements among a group of individuals, taking out fire 
insurance with a financial institution becomes superfluous.
 Within a small, well-organised group of participants such con-
struction could work well. As a matter of fact, this is how many mu-
tual insurers started. However, the “pooling principle” indicates 
that the total risk decreases as the group of participants increases. 
As such, there is a need to have the largest group of participants 
possible. In practice, not every insured object is identical nor is ev-
ery risk as high, which is why the risk needs to be estimated in 
advance. Insurers have the necessary experience and knowledge 
for these estimations, and dispose of the necessary economies of 
scale to do so efficiently. Besides, the total risk decreases best by 
spreading the risks; for instance, sharing the risks among property 
owners from different villages instead of only among owners from 
the same village. Spreading is a key element of insurance – spread-
ing over geographical locations, sectors, types of objects and so on. 
Insurers can apply this spreading method better than individuals 
because of their economies of scale. Insurers’ economies of scale 
include two different advantages: efficient use of expertise and the 
good possibility of risk spreading.
 The phenomena of adverse selection and moral hazard play an 
important part in insurance and insurers. Adverse selection means 
that persons most in need of risk coverage will be the ones to turn 
to an insurer. A perfectly healthy person has less need for medi-
cal insurance than someone with bad health. For the insurer, this 
involves fewer possibilities for risk spreading. Moral hazard is the 
phenomenon that people tend to be less careful once they have 
taken out insurance because the damage will be compensated for 
anyway.1 Both adverse selection and moral hazard involve costs for 
the group of insured due to screening of new and existing clients. 
An insurer obtains economies of scale for these costs.
 An insurer could concentrate on the “settlement” of the compen-
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sation: making sure that each participant contributes when damage 
occurs, so costs are spread among the participants. However, that 
is not efficient. Therefore, the insured pay a premium upfront from 
which the insurer can subsequently pay compensation. The in-
surer knows whether the premium has been sufficient only in due 
course. After all, the claim payments are uncertain and risky. We 
call this the inverse exploitation cycle. This also involves a risk for 
the insurer. For example, if there are more damages than expected 
then the premium has not been sufficient and the insurer will have 
to bear the costs involved. Mostly, it cannot subsequently require a 
“supplementary payment” from clients. The risk for the insurer is 
central to this book.
 Thus, we have introduced a few reasons why insurance compa-
nies exist. The most important reasons are efficient use and econo-
mies of scale concerning expertise, possibilities of risk spreading 
and the ability to charge premiums in advance and pay compensa-
tion afterwards. This last part, however, implies the insurer runs 
risks as well.
 Traditionally, many insurance companies started in the legal 
form of a mutual or cooperative. These legal forms have members 
rather than shareholders. A simple form of a mutual or cooperative 
is when all inhabitants of a certain community agree to compensate 
each others’ losses in the case of an event occurring. Many mutual 
insurance companies are deeply rooted in a certain community, ei-
ther regionally oriented or professionally. Mutuals tend to be more 
strongly related to their client base than stock-listed companies, 
since the clients are also their members and hence they determine 
the strategy of the company. This is different from stock-listed 
companies where shareholders determine the strategy. Examples 
of this are insurance mutuals relating to trade organisations, pre-
dominantly in the farming sector. These mutuals have tradition-
ally expanded into the retail insurance markets and, as a matter 
of fact, they receive a wide client base. Over time, however, many 
mutuals turned themselves into stock-listed companies during the 
last decades of the 20th Century. This is because that was a period 
of extensive growth and mutuals can issue capital less easily than 
stock-listed companies. At the same time, mutuals could have a 
large reserve of retained earnings since they cannot issue dividends 
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to shareholders. In Europe, mutuals represent roughly 25% of the 
market in terms of premium volume, and there are 1,600 European 
mutual insurance companies.
 We mostly divide the insurance business into life and non-life in-
surance. Apart from that, health insurance is sometimes considered 
to be a separate category. As to its characteristics and risk manage-
ment techniques, health insurance is a hybrid form of life and non-
life insurance. Therefore, health is not treated separately in this book.
 Non-life insurance promises a policyholder future compensa-
tion for damage suffered from previously agreed incidents. Life 
insurance promises a policyholder future compensation (or sev-
eral) upon death or simply at a certain age. It mostly covers a much 
longer period than non-life insurance. For a long time, the life and 
non-life industries within the insurance sector have been two rela-
tively separate worlds. This is partially due to past regulations and 
backgrounds and the long-term nature of life insurance. This book 
will argue, however, that the principles of economic capital apply 
to both and, therefore, risk management for life and non-life insur-
ance is closely related.

PANEL 2.1 HISTORICAL ORIGIN OF INSURANCE
The precursor of life insurance in Europe dates from Ancient Greece in 
approximately 200BC. Against a fixed deposit, residents of the Greek 
city-state Milete could obtain a monthly lifelong compensation. Upon 
death, the rest of the deposit went to the city council. The premium 
(deposit) depended on the age of the “insured person”. The Romans 
had an insurance called collegia, where compensation was granted 
upon death. Although this collegia was originally intended to finance 
the funeral ceremony, the rest was used as provision for the surviving 
relatives. It was, in reality, a term assurance. For collegia the premium 
also depended on one’s age. For the Greek as well as the Roman insur-
ance, financial problems within the government were the underlying 
motivation. The premium was mostly meant to cover an acute financial 
problem of the state. After the Dutch scientist Johan de Witt developed 
mortality tables in the 17th Century, there were opportunities for real 
life insurers to propose a premium depending on age. Not until the 
19th Century did the first modern life insurers appear.
 The principle of non-life insurance goes back to ancient China, 
where merchants divided their merchandise among their ships. When 
one ship perished, the merchants then bore the damage together. Such
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initiatives remained until the era of industrialisation, often institution-
alised through mutual companies. The value of insured objects was 
relatively low. However, transport insurance was often traded in an 
exchange market. The famous Lloyd’s is a good example of this. From 
1696, Edward Lloyd’s coffee house kept a list of ships arriving and leav-
ing, their cargoes and the dangers of the intended routes. Thus, the cof-
fee house was the place par excellence where insurance agents traded. 
They carried insurance policies with them on which merchants only 
needed to write their names – hence the name “underwriter”. With 
the success of the coffee house, Lloyd’s List became more and more 
institutionalised as an insurance exchange market.
 Due to the growth of welfare in times of industrialisation, more non-
life insurers gradually appeared in the 19th Century. They developed 
into the insurance companies as we know them today.

THE BUSINESS ECONOMICS OF INSURANCE COMPANIES
The world of insurance has specific accounting rules. Therefore, an 
insurance balance sheet cannot simply be compared with the bal-
ance sheet of a non-financial institution. In non-financial institu-
tions, the liability side of the balance sheet (the financing of assets) 
stands relatively detached from the primary process/product of the 
particular company. Financing is at the service of the core activity 
(asset side of the balance sheet). For an insurer, this is actually the 
other way around. Granting insurance automatically involves cre-
ating technical provisions. Technical provisions are also indicated 
by the slightly more general term “insurance liabilities”. An insur-
ance policy promises compensation to the policyholder in the fu-
ture. In order to comply with this obligation, the insurer makes up 
an early-stage provision called technical provision. The technical 
provisions of an insurer are the largest liability item on the balance 
sheet. Because of that reason, the technical provisions are a topic of 
supervision – as will see be seen later in this book.
 The technical provision of a life insurance policy is created direct-
ly at the sale. This is the “money box” from which the agreed com-
pensation will be paid in the future. Concerning non-life insurance, 
a provision is made when a claim is reported2 but the compensation 
is uncertain. With non-life insurance, it is not clear if compensa-
tion will actually take place and how high that compensation will 
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amount to exactly. In life insurance, it is certain that each person 
will die some day, but the moment and amount of compensation 
is uncertain. Or, when the amount of compensation is pre-deter-
mined, it is uncertain in advance how much of that amount will 
already be provisioned from the premium payments. For a long 
time, this uncertainty has been covered by “prudence” when estab-
lishing the technical provisions. The prudence margin is implicitly 
hidden in the technical provisions. The actuary, as a qualified entity 
for the establishment of the technical provision, handles mortality 
or claim expectations with sufficient care. The actuary uses statisti-
cal techniques for the prudence margin. The annual accounts of an 
insurance company always include a statement of the chief actuary 
or qualifying actuary on the adequacy of the technical provisions.
 The assets of the insurer consist of investments; different to 
those within some non-financial institutions, the assets are actu-
ally at the service of the liabilities. Premiums are invested in sev-
eral ways. The four main forms are bonds, mortgages, shares and 
real estate as well as, additionally, “commodities” and derivatives. 
We also speak of fixed income, referring to bonds and mortgages. 
The objective of investment is obtaining a reliable return, which is 
partially returned to policyholders in the form of lower premiums 
or higher claim payments. For that matter, insurers are relatively 
careful investors and often take into account a long time horizon 
and provide a well-spread investment portfolio. This is necessary – 
after all, investing is mostly at the service of future compensations 
to policyholders, which cannot be endangered. Therefore, invest-
ments are matched as well as possible to these obligations. When an 
insurer promises to pay out a certain amount in 30 years’ time (eg, 
via an annuity), the premiums have to be invested in order for this 
amount to be released after that period of 30 years.
 The third balance-sheet item is the equity capital: the balance of 
the assets (investments) minus the debts (mainly technical provi-
sions). The capital roughly consists of share capital and reserves. 
Additionally, insurers can add the subordinated debt capital (for 
instance, self-issued bonds) to the equity capital under certain con-
ditions. In addition to being a residual item on the balance sheet, 
the equity capital is the final safety net for risks: it serves as the ul-
timate buffer to absorb risks. When setbacks within claim amounts 
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turn out so big that even prudence in the technical provision is not 
sufficient, one needs to break into the equity capital.

Figure 2.1 Insurance balance sheet
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THE RISK FOR THE INSURER
When interpreting the term “risk”, we explicitly choose the per-
spective of the insurer. What is the risk for the insurer? Suppose 
that an average3 of 1 in 1,000 cars suffers total loss annually. Ac-
cording to the law of large numbers, the premium of each insur-
ance policy contains a risk premium of one-thousandth of the value 
(next to cost charges, for instance). When each year exactly 10 out 
of 10,000 insured cars suffer total loss, does that involve “risk”? No, 
definitely not. The total claims can be compensated for from the 
risk premium of all obtained premiums. For individual clients there 
is uncertainty, but for the insurer itself there is none.
 In practice, the claim pattern appears to be unstable. In one year, 
the claims may be higher than another. In the long run, the risk 
premium will be sufficient to cover the average claim amounts, but 
in some years it can turn out badly. Then it is firstly covered by 
prudence in the technical provisions, and finally by the capital. The 
same applies to risks in the investment portfolio: if there are set-
backs there, the capital serves as the buffer and absorbs them.
 Risk is defined as “the phenomenon where results can be worse 
than expected”. The total risk spectrum is usually divided into sev-
eral risk categories. Several classifications are possible, but the one 
below was created as the market standard (see Figure 2.2). Many of 
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the definitions refer to a possible decrease in value. This refers to a 
decrease in the value of the capital due to the risks addressed.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Life risk: the risk of decreases in value due to different mortality 
than expected or due to a change in the mortality expectation.
Non-life risk: the risk of decreases in value by different or higher 
claims than expected or by changes in the expectation over time.
Market risk: the risk of decreases in value by changes in market 
variables, such as interest rates, share prices, exchange rates, real 
estate prices and the like. This also includes asset and liability 
management (ALM).4

Credit risk: the risk of decreases in value when counterparties 
are not capable of fulfilling their obligations or when there are 
changes in the credit standing of counterparties.
Liquidity risk: the risk of unexpected or unexpectedly high pay-
ments, where complying with the obligations involves a loss.
Operational risk: the risk of losses due to shortcomings in inter-
nal processes, people, systems or external events.
Business risk: the risk of losses due to changes in the competitive 
environment or internal flexibility.

Figure 2.2 Risk categories

Risk

Non-�nancial
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Market risk
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Credit risk Life risk Non-life risk Operational
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Market risks have consequences for both investments and technical 
provisions. However, in practice, the risks are addressed via the in-
vestment portfolio. Therefore, we place market risks under invest-
ment risks (see Figure 2.2). The combination of market risks and 
credit risks is also called financial risks. As this could imply other 
risks not having financial consequences, in this book we prefer the 
term investment risks.
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 Liquidity risk is not included in Figure 2.2 because, in general, 
insurers do not reserve any economic capital for it. The adequate 
measurement of liquidity risk is still in its early stages, and we will 
come back to that in Chapter 4. However, as will be seen in Chapter 
6, the financial crisis of 2008 was based to a large extent on liquidity 
risk. The attention paid to operational risk is growing, as will be ad-
dressed in Chapter 5. Therefore, economic capital is often reserved 
for operational risk, although measuring methods are still being de-
veloped.
 In general, risks can be treated in three ways (see Figure 2.3). 
First, you can control the risk: risk control. Risk control involves 
observing the risks actively and, if necessary, taking measures in 
order to restrict losses. Second, the consequences of the risk can 
be covered financially: risk financing. The emphasis here is not on 
the event itself, but on the financial consequences. Reinsurance is 
an example of risk financing. Third, the risk can be reduced: risk 
reduction. The most obvious measure is stopping the risky activ-
ity in question, but that is not always advisable or possible. In that 
case, diversification, or risk spreading, is a very good alternative. 
Measuring risks is necessary for risk financing and risk reduction.

Source: adapted from Banks, 2004

Figure 2.3 Basic forms of risk management
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 Holding capital, which will be treated later in this chapter, falls 
under the category of risk financing, as the insurer retains the risk 
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itself. The insurer can also control and/or influence the risk profile. 
A higher risk often involves a higher return in the long-term and a 
lower risk involves a lower return. A higher risk also implies a less-
firm promise by the insurer to policyholders that they will receive 
their promised compensation in the future. Although the various 
risks differ from each other, they have a similar impact on policy-
holders. Therefore, the risk profile is an important control variable 
for the insurer.

PANEL 2.2 DIFFERENT DEFINITIONS OF THE CONCEPT OF RISK
There are different definitions of risk: in the insurance world “prob-
ability times impact” or “frequency times severity” is often used. Sta-
tistically, this multiplication produces the expected value; for instance, 
how many claims are expected annually? The field of risk management 
actually focuses on the fluctuations around this expectation. Within 
large portfolios, most fluctuations disappear due to diversification. The 
question is if there is really a genuine risk attached to it for the insurer. 
This book specifically focuses on the remaining risk for the insurer. In 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the risk categories will be treated in depth.
 The most famous definition of risk is: risk is the probability of losses. 
As this refers only to negative effects, we call this a pure risk. Examples 
of pure risk are an earthquake, theft of goods or the loss of clients.
 In financial markets, however, a speculative perception of risk is 
more common. Both positive and negative effects are addressed. As 
there is a probability of stocks decreasing in value, investors run a risk 
with purchase. However, this is compensated for by the expectation of 
an increase in value or because there is a periodical return (eg, a divi-
dend or interest). We call this a speculative risk. A commonly used term 
in speculative risk is volatility. Volatility implies that there are certain 
fluctuations (of value) around an average. Investments that fluctuate 
strongly around the average involve more risk than investments with a 
stable pattern. Generally, we say that a more speculative risk produces 
extra return. On the contrary, we can expect that when we are deluded 
by high returns, there will probably be a snag in it somewhere. Specu-
lative risk and return are two sides of the same coin.

INSURANCE SUPERVISION
For a national economy, it is important that policyholders can put 
their trust in receiving their promised compensation in the fu-
ture. When an insurer goes bankrupt, the trust in all insurers can 
be badly damaged. The result is no one dares to take on insurance 
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anymore, which causes damage to an economy. Therefore, there is 
insurance supervision. Banking supervision has historically been 
more developed than insurance supervision due to the consequenc-
es of a possible systemic crisis when a bank goes bankrupt. Banks 
do much business with each other, meaning the bankruptcy of one 
bank could lead to spillover effects. This interdependence is not so 
high between insurers.
 The insurance company, as mentioned, undergoes an “inverse 
exploitation cycle” (see page 13). The moment when clients pay 
premiums is very distant from the moment when insurers will pay 
out possible compensation. This is inconvenient for the insurer, as 
it does not know upfront if the premium will be sufficient, as well 
as for clients as they simply have to trust the insurer will meet its 
future obligations. This means that the client will have to estimate 
the current (financial) solvency of an insurer, and also (even harder) 
the willingness of the insurer to stay solvent over time. The insurer 
could simply adapt its financial situation once it has received all the 
premiums from clients, before it makes any claim payments. A poli-
cyholder has no influence on this. This trust is the most important 
foundation of a financial institution. Therefore, trust in the insur-
ance industry is a paramount theme for insurers. And, to be honest, 
the financial industry as a whole has experienced loss of trust by the 
public due to the massive losses during the financial crisis of 2008. 
Dating from that period, it is interesting to note the developments 
of unit-linked life products where clients were promised high re-
turns, but faced increasing losses. Here, clients also lost trust in the 
insurance industry to honour future claim payments. Rebuilding 
this trust is an important theme in the industry. Supervision can 
help building that trust, since supervisors are an independent party 
in this debate.
 Each individual could thoroughly investigate the insurer’s (fi-
nancial) state of affairs. However, that is not efficient, as each poli-
cyholder would then have to invent his own wheel. In addition, due 
to the specific accounting rules, insurers are complex and opaque to 
outsiders. Thus, not everybody has the necessary expertise to judge 
the financial situation of an insurance company. The supervision of 
insurers is therefore assigned to a supervisor.
 Some insurance products are mandatory by law, especially third-
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party liability insurance. In order to gain market share, there could 
be an incentive for insurance companies to set a premium that is 
too low to be economically viable. Of course, this could harm poli-
cyholders. To avoid undesirable consequences for policyholders, 
insurance supervisors used to monitor the adequacy of premiums. 
However, supervisors have deregulated premium rates and moni-
tored insurance companies by looking at technical provisions and 
minimum capital requirements.
 It is common to distinguish between prudential supervision and 
market-conduct supervision. The former involves supervising the 
insurer’s financial conditions, such as minimum capital require-
ments and technical provisions. The latter involves supervising 
market practices to prevent situations such as churning. In some 
countries, there are separate bodies for these two sorts of supervi-
sion; in others, they are combined. In addition to insurance compa-
nies, banks are also supervised. In many countries, supervision of 
banks and insurers is combined into one single institution.
 At the time of writing, solvency requirements for insurers are 
crudely determined in most countries. The European framework 
dates from the 1970s, although some threshold amounts were up-
dated in 2003. In Chapters 7 and 8, we will look in more depth at the 
supervisory rules and Solvency II. Here we note that the traditional 
solvency regulations are not risk sensitive and even contain inverse 
incentives for insurance companies.

THE ROLE OF CAPITAL
We can identify three main reasons why insurers hold a capital buf-
fer. First, capital is set aside to absorb extreme unexpected losses 
caused by the risks involved, which guarantees long-term continu-
ity. When the insurer assumes that its activities will be profitable, 
it will want to guarantee their continuity. Besides, without continu-
ity the insurer could not obtain future profits, meaning that there 
has to be sufficient capital to cover unexpected losses, otherwise no 
expected future profits can be obtained. This is an internally pur-
sued reason for holding capital. We refer to this form of minimum 
capital requirement as economic capital, to point to the economic 
grounds for holding capital. However, too much capital could be 
too expensive and endanger profitability. The economic capital con-
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cept is usually associated with statistical calculations to establish 
the minimum capital buffer as exactly as possible. From Chapter 3 
onwards, we will expand upon the calculations of economic capital 
for the different risk categories in much more detail.
 Second, rating agencies such as Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s 
are in the line of the internal solvency requirements. In order to be 
active on the capital markets, insurers are evaluated by such rating 
agencies. When they establish a rating, they also look at the finan-
cial aspects of the insurer and the amount of capital plays a great 
role in this. When the insurer drops below certain limits, it could 
have consequences for their rating. This happened for many insur-
ance companies during the financial crisis of 2008 (see Chapter 6). 
As it is important for insurers to have a certain rating, the amount 
of capital also serves as precondition for this rating. In this book, we 
view the rating agencies in conjunction with the internal solvency 
requirement, although at the time of writing rating agencies have 
less-detailed models than the insurers’ internal models for econom-
ic capital. However, rating agencies increasingly rely on companies’ 
own economic capital models for information.
 Third, insurance supervisors require a minimum capital buffer, 
which serves to protect policyholders and thus protect the stabil-
ity of the economic system (see Figure 2.4). The minimum capital 
requirement is one of the means used for that purpose. This exter-
nal capital requirement is also referred to by the terms statutory 
capital and regulatory capital, which translates into the term capital 
charge. There have been capital requirements for years, although 
these have been reviewed in several countries (including through 
Solvency II, see Chapter 8). Capital requirements also apply to 
banks, and these have also been revised under the frameworks for 
Basel II and Basel III.
 Both the internal and external solvency requirements are com-
pared to the available capital. Although the establishment and 
practical details of both kinds of capital (economic versus regula-
tory capital) differ, the reasons behind them are identical. In both 
cases, they involve a capital buffer that has to be able to absorb 
possible losses caused by risks. The insurer will thus hold sufficient 
capital to cover the highest of the internal and external solvency 
requirements.
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Figure 2.4 Two reasons to hold capital
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A PARADIGM SHIFT: FAIR VALUE
For a long time, risks were particularly reflected in the technical 
provisions. Although the capital was the ultimate buffer for the 
risk, there was no emphasis on precisely establishing the minimum 
amount of capital. Additionally, the rules for establishing technical 
provisions were different between countries, particularly concern-
ing the level of implicit prudence. This is unimportant as long as in-
surers operate on a mainly national basis. Since the 1990s, however, 
internationalisation has become widespread. Consequently, differ-
ences between countries could turn out to have a negative impact 
for insurers.
 One important development is fair value. Fair value, or market 
value, is gradually becoming the standard method for the valuation 
of financial instruments and also applies to insurance liabilities. The 
idea behind it is that financial instruments change in value during 
their term and the traditional purchase value no longer provides a 
true reflection. In the 1990s, several debacles took place when insti-
tutions suddenly went bankrupt because the actual value of assets 
was way below the purchase value, or the liabilities were actually 
higher than accounting values (see also Chapter 7).
 Fair value is “the amount for which an asset could be exchanged 
or a liability be settled between knowledgeable, willing parties in 
an arm’s-length transaction”. This involves the price that parties, 
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who are well informed and willing to make transactions, are pre-
pared to pay for an asset or debt. For insurance products, there are 
valuation models to establish the fair value. In general, the net pres-
ent value (NPV) of the future cashflows is used. The discount rate 
is the risk-free interest rate; for instance, the interest rate derived 
from government bonds. In Chapters 7 and 8, we will expand upon 
the calculation method. In Chapters 3 and 10, we will see that the 
concept of embedded value is a precursor of fair value.
 In comparison to fair value, the traditional valuation method is 
more prudent. The technical provisions have to be “sufficiently ad-
equate” to comply with future liabilities. In other words, traditionally 
insurers aimed to have an amount of technical provisions such that it 
would always be sufficient to honour clients claim payments. Fair val-
ue focuses on “exactly adequate”, which is more difficult to determine, 
although it does give a much better reflection of the true liabilities.
 When technical provisions are valued fairly, an objective reflec-
tion of the expected future obligations is obtained and additional 
prudence is no longer included in the technical provisions. There-
fore, it is necessary to pay explicit attention to the amount of capital 
as a buffer against risks. Thus, the establishment of the minimum 
capital buffer is more important when we apply fair value to techni-
cal provisions.

Traditional paradigm Fair value paradigm

Technical provisions Sufficiently for future 
policyholder claim 
payments;
Determine future cash flows 
prudently;
Discounting with fixed rate 
(life) or not discounting at all 
(non-life)

The exact value of future 
policyholder claim 
payments;
Determine future cash flows 
realistically;
Discounting with yield curve 
(life and non-life)

Risks Reflected in implicit levels 
of prudence in technical 
provisions

Reflected in the capital 
requirements

Role of solvency 
requirements

Crude method, supplements 
technical provisions

Refined method, central in 
risk assessment

Table 2.1 Differences between the traditional and fair-value methodologies
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PANEL 2.3 FAIR VALUE AND THE DISCOUNT RATE
As discussed, a central part of fair-value calculations is discounting the 
future cash flows. This holds for life as well as for non-life technical pro-
visions. The discount rate of traditional embedded value was a certain 
discount rate that reflected the total return on investments in a prudent 
way. This is consistent with the theory of the capital asset pricing model 
(CAPM). However, more modern theories look into market-consistent 
pricing, where risks are addressed separately and the relevant discount 
rate is the risk-free interest rate. Government bonds are considered to 
be risk free, at least the government bonds of most western economies 
(see Chapter 6 on the credit risk of government bonds during the finan-
cial crisis). The disadvantage of government bonds is that most govern-
ment bonds have long maturities, eg, 10 years. A full and representative 
government bond curve does not exist. For shorter-term cash flows, a 
different discount rate should be chosen. The alternative is to choose 
the interbank swap curve as the relevant discount rate. The interbank 
swap curve consists of interest rates that are used in transactions be-
tween banks in a normally deep and liquid market. The advantage of 
this is that interest rates exist for a wide array of maturities, both ex-
tremely short term (three months) and longer term. In the Solvency II 
regulations, also the interbank swap curve is used (see Chapter 8).

VALUE-AT-RISK
Value-at-risk (VaR) has become the overarching technique for mea-
suring risks. It originated in the 1990s when banks’ trading activi-
ties gradually included complex products that were sensitive to all 
kinds of price changes in the market, ie, risks. These were denoted 
by the Greeks, such as delta, gamma, vega and rho. With these com-
plex trading products becoming more important, it became equally 
crucial to explain all these risks to non-technical people (such as 
managers). To that end, VaR was developed; VaR expresses the risk 
as one number, which makes it easy to understand.
 VaR is the “most likely” maximum loss in value (in monetary 
amounts such as euros or dollars) that can happen to a portfolio of 
instruments. The term “most likely” is derived by using statistical 
techniques, ie, the confidence interval. For a statistical confidence in-
terval of 99%, we can say that in 1 out of 100 times the loss will be 
worse than the VaR number. This is equivalent to 2.5 days per year, 
given 250 trading days per year. Next to the confidence interval, the 
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holding period is important: do we look at the “most likely” maxi-
mum loss in a one-day or one-month time interval? The original VaR 
applications often used a one-day or a 10-day period because this 
is the period normally required to liquidate a certain risky position. 
For most products, one day is sufficient, but under stressful condi-
tions some products need more liquidation time. We have seen in the 
period of 2008–11 that, for some assets, longer periods are needed to 
liquidate in times of stress. For instance, during the first months of 
2011, there was hardly a demand for Greek government bonds. As a 
result, even when sellers would accept a large loss, no buyers were 
willing to buy at that price. The same holds for the period in 2008 
when short-term funds became scarce on the capital markets due to 
investors’ fear of hidden risk exposures in counterparties.
 As will be seen in the next section, the concept of economic capi-
tal is derived from VaR. However, the confidence level is signif-
icantly higher than 99% – for instance, 99.50% or 99.95%. This is 
derived from the credit rating of the institution itself. The holding 
period is also much greater; typically one year. This is because other 
risks are less liquid than market risks in banks’ trading portfolios. 
This will also be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Figure 2.5 VaR as a multiple of standard deviation

Probability distribution of value

VaR

Standard deviation Current value 
(expected value)

The VaR technique assumes that the price changes over time follow 
a normal probability distribution (or a distribution that is related 
to the normal distribution). The normal probability distribution is 
derived from two variables: the mean and the standard deviation. 
These two variables are easily calculated from observable market 
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prices. For the normal probability distribution, it holds that 2.3 
times the standard distribution is the 99% confidence level.
 If the VaR99%, 1 day of a transaction €5 million, this implies that a 
bank on average expects to lose not more than €5 million in 99 out 
of 100 trading days.
 In addition to the regular VaR for an entire portfolio, companies 
also calculate the marginal VaR of a certain sub-portfolios. The mar-
ginal VaR provides the amount of VaR that is added to the total VaR 
by adding the specific portfolio.
 Three methods are used to derive the VaR, varying in complexity 
and each having its own pros and cons. One disadvantage they all 
have in common is that they represent only one number. Therefore, 
VaR analysis, in practice, is amended by stress-testing. The three 
methods are as follows.
 Analytic variance/covariance approach: this assumes that market 
returns are log-normally distributed. This means that the logarithms of 
the returns are normally distributed. Hence, the two central parame-
ters (average, standard deviation) can be relatively easily derived from 
a historical dataset. Using these parameters, the VaR is calculated by 
subtracting from the average a multiple of the standard deviation, de-
pending on the desired confidence level. As indicated above, 2.3 times 
the standard deviation refers to a 99% confidence level. This approach 
is sometimes also called parametric VaR. Its main advantage is that this 
approach is extremely simple. Unfortunately, this simplicity comes at 
the cost of less sensitivity to “fat tails”, ie, extreme market events.
 Historical simulation approach: this uses real, observed market 
prices of the past period to derive the maximum loss. Therefore, it 
is necessary to have sufficient historical data available. From the his-
torical dataset of, for instance, 500 trading days, sorted in ascending 
order, one can derive the 99% confidence level by taking out the five 
largest losses. The remaining largest number is the VaR of 99%. The 
approach is relatively simple and aggregation across markets is also 
possible. The disadvantage is that extreme events are not captured as 
long as they are not included in the dataset. Most importantly, it is 
necessary to analyse a sufficiently long historical dataset.
 Monte Carlo simulation approach: this estimates probability 
distributions based on historical data to derive the VaR. The prob-
ability distributions are used to simulate randomly the value of the 
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portfolio over the specified time horizon (eg, 10 days). With suffi-
cient simulation outcomes, we can construct a hypothetical time se-
ries as described above. Thus the VaR can also be derived relatively 
easily. The advantage of this approach is its accuracy. However, it is 
also computationally complex, because all kinds of interdependen-
cies must be modelled.
 As indicated, VaR represents the worst-case loss. Assuming that 
the equity capital position is exactly the VaR, a loss larger than the 
VaR amount would trigger the insolvency of the firm. Thus, VaR in-
dicates the point of insolvency. To some extent, it is also interesting to 
know what the loss is to policyholders in the case of insolvency. VaR 
does not take that into account, but tail-VaR does. Tail-VaR is the av-
erage loss in the case of insolvency (see Figure 2.6). VaR is calculated 
as the cut-off point in a probability distribution, whereas tail-VaR is 
calculated as the area of a probability distribution beyond the cut-off 
point. For portfolios with an identical VaR outcome, the tail-VaR can 
differ significantly because one portfolio includes fat tails and the 
other does not. Other terms for the concept of tail-VaR are expected 
policyholder deficit (EPD) or expected shortfall.
 Tail-VaR has conceptually attractive characteristics, for instance 
that the tail-VaR of two combined portfolios is always equal or less 
than the sum of the two separate tail-VaR outcomes. In theoretical 
cases, this requirement does not hold for the VaR measure. Whilst 
theoretically more correct, tail-VaR is also more complex to calcu-
late. Therefore, most insurance companies apply VaR in practice in 
their risk models rather than tail-VaR.

Figure 2.6 VaR and tail-VaR
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ECONOMIC CAPITAL
As has been noted, economic capital is the minimum capital avail-
able for potential calculated setbacks. How can insurers determine 
their minimum capital position? Let us take the non-life risk as an 
example. Issuing non-life insurance automatically results in reported 
claims. The premium contains a risk premium to compensate for the 
average long-term claim amounts (apart from a cost component and a 
profit charge). Over a long period, a portfolio is profitable, as the pre-
mium covers the claim amounts. Statistically, we also call this the ex-
pected loss or best-estimate loss. However, in a certain year, the claim 
amounts can be higher than the expectation. We call the deviations 
from the expectation the unexpected loss. When the claim amounts 
are lower than expected, the rest of the obtained risk premiums can 
be reserved for more adverse times. When the claim amounts are 
suddenly higher than expected, the insurer, however, needs to have 
a sufficient buffer to cover this setback: economic capital. When the 
claim amounts are even higher than the buffer, the insurer goes eco-
nomically bankrupt: the capital turns out to be negative.

Figure 2.7 Rationale to hold capital
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The insurer holds a minimum capital buffer to cover very high 
claim amounts and thus reduce the likelihood of its own bank-
ruptcy. The actuaries of the insurer, using their experience of claim 
amounts, create a probability distribution of the possible volume 
of claims. Small claims occur relatively often, but are not devastat-
ing for an insurer. Generally, these can simply be covered by regu-
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lar profit. Higher claims are less frequent, but could involve major 
consequences. Unexpected high losses involve consequences for 
the profit and capital position, which will be affected in the follow-
ing order:

o

o

o

first, the planned profit disappears (partially);
then, the capital evaporates slowly but surely; and
finally, the losses hit the providers of liabilities (policyholders 
and others).

In order to prevent the policyholders5 from being affected by such 
extreme claim amounts, the insurer will determine its capital buffer 
to such an extent that policyholders, at least, will not be harmed. 
As mentioned, probability distributions are used to establish the 
minimum size of the capital buffer. In Figure 2.8, such a probability 
distribution is shown where the profit (loss) is compared with the 
probability of this profit (loss) actually occurring. For this illustra-
tion, a normal probability distribution is used, although in practice 
all kinds of probability distributions are used. Figure 2.8 shows this 
insurer is expecting a positive profit, as the highest probability is 
situated to the right of “zero”. However, there is a slight probabil-
ity of an extreme unexpected loss, as shown on the left side of the 
chart. In order to avoid extreme unexpected losses involving con-
sequences for policyholders, economic capital needs to be set aside.

Figure 2.8 Probability distribution of financial results
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For the insurer, it is not economically profitable to cover all possible 
losses with equity capital. The insurer allows for losses to occur that 
could lead to bankruptcy in an extreme situation. The probability of 
bankruptcy is very small (actually, it is better to speak of probability 
of default; see Chapter 4 on credit risk). A probability of bankruptcy 
of 0.05%6 indicates, for instance, that the insurer allows there to be, 
statistically, a chance of 1 in 2,000 that it will go bankrupt. Statis-
tically, losses can exceed the economic capital only once in 2,000 
years, which implies that in 99.95% of the cases there is a sufficient 
capital buffer to cover the losses over a certain period of time (often 
one year). We also call this a confidence interval of 99.95%. Simi-
larly to the confidence interval concept, the term “return period” 
is used in the reinsurance industry. A confidence interval of 99.95% 
is equal to a return period of 2,000 (years), as a bankruptcy occurs 
only once in 2,000 years.
 Beside the confidence interval, the time horizon is also important. 
A really extreme claim amount varies if we look at one particular day, 
month or year. In one year, more or higher claim amounts can occur 
than in one day. At the same time, insurers have more time to absorb 
high claim amounts in one year than in one day. Often, a time hori-
zon of one year is chosen. This seems contradictory to the long-term 
horizon of life insurance, which can run up to a period of 30 years, 
for instance. Here, the one-year horizon does not indicate that after 
one year no further losses are expected, but that it is assumed that the 
management of the insurer in question can take measures within a 
period of one year to address the crisis situation, for example, reduc-
ing other risk positions or attracting additional capital.
 The ratings of the well-known external rating agencies such as 
Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s (see Chapter 4) can also be trans-
lated into certain probabilities of bankruptcy. A bankruptcy prob-
ability of 1 in 2,000 concurs, for instance, with the A+ rating of 
Moody’s and A+ of Standard & Poor’s. For capital markets, ratings 
are an instrument used more often than bankruptcy probabilities. 
Therefore, the rating ambition of insurers is often used as a basis 
to determine the bankruptcy probability. On the basis of the rating 
ambition, the corresponding confidence interval is chosen from the 
probability distribution. An insurer that aims for an A+ rating thus 
chooses a 99.95% confidence interval from the probability distribu-
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tion. This is represented in Figure 2.9. An insurer aiming for an A 
rating allows itself to have a bankruptcy probability of 0.07%. On 
the left side of the chart, this company looks for the point where the 
probability of extreme unexpected losses equals exactly 0.07%. The 
confidence interval then is 99.93%.

Figure 2.9 Economic capital and rating ambition
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Thus, a company with an AA rating (for identical activities) holds 
relatively more capital than an A-rated company, but less than an 
insurer with an AAA rating, which also concurs with the risk per-
ception of the market. The bankruptcy probability of an AA-rated 
company is, after all, smaller than that of an A-rated company.
 On the basis of the preceding, we now come to the following 
definition of economic capital:

Economic capital is the minimum capital buffer needed to cover all 
unexpected losses that can be caused by the different risks to which 
the insurer is exposed within a certain time horizon, and the confi-
dence interval that corresponds to the internal rating ambition.

 Earlier, this book described expected and unexpected loss in 
terms of claim amounts, which is translated into accounting terms. 
The same counts for fair-value terms. This book has also discussed 
expected value, often also called best estimate value. The equiva-
lent of unexpected loss is the value at a certain confidence interval. 
This is often called the worst-case value. From now on, the terms 
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best estimate and worst case will be used in this book.
 How does the insurer calculate economic capital? The most com-
mon method is to create risk models per risk category, as described 
earlier in the chapter when discussing the risks for the insurer. For 
each risk category, there are separate models (these will be discussed 
in Chapters 3, 4 and 5). The results are then aggregated, taking into 
account diversification. Diversification is the phenomenon whereby 
different risks partially offset each other. The result of this analysis is 
an outcome in terms of economic capital per risk category. The ad-
vantage is that the insurer has economic capital outcomes on a level 
where those outcomes can be steered, ie, per risk type. This way, the 
market risk and non-life risk can be controlled separately. Therefore, 
having separate economic capital figures is preferable. Aggregation 
has to take place carefully. Diversification plays an important part 
here and will be looked at again in Chapter 10.
 Another method is the so-called dynamic financial analysis 
(DFA), in which all risk components are modelled simultaneously. 
One big model is created for all the risk drivers, such as non-life 
claims, share prices and interest rates. Therefore, a DFA model has 
only one outcome: the total economic capital on the aggregated lev-
el of a modelled unit (for instance, a business unit). The disadvan-
tage of this method is that it cannot be arranged in an orderly man-
ner. That aside, in a DFA model the underlying risk categories are 
no longer separately visible either. This is impractical when steer-
ing the risk profile. Some parties with such DFA models gradually 
move towards separate economic capital models per risk category. 
A great advantage of DFA models is that related risks are also mod-
elled simultaneously.

PANEL 2.4 ECONOMIC CAPITAL FOR THE EXPECTED PROFIT? 
Earlier, it was indicated that the economic capital is calculated as the 
difference between the worst-case loss and the expected loss. The idea 
is that the expected loss is already calculated in the premium proposi-
tion and the worst-case loss is covered by economic capital. To draw a 
parallel with the fair-value framework, the economic capital is calcu-
lated as the difference between the worst-case value and the expected 
value. However, the expectation is to make a profit, otherwise, in prin-
ciple it would not be financially attractive to sell that particular policy.
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If the expectation is to make a profit in terms of value, it is assumed that 
the value will be higher within a year from now.
 By calculating the economic capital as worst-case value minus ex-
pected value (both in a year’s time), the insurer holds economic capital 
over the expected profit. An extreme, and probably only theoretical, 
example clarifies this: suppose that the insurer always makes a profit 
in terms of fair value, but that profit can fluctuate. In other words, the 
value over one year is always higher than the present value. However, 
how much higher exactly is uncertain. Does this insurer need to hold 
economic capital for that purpose? The insurer cannot go bankrupt and 
thus holding economic capital probably goes against intuition.
 Advocates say that the insurer should set aside economic capital 
here, because the management has based its business plans on the 
expected profit. Each setback regarding the expectation needs to be 
compensated for in the economic capital to ensure business plans can 
continue. Opponents take it to mean that the management will swiftly 
adapt its plans and that there will be no capital necessary as long as 
there is no probability of loss (in terms of value). The authorities are 
not absolutely unanimous in their judgement. However, in this book, 
the meaning is that it is not sensible to hold economic capital for an 
expected increase in value. Therefore, this book calculates economic 
capital as the difference between the worst-case value and the expect-
ed value or zero.
 Another possible solution is to calculate economic capital over ex-
pected profit, but nevertheless and at the same time treat the expected 
profit as an additional capital buffer.

CONCLUSION
This chapter describes the functions of the insurer. Insurance in-
volves accepting and absorbing risks. A policyholder needs to trust 
that there will be sufficient buffers to cover this risk adequately and 
hence that the insurer will fulfil its liabilities. Therefore, insurance 
supervisors are put in place to monitor the insurance industry. An 
important component of this supervision is the solvency require-
ment: each insurer has to reserve a minimum amount of capital. 
Chapters 7 and 8 will discuss the supervision of insurers and some 
relevant developments more thoroughly.
 Apart from that, the insurer wants to maintain a minimum 
amount of capital itself due to its own risk profile and because the 
market requires it to do so. We call this buffer economic capital. 
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Statistical models play a role in establishing the economic capital 
for each risk type. These will be examined in the Chapters 3, 4 and 
5. Chapter 10 discusses the application of economic capital in the 
field of management control.

1
2
3

4
5

6

This last effect is sometimes resolved by introducing a deductible for the policyholder.
Apart from the so-called IBNR provision (see Chapter 3).
Here we use the statistical term “expectation”. For instance, we expect that 1 in 1,000 cars 
will suffer total loss.
ALM will be treated thoroughly in Chapter 4.
Or other providers of capital; it is not unusual for an insurer at group level to issue other 
forms of capital, such as subordinated debt, as a supplement to equity capital.
1/2000 = 0.0005 =  0.05%.
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This chapter describes the underwriting risks. For a long time, the 
life and non-life industries were two relatively separate worlds, 
as their day-to-day practice differs and each has its own historical 
roots and legal backgrounds. Therefore, they will be described sep-
arately in this chapter. However, it will be shown that the control 
and calculation of economic capital for the life and non-life indus-
try are closely related.

LIFE INSURANCE PRODUCTS
Life insurance is insurance that is coupled to the death or simple 
longevity of a person. It is an agreement to pay out a certain sum 
of money or value at a certain moment in the future. There is great 
diversity in life products and it would be beyond the scope of this 
book to run through all forms, so what follows is a short review.
 Traditional life insurance products include endowment assur-
ance, term assurance, life annuities and other hybrids. Pure endow-
ment assurances pay out an amount when the person is still alive 
at a previously agreed moment, while term assurance provides a 
payment when a person dies before an agreed moment. Annui-
ties pay out a series of amounts during a certain time period – for 
instance, until death. Modern insurance products include invest-
ment insurances, unit-linked and universal life products. These are 
much more like structured investment products, where the actual 
investment risk is for the policyholder. Unit-linked and universal 

3

Underwriting Risks:
Life Risk and Non-Life Risk
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life products, in particular, often allow for flexible premium and 
benefit payments. Often minimum return guarantees are provided 
with these products, which also involves risks for the insurer. For a 
long time, traditional life insurance products also included a high 
guaranteed rate of return. The client may not perceive this to be 
a guaranteed return, just as a fixed future benefit. However, the 
underlying fundamentals of the insurance product require the cal-
culations of the future benefit to be based on a fixed rate of return 
on investments.

PANEL 3.1 PENSIONS… SPECIAL FORM OF LIFE INSURANCE
In principle, pensions are also a form of life insurance. After a num-
ber of years of premium payments, the insured receives lifelong com-
pensation after they have reached pensionable age (typically 63 or 65 
years old). Upon death, compensation to the widow/widower often 
follows as well. The basic principles are comparable to those for life 
insurance. There are collective pension insurance products presented 
by insurance companies and pension funds. Pension funds involve spe-
cial regulations and the contracts are different to those for individual 
life insurances. In addition, the contract partner of the pension fund is 
often a sponsor company providing the pensions for many employees 
instead of for individuals. Compared to traditional and individual life 
insurance, the duration of the pension liabilities is higher, typically 30 
years or more. Due to this long time horizon, inflation becomes a more 
dominant (and hence more important) issue. Inflation at 2% over a 
30-year time horizon is a total price increase of over 80%. Or, in other 
words, this needs to be incorporated in the investment strategy of the 
pension fund – by no means a simple task. Only since the late 2000s, 
inflation-linked bonds have become available on the capital markets 
that protect assets against inflation. To have a little amount of flexibility 
over this long time horizon, pension contracts often comprise clauses 
on conditional indexation and adaptation of the benefits to inflation.
 As will be discussed here, life risk is highly relevant for pension 
funds. The ageing effect of the post-WWII population has definitely set 
the agenda for many pension funds. How will the pension fund con-
tinue to be able to compensate the benefits of pensioners when their 
expected age increases over time? And continues to increase! The rea-
sons for this vary widely, from better health systems to better working 
conditions. However, the consequence is that the expected life expec-
tancy has increased by almost 20 years in the last century.
 The pensions industry has specific characteristics, but this book will 
not pay separate attention to pensions. However, what follows is highly 
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applicable to collective pension insurance, as the methods used by 
and basic principles for the insurer are comparable to those of life in-
surance. One element that differs is the supervision on pension funds, 
which seems to be more nationally oriented than supervision of the 
insurance industry (Solvency II, see Chapter 8).

WHAT IS LIFE RISK?
At the sale of a life insurance policy, the insurer runs the risk of the 
insured dying too soon or “too late”. Life risk involves the time of 
death in relation to the expected time of death. Each human being 
will die some day, only the moment when is uncertain.
 With a lifelong annuity, the insured receives a series of benefit 
payments upon reaching a previously agreed age in compensation 
for one or more premium payments. The sum of the premium pay-
ments and the corresponding investment returns have to be suffi-
cient for the benefit payments. When the insured lives longer than 
expected, more benefits have to be paid than expected. This is a risk 
for the insurer – longevity risk. An endowment assurance involves 
a mortality risk: it is disadvantageous for the insurer if the insured 
dies sooner than expected. Depending on the composition of the 
portfolio, a higher mortality rate, rather than a lower rate, can be 
disadvantageous. Sometimes mortality risk is used as the general 
equivalent of life risk. However, it is preferable to make a distinc-
tion between mortality and longevity risk, and to use life risk as the 
overarching term.
 Life risk is not a theoretical concept; insurers suffer the actual 
consequences of life risk. Think of epidemics such as Aids, or even 
pandemics such as Spanish flu, SARS and bird flu. In the late 1980s, 
it seemed that Aids could have enormous effects on life expectancy. 
Many researchers analysed several possible scenarios: what might 
be the influence of Aids on mortality rates? In Africa, the conse-
quences of HIV and Aids are enormous, with an infection rate of 
30% in some countries. This has decreased the life expectancy in 
these countries to an age of around 30 years. Ageing has also been 
the subject of discussions, as it too involves consequences for life 
risk. Let us assume a simple life annuity that pays €100 every year 
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to a person from age 65 until death. In the 1990s, life expectancy 
was around 80 years, hence around 15 payments would need to 
be made. The NPV of these payments against a 2% discount rate 
is about €1360, so with a price of €1500 this makes a nice €140 
profit in absence of costs (almost 10% profit margin). However, in 
the meantime, it has turned out that life expectancy has increased to 
about 85 years. This means that 20 rather than 15 annual payments 
will need to be made, with an NPV of over €1700. Instead of a nice 
€140 profit, the contact faces a €200 loss. This is a simple example 
of how ageing will impact life insurance products. Apart from this, 
ageing has large consequences for the structure of social security 
systems, health provision and the structure of the economy – not all 
of which will be discussed here.

PANEL 3.2 SPANISH FLU
Spanish flu is a classic example of a pandemic – it was a very aggres-
sive variant of the influenza virus and caused the deaths of between 
20 and 40 million people. The disease spread worldwide in only a 
few months. It was first discovered in the US in March 1918. In Spring 
1919, the Spanish flu disappeared again. Many countries were still ex-
periencing censorship due to the First World War. Only in Spain, which 
had remained neutral, did the press pay attention to the pandemic, 
hence the name.
 It is estimated that 2.5–5.0% of the global population died as a result 
of the pandemic, with 20% of the people suffering from the disease to 
some extent. Approximately half of the American casualties in Europe 
died as a result of Spanish flu, not from fighting the enemy. In total, 
28% of the US population suffered, as well as 200,000 British and 
400,000 French casualties. The flu caused problems across the entire 
globe, from the US to Europe and Asia.
 Symptoms included high fever, muscle pain and a sore throat. Grad-
ually so much energy was lost that people could no longer eat or drink. 
People aged 20–40 years old were particularly affected, as opposed 
to a normal flu wave, where older people are more vulnerable. To this 
day, the exact cause remains unknown.

Life assurance involves the risk that investment returns may be fall-
ing short when the client receives benefit payments. This is called 
investment risk and it will be discussed in Chapter 4. This chapter 
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will focus on the risk caused by changes in mortality rates, both 
longevity and mortality effects.

Life risk is the risk of decreases in value due to different mortality 
than expected or due to a change in the mortality expectation.

Life risk is divided into three components:

o

o

o

volatility risk: the risk of “regular” fluctuations in mortality un-
der normal circumstances, including its extreme peaks;
trend risk: the risk of the currently estimated trend (such as ex-
pected mortality developments) changing and the insurer mak-
ing the wrong estimates for the future; and
calamity risk: the risk of disasters or calamities (eg, war, epidem-
ic) with an incidentally high mortality rate.

The trend risk component is sometimes divided into a parameter 
risk and a model risk. The trend risk reveals itself when risk manag-
ers estimate statistical risk models of mortality developments. The 
parameter risk is the risk that the wrong parameters are used, al-
though the basic model is correct. The model risk is the risk where 
the basic statistical model is incorrect. For instance, a normal prob-
ability distribution is used, while the mortality does not appear to 
be normally distributed.

Figure 3.1 Components of life underwriting risk
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CONTROLLING LIFE RISK
An insurer has no influence over the moment of death of an indi-
vidual client. On a portfolio basis, however, the underwriting policy 
is an important instrument for either accepting or not accepting cer-
tain risks. Aside from that, there are also insurers who encourage their 
clients to adopt a healthy lifestyle, for instance, through discounts at 
gym membership. There are even insurance firms that specialise in 
smokers. This portfolio composition can reduce the mortality risk, al-
though it is also used as a commercial instrument.
 This chapter has already concluded that longevity risks and mor-
tality risks have a simultaneous existence. With good distribution in 
the portfolio, an insurer can succeed in making these partially offset 
each other. A person dies sooner or later than expected, but only one 
of these possibilities will apply.
 Reinsurance is a good instrument with which influence the life 
risk. Reinsurers take over part of the risk in exchange for a premium. 
Reinsurance is applied more widely in the non-life industry (this is 
described in more detail later in the chapter).
 A variant of risk control is securitising a part of the insurance li-
abilities. This refers to actually selling the risk to the capital markets. 
As this occurs in large blocks of business, such transactions are not 
possible for all insurers. This is a relatively new concept and the mar-
kets are still not well developed. Also, the turmoil experienced by the 
securitisation market during 2008 (see Chapter 6) has certainly not 
done these developments any good. However, transactions continue 
to take place in a number of countries, including the UK.
 Some life products include guaranteed returns and additional 
profit sharing clauses. In some markets, such as so-called with-profit 
products or participating contracts, form a substantial part of the mar-
ket. For instance, in 2003 they amounted to over 30% of the liabilities 
of stock-listed companies and over 50% of the mutual insurance busi-
ness. With-profit contracts promise a conditional return on top of the 
guaranteed benefit. Often these with-profit clauses are to the discre-
tion of the insurance companies’ management. The additional return, 
called a bonus payment, depends on the overall profit of the company 
or on a certain block of assets. This profit is then distributed (shared) 
across a so-called cohort of business. Because the insurance company 
expects to make a profit, it also expects to pay profit sharing, which 
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should of course be recognised in the technical provisions. However, 
if financial setbacks occur, the company could cut bonuses. Hence, 
these elements of technical provisions act as a risk-absorption buffer, 
even if they cannot be classified as (equity) capital.
 The profit-sharing contracts provide the insurance company with 
flexibility to share a part of the risk with the policyholders. However, 
once a certain track record of profit sharing has been built up, a com-
pany cannot easily cut profit sharing (for instance, due to supervisory 
interventions). This means that, while the payments are strictly condi-
tional, they are in fact unconditional – and this limits the risk absorp-
tion of the technical provisions. The variety of profit-sharing clauses is 
enormous; moreover, differences exist between countries and regions. 
For instance, for some products in Germany and Austria the company 
is allowed to change profit sharing without notifying policyholders, 
whereas this is not possible in the UK.
 Mostly, this risk-absorbing nature of insurance liabilities is used to 
cover investment risks because those risks are dominant in modern 
life insurance contracts. However, with-profit business can also be 
used to control life underwriting risks.

MEASURING LIFE RISK
Fluctuations in mortality rates are relatively small, especially in devel-
oped countries, where the mortality rate is relatively stable (decreas-
ing) from year to year. However, annual small changes in mortality 
rates can involve major consequences over the entire duration of a life 
insurance portfolio (for instance, 30 years).
 Mortality tables are the most appropriate instrument with which 
to measure life expectancy and the life risk. Several agencies reg-
ularly publish mortality tables, such as the actuarial associations. 
Additionally, an insurer keeps track of the mortality development 
of its own portfolio and the difference between expected and actual 
mortality rates. Naturally, there is a difference between longevity 
risk and mortality risk.
 Mortality tables are based on actuarial models of mortality statis-
tics. Internationally, the so-called Lee–Carter model is the standard, 
although there are quite a number of variants. The Lee–Carter model 
is a statistical model that estimates the mortality rate for each age 
group. Insurers and pension funds use this model to analyse mortal-
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ity and longevity trends. The Lee–Carter model observes a certain 
trend for the average increase in age and assumes that this trend will 
continue. In practice, we can see that the speed in which people get 
older increases. The ageing effect has not proved constant over time. 
Therefore, variants on the Lee–Carter model also exist.
 There are many sources of public mortality tables – for instance, 
from national actuarial societies, national bureaus for statistics and 
even some governmental departments publish mortality tables. In 
the UK, the government’s actuarial department used to publish 
mortality tables, but that responsibility has been transferred to the 
Office of National Statistics. In the US, the Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention publishes mortality tables. Other examples are 
the Canadian Human Mortality Database, the China Life Insurance 
Mortality Table (published by the Chinese Supervisor CIRC) and 
the mortality tables of the Dutch Actuarial Association.
 The mortality table of the Dutch Actuarial Association is publicly 
accessible and reviewed every five years. The Actuarial Associa-
tion distinguishes data for the entire male population (EMP) and 
the entire female population (EFP). Table 3.1 represents a part of 
these tables. The mortality table indicates per age group how many 
people are still alive when 10 million are born and what the mortal-
ity probability is. In Table 3.1, it can be seen that out of 10 million 
male babies (age zero) only 9,932 million three-year-olds and 8,797 
million 61-year-olds are left. Likewise, the table shows that 64-year-
old women have a 0.918% probability of dying at that age (qx), as 
(8,999,177 – 8,916,565)/8,999,177 = 0.00918 = 0.918%.
 Based on the mortality table, the insurer determines the technical 
provisions. If mortality rates change, an additional technical provi-
sion may have to be created. In the period 1980–90, many sensi-
tivity analyses were made that analysed how an epidemic such as 
Aids could have an impact on mortality developments. As a result, 
the impact of Aids on technical provisions was distilled.
 Apart from the mortality rates, there is the principle of embed-
ded value for life insurers: the embedded value represents the val-
ue of a portfolio of life insurance products (Chapter 10 will discuss 
embedded value in greater depth). As risk management especially 
focuses on the economic value, the consequences of risks for the 
embedded value are often taken as a starting point.
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Table 3.1 Mortality table

Men (EMP 1995–2000) Women (EFP 1995–2000)

 
 The traditional principle of embedded value does not sufficiently 
take the risk into account because not all risk components are in-
corporated well. Therefore, successors such as European embed-
ded value and market-consistent embedded value have improved 
the concept. This will be examined again in Chapter 10. Chapter 
7 describes regulation in the field of fair value. At this moment, it 
should be noted that fair value and market-consistent embedded 
value are in line with each other.

ECONOMIC CAPITAL FOR LIFE RISK
The calculation for the economic capital of life risk is based on the 
fair value of the insurance liabilities. That is the NPV of all future 
cash flows, in this case discounted with the risk-free interest rate 
curve (eg, deduced from government bonds). The idea behind eco-
nomic capital is: how much capital does one need in order to cover 
an extremely high increase in the fair value of insurance obliga-
tions? The model therefore calculates the fair value for two mortal-
ity assumptions: first for the expected mortality rate, which gives 
the so-called best estimate fair value; then for an extreme mortality 
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rate, which gives the worst-case fair value. The extreme mortality 
is the mortality that corresponds to the chosen confidence interval, 
for instance 99.95%. The difference between this is the economic 
capital (see Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 Economic capital for life risk
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Naturally, economic capital is calculated for each component of life 
risk and for both longevity risk and mortality risk. As such, five 
components per insurance portfolio are created: (1) longevity vola-
tility risk; (2) longevity trend risk; (3) mortality volatility risk; (4) 
mortality trend risk; and (5) mortality calamity risk. In theory, the 
longevity calamity risk would also have to be determined because 
sudden incidents causing a sudden increase in the life expectancy 
are also possible, eg, a new medicine to treat serious diseases such 
as cancer or Aids being developed. At the time, the invention of 
penicillin also caused an increase in life expectancy. In practice, 
however, insurers do not calculate economic capital for longevity 
calamity risk. The possible assumption may be that calamity risk is 
higher for mortality risk than for longevity risk anyway.
 The volatility risk is determined based on fluctuations in the 
mortality tables. On the policy level, a risk model estimates the ex-
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pected probability and the worst-case probability of an insured per-
son dying. Some insurers use a standard probability distribution to 
determine the worst-case mortality table, while others dispose of 
a simulation model. For both situations, the model calculates the 
value of the benefit payment, taking into account the available tech-
nical provision. If the technical provision is sufficient, the insurer 
suffers no loss. The economic capital is the difference between the 
worst-case value and the expected value of the benefit payment to 
the insured. On the portfolio level, diversification is taken into ac-
count. This analysis is carried out for longevity and mortality risks.
 The trend risk is determined by analysing the developments 
(trends) in mortality tables. The models for trend risk observe the 
expected mortality trends and their possible deviations. On the ba-
sis of statistical regression techniques, the insurer determines the 
worst-case deviation of the expected trend. Statistical regression is 
a technique producing forecasts based on indicators from the past. 
The model for trend risk determines the value of the insurance lia-
bilities in expected mortality tables and in a worst-case trend. Here, 
the economic capital is also the difference between the expectation 
and the worst-case value. This analysis is carried out for longevity 
and mortality risks.
 Determining the economic capital for calamity risk is not straight-
forward. There are both simple and very complex approaches. Sim-
ple methods could involve a simple factor-approach – for instance, 
by multiplying the technical provisions by a standard factor, or ap-
plying the volatility of the mortality twice or three times. This is 
more a matter of belief than science. More complex approaches are 
based on simulations of extreme events – for instance, the Spanish 
flu or specially developed scenarios. There are also insurers that 
simulate an extreme mortality on the basis of statistical techniques 
(extreme value theory). It is complex to generate sufficient data to 
enable adequate stochastic modelling on the extreme events, espe-
cially for life mortality tables.
 When the insurer has calculated these five components per portfolio, 
it determines the total economic capital of that portfolio by taking into 
account diversification in the aggregation process. Naturally, mortality 
risk and longevity risk mostly offset each other. Then, the sum of sev-
eral portfolios is determined, also taking diversification into account.
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PANEL 3.3 DETERMINISTIC AND STOCHASTIC RISK MODELLING
There is a difference between deterministic and stochastic risk model-
ling. Deterministic is a term that refers to the situation where the pa-
rameters are known to the calculations, ie no probability distributions 
are used within the calculations. For life risk, the insurer could simply 
calculate the expected life mortality tables and the worst-case mortality 
tables and then determine the value of technical provisions only us-
ing these two outcomes. The probability distribution of life expectancy 
does not enter into the calculations of the technical provisions. This is 
called a deterministic model.
 Stochastic modelling involves much more probabilities. The entire 
probability distribution of the mortality tables is used to make a model 
of the technical provisions. Based on this model, the economic capital 
is determined. Potentially certain effects in the mortality table will re-
sult in the highest economic capital relating to a different mortality set 
than the worst-case mortality table used in the deterministic model. It 
goes without saying that stochastic modelling is much more complex 
than deterministic calculations.
 The separation between deterministic and stochastic holds for all 
risk types, both life and non-life, but also for the financial and non-
financial risks that we will discuss in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. 
Over time, as expertise and risk modelling grows more advanced, more 
and more risk models will become stochastic.

NON-LIFE INSURANCE PRODUCTS
Non-life insurance is insurance where the insurer promises to com-
pensate a certain loss, which is different to the previously discussed 
life insurance where the compensation does not depend on the suf-
fered loss. There is a high level of diversity in non-life insurance. 
Property insurance covers the losses to buildings and inventory 
caused by a variety of incidents. Motor insurance covers the loss of 
vehicles due to traffic incidents, but also due to weather conditions 
(eg, the holes in car roofs caused by a hail storm). Liability insur-
ance covers the losses of third parties for which the insured is liable. 
There are many more forms of non-life insurance that would rea-
sonably fit in this chapter, such as transportation, marine and credit 
insurance, but they will not all be reviewed here. The Solvency II 
Directive (see Chapter 8) includes a list of all identified non-life in-
surance categories.
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 The essence of non-life insurance is that the policy conditions in-
clude a very clear description of the loss to which the coverage ap-
plies. For some incidents that are explicitly excluded in the policy 
conditions, there could be a special coverage on a national level. For 
instance, this applies to a terrorism risk where national terrorism 
pools exist to cover the losses of acts of terrorism that go beyond the 
ability of insurance companies to cover. Another example is catas-
trophe or earthquake pools. One speaks of deductibles within the 
insurance contract when the loss is compensated only from a cer-
tain initial threshold amount onwards. Losses that fall below that 
threshold are not compensated. There could be thresholds on an an-
nual basis or on a case basis. Most non-life insurance policies have a 
one-year duration period, but in practice most of the policyholders 
renew their policies annually.
 In non-life insurance, the insurer establishes a technical provi-
sion at the moment of the reported claim (for “incurred but not re-
ported”, IBNR, see below). The claim manager makes an estimate 
of the loss. During the claim handling process, the estimate might 
be adapted. When such a process takes very long there are several 
estimate adjustments. Products with a longer period to settle are 
called long-tail products – for instance, personal liability insurance. 
Short-tail products such as fire are settled relatively fast. During the 
estimation phase, large adjustments can follow, especially for liabil-
ity claims. This is because the estimate for the total claim amount 
may change over time due to a better insight in the actual claim, 
but also due to legal interpretations and even court case rulings. 
As such, technical provision can fluctuate because it only becomes 
clear whether the provision taken is adequate upon completion of 
the claim-handling process. A possible surplus is also called “run-
off result”. A structural run-off result of a certain underwriting de-
partment can be a sign of (too) prudent estimates.
 The IBNR provision is a specific technical provision. During the 
year, the accountant and the actuary make up the balance of the 
claim reports together and judge how much technical provision is 
needed. When the annual accounts are closed – for instance, on De-
cember 31 – a total review has to be created on that date. However, 
it is possible that in the period previous to the closure, incidents 
occurred for which claims were not yet reported. For that purpose, 
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additional technical provisions are taken, such as the IBNR provi-
sion. On the basis of past experience, the actuary creates an esti-
mate based on which a part of the premium is reserved as IBNR 
provision.

WHAT IS NON-LIFE RISK?
Non-life risk fuels one’s imagination: in the summer of 2005, Hur-
ricane Katrina had enormous consequences in the US. In 1999, the 
storm Lothar caused huge unexpected losses in the north of France. 
In January 2007, a heavy storm measuring 12 on the Beaufort scale 
disrupted economic and social life in much of north-west Europe in 
one day. In late 2010, heavy snowfall forced air and land traffic to 
a standstill in northern Europe and parts of the US. Weather condi-
tions are not the only ones involving non-life risk, eg, in the terror-
ist attacks in 2001 (New York), 2004 (Madrid) and 2005 (London) 
and the Chernobyl disaster. Also lava eruptions from the Icelandic 
volcanoes blocked air traffic in parts of the northern hemisphere in 
mid 2010 for a number of weeks.
 It is obvious that the occurrence of claims is the key business 
of a non-life insurer. As such, non-life risk is not the phenomenon 
of claims occurring, but that more or larger claims occur than ex-
pected and additional technical provisions might have to be taken 
at the expense of capital.

Non-life risk is the risk of decreases in value by different or higher 
claims than expected or by changes in the expectation over time.

We distinguish three components in the non-life risk:

o

o

o

Premium risk: the risk that, in the current year, more and/or 
larger claim amounts are reported than expected (this is can also 
be called current year risk);
Reserve risk: the risk that additional technical provisions for 
previous years’ reported claims are necessary (this is can also be 
called prior-year risk or run-off risk); and
Catastrophe risk: the risk of large-scale catastrophes, such as 
natural disasters.
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Figure 3.3 Components of 
non-life underwriting risk
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The difference between premium risk and reserve risk is the run-off 
of reported claims. The reserve risk is especially important for long-
tail claim reports such as liability insurance. For physical injury, an 
unexpected complication can appear after a few years and the addi-
tional loss amounts then falls under reserve risk. Jurisprudence can 
also play a part here: in a certain case, a lawsuit may prove a higher 
compensation claim is appropriate, which then also applies to other 
comparable cases. Therefore, an insurer has to take additional tech-
nical provisions for those other cases.
 In fact, catastrophe risk could also be seen as an extreme case of 
regular premium risk. In practice, special models are available to 
estimate catastrophes – for instance, on the basis of meteorological 
and seismographic data. These models do better justice to the spe-
cific situation of catastrophes. Therefore, catastrophe risk is consid-
ered a separate category.

CONTROLLING NON-LIFE RISK
Both insured and insurers benefit from restricting the loss. There-
fore, insurers try to encourage their clients to reduce the probabil-
ity of incidents and decrease the volume of loss. There are several 
possibilities for this. This section will discuss preventive measures, 
underwriting policy and policy conditions, scenario analyses, rein-
surance and alternative risk transfer (ART) techniques.
 An obvious measure for loss control is prevention: smoke detec-
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tors, fire extinguishers, lightning rods, etc. There are preventative 
measures to prevent the incident (such as lightning rods), but also 
to restrict the direct loss (such as fire extinguishers) and to restrict 
the indirect loss (such as providing escape routes). Prevention is 
important to both the insurer and the insured. Although it is clearly 
also used as a commercial instrument, some insurers are known to 
use prevention as a tool for controlling non-life risk. Apart from the 
instrumental side of it, it also creates client awareness and, as such, 
prevention is a good tool to control non-life risk.
 An instrument that is at least as important for controlling risks 
is the underwriting policy, by which the insurer can determine in 
advance which cases it wants to insure. As such, the underwriting 
policy is an important policy document. It contains, among other 
things, instructions regarding a maximum insurable sum or value 
or the sector where the client is active, such as geographical regions, 
etc. Policy conditions also offer a form of risk control; the exclusion 
of terrorism and flooding risks in some countries is a good example. 
Naturally, the insurer also has rules for certain concentrations; 
although each individual building in a street might fit well within 
the underwriting criteria, it could well be that insuring an entire 
street is undesirable.
 A natural instrument for controlling non-life risk is portfolio 
composition. A specialised portfolio is prone to more concentration 
risk than a well-diversified portfolio. This holds not only for 
geographical diversification, but more importantly for spreading 
the types of insurance products. For instance, this implies a healthy 
mix between motor and property insurance, as well as a mix 
between retail and small business insurance, etc.
 A useful instrument for analysing the aggregated risks is scenario 
analysis. It could happen that insurers (or departments therein) are 
not sufficiently aware of the risks within a certain portfolio. For 
instance, are the consequences of extreme frost or snowfall known? 
Are underwriters sufficiently aware of the potential collapse of 
building roofs under a heavy weight of snow? The bird flu scenario 
has stimulated minds among some insurers. A scenario analysis is, 
in fact, nothing but a structuralised brainstorming session (which 
is actually different to a quantitative scenario analysis). However, 
that particular structure can be useful when it involves complicated 
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questions arising in risk management.
 Reinsurance is a good instrument for risk control. Reinsurers are 
actually insurers for the primary insurance industry: they take over 
part of the risk in exchange for a premium, called the cession. Re-
insurers mutually take over risks, known as retrocession. There are 
numerous reinsurance constructions. So-called facultative reinsur-
ance concerns the reinsurance coverage per case/object, while the 
risks automatically move over to the reinsurer when a “treaty” has 
been closed. Within both categories, there are numerous reinsur-
ance forms. The most famous are the proportional reinsurance and 
excess-of-loss (XOL) contracts (see Figure 3.4). In proportional rein-
surance (such as quota share, or QS contracts), the reinsurer takes a 
proportional part of the claim amounts for its account and receives 
a proportional part of the premium in exchange. These contracts 
involve “sharing mutually”. XOL contracts are meant to cover ex-
treme losses. The reinsurer compensates large-scale losses, or when 
the annual total exceeds a certain amount. XOL contracts have a 
specific retention level and coverage. Retention is a kind of deduct-
ible for the insurer. The reinsurer will compensate only once that 
level has been exceeded. When a loss exceeds coverage limit, the 
costs involved are for the insurer instead of the reinsurer. In prac-
tice, an insurer deals with several reinsurers. The total reinsurance 
coverage is made up of several “layers”, each placed within a dif-
ferent party.
 Apart from reinsurance, other instruments are also becoming 
available gradually on the capital markets – for example, cat bonds 
(catastrophe bonds), weather derivatives or contingent forms of 
capital. A cat bond is a bond whereby the interest repayments or 
redemption depend on possible catastrophes. By issuing these 
bonds, the insurer creates financial flexibility in case of a catastro-
phe. Weather derivatives are financial instruments paying a certain 
amount depending on the weather conditions. As such, there are 
weather derivatives with compensation when the average daily 
temperature is below or above a certain threshold temperature, or 
when a certain wind speed is reached. For a crop insurer, this could 
be a useful method to cover the risk involved in an unsuccessful 
harvest. Contingent capital is, for instance, an agreement with 
certain investors from which an insurer can issue shares against a 
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profitable rate at the time of a catastrophe, also creating financial 
flexibility for the insurer. Such instruments are the so-called ART 
products. The use of ART is not yet widespread, but is gradually 
increasing.

Figure 3.4 Two categories of reinsurance contracts
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 Captives are also included among ART products, but have a spe-
cific character. A captive is a type of internal reinsurance company 
where results can be spread over a period of time under certain 
conditions. This provides breathing space for the financial process-
ing of large-scale losses. However, because it is, in fact, an internal 
reinsurance company, the losses are not really economically trans-
ferred to an external party. Rather, the captive is used to smooth 
losses over time. Besides, the use of captives is often based on fiscal 
reasons.
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PANEL 3.4 REINSURANCE EXAMPLES
An insurer has an industrial zone in its portfolio that has been insured 
for a sum of €100 million, at a premium of €10 million. The insurer has 
€4 million available to purchase a reinsurance contract and can choose 
between an XOL or a QS contract.
 The XOL contract has an attachment point (ie, retention level) of €5 
million and a coverage of €50 million. This means that losses from €5 
million upwards are covered up to the amount of €55 million. The QS 
contract covers as standard 40% of the claim amount in exchange for 
40% of the premium income.
 Suppose that a heavy storm takes place, producing a total claim amount 
of €30 million. Table 3.2 indicates how big the loss is and how much the 
reinsurance contract would cover. In a XOL contract, the insurer itself only 
needs to bear €5 million (retention level). The reinsurer refunds the remain-
ing €25 million. In a QS contract, the insurer must bear €18 million, be-
cause only €12 million (ie, 40% of €30 million) falls under the reinsurance.

Table 3.2 Coverage of two reinsurance contracts for one major storm 
(€ millions)

XOL QS

Total claim amount €30 €30

Reinsurance cover €25 €12

Remaining loss for insurer €5 €18

Suppose that instead of one heavy storm taking place within a certain 
year, 30 smaller storms with a loss of €1 million per storm occur (see Table 
3.3). Each time, the claim amount would fall under the retention threshold 
of the XOL contract and the insurer would then have to bear the full €30 
million. The QS contract covers €12 million of the loss (ie, 40% of €30 
million) and the insurer would have to bear the remaining €18 million.

Table 3.3 Coverage of two reinsurance contracts for multiple smaller 
storms (€ millions)

XOL QS

Total claim amount €30 €30

Reinsurance cover €0 €12

Remaining loss for insurer €30 €18

Thus, a XOL contract is a particularly good instrument to cover risks 
of major incidents, while a QS contract can cover a larger amount of 
smaller losses.
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MEASURING NON-LIFE RISK
The claim ratio is used as an indicator for the non-life risk. The claim 
ratio is the total claim amounts divided by the premium, expressed 
as a percentage. In fact, a claim ratio indicates whether the premi-
um is adequate to cover the claims. When the claim ratio is higher 
than 100%, loss takes place. In addition, there is also the combined 
ratio: the sum of the costs and the claim amounts as a percentage of 
the premium. This gives a more complete view of the profitability, 
although it troubles the image of the claim amounts alone.
 The claim ratio itself is not a real risk indicator, but the develop-
ment over time can give an idea of the risk. The fluctuation of the 
claim ratio is a risk indicator, although the claim ratio barely gives 
an insight into the probability of extreme events. Besides, it could 
create a nominator effect: when an insurer increases the premiums, 
the claim ratio decreases. However, this does not reveal anything 
about any large claims occurring or not. Nevertheless, a claim ratio 
of 60% does offer a little more comfort regarding profitability than 
a claim ratio of 85%.

Premium risk
Creating probability distributions is a good instrument for obtain-
ing an insight into the non-life risk. This applies to premium risk in 
particular. On the basis of historical data, the actuary determines 
the probability distribution of claims, thereby distinguishing small 
and large claims. For the small claims, the actuary creates a prob-
ability distribution of the total claim amount. For the larger losses, 
they will often determine a separate probability distribution for the 
frequency of claims (ie, the probability of large losses occurring) 
and the size of the claims. The actuary uses these distributions to 
determine the economic capital, among other things.

Reserve risk
The so-called loss triangle is an important instrument by which to 
estimate the run-off pattern of claim reports. These run-off patterns 
are important for reserve risk. The loss triangle makes a difference 
according to the accident year and development year. The accident 
year is the year during which a certain event took place. In the fol-
lowing years (the development years), it gradually becomes clear 
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how big this claim amount will become. This is especially relevant 
for liability insurance for which a long period of time can be in-
volved. Over time, there will be a much better insight in how the 
loss triangle will develop. Panel 3.5 gives an example of a loss tri-
angle. The loss triangle distinguishes an accident year and a de-
velopment year. However, in accounting the calendar year is ob-
served and these figures are expressed “on the diagonal” of the loss 
triangle. The 2011 accounting year reveals all losses from the 2011 
accident year that are situated in the first development year, as well 
as losses from 2010 in the second development year, etc.

PANEL 3.5 LOSS TRIANGLE
Suppose that an insurer has registered all losses from a portfolio since 
2005. In 2005, it received €100 million worth of claims of the policies 
in that year. One year later, this insurer received an additional €50 mil-
lion claim amounts from the policies from 2005, but also €103 million 
on account of newly sold policies in 2006. As more history from previ-
ous years gradually becomes available, the form of the loss triangle is 
created. In time, the loss triangle in Table 3.4 arises, where the insurer 
is certain of the upper half (shown in black) and the lower half is still 
unknown (shown in grey). The insurer is now at the beginning of calen-
dar year 2010; in calendar year 2009, it received a total of €233 million 
in claims (149 + 37 + 32 + 10 + 5 = 233).

Table 3.4 Run-off triangle (€ millions)

Development Year Total Premium

1 2 3 4 5 Claim Received

A
cc

id
en

t Y
ea

r

2005  € 100  € 50  € 30  € 10  € 5  € 195  € 200 

2006  € 103  € 51  € 31  € 10  € 5  € 200  € 210 

2007  € 106  € 53  € 32  € 11  € 5  € 207  € 230 

2008  € 73  € 37  € 22  € 7  € 4  € 143  € 190 

2009  € 149  € 74  € 45  € 15  € 7  € 290  € 240 

2010  € 154  € 77  € 46  € 15  € 8  € 300  € 255

The question now is: how many claim amounts are expected in 2010 
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When the actuary uses the loss triangle to establish the technical 
provision, they use the expected run-off patterns. They observe 
what the statistical expectation is per accident year, coming from 
the average run-off pattern over time. We call this the best-estimate 
claim amount per accident year. The actuary then determines the 
claim amount using a certain level of prudence. However, using 
modern software packages, it is also possible to run a more advanced 
analysis of the run-off pattern. Some software packages estimate 
the predefined number of confidence levels, such as 50% (best 
estimate), 75%, 90% and 99%. This way, for example, it is possible to 
calculate the worst-case run-off at a confidence interval of 99.95%. 
As such, two loss triangles are created: a loss triangle including the 
best-estimate claim amount per accident year and one showing the 
worst-case claim amount per accident year. More advanced systems 
allow insurers to estimate the entire loss distribution of the run-
off. This results in a model of the technical provisions based on the 
entire loss distribution where the worst-case loss can be determined 
more directly. Again, the former is called a deterministic model, 
whereas the latter is called a stochastic model (see Panel 3.3).
 One element that has received attention in the actuarial profession is 
the inflation effect in non-life claims. This is especially relevant in long-
tail business because it takes a long time before claims are finally settled. 
Hence, in addition to the traditional loss triangles, companies also take 
into account inflation effects. Traditionally, the non-life technical provi-

from the previous years? For that purpose, the insurer looks at the 
relation between the consecutive years. On average, the relation be-
tween the first and the second development year is 2:1. In 2010, €74 mil-
lion is expected (ie, 1/2 multiplied by €149 million) of claims from 2009. 
Using this method, the insurer can complete the entire loss triangle.
 There are many methods to complete the loss triangle. The most 
advanced insurers often use the following methods, depending on the 
available data required to do the calculations:

o Expected loss ratio method;

o chain ladder method;

o Bornhuetter–Freguson method; and

o Brosius method.
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sions were based on non-discounted cash flows, and even then deter-
mined prudently. Not discounting future cash flows implies additional 
(hidden) prudence in the technical provisions. Nowadays, fair value of 
technical provisions requires insurers to discount all future cash flows, 
which takes into account inflation. In principle, this is not too much dif-
ferent from the techniques used in life insurance, except for the fact that 
non-life actuaries have less experience with it. In addition, of course, 
fair-value technical provisions are based on realistic estimates of future 
cash flows rather than prudently determined cash flows.

Catastrophe risk
Measuring catastrophe risk is complex. Several reinsurers, special-
ists in catastrophe risk, have commercial models for catastrophes. 
Well-known models are RMS, EQE and AIR, but reinsurers also 
have self-developed models. Most of the large non-life insurers 
use such models in their analyses. Also, non-life insurers may rely 
on the outcomes of models from the large reinsurers, such as the 
market leader Swiss Re. They predict the probability of catastro-
phes and the loss caused by a catastrophe. The models are based 
on geographical, seismographical and meteorological information. 
The user can see at a detailed level what the loss could be if, for 
instance, a hurricane took place in a certain region.
 Catastrophe risk can also be measured using scenario analysis. 
Insurers simulate historical events such as hurricane Katrina, tsu-
namis like the ones in Japan or Indonesia or other historical events. 
An insurer estimates the impact on the portfolio if a catastrophe 
like these would happen in a specific geographical area. Of course, 
the outcomes are dependent on the choice of the scenario, but it 
proves very helpful in pointing out sensitivities.

ECONOMIC CAPITAL FOR NON-LIFE RISK
We have divided the non-life risk into three components: premium, 
reserve and catastrophe risk. For each component, there are sepa-
rate methods to determine the economic capital. The components 
are aggregated taking into account diversification.
 The economic capital for premium risk is based on probability dis-
tributions of the claim probability and the claim amount. The actuary 
often creates separate probability distributions for small and large 
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events, as discussed above. Mostly, the premium risk is not normally 
distributed. At the level of policy, however, there is a high probability 
that no claim will take place and, if then there is a claim, there is a cer-
tain volume but a very small probability of the loss being enormous. 
For the estimate of the claim probability, a so-called poisson, or nega-
tive binominal, distribution is often used and for the claim amount a 
so-called lognormal or a gamma distribution is used.
 On the basis of statistical simulation, the insurer can “join” these 
two probability distributions in one total probability distribution for 
the annual volume of the claims for the insurer. A simulation gen-
erates many random observations for the loss frequency based on 
the probability distributions. This is comparable to throwing a dice. 
For instance, if the simulation indicates that for a certain policy three 
claims occur yearly, a loss amount is simulated per simulated claim. 
This is yet another random observation from the probability distri-
bution of the claim amount. A simulation contains many random ob-
servations – for instance, 100,000 – that can then also be represented 
in a probability distribution by arranging them in ascending order. 
This is the stochastic model as described in Panel 3.3.
 The economic capital for premium risk can then be determined by 
reading off the desired confidence level in this overall probability dis-
tribution – for instance, 99.95%. This reflects the total claim amount in 
a worst-case year. As it still includes the “best estimate”, this still needs 
to be deducted. The best-estimate claim amount can also easily be read 
off from the probability distribution, the 50% confidence interval. The 
economic capital for premium risk is the worst-case claim amount mi-
nus the best-estimate claim amount (see Figure 3.5).
 The economic capital for reserve risk is based on the loss triangles. 
Most of the standard software programs for loss triangles calculate, on 
the basis of the underlying data, what the expected run-off is, and what 
the run-off pattern is in an extreme scenario (ie, based on a certain confi-
dence interval). For both scenarios, the insurer calculates what the value 
(fair value) of the future liabilities will be, using the NPV method. The 
fair value of the worst-case scenario is higher than the fair value of the 
best-estimate run-off. The economic capital for reserve risk is then eas-
ily calculated by subtracting these two fair values from each other (see 
Figure 3.6). Figure 3.6 shows a deterministic model. Stochastic models 
for reserve risk are similar to the premium risk model in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Economic capital for premium risk
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Figure 3.6 Economic capital for reserve risk
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The economic capital for catastrophe risk is determined by special 
catastrophe risk models and software, for which simulations are also 
used. In this way, the insurer determines the expected claim amounts 
and the worst-case claim amounts due to catastrophes. The economic 
capital is again the difference between these two values.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has described the underwriting risks, life risk and 
non-life risk. The products were discussed briefly, as well as the 
methods to control and measure the risk; the calculation method of 
the economic capital was also thoroughly described. For both risk 
categories, fair value is used for the calculation of economic capital. 
As discussed, fair value can be a paradigm shift, especially for non-
life actuaries that traditionally have been less used to discounting 
future cash flows. Economic capital has been explained based on 
deterministic and stochastic models.
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This chapter will discuss investment risks, which are also known 
as financial risks. These risks mostly arise from the investment pro-
cess of insurers, but some are also due to underwriting activities. 
The credit risk of reinsurers is one example. An important risk in 
insurance is interest rate risk, having impact on both the liability 
and asset side of the insurers’ balance sheets. We will see in this 
chapter how so-called asset and liability management takes place 
to address this risk. This chapter will also address three main in-
vestment risks: market risk, credit risk and liquidity risk, includ-
ing the main sub-risks. As in the previous chapter, we will start 
by explaining each risk before going into detail on how to control 
and measure the risk. For each risk, this chapter will explore the 
relevant economic capital models. Liquidity risk is a special risk 
type, as will be seen later in this chapter, because economic capital 
is a less-suitable method for addressing liquidity risk. We will start, 
however, with market and credit risk.

WHAT IS MARKET RISK?
An insurer invests its technical provisions and its equity capital as 
part of its primary function as a financial institution. The invest-
ment process is at the service of the core activity as an insurer, ie, 
providing insurance products. Although investments are generally 
perceived as “risky”, that is not necessarily the case. One can also 
invest in government bonds – something that insurers definitely 

4

Investment Risks:
Market, Credit and Liquidity Risk
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do. At the same time, we have seen in the late 2000s that govern-
ment bonds are not completely risk free either during the sovereign 
bond crisis. Chapter 6 explores the financial crisis in more detail. 
No insurer invests its total investment portfolio in stocks – tradi-
tionally believed to be the most risky asset category. All in all, we 
can be sure that fluctuations on the financial markets can have con-
sequences for insurers. This phenomenon is called market risk.
 Market risk is the risk of decreases in value by changes in market 
variables, such as the interest rates, equity prices, exchange rates, 
real estate prices and the like. This also includes ALM.
 Most of the assets of an insurer consist of bonds and equity (see 
Figure 4.1). Fixed income investments are assets with a fixed in-
terest rate: government bonds, corporate bonds and mortgages. 
Other assets such as shares and real estate investments do not 
have  agreed returns in advance and generally involve more risk 
than fixed income investments. The expected return on these assets 
is, however, higher because they include a compensation for that 
risk. We see that equity investments in both Europe and the US are 
roughly 25% of the portfolio. Fixed income portfolios in the US are 
relatively greater than in Europe, but that is partly compensated 
by a lower share of mortgage loans. Within Europe, however, there 
are major differences in the asset allocation per country. This is due 
to the different insurance products, as well as differences in local 
regulations within Europe. With the introduction of Solvency II, it is 
expected that these differences will gradually disappear.
 Apart from the above-mentioned asset categories, insurers of-
ten have derivatives such as options and swaps in the portfolio to 
cover risks. This kind of coverage of market risks is called hedging. 
Although these derivatives are complex products, the ability to in-
troduce these effectively is gradually increasing. Besides, financial 
market parties are increasingly anticipating the needs of insurers 
and offering special derivatives. Examples are inflation-linked or 
mortality bonds.
 The investment process of an insurer is not a stand-alone pro-
cess. Rather, it is linked to the underwriting process, because the 
profile of the insurance liabilities is an important driver. An insurer 
invests in such a way that assets are sufficient to cover the future 
liabilities. In other words: the assets are chosen in such a way that 
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the cash flows from investments are matched as well as possible to 
the benefit payments to policyholders, ie, the technical provisions. 
However, assets are not usually allocated to individual insurance 
policies on a one-to-one basis. The investment process takes place 
on an aggregated level and it is thus possible to benefit from econo-
mies of scale.

Source: OECD
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Figure 4.1 Total asset portfolio

 The value of the investments is subject to the fluctuations of fi-
nancial markets, despite the fact that the investments are matched 
to the technical provisions. If the liabilities are perfectly “matched” 
(Panel 4.1 expands on the term), these fluctuations have no conse-
quences for the insurer as a whole. The decreases (increases) in val-
ue of the investments are equal to the decreases (increases) in value 
of the technical provisions. However, when there is a mismatch, the 
insurer runs market risks.

Market risk is the risk of decreases in value by changes in the market 
variables such as interest rates, share prices, exchange rates, real estate prices 
and the like. This also includes asset and liability management (ALM).

Source: CEA
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 We can divide market risk into several subcategories, parallel to 
the market variables (interest rates, equity prices, foreign exchange 
rates, etc). This classification depends on the investment portfolio 
of the insurer. Below are a few commonly used categories.

Interest rate risk
The risk of decreases in value due to changes in the interest rates. 
Matching is of particular importance here, as the interest rate has an 
effect on the value of both the assets and the liabilities.

Equity risk
The risk of decreases in value due to changes in the equity prices.

Currency risk
The risk of decreases in value due to changes in the foreign ex-
change rates. This is also called foreign exchange (FX) risk.

Inflation risk
The risk of decreases in value due to changes in the inflation expecta-
tions.

Real estate risk
The risk of decreases in value due to changes in real estate prices. 
This is also called property risk.

Private equity risk
The risk of decreases in value due to changes in the private equity 
markets. Although private equity is, in fact, a component of equity 
risk, it is considered separately due to its specific character.

Credit spread risk
The risk of decreases in value due to changes in the credit spread. 
The credit spread is an extra compensation as a part of the interest 
rates of corporate bonds on top of government bond interest rates. 
As such, this gives a reflection of the capital market’s general senti-
ment of corporate bonds. Chapter 6 will highlight that the credit 
spread played an important role during the financial crisis, both the 
bond credit spread, but also the credit spread on a number of gov-
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ernment bonds (such as Greece). Credit spread risk is sometimes in-
correctly seen as a component of the credit risk. However, the credit 
spread risk is determined by capital market sentiment and not by 
the situation of one individual counterparty, such as credit risk.

Figure 4.2 Components 
of market risk

Market risk

Interest rate 
risk

Equity risk

Currency risk

In�ation risk

Property risk

Private equity 
risk
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Interest rate risk is an important market risk category because in-
terest rate changes impact both assets and liabilities. Interest rates 
have impact on the value of bonds and other fixed income securi-
ties because they are their major value driver. Also, they have an 
impact on insurance liabilities as many insurance products include 
guaranteed returns (ie, a fixed guaranteed interest rate). This ef-
fect is easily explained: in the valuation process future policyholder 
benefits are discounted (NPV) by a discount rate, ie, an interest rate. 
If interest rates increase, the value of liabilities decreases, which is 
positive for the insurance company, assuming that assets do not 
change. As indicated, assets values do change when interest rates 
fluctuate. If asset values do not change in tandem, the insurance 
firm as a whole may face a loss (or profit).
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 Generally, products with a longer duration are more affected by in-
terest rate changes. This holds for both assets and liabilities. For most 
of the life insurers, the duration of the assets is lower than the duration 
of liabilities. Hence, an interest rate decrease results in a decrease of 
total value. In addition to this, many insurance products include all 
kinds of embedded options and guarantees: for example, settlement 
options that allow clients to choose between a lump sum benefit or 
annuity or lapse/surrender options that allow policyholders to cancel 
the policy in advance of the maturity date. Obviously, the minimum 
guaranteed rate is itself an important option. These characteristics are 
extremely sensitive to interest rate changes. As a result, the value of 
an insurance portfolio does not change proportionally to interest rate 
changes (this phenomenon is called convexity).
 Normally, the interest rate curve has an upward slope: 10-year rates 
are higher than five-year rates. A parallel shift in the yield curve keeps 
the slope intact, eg, both 10-year and five-year rates change with 100 
basis points. However, in practice yield curves do not always change in 
a parallel way. In an extreme (but absolutely not theoretical) instance, 
the yield curve can be flat (equal interest rates for all maturities) or 
even inverse (higher rates for short maturities). Many of these interest 
rate changes occurred during the financial turmoil that started in 2008.
 These interest rate changes can have real impact on insurance com-
panies, depending on the mismatch position. A prominent example of 
interest rate risk is the failure of the Japanese company Nissan Mutual 
Life in 1997. At that time, the company had 1.2 million policyholders 
and roughly US$17 billion of assets. Nissan Mutual Life had sold guar-
anteed annuities of up to 5.5% without hedging the interest rate risk. 
During the low interest rate period in the 1990s, the company faced 
enormous difficulties in honouring the guaranteed rates. Finally, the 
Minister of Finance had to close the company, resulting in the first in-
surance company bankruptcy in five decades. Total losses amounted 
to US$2.5 billion. Other examples exist as well, since many insurers 
faced high losses due to the low interest rate environment after 2008, 
when investment strategies were unable to meet the guarantees issued 
at policyholders. Chapter 6 will explore the impact of the financial cri-
sis on insurers in more detail. However, it has already been mentioned 
that many insurers faced extreme losses due to the turmoil in the glob-
al financial markets. This is called market risk.
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CONTROLLING MARKET RISK
The most important instrument for controlling market risk is creating 
a good investment plan, in line with the analyses of the ALM depart-
ment. Often there are several investment plans. The strategic invest-
ment plan indicates how much market risk the company wants to 
take, what the allocation (in terms of percentage) to the different as-
set categories is (fixed-income, equity), what the maximum mismatch 
can be, etc. In the tactical investment plan, different sectors are chosen: 
geographical, business sectors and so on. Similarly, the actual invest-
ments are indicated in the operational investment plan: individual 
bonds and shares.
 Asset and liability management (ALM) contains two components. 
Firstly, ALM stems from an analysis of the profile of insurance liabili-
ties. The ALM department derives the cash flow pattern of the insur-
ance portfolio from the production systems, the emphasis thereby be-
ing on outgoing cash flows and benefit payments to clients. Secondly, 
ALM works out a strategic investment mix that meets the precondi-
tions such as a maximum mismatch, a minimum solvency to be main-
tained and a maximum risk exposure (in terms of economic capital). 
Another term for ALM is ALM study, a periodical investigation of 
these two components.
 We have already indicated in Chapter 3 that profit sharing is an im-
portant instrument for controlling risks. While initially developed as 
a commercial tool to attract more customers by providing additional 
return on top of the guaranteed rate, participating contracts are also a 
useful instrument for mitigating part of the market risks to clients.
 Although a mismatch can be undesirable, insurers often deliber-
ately choose to create one in order to generate additional return. That 
this also involves an additional risk needs no further explanation, and 
controlling this risk is the key duty of the investment department.
 In practice, most insurers outsource the day-to-day management of 
the investment policy to (internal) asset managers. These parties then 
receive a mandate that gives them the freedom to operate with the 
aim of maximising the investment return. Naturally, the ALM insights 
(strategic investment mix, based on the ALM studies) constitute the 
preconditions of the mandate. There are also limits for certain asset 
categories, as stipulated in the investment plan.
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PANEL 4.1 TWO MATCHING PRINCIPLES
Matching is the process of aligning the asset portfolio to the profile 
of the insurance liabilities, ie, technical provisions. This is to ensure 
that the insurer can have at its disposal the cash flows from the asset 
portfolio when cash flows are needed for the underwriting and claim 
processes. By doing so, the objective is also to align asset returns and 
client return requirements, including the risk sensitivities of the two. 
There are basically two principles for matching investments and liabili-
ties. In cash flow matching, assets are chosen for which the cash flows 
exactly follow the cash flows of the insurance liabilities. A 10-year an-
nuity is matched to a bond with a 10-year maturity. Cash flow matching 
is generally considered the “safest” strategy, but it is not possible for all 
products. Guaranteed returns or profit-sharing are, for instance, diffi-
cult to match using the cash flow matching principle. A major obstacle 
to cash flow matching is the uncertainty in liabilities due to underwrit-
ing risks. Also, in cases where cash flow matching is possible, it might 
not be desirable. Cash flow matching reduces financial flexibility for 
the insurer to pursue potential investment opportunities that arise – for 
instance, because the company has certain interest rate expectations.
 Duration matching is more value based, rather than focusing on 
each of the individual cash flows. In duration matching, investments 
are found where the interest rate sensitivity of investments and insur-
ance liabilities is identical. When the interest rates change, investments 
and liabilities experience the same effects and the consequence for 
the insurer is nil on balance. Therefore, this strategy is also called im-
munisation. The central risk measure is the modified duration, which 
indicates to what extent an instrument decreases in value if the interest 
rate increases by 1%. A bond with a modified duration of 5 decreases 
by 5% in market value when the interest rate increases by 1%. How-
ever, this measure only holds for smaller interest rate changes.

= modified duration x� ∆interest rate
∆market value
market value

In the investment mandate, certain “benchmarks” are often referred 
to. For each investment portfolio, it is indicated which benchmark 
needs to be followed, for instance the FTSE index or MSCI index. 
There are many composed indexes that can serve as a benchmark 
for the asset manager. The “tracking error” indicates to what extent 
the investor deviates from their benchmark. As the asset manager 
specialises in investment, they also dispose of a detailed risk man-
agement system. The establishment and monitoring of limits and 
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tracking errors are also included in the systems. This means that the 
investment manager has to rebalance the portfolio as soon as the 
difference between the actual portfolio and the benchmark breach-
es a certain threshold, the maximum tracking error. In some cases, 
rebalancing is done relatively quick and simple, whereas in other 
cases it may be impossible (whenever the market does not allow to 
sell or buy at a certain cost). Also, it may be undesirable to rebalance 
directly, for instance, when there is an intentional strategy to devi-
ate temporarily from the general market. Economic capital plays a 
similar role in the entire investment system of the asset manager, 
since it can also serve as a general limit to the risk portfolio.

PANEL 4.2 INSURERS AND OPTIONS
Options are a very important component of ALM. Not so much be-
cause insurers invest a lot in options, but because (mainly, but not 
only, life) insurance products include many option-like constructions: 
embedded options. These include interest rate guarantees, repayment 
options and unconditional profit sharing and bonuses. At the time of 
issuing an insurance product, options may seem worthless. But during 
the often long term, options can definitely reach high values. The inter-
est rate sensitivity (duration) of these embedded options is often high 
and therefore they deserve special attention from the ALM department. 
Only since the early 2000s, options have received attention, both from 
a practical as well as an academic perspective. Before that, awareness 
that guarantees included risks was relatively low. Also, the guarantees 
were badly recorded in the underwriting systems and databases. There-
fore, insurers were unaware that options actually existed, let alone that 
they might/should be attached values before the time of claim pay-
ments. The fact that life insurance products (and hence the guarantees) 
have a long time to maturity makes an option even more costly in terms 
of risk and capital. We will see in Chapter 8 that Solvency II also pays 
explicit attention to embedded options.

MEASURING MARKET RISK
In the past, the tracking error was the central risk measure and 
the difference between the actual investment portfolio and the 
benchmark was specifically observed. Nowadays, there is more 
emphasis on the mismatch between investments and insurance 
liabilities. The total (fair value) balance sheet of the insurer is central 
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to measuring the mismatch of assets and liabilities valued using 
market-consistent methods (ie, fair value). For insurance liabilities 
in particular, the calculation of the market-consistent value is 
complex, because the accounting system is not based on fair value. 
Embedded options are also explicitly identified and separately 
valued in the risk management system.
 In the market-value balance sheet, capital is the closing gap 
between insurance liabilities (ie, technical provisions) and assets. 
Simple scenarios for interest rates, equity prices, foreign exchange 
rates or other variables can be created with special software. 
Two types of scenarios are involved: historical and simulation 
scenarios. Historical scenarios, which are developments that 
actually took place, display the possible consequences for the 
present balance sheet: eg, what would happen if the stock market 
crisis of 1998 took place again? And what would the balance 
sheet look like in such a situation? A similar exercise is running 
imaginary scenarios: a set of events that are likely to occur but not 
identical to something that happened in the past. Before the 2000s, 
it was considered to be unlikely that interest rates would be low 
in periods that assets returns were also low (classical economic 
theory). This could be an imaginary scenario. Also, a 10-year 
period of extremely low interest rates and market illiquidity is an 
example of this. Again, the insurer identifies the effect on current 
and future balance sheet and the potential risk measures to take. 
In scenarios based on simulations, statistical models are used to 
estimate, eg, the future interest developments based on current 
knowledge of the interest rate structure. From the recent history, 
a probability distribution for the entire future yield curve and 
other risk parameters is extracted. The simulation works similarly 
to the simulation described in the previous chapter: from the 
probability distribution, the model draws 100,000 observations 
(eg, 100,000 times a potential yield curve) with which the balance 
sheet is recalculated. Using this outcome, the simulation basically 
generates 100,000 potential future balance sheets. This is really 
a new probability distribution of the balance sheet from which 
conclusions can be drawn regarding risk vulnerability and 
sensitivity.
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PANEL 4.3 REPLICATING PORTFOLIO
A specific technique is the principle of replicating portfolio. In this 
principle, an imaginary investment portfolio is created that is identical 
to the insurance liabilities (ie, the technical provisions), without taking 
the underwriting risks into consideration. The technical provisions are 
actually replicated with an imaginary asset portfolio, specifically con-
sisting of bonds and options. The market risk is measured by the effects 
of interest rates, equity or other scenarios applied to both investment 
portfolios: the actual asset portfolio and the replicating portfolio. As 
both portfolios consist of known investment instruments, there are stan-
dard methods available to value them. When, in a certain scenario – for 
instance, an interest rate scenario – the two portfolios equally increase 
or decrease in value, there is no market risk for that market variable. 
When the portfolios do not increase or decrease identically, there is a 
market risk.

ECONOMIC CAPITAL FOR MARKET RISK
In order to establish the economic capital for market risk, the 
replicating portfolio and statistical simulations methods are used. 
In the replicating portfolio method, the risk manager creates an 
imaginary investment portfolio generating exactly the same cash 
flows as the insurance liabilities. Underwriting risks are not taken 
into account and the calculation starts from the expected mortality 
rates and the claim amounts. In this way, the risk manager separates 
the underwriting risk from the market risks.
 The next step in the calculation is generating scenarios. There is 
a separate scenario for each risk component, such as interest rate 
risk, equity risk, etc. Statistical models are developed to generate 
scenarios. In the field of interest risk especially, there are widely 
accepted statistical models where the risk manager only needs 
to estimate the parameters on the basis of historical interest rates. 
These statistical risk models can simply extrapolate a possible future 
interest rate curve multiple times from the present interest rate curve 
– for instance, 100,000 times. For each risk component there is a 
separate model, which in turn generates scenarios. Some software 
packages even perform combined analyses.
 The total model determines the value per scenario of the replicating 
portfolio (for instance, 100,000 times per risk component) and the 
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value of the actual investment portfolio. The difference is the value 
of the equity capital, projected one year ahead. With all these possible 
future values of capital, the insurer can make a statistical probability 
distribution again. It is most probable that capital will increase in 
value in one year’s time, but there is a small probability of the capital 
of the insurer dramatically decreasing in value.
 In this probability distribution, the desired confidence interval 
and, hence, the worst-case value can easily be read off. For instance, 
a desired rating of A+ equals 99.95%. With 100,000 observations, 
the 99.95% confidence interval is the 50th observation if they are 
ranged in ascending order. The expected value (best estimate) is the 
middle observation. The economic capital is then calculated from 
the difference between the expected (best estimate) value and the 
worst-case value (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Economic capital for market risk
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WHAT IS CREDIT RISK?
Apart from fluctuations in financial markets as a whole (market 
risk), the investment portfolio is obviously also sensitive to the state 
of individual assets. When one certain investment is not repaid, the 
insurer suffers a loss immediately. This is most obvious for bonds, 
which make up a significant part of the asset portfolio. When a 
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bond issuer does not repay the bond at maturity, a direct loss arises. 
However, bond values also change when the issuer is downgraded 
due to changes in the ability to repay the loan. Other credit risk ex-
posures in the investment portfolio arise with derivatives, because 
the counterparty in the derivative transaction alsoi needs to honour 
the obligation when due. This is called credit risk.

Credit risk is the risk of decreases in value when counterparties are 
not capable of fulfilling their obligations or when there are changes in 
the credit standing of counterparties.

The investment portfolio of insurers consists largely of bonds. 
Should they be only government bonds, the insurer would run no 
credit risk: it is certain that the bonds will be repaid at the end of the 
maturity. Most western governments are considered very solvent 
and hence perceived risk-free. The governments of emerging mar-
kets are, however, less solvent. For instance, during the 2002 crisis 
in Argentina, the government defaulted on its interest payments 
and repayment of the government bonds. Another example is the 
government bond crisis, where the market had serious doubts that 
a number of European governments would be able to repay the 
bonds due to high budgetary deficits (see Chapter 6). Greece seems 
to be the most dominant example where, at the time of writing, dis-
cussions are ongoing about whether or not the Greek government 
should default or restructure its debt position. In either case, inves-
tors will face a loss, either the total or a partial value of the bonds.
 However, in order to obtain a higher return, insurers also invest 
in corporate bonds that involve more credit risks: a corporate could 
fail to pay its interest payments or repayments or even both, which 
would saddle the investor. To compensate for such risks, the inter-
est on corporate bonds is higher than on government bonds. Cor-
porate bonds mostly account for the largest part of the total credit 
risk of the insurer, even though the balance sheet consists of only a 
smaller part of corporate bonds.
 Another source of credit risk is the mortgage portfolio, another 
important component in the investment portfolio. In the life insur-
ance industry in particular, mortgages are often granted in con-
junction with life insurance. A mortgage is a loan where real estate 
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property is taken as collateral. It often involves individuals, with a 
house as the pledge, but it can also involve real estate, such as of-
fices and shopping areas. As the collateral has sufficient value, the 
credit risk is restricted. If the mortgager (ie, the client) is unable to 
repay, the mortgagee (the insurer) has the right to sell the house. At 
times of high increases in the property market, such as during the 
late 1990s and early 2000s, the credit risk on mortgages was consid-
ered almost nil. In the late 2000s credit risk on mortgages increased 
in some markets, contributing to this was the decrease in housing 
prices and as a consequence house owners could not repay their 
mortgages. 
 However, when property prices decrease, as could occur as a cor-
rection to a real estate bubble, credit losses can take place in the 
mortgage portfolio. For instance, after a period of growth US hous-
ing prices decreased during the late 1990s and then exploded again 
in the early 2000s. Another example of real estate price corrections 
was in the Japanese market, where just before the turn of the centu-
ry about US$20 trillion of property value was erased in Japan: some 
private property prices decreased by 90% after a couple of year and 
some commercial real estate property top locations even decreased 
by 99% in value.
 Reinsurance can also be a source of credit risk. It could be that a 
counterparty in a reinsurance contract cannot fulfil its obligations 
at the moment when the money is actually needed – for instance, 
after a catastrophe. The loss from a catastrophe can be enormous, 
as can the credit risk. In addition, insurers are more often using de-
rivatives to cover and hedge risk positions. It is important to guar-
antee that the counterparty in the derivative contract will pay up 
when necessary. The insurer also runs a credit risk here, meaning 
the risk that the counterparty may not comply with its obligations.
 Credit risk is sometimes also related to the insurer’s risk of cli-
ents who do not pay their premium. Strictly, a client is not insured 
when they do not pay any premium and the insurer does not have 
to pay compensation when there is a claim. There is no credit risk 
either. In practice, insurers are fair when defaulting clients are in-
volved; therefore, the debtor administration keeps close track of the 
payment delays. As the individual amounts are often much smaller 
than the credit risk in the bond portfolio, mostly no economic capi-
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tal is calculated for this risk. Another type of credit risk occurs in 
the case of brokers and agents that need to transfer premiums re-
ceived from clients to the central bank accounts of the insurer.
 The components of credit risk that were discussed here are repre-
sented in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Components 
of credit risk
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CONTROLLING CREDIT RISK
As with all risks, spreading is the key to credit risk control – and 
it applies to all components of credit risk. The bond portfolio is a 
widely diversified portfolio. There are limits for individual coun-
terparties, geographical regions, rating categories, business sectors, 
etc. These are stipulated in the investment mandates and also thor-
oughly controlled by the asset manager. As such, a concentration of 
the credit risk is prevented.
 The same applies to the reinsurance policy. For instance, it will 
state limits for spreading by the reinsurers involved and the maxi-
mum coverage per reinsurer. For that purpose, credit rating is often 
used. In addition, the reinsurer is thoroughly analysed before do-
ing business. Collateral is the instrument that is used to control the 
credit risk on mortgages; it is an extremely efficient instrument, as 
losses on mortgages are almost nil.
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MEASURING CREDIT RISK
The set of instruments for measuring credit risk is highly devel-
oped within the banking industry. This is necessary, as banks grant 
private credits that cannot simply be traded. This is very different 
for insurers, who have predominantly liquid marketable bonds 
and mortgages in the portfolio. This means that insurers, more than 
banks, will be subject to small changes in the financial position of 
the counterparty. An insurer will then sell the bond, whereas a bank 
does not have that possibility for private loans.

Figure 4.5 Ratings of the rating agencies
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 The credit rating is central in measuring credit risk. A selected 
number of major international agencies judge the financial solidity 
of market parties and publish their judgement through a type of 
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report called a rating. These rating agencies base their judgement 
on a variety of information on the company: financial ratios, profit-
ability, solvency and liquidity, as well as more qualitative aspects 
such as market position, client groups and management quality. 
The most well-known ratings are provided by the rating agencies 
Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s (S&P) (see Figure 4.5). Other rat-
ing agencies are Fitch Ratings, AM Best, Dun and Bradstreet and 
Dominion. The rating agencies publish different kinds of ratings. 
A difference is made between a rating for the enterprise as a whole 
(issuer rating) and the rating of an individual debt (debt rating). 
In the last category, a difference is again made between short-term 
and long-term debt.
 The good thing about rating is that rating agencies review their 
ratings regularly, mostly every year. An insurer does not constantly 
have to keep an eye on the bond portfolio itself to see if it is still 
solvent. Rating agencies assess the credit quality of each individual 
bond in the portfolio. That does not prevent the insurer from us-
ing its common sense in investment decisions and during portfo-
lio monitoring. During the financial crisis (see Chapter 6), but also 
before the importance and power of the rating agencies in the en-
tire financial system became more visible, this was recognised as 
a problem. After all, financial participants structure their financial 
market products in such a way that it could qualify for a certain rat-
ing. Also, the rating is a trigger that determines the value of finan-
cial instruments to a large extent. Rating agencies received massive 
criticism during the crisis, when many financial instruments were 
downgraded. A delicate fact is, of course, that the companies that 
issue the investment pay the rating agencies to grant a rating, po-
tentially creating conflicts of interests. In supervisory systems, the 
rating could determine the solvency requirement that an insurer (or 
bank) should set aside, both in Solvency II and Basel III (see Chap-
ters 8 and 9 respectively). This urges that insurers should have their 
own separate view on the credit risk of counterparties, including 
a detailed credit analysis. That this could be translated in a rating 
only has advantages, since it provides a common language for mar-
ket participants.
 The credit rating is also translated into the probability of a coun-
terparty defaulting within one year, called the probability of default 
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(PD). An A+ rating is equal to a PD of 0.05%. Table 4.1 shows how 
ratings and PD are related.

Table 4.1 Ratings and historic default rates

Agency Ratings

Moody’s Aaa Aa A Baa Ba B Caa

S&P AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC

PD (in %) 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.20 1.10 3.50 16.00

In the banking sector, three parameters are often used to measure 
the credit risk. For each parameter, statistical risk models are avail-
able, depending on the specific counterparty or loan.

Probability of default
Probability of bankruptcy, expressed as a probability percentage.

Loss given default (LGD)
The loss when the counterparty is defaulting, expressed as a per-
centage of the outstanding amount. If there is collateral, the LGD 
decreases.

Exposure at default (EAD)
The outstanding amount at the time of default of a counterparty, ex-
pressed as a currency. The EAD is usually the total notional of the loan, 
but not necessarily; eg, additional credit lines, current accounts, etc.

 These parameters are central to credit risk models. Insurers 
would rather focus on the external ratings than on internally cal-
culated PD, LGD and EAD. Internal parameters are also less im-
portant for the bond portfolio. However, for private loans, these 
parameters are relevant.

ECONOMIC CAPITAL FOR CREDIT RISK
There are roughly two methods available to determine the economic 
capital for credit risk. The first method is in line with the banking in-
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struments and calculates the “worst case” and the expected credit loss 
on the basis of the three parameters (PD, LGD and EAD) mentioned 
above. The advantage of this method is the concordance with the 
banking principles, which are well developed and widely accepted.
 The expected credit loss is calculated by multiplying the three 
parameters by each other. The worst-case credit loss is determined 
by a square-root formula. In line with the definition, economic capi-
tal for an individual bond is the difference between the expected 
and the worst-case credit loss1 (see formula below). When estab-
lishing the economic capital for a bond portfolio, diversification is 
taken into account.

Economic capital = LGD  EAD  PD  (1 – PD) LG× × × – D  EAD  PD
= worst-case loss                                  –  best estimate loss

× ×

The second method uses a simulation. The insurer creates risk 
models to determine the value of the bond portfolio and the three 
risk parameters (PD, LGD and EAD) are input. Additionally, the 
phenomenon called rating migration is taken into account. This is 
where the rating of counterparties can change from year to year. 
Through simulation, the model calculates the value of the bond 
portfolio in a large number of scenarios. On this basis, a probability 
distribution is derived (as also described in the section on market 
risk). The economic capital is then determined analogously: the dif-
ference between the worst-case value and the expected value.

WHAT IS LIQUIDITY RISK?
An insurer needs liquid assets (cash) to pay out the policyholder 
benefits. Simultaneously, it also receives liquid assets in the form 
of premiums. These two cash flows are mostly unequal. As liquid 
assets produce less return than investments in bonds; for instance, 
an insurer strives to have sufficient liquid assets available – not too 
many, but definitely not too little!
 When an insurer suddenly or unexpectedly has to pay more benefits 
than expected, there could be insufficient liquid assets – for instance, 
after a heavy storm or the unexpected first snowfall of the year. The 
claims need to be paid as soon as possible, so the insurer must free up 
liquid assets by selling part of its assets, possibly at an unfavourable 
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moment. This can lead to financial losses. Whenever the market is low 
at the time the insurer needs to sell assets, it will face a loss. But what 
if there is actually no demand at all for this type of asset at that time? 
The insurer may decrease its price even further, but that is completely 
ineffective: there are no buyers. This situation occurred in a number of 
ways during the financial crisis, as will be seen in Chapter 6.
 The insurer naturally aims to prevent defaulting on its clients 
as much as possible. If the client does not receive the expected 
compensation because the insurer has liquidity problems, confidence 
in the insurance company could be in danger, even if it is solvent.2 Not 
all clients can distinguish this, which is understandable. If confidence is 
endangered, several clients could cancel their insurance, with disastrous 
consequences. Life insurance would have to be repaid immediately and, 
for non-life insurance, clients would demand part of their premiums. 
These consequences justify prevention of liquidity problems.
 Liquidity issues in the financial markets usually happen when 
there are large financial market disruptions, such as natural disasters 
causing big insurance claims, downgrading of large companies 
and major unexpected regulatory changes. These may be based on 
facts, but also on rumours – financial markets are sensitive to new 
information and speculation. These could potentially create market 
disruptions and cash in- or outflows.
 In addition to equity capital, a number of large insurers issued 
subordinated bonds to serve as a buffer to absorb losses. These bonds 
have a certain maturity and, for shorter maturities, the insurer may 
assume that they are rolled over quite simply: a bond at maturity is 
repaid with the proceedings from a new bond. This happens not only 
with regular subordinated bonds, but also in complex securitisation 
transactions. What would happen if there is no appetite for the new 
issued bond in the market? The insurer will need to repay the first 
bond, without having the new bond available. In other words: the 
insurer will need to have liquid assets at hand to withstand this.
 This has highlighted a number of important issues:

o

o

o

o

liquidity and solvency are not identical – a perfectly solvent in-
surance company may have large liquidity problems;
timing of payments is paramount to facing liquidity risk;
market sentiment plays a big role in liquidity risk; and
liquidity risk not only impacts assets, but also liabilities.

1. 
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We define liquidity risk as follows.

Liquidity risk is the risk of unexpected or unexpectedly high pay-
ments, where complying with the liabilities involves a loss.

For a bank, the liquidity risk is much more dominant than it is for 
insurers. Bank deposits are claimable3 on demand for a large part, 
as opposed to the technical provisions of the life insurer. The insur-
ance liabilities of non-life insurers could suddenly have to be paid. 
For insurers, being less strongly intertwined than banks, there is 
less probability of the problems of one insurer having spill-over ef-
fects to another insurer.
 We can distinguish market liquidity risk and funding liquidity 
risk. Market liquidity risk is the phenomenon that less liquidity is 
available in the market. This could be because there is no appetite 
to buy or sell assets. As a consequence, the insurer needs to find ac-
cess to different funds to honour payments in order to prevent de-
fault on these payments. Often it relates to different assets. Funding 
liquidity risk is the phenomenon that an insurer cannot roll-over 
its assets or liabilities (mostly liabilities). Consequentially, assets 
need to be freed up to fill the gaps or other liabilities need to be 
defaulted on. Ultimately, the liability holders are at risk here. Often, 
market liquidity problems exacerbate funding liquidity problems. 
Conceptually, there is no difference between the payment of a claim 
to policyholders when due and an interest/principal payment to 
investors. However, the impact of harming policyholders is mostly 
considered to be greater than for investors. Besides, contracts with 
investors could potentially have clauses regarding subordination.
 How is liquidity risk managed within the insurance company? 
The treasury department monitors cash flows on a day-to-day basis 
and uses liquid assets as efficiently as possible in the form of short-
term and liquid investments. The treasury department identifies 
the liquidity of each balance sheet item, both now and on future 
dates (eg, 12 or 24 months ahead). For each balance sheet item, it is 
assessed how liquid it is by the capital markets and whether or not 
(un)expected payments could arise. This includes claim behaviour, 
but also lapses and prepayments. It is also important whether future 
cash flows can be expected to arise from current contracts. Also, 
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payments due to operational costs (salaries, office rents) are taken 
into account. Financial contracts, such as derivatives, securitisations 
or special funding structures, could include so-called triggers 
that cause additional payments. A simple example is a derivative 
transaction where more collateral is required. Naturally, this process 
results in a large liquidity buffer to pay out unexpected non-life 
claims. In general, there are liquidity limits to the asset portfolio.
 Of course, a way of addressing liquidity risk is holding a liquidity 
buffer as part of the assets. In times of stress, however, this might 
not be sufficient. Another potential means of generating liquidity 
in times of stress is through contingent liquidity – either contingent 
capital or loans. Contingent liquidity is a financial contract that 
enables a company to access financial resources in times of crisis. 
An example is a contract where a third party supplies additional 
capital or a subordinated loan after the solvency ratio drops below 
a certain level. It is critical to arrange these contracts in non-
crisis situations, because during a crisis investors are normally 
less prepared to provide funds. This was also seen during the 
financial crisis that started in 2008 (see Chapter 6) when companies 
in financial problems could not access the capital markets for 
funding or capital. Governments finally had to bail out a number of 
institutions, including the world’s largest insurer at that time, AIG.
 Measuring liquidity risk is not that simple. In the insurance 
industry, there are no standard measurements for liquidity risk. Nor 
is economic capital calculated for liquidity risk. The reason is that 
economic capital is focused on the solvency position. Previously, 
it was remarked that a perfectly solvent institution can also have 
liquidity problems. Some experts even stated that liquidity risk 
is much more dangerous than solvency risk (ie, all other risks). In 
other words: liquidity risk is either totally in control or totally out of 
control and life threatening. The underlying message is that liquidity 
risk can manifest itself via the joint occurrence of all other risks.
 The size of the liquidity buffer is an important measure of 
liquidity risk, but more interesting is to run scenarios to assess 
the liquidity profile of the company under stress. This is similar 
to historical and imaginary market risk scenarios, except for the 
fact that the focus is on liquidity rather than solvency. Often during 
market crises, a shock in (market) liquidity arises. To that end, 
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many potential liquidity scenarios are available to companies. It 
was also noted that liquidity risk is closely related to other risks. 
Good management of other risks can prevent liquidity problems. 
This alone is not sufficient, however. Specific attention to liquidity 
risk is required, including a detailed liquidity analysis.

CONCLUSION
This chapter described the risks relating to the activities of insurers 
on financial markets. In market risk, the sensitivity to interest rates 
and equity prices is generally dominant whereas, in credit risk, the 
bond portfolio is the most important point of attention for many in-
surers. The chapter examined the origin of risks, and how they can 
be managed and measured. In the calculation of economic capital, 
a structure of simulation models was described. It concluded with 
a discussion of how liquidity risk differs from the other investment 
risks and how insurers address this. Chapter 6 will later describe 
how many of the issues discussed in this chapter manifested them-
selves during the financial crisis.

1
2

3

In the banking sector, this is called unexpected loss (UL).
A company is solvent if there is sufficient capital (ie, assets exceed policyholder liabilities) 
and is liquid if it can honour the claimable payments requested.
Additionally, the banking system includes a “lender of last resort” (often the central bank), 
from which banks can immediately borrow liquid assets under conditions in case of a liquid-
ity crisis.
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This chapter will discuss non-financial risks: operational and busi-
ness risks. We call these non-financial not so much because they 
cannot have financial impact, but rather to point out that they are 
different from the investment and underwriting risks addressed 
in the two previous chapters. Non-financial risks are not less im-
portant, on the contrary. However, non-financial risks are faced in 
the same way by non-financial institutions (such as shops or facto-
ries), whereas investment and underwriting risks are typically only 
a challenge for the financial industry. The focus on non-financial 
risks began for the banking industry at the time when they were 
aiming to get a better understanding of the full risk spectrum. Over 
time, insurers have also adopted the approaches developed by the 
banks. One thing should therefore become clear from reading this 
chapter: non-financial risks are much more difficult to capture in 
economic capital than the risks of the two previous chapters.

WHAT IS OPERATIONAL RISK?
Not so long ago, operational risk was still defined as “everything 
but market and credit risk”. For many years, operational risk was a 
catch-all for all kinds of incident that did not fit into a determined 
risk category. It was, by its nature, a wide-ranging concept. Since 
the discussion on capital requirements for operational risk within 
the context of Basel II,1 the need for a specific definition has grown, 
which has restricted the concept. This partially resulted in opera-

5

Non-Financial Risks:
Operational and Business Risk
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tional risk gaining more attention in the insurance industry. Ad-
ditionally, a number of events led to more attention being paid to 
this new issue.

Operational risk is the risk of losses due to inadequate or failed internal 
processes, people or systems, or due to external events.

The definition above already indicates that this is still a wide sub-
ject, affecting a major part of the industry. It is not a new focus for 
insurers, although its relative importance is increasing due to grow-
ing computerisation, numerous mergers and acquisitions, and the 
impact of globalisation. On the basis of a few examples, it will be 
shown that operational risk remains a wide ranging.
 Some of the most tangible examples of operational risk hitting the 
headlines include the cases of the Prudential in the US, HIH Insur-
ance in Australia and the accounting scandals at Enron, WorldCom 
and Ahold. Apart from these, there were several smaller incidents 
which also gained press attention, as private clients were directly 
involved and had to suffer negative consequences. One example 
was the incorrect connection of IT systems at ING, whereby clients 
did not receive the return guarantees promised in the contracts.
 The case of ING falls under the category of “losses due to short-
comings in systems” and was caused by an IT problem. In 2005, ING 
admitted publicly that an error had been discovered in its production 
systems: the IT system for the quotations and the final policy admin-
istration were not connected correctly. As a consequence, quotations 
to clients contained guarantees that ultimately were not included in 
the final policy, or at least were not administered as such: clients re-
ceived less return than had been promised to them. Eventually, ING 
did compensate its clients. It also took some necessary additional 
measures because, by coincidence, the market interest rate at that 
moment was lower than the guaranteed interest rate. If the market 
rate had been higher, there probably would have been no problems.
 An incidental circumstance is that the error had already been dis-
covered internally a few years earlier, causing negative publicity. 
The question is: what damage has this caused to ING’s reputation, 
and how many clients will take their insurance business elsewhere? 
Such an effect is not easily measurable and, even if it could be, it 
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would probably not be registered as “operational loss”.
 Prudential is one of the biggest US financial institutions, with 
major insurance operations across the globe. The Prudential affair 
falls under the denominator “churning”, and is a form of human 
failure. Prudential faced a loss of more than US$2 billion as a re-
sult of churning in the US during the 1990s. Churning is the prac-
tice whereby clients are deliberately encouraged to buy expensive 
products in order to generate high commissions and fees. Partially, 
this is also what happened with subprime mortgages in the US 
(see Chapter 6). In 1996, regulators discovered that Prudential was 
aware of these practices and had even promoted the wrongdoers. 
This eventually led to a lawsuit in 1997 based on losses faced by 
more than 10 million policyholders.
 It is assumed that the actual loss faced by the policyholders was 
even higher than the ultimate US$2 billion claim. In addition, the rep-
utational damage is extremely hard to assess. Even if Prudential had 
not lost the court case, it would have suffered reputational damage. 
However, in such a case it is unclear whether any “operational risk 
loss” would have occurred in the accounts as a result of this scandal.
 In 2001, HIH Insurance Group (Health International Holdings) col-
lapsed after a period of aggressive growth in the 1990s. This failure 
is said to be Australia’s largest ever bankruptcy. The company was 
founded in the 1960s and, after a period of stable growth, extended its 
operations across Australian borders and rapidly increased its mar-
ket share in the country. Most notably, it acquired a large Australian 
competitor, FAI Insurance. In 2001, however, HIH had to announce it 
was going into liquidation. This was attributed to aggressive growth, 
underpricing strategies and reserving problems, complex reinsurance 
agreements and unclear delegation of authorities.
 It is obvious that failure of a major insurance company causes 
losses to the insurance market. While it is very difficult to determine 
the extent of these losses, it is important to assess the true underly-
ing causes. Most probably, there are multiple, interrelated causes, but 
such an analysis could prevent new cases from occurring.
Below are a few crucial features of operational risks:

o

o

operational risk is a wide-ranging concept;
the damage as a consequence of operational risk is often only
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o

o

partially quantifiable – the so-called indirect losses, damage to 
reputation and opportunity losses, are not, or, are barely measur-
able or attributable to one single incident (eg, Prudential and ING);
operational risk and the damage involved can be influenced to a 
large extent by insurers (all mentioned examples); and
operational risk has a big overlap with other risk areas, such as 
underwriting and investment risks. A large number of losses are 
caused by a combination of operational risk and other risks (eg, 
ING and HIH).

As discussed, one of the main features of operational risk is that it can 
be highly influenced by the company. Insurers have two possibilities 
here: risk control and risk financing (see also Figure 2.3, page 19). 
Risk control includes taking internal measures in order to prevent 
risks or restrict the loss. Risk financing consists of transferring the 
risk to a third party. The most well-known form of risk financing is 
insurance, but holding capital (economic capital) to cover losses is 
also a form of financing.
 Although parts of operational risk can and will be financed, it 
is not optimal to finance all operational risks. Preventing losses 
will often be cheaper than insurance against losses or setting aside 
relatively expensive capital. Therefore, the emphasis will always 
be on risk management. However, much attention is paid to mea-
suring operational risk, as this is a precondition for the financing 
of this risk.

CONTROLLING OPERATIONAL RISK
The measures that insurers can take to reduce operational risk are 
numerous. This chapter will now consider some examples of mea-
sures that can be taken in order to illustrate that everyone is in-
volved in operational risk control.

Administrative organisation/internal control
In order to control human errors and fraud, the set-up of the ad-
ministrative organisation and internal control is crucial. The most 
famous aspect of administrative organisation/internal control 
(AO/IC) is the four-eyes principle. Processes relating to approvals, 
claims handling and payments can often only be achieved when 
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two people are involved and take responsibility for the payment. 
With this further control, many frauds and mistakes can be pre-
vented. Administrative organisation can be programmed into sys-
tems by giving people restricted access to systems or, for instance, 
by programming input/verification control on outgoing payments. 
Another option is the distribution of tasks among different depart-
ments and/or work with signatures.

Physical security
In order to protect companies against external incidents such as 
fire, theft, external fraud or hold-ups, physical security can play 
an important part. Placing cameras, providing escape routes, and 
installing sprinkler systems and fire extinguishers can already pre-
vent many problems and limit the loss in the case of such events.

Business continuity
When an incident takes place, an insurer cannot always afford to 
cease activities temporarily. When no temporary payments can be 
made, the consequences for policyholders can be disastrous. For 
system deviation possibilities, extra generators in case of power 
failure and data back-ups, in particular, are important. Many insur-
ers create special procedures, the so-called business continuity pro-
cedures (BCP) or business continuity management (BCM), so that 
direct action can be taken when systems or other components of the 
business process are unavailable, without disturbing the primary 
processes. If an entire department needs to be transferred to anoth-
er location, many aspects have to be organised in a short period of 
time: accommodation, transport, facilities such as telephones and 
computers, access to relevant IT systems, etc. A BCP/BCM policy 
stipulates in advance important agreements that enable swift action 
to be taken in critical situations.

Workplace conditions
Workplace conditions often have a big influence on absenteeism and 
the number of workers affected by illness or disability. As illness is a 
form of human “failure” and the costs can be extremely high when 
people end up disabled, this also forms part of operational risk con-
trol. For insurers in particular, the existing danger is of a rising num-
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ber of cases of RSI. Therefore, much attention is being paid to the 
organisation of individual workstations for employees.

Risk awareness
The basis of operational risk control is the risk awareness of why 
certain measures are important. These include why you should 
not give personal passwords to colleagues, when you should warn 
a client of the risks they are taking, why identification of a client 
is important and what can go wrong when you spread processes 
across two or more departments.
 A control self-assessment (also called risk self-assessment) has al-
ways been the favourite instrument for operational risk control at 
the process level. Control self-assessments focus on risk awareness 
and better knowledge of the process of which someone is part. Em-
ployees from different steps of the same process gather in workshops 
in order to brainstorm on weaknesses, risks and potential improve-
ments. Peoples’ involvement in the identification of risks also results 
in their involvement and buy-in when mitigating these risks.
 Although self-assessments are time-intensive, they are often intro-
duced where the potential for improvements to the risk control is 
significant. The major disadvantage of self-assessments is that their 
results are not (or are barely) quantitatively translatable. In mea-
suring operational risk, this instrument has never been able to play 
an important part. Thus, it is not applied in isolation, but is seen as 
more of an amendment to the statistical methods used by some large 
insurers. In fact, the idea of self-assessment is also the basis of the 
scorecard method (see page 98). Both instruments are based on the 
knowledge and experience of key people in the process.

Risk governance and organisation
A modern insurer cannot do without a good risk organisation. This 
involves clear allocation of tasks and responsibilities and controls 
on how these are used. Separation of certain duties in order to 
avoid conflicts of interest may seem obvious, but in practice this 
rule seems to be violated easily. For instance, a commercial manag-
er determining the price of a product when they are only rewarded 
based on the number of sold products rather than the total technical 
result of the product. Or the investment manager who sets the limits 
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of assets categories and determines the operational asset strategy. 
This all requires a good governance system. In many of operational 
risk scandals that reached the media, corporate governance was a 
key issue: who controls the company on behalf of the shareholders? 
Is the supervisory board sufficiently able to challenge and control 
the top executives? However, this is valid within the company as 
well. How is the head of a certain department challenged and how 
do decisions take place within the organisation? We will address 
risk management organisation in more detail in Chapter 11.
 It is common to identify three lines of defence within the organ-
isation. The first line of defence is management itself. Operational 
management is responsible for making decisions and ensuring that 
the total risk profile is within limits. The second line is typically 
an advisory body that supports line management to measure and 
manage risks. Developing risk measurement methodologies falls 
within this activity, such as an economic capital model. Drafting 
risk policies is another support activity for setting boundaries to 
limit the risk in operational departments. The risk management de-
partment typically has the role of second line of defence. The third 
line of defence is an independent unit that checks whether business 
units comply with the company’s risk policies and identify where 
certain risks are out of control. This unit is typically internal au-
dit, reporting directly to the top management, and often also to the 
company’s board of directors.
 The corporate governance discussion was intensified by the in-
troduction of the Sarbanes–Oxley (SOX) regulation in the US, re-
quiring that directors of stock-listed companies explicitly state that 
the information supplied to the market (eg, annual accounts) is reli-
able and accurate. While most people would agree with the objec-
tive of the SOX regulation, the way in which that objective was to 
be achieved received a lot of criticism. Companies complying with 
SOX have to document intensively and rigidly the risks in their 
internal processes and the measures taken to address these risks. 
Since SOX is rule-based, a company does not have the freedom to 
adapt the documentation and evidence requirements to company-
specific situations. Indeed, complying with SOX is time consuming 
and doubt could be cast on whether documenting alone improves 
risk processes. In some cases, it has caused in intensive bureaucracy 
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of documentation. At the same time, it has forced insurers to iden-
tify the key risks in the operational processes leading to the infor-
mation in the annual accounts. After the first implementation in the 
early 2000s, companies are now improving the SOX processes in 
order to make them more efficient and practicable.

 When the control of operational risks are compared with the con-
trol of, for instance, investment risks, one can see that operational 
risk is controlled on a lower level in the organisation. Operational 
risk does not involve limits and policy committees, but operational 
measures. Operational risk is also difficult to aggregate. In fact, each 
individual employee has to be aware of operational risks and think 
about controlling them, whereas controlling investment risk is cov-
ered by a few key specialists. Therefore, it is not surprising that line 
management is the crucial link in controlling operational risks.
 However, in the late 2000s, more attention had been paid to op-
erational risks at higher levels within the organisation. Whereas an 
integrated group policy for controlling operational risks was ex-
ceptional some years ago, it is now becoming – at least for the big, 
internationally operating insurers – generally accepted. Central ag-
gregation of data and consolidated management reporting of op-
erational risks is also being addressed.
 Within insurers, one can distinguish four supporting depart-
ments that are involved, each from another discipline, in the report-
ing and analysis of operational risks.

o

o

The internal audit department identifies, on the basis of so-
called “operational audits”, “compliance audits” and “IT au-
dits”, weaknesses in processes or systems and advises on what 
measures should be taken. The internal audit department also 
informs the board of directors and the supervisory board of any 
detected shortcomings.
The compliance department, specialising in insider trading, 
fraud and integrity (regulations), performs a supervisory func-
tion and also reports directly to the board of directors. Within 
each relevant business unit or department, a person is charged 
with the tasks of “compliance officer”. This person has to be able 
to report independently at any time.
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o

o

The (management) control department informs the higher man-
agement of major operational risks through management reports.
The risk management department compiles risk data and draws 
up reports on risks and losses.

The activities and objectives of the last two departments have an 
important overlap, as the risk management process is comparable 
to the process of management control.
 None of the above-mentioned departments play the most impor-
tant part in the risk control process. Line management is ultimately 
responsible, and thus is the most important player in managing 
and controlling operational risk.

MEASURING OPERATIONAL RISK
Although operational risk is not a new risk category, measuring 
this risk only started in the 2000s. The need to measure operational 
risk arose from the banking sector. The same applies to the transla-
tion of this measurement data to economic capital. In the period 
before 1999, only a few banks specialised in the measurement of 
operational risk. Since then, measuring operational risk has devel-
oped rapidly due to Basel II (see Chapter 9). Insurers have followed 
banks, although they have not always been as developed as banks 
in their measurement methodologies for operational risk.
 In measuring operational risk in terms of economic capital, three 
components play a main role: operational loss data, scorecards and 
self-assessments, and key risk indicators (KRIs) and key control in-
dicators (KCIs). These components can be combined accordingly 
(see Figure 5.1). Often, one of the above-mentioned components is 
dominant and the remaining components are used supplementar-
ily. Some insurers use loss data as a basis for their economic capital 
calculations and amend that with scorecards, self-assessments and 
KRIs or KCIs. Others rely more on scorecards and self-assessments 
for their economic capital calculations and validate the results with 
loss data and KRIs or KCIs. In this regard, operational risk differs 
from other risk categories (for instance, market risk), where one 
general standard method is applied.
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Figure 5.1 Three components of operational 
risk measurement

KRIs/KCIs

Operational 
loss data

Scorecard 
self-assessments

To categorise operational losses, a classification of event types has 
been developed. This classification is useful in operational loss data 
modelling and scorecards. It is often used as a basis to design the 
databases that are required for data collection. It seems logical that 
events related to fraud occur with a different frequency than sys-
tem failures, for instance. Also, when relating the events to causes 
and potential measures, the classification is useful. After all, fraud 
is to be prevented and detected in a different way than system 
failures. Within each event type, there are multiple sub-types. The 
main types are:

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

internal fraud;
external fraud;
employment practices and workplace safety;
clients, products and business practices;
damage to physical assets;
business disruptions and system failures; and
execution, delivery and process management.

Operational loss data
When all operational losses are entered into a database, extreme 
losses can be estimated on the basis of a statistical distribution func-
tion. Often losses are categorised into the event types mentioned 
above and activities – business lines such as life, non-life and asset 
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management. When all loss data on incidents are compiled well 
and allocated into the correct categories, multiple probability distri-
butions of operational losses can be estimated. In practice, insurers 
combine categories in order to restrict the number of probability 
distributions.
 Losses as a result of operational risk are, in general, not normal-
ly distributed. Therefore, one or more of the alternative probability 
distribution functions are more applicable. However, the insurer still 
needs to calculate the parameters. In some cases, probability distribu-
tions for the frequency and impact of the loss are estimated separately.
 Fortunately, not many dramatic incidents occur among insurers. 
Therefore, there is not always sufficient data available to estimate a 
reliable probability distribution. To estimate a probability distribu-
tion, a large number of data points are necessary (both small and big 
events). In order to resolve the data problem, external loss data is also 
used. The Association of British Insurers (ABI) set up an initiative 
to collect operational risk loss data in 2005, called Operational Risk 
Consortium (ORIC). All members submit their own data to a cen-
tral database that collects and categorises all data anonymously. All 
members can use the outcomes to make their own operational risk 
model. In total, about 2,500 large losses have been collected. Roughly 
25 insurance companies are now members of this initiative.
 In addition, some companies use the methods developed within 
their banking unit within a financial conglomerate (combination 
of a bank and an insurer). When using external data, it should be 
observed that there are big differences in the risk control environ-
ments of different organisations. This is reflected in greater or less 
operational losses suffered. Therefore, combining data from differ-
ent companies is less simple than it seems at first sight. Each organ-
isation needs to compile a good mix of internal and external data 
points used to estimate the probability distributions. The criteria 
of what constitutes a good mix between internal and external data 
points could very well differ per company as well.
 The economic capital calculation for operational risk is compara-
ble to the calculations in non-life risk. On the basis of the loss data, 
a probability distribution is estimated. The economic capital is the 
difference between the average expected loss and the worst-case 
loss with a determined confidence interval (see Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 Measuring economic capital for operational risk
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Compiling and analysing all incidents is not as simple as it seems. 
The actual administrative systems do not register the losses caused 
by operational risk separately. Therefore, specific software needs to 
be developed for operational loss registration. In general, the risk 
manager is somewhat apart from the business processes and has 
insufficient insight into all incidents.
 The risk manager therefore has to trust the willingness of others to 
register and report operational losses, and must be aware that most 
line managers hesitate to report errors as these will be settled in their 
remuneration structure (ie, their bonus and potential for promotion). 
Therefore, establishing a “no-blame” culture is an important precon-
dition for registering operational loss data successfully.

Scorecards and self-assessments
The scorecard method is based on subjective estimations of possi-
ble losses. Using this method, experts (for instance, line managers) 
are asked to assess the operational risks. Therefore, the term “self-
assessment” also applies here. The scorecard is a structured ques-
tionnaire containing such questions as “how often could a crucial 
IT system break down?” and “how big would the damage be if a 
crucial IT system breaks down?” Within some insurers, experts can 
choose from high, middle or low categories. In others, the experts 
have to underpin their estimates with figures. In the possible loss 
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estimate, the control instruments at the disposal of the respective 
expert are also explicitly taken into account. When an important IT 
system breaks down and the functions are immediately taken over 
by another system, the insurer is unlikely to suffer a great loss. Such 
control aspects are expressed in the scorecard method.
 The results of the questionnaire are often categorised according 
to the event classification mentioned above. The risk manager can 
also estimate a probability distribution per category. As the prob-
ability distribution is based on an expert’s personal estimates, this 
probability distribution indicates a kind of subjective probability 
function for operational risks.
 The calculation of the economic capital is not really different 
from the calculations based on the loss data method (see Figure 
5.2). The only difference is that the probability distributions are 
based on personal estimates instead of loss data. On the basis of the 
probability distribution functions, the risk manager can determine 
the (average) expected loss and the economic capital. The economic 
capital is the difference between the (average) expected loss and the 
worst-case loss (based on the chosen confidence level).
 The scorecard method is often incorporated into primary busi-
ness processes. For each activity within this business process, sepa-
rate questionnaires are designed in order to chart the probability 
of losses and the potential loss amounts. As a scorecard is custom-
made, each expert is given questions focusing on the type of ac-
tivities in which they specialise. For instance, the questionnaire for 
an underwriting manager is not comparable with that for a policy 
administration employee.
 The risk manager runs the risk that the expert may try to present 
the situation more positively than it actually is. This could have a 
negative influence on the economic capital calculations. In order to 
prevent this, the answers of the questionnaire are often validated 
by an independent entity – such as the audit department – but also 
the manager responsible for that particular expert.
 The loss data and the scorecard method are often compared with 
each other. As both methods have pros and cons, the methods need 
to be applied in conjunction. Table 5.1 presents the differences in 
more detail.
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Table 5.1 Differences between measurement methods for 
operational risk

Loss data Scorecards

Objective, based on real suffered 
losses

Subjective, based on estimates of 
experts

Retrospective: historical incidents 
that quickly could lose their actual 
value through changes in the 
environment

Prospective: estimates are based on 
the actual situation and the future 
measures taken

Few data points as losses are 
normally less-extreme incidents

Abundant data available due to the 
great number of experts

Consistent method for each 
department and activity

Each department or activity receives 
a special questionnaire (consistency 
problems)

Consistent with other risk categories 
such as market and non-life risk

Subjective foundation, differs 
widely from other risk categories

Key risk indicators and key control indicators
The two methods mentioned above are often amended or validated 
by KRIs and KCIs. A KRI indicates the risk that the insurer is run-
ning, or the probability of an incident occurring and its correspond-
ing impact. A KCI indicates to what extent the risks are controlled. 
If, for instance, an emergency power aggregate is automatically in-
troduced when a power failure takes place, then business processes 
will suffer no resulting interference. In other cases, manual controls 
are in place – such as manual checks and reconciliations. In such a 
case, the risk is well controlled. As such, it is preferable to link a KRI 
to one or more KCIs.
 Since operational risk is often related to the operational pro-
cesses of the company, it is logical to document the KRIs/KCIs in 
the process descriptions. Most software for documenting processes 
support this. The business needs to provide evidence that a control 
is actually in place and functions accurately. Example evidence can 
be a report, a signature or proof that a check has been made.
 Risk indicators are not based on past experience, but are an in-
strument for spotting future risks over time. Therefore, KRIs are of-
ten applied as a supplement to the statistics. Incidents which have 
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not yet resulted in direct losses become visible – for instance, by 
keeping track of temporary system breakdowns and the duration 
of these breakdowns, how absence due to illness develops, how of-
ten and by whom restrictions are broken and how many complaints 
are reported.
 The risk and control indicators are applied with three objectives:

o

o

o

regular management information on risk and control indicators 
increases the transparency and awareness of risks in operational 
processes;
the function of the indicators is to check to what extent the organ-
isation has gaps in its control framework and how vulnerable it 
is to operational risks; and
they are early warning signals, as they give more insight into 
the trends within the risk, making it possible for management to 
intervene at an early stage.

ECONOMIC CAPITAL FOR OPERATIONAL RISK: THE HEART OF 
THE PROBLEM
Measuring operational risk within the framework of economic cap-
ital takes some doing. The first measurement methods for opera-
tional risk in banking were based on the statistical methods applied 
for market and credit risk. However, it gradually became clear that 
operational risk was different from the other risk categories. An 
organisation can influence its operational risk to a large extent by 
taking control measures. In addition, the models based on data loss 
have a large number of disadvantages, as previously discussed.
 Although many big international financial institutions have 
already taken huge steps in data gathering (both the loss data 
method and the scorecard method), some critical questions remain 
unanswered. Will reporting bad news be discouraged even more 
if capital requirements within the framework of economic capital 
are in place? Will financial institutions with well-charted risks be 
punished when they are open about their business? Could large 
incidents in the financial sector have been prevented by the current 
models for operational risk?
 Good operational risk management is, in fact, the same as good 
management. Good management information is a precondition for 
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this. The developments in the field of measuring operational risk 
can contribute only if some of the above-mentioned conceptual 
problems are resolved.
 In Solvency II, only a very simple approach is used to calculate 
the capital requirement. It is simply a predetermined factor multi-
plied by technical provisions and premiums (see Chapter 8). This 
simple method does, of course, not reflect any risk-sensitivity in 
the calculation. However, it also shows that, in Solvency II, people 
recognised the difficulty of measuring operational risk in terms of 
capital.

WHAT IS BUSINESS RISK?
Apart from operational risk, insurers also suffer the consequences 
of other non-financial risks, namely business risk. For this risk cat-
egory, the term strategic risk can also be used, but this book will 
use the term business risk. In fact, the discussion around business 
risk is still at a premature stage. Business risk is sometimes used as 
a “rubbish bin” – and is defined as “the risk that does not fall under 
the other risks”. However, a positive definition of business risk is 
gradually being developed.

Business risk is the risk of losses due to changes in the competitive 
environment or internal flexibility.

The concept of “competitive environment” comprises the totality 
of competitors, clients, possible new market players and the gov-
ernment. When changes take place in the competitive environment 
and the insurer cannot adapt itself quickly enough, it will end up in 
a situation of loss. Various waves of privatisation in the insurance 
industry makes this a topical subject. Privatisation provides oppor-
tunities to insurers, but also exposes them to new threats that did 
not exist during the time that the market was strictly controlled by 
the government.
 Life insurance is influenced by the fiscal system, because pri-
vate life insurance is seen as the so-called third pillar of the pen-
sion scheme.2 To encourage individuals to build up capital, some 
countries have fiscal incentives to stimulate individuals to buy life 
insurance. While this is beneficial for insurance companies, it also 
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makes them sensitive to changes in the fiscal system. The Dutch 
market provides a good example. Taking out annuities had been 
fiscally encouraged up until 2002. In December 2002, annuity sales 
hit an unprecedented peak as people wanted to benefit from the 
tax benefit for the last time. From January 2003, the annuity market 
collapsed dramatically as the new fiscal system came into force. In-
surers became painfully aware that a certain tax rule had de facto 
provided them with a constant income stream. The new tax legisla-
tion had erased that almost completely.
 This example points to the importance of business risk. It is clear 
that business risk is not a new risk. On the contrary, it has always 
been the essence of the day-to-day management of financial insti-
tutions. However, the privatisation of products and increasing in-
ternationalisation and competition has increased the importance of 
business risk. Therefore, business risk within the economic capital 
framework has gained an explicit place in most of the large finan-
cial institutions.

Figure 5.3 Two components of business risk
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 As mentioned, business risk consists of two components (see Fig-
ure 5.3). The competitive environment of the insurer is full of pos-
sible threats. Existing competitors or potential new market players 
are constantly after market share. In addition, the internet has be-
come a new distribution channel for insurers, as a result of which 
other channels could be under pressure. The government plays also 
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an important part in the competitive environment, as we have seen 
in the case of the Dutch fiscal regime. This holds for life as well as for 
non-life and health insurers, where some products are government-
sponsored or made compulsory by law. In fact, the insurer has barely 
any influence over incidents in the competitive environment.
 Can one observe passively how the demand for financial prod-
ucts decreases and makes way for new products? Fortunately not! 
As a last resort, the insurer can reduce costs when the demand for 
products decreases, in order to prevent losses. We call this cost flex-
ibility. A large fixed cost is an indicator of a large business risk. The 
insurer can flexibly deploy employees and resources within the 
changing environment. The board of directors can also strategically 
apply organisational flexibility – for instance, by handling two dis-
tribution channels for the same product. Should clients avoid one 
channel for a particular reason, then the organisation has an alter-
native to fall back on.

CONTROLLING BUSINESS RISK
Through periodical strategic analysis of the competitive environ-
ment, insurers create an image of the current position in the mar-
ket. Some have a permanent strategy department performing such 
analysis, while others put together varying teams to perform mar-
ket analysis. A well-known instrument is SWOT analysis (strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats). For instance, SWOT anal-
ysis can identify extreme sensitivity to interest rate levels, equity 
prices or weather conditions. However, the SWOT analysis looks 
at these sensitivities in a different way than the traditional interest 
rate risk analysis or an ALM study. Within the framework of an 
ALM study, for example, the influence of interest rate fluctuations 
in a given balance-sheet position is observed. However, when inter-
est rates are high, private clients might prefer to take out deposits 
with a bank rather than buying life insurance. This is only partial-
ly taken into consideration in the interest rate risk analysis, while 
business risk analysis does reveal such strategic sensitivities.
 In addition, controllers often keep an eye on the cost structure: 
which costs are fixed and which are variable? Without explicitly ask-
ing the question, the idea behind it is, of course, how fast the costs 
can be reduced when turnover appears to be disappointing. Often 
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the costs will respond slower to turnover decreases than is desired. 
On the one hand, this is due to fixed costs and contract terms but, on 
the other, the management often hesitates in cutting costs. Finally, 
cost cutbacks are carried out gradually and it may take some time 
before they are implemented and costs are reduced to the desired 
level. This implies that there is a time gap in implementing cost cuts 
that has to be covered as an element of business risk.

Lapse and expense risk
One element that is often specifically addressed is lapse and ex-
pense risk in life insurance, although it is also important in non-life 
insurance. This item will be discussed here rather than in Chapter 3 
since lapse and expense risk relates more to client behaviour and the 
organisational cost structure than mortality rates. Lapse is the phe-
nomenon of policyholders cancelling their insurance products. In the 
pricing strategy and embedded value calculations of life insurance 
products, an assumed lapse rate is taken into account. Lapse risk is 
the risk that this assumption differs from the reality and that the 
company has to face a loss. In the pricing strategy, an expected cost 
level (expenses) is also taken into account. In parallel, there is a risk 
that the real expenses will differ from the expectations, resulting 
in a loss – called expense risk. It is the view of this book that lapse 
risk and expense risk is an element of business risk, rather than an 
underwriting risk.
 In risk models, lapse and expense risk are included in the embed-
ded value models of life insurers. This is because these effects can 
determine future cash flows as much as mortality rates and pre-
mium levels. Both lapse rates and expense levels can be analysed 
in a statistical manner, generating statistical scenarios and assess-
ing the impact of the scenarios on the fair value. Thus, lapse and 
expense risk is often addressed using statistical models. Solvency II 
also identifies these risks separately (see Chapter 8). While statisti-
cal models are widely available for market and underwriting risk 
variables, relevant data points are scarcer for lapse and expense 
risk. First, massive lapses normally occur due to a certain event, 
such as regulation changes or an event affecting the company. His-
torically, these events have occurred insufficiently for the statistical 
analysis to be relevant. Of course, extreme confidence levels can be 
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extracted from the “normal” times, but fundamentally looking into 
what drives client behaviour is much more relevant. Second, ex-
penses analysis on a statistical basis does not sufficiently take into 
account that expenses are both fixed and variable. Also, future costs 
may differ from past costs. Despite seemingly convincing plans for 
cost reduction by management’s multi-year business forecasts, it 
appears that ensuring fundamental cost cutting is much more diffi-
cult than expected. At the same time, cost cutting in times of serious 
distress might be much more achievable than on a going-concern 
basis. These two reasons call for a fundamental analysis of lapse 
and expense risk rather than a simple statistical analysis. This does 
not imply that statistics are irrelevant at all – they are an input of the 
analysis rather than an output.

ECONOMIC CAPITAL FOR BUSINESS RISK
Measuring business risk is not that simple. The development of a 
good method is, however, not at the top of the priority list for most 
insurers. That is defendable, as Solvency II (see Chapter 8) is con-
sidered more important and business risk is not explicitly included 
in the Solvency II framework. A comparable movement also took 
place in the banking sector, where three different approaches for 
business risk can be identified: the analogue company approach, 
the volatility of income and the scenario method. These approaches 
are also applied among a few large insurers.

Analogue company approach
With this method, the activities of the insurer are compared with 
those of non-financial (analogue) companies. It can be said, for in-
stance, that insurance partly involves providing financial advice 
and partly information processing. In the analogue company ap-
proach, the assumption is that the capital of advisory companies, 
for instance, is entirely meant to cover business risk, as these com-
panies have no underwriting or investment risks. In principle, the 
economic capital for the benefit of the business risk for that par-
ticular part of the insurer should be equal to the capital of analogue 
companies. Alternatively, an adjustment could be applied to the an-
alogue companies for the operational risk involved. In the analogue 
company approach, for each activity of the insurer a few compa-
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rable, analogue, non-financial companies are addressed. Naturally, 
in the application of this approach, there needs to be adjustments 
for the business volumes.
 The analogue company approach was introduced in the mid 
1990s as an initial rough approach. It was meant as a rule of thumb 
for determining economic capital for business risk. The hypothesis 
that the capital of analogue companies especially covers business 
risk implies that this capital is determined optimally. As a first es-
timate of the economic capital for business risk, this is a good hy-
pothesis, but in the long run it is not sustainable. Often, the capital 
of analogue companies has developed as a result of past circum-
stances rather than on the basis of rational decisions. Another ques-
tion is whether the analogue companies consider business risk in 
decisions regarding their capital structure. The average cost of capi-
tal (debt and equity), rather than business risk, will mostly feed into 
decision-making when establishing the capital amounts. A majority 
of insurers, however, still work with such a rough measure for busi-
ness risk.

PANEL 5.1 EXAMPLE OF AN ANALOGUE COMPANY APPROACH
An insurer supposes that it is 40% comparable with financial service 
providers and 60% comparable with information-processing institu-
tions. In order to compare the business risk of an insurer with the busi-
ness risk of these two categories of analogue companies, this approach 
looks at the relationship between the capital of the analogue compa-
nies and their operational costs.
 Using several information sources, the insurer knows that in an av-
erage service-providing company the relationship between the capital 
and the fixed operational expenses is approximately 45%. For an aver-
age information-processing institution, it is 70%.
 For the insurer as a whole, the relationship between economic capi-
tal for business risk and fixed operational costs should be approximate-
ly 60% (40% of 45% for the service-providing part and 60% of 70% 
for the information-processing part). If the organisation spends €300 
million on fixed operational costs, the economic capital for business 
risk is €180 million (60% of €300 million).
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Volatility of income
This approach has a more statistical nature than the previous meth-
od. The turnover is divided into several categories and the volatility 
of the turnover is determined per category. Naturally, the volatility 
of the turnover of, for instance, the insurance industry is not only 
determined by the business risk, but also by all other risk categories. 
Therefore, attempts are made to “clean” the turnover for the income 
of each risk category. This is a complex exercise. Finally, the part of 
the turnover that is caused by the assumed business risks remains. 
On the basis of historical data, a statistical distribution can be estimat-
ed whereby corrections are made for the yearly growth of the turn-
over if necessary. On the basis of, for instance, an assumed normal 
probability distribution, the economic capital can be determined as 
the difference between the expected turnover and the worst case (eg, 
using a simplified method of a multiple of the standard deviation).
 The advantage of this approach, compared to the analogue com-
pany approach, is its statistical foundation, which makes it consistent 
with the economic capital framework for the other risks. The method 
of cleaning income data from the remaining risk categories is, how-
ever, a difficult exercise. Organisations applying this approach have, 
in general, had much difficulty establishing a good method for this 
cleaning. Each cleaning method has it pros and cons and all methods 
could be questioned in some way. To this day, no universal system 
has been found. At least one large insurer applies this method to its 
business risk. It is, however, used more widely in banking.
 A crucial point in the volatility approach is its statistical founda-
tion. To what extent can statistical analyses for this risk category be 
trusted? Are changes in the competitive environment not, by defi-
nition, a reason to decide that the past is no longer a model for the 
future? The expectation is that institutions applying this method 
will improve it to such an extent that satisfactory answers will be 
found for these questions in the future.

Scenario analysis
A few financial institutions apply a form of scenario analysis to 
measure business risk. Within this framework, the scenarios should 
not be confused with the statistical scenarios applied, eg, for mar-
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ket risk. The basis for scenario analyses here is a thorough analysis 
of the income sources of a specific department or of the insurer as 
a whole. In applying scenario analyses for business risk, manage-
ment will identify the most important threats in the competitive 
environment. This is comparable to self-assessment for operational 
risk. As the list of possible threats is, in principle, unlimited, the 
threats are often grouped into several scenarios. For each scenario, 
the possible impact is determined in terms of profit margin or vol-
ume decrease, increase in costs and the probability of this scenario 
taking place. Then, by scenario, the possible management actions 
are determined. The two previously mentioned forms of flexibil-
ity are important; cost flexibility and organisational flexibility. For 
that purpose, existing instruments for controlling business risk are 
used: cutbacks, deploying staff flexibly, outsourcing, etc. The capi-
tal (economic capital) ultimately required for business risk is deter-
mined on the basis of probability and impact of the scenario and the 
actions of the management.

Figure 5.4 Economic capital for business risk using the income volatility approach

Total economic capital

/  Underwriting risks 
/ Investment risks 
/ Operational risks

Business risks

Probability distribution of result (pro�t/loss)

 The most important disadvantage of the scenario approach is 
its subjective foundation. In the establishment of the scenarios, a 
judgement is expected from management on the most important 
risks. Criticism of this approach is therefore significantly similar to 
the criticism of the scorecard method for operational risk. However, 
the major advantage of the scenario method is that management 
can actually take actions on the basis of scenario analyses, because 
controlling and measuring business risk are integrated. This allows 
management to make better strategic decisions, in addition to de-
termining the business risk economic capital.
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CONCLUSION
This chapter has described the non-financial risks, namely op-
erational and business risk. These two risk categories are less de-
veloped than the investment and underwriting risks. This can be 
seen especially in the measurement methods. This chapter also de-
scribed the methods and instruments used to control the risks. As 
discussed, controlling risks is more important than the pure “mea-
surement” in terms of economic capital. Also, the relation between 
the individual products is less obvious – which is why relating op-
erational and business risks to pricing could be complex.

1
2

Chapter 9 will look at Basel II in more detail (as well as Basel III).
The first pillar is considered the state pension allowance. The second pillar is the company-
defined pension scheme. The exact composition of these pillars differ by country.
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It is unclear when exactly the great financial crisis started. The 
most visible events were the collapse of the big global investment 
banks that had been Wall Street’s cornerstone for many years. Bear 
Stearns, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch, all were transformed in 
a matter of weeks during 2008. These collapses brought massive 
media attention, and uncovered a series of underlying phenomena 
that were already underway during the entire first decade of the 
2000s. This chapter will describe how the financial crisis started 
(although it was initially called the subprime crisis, indicating 
that it only related to a specific financial market). However, as 
we all know, the effects spread and hit other markets as well. This 
happened in such a way that entire countries and their national 
economies struggled to survive. The chapter will look at the 
underlying causes and the implications for the insurance industry, 
as well as the lessons learned.

THE EARLY START OF THE CRISIS
In 2006, there were the first signs that specific groups of home-
owners in the US could not pay their mortgage debts and were 
defaulting on their homes. It became clear during the early 2000s 
that mortgage providers had used aggressive sales techniques to 
sell mortgages that were hardly viable. Interest rates were low and 
housing prices were expected to continue increasing. This encour-
aged homeowners to buy houses, basically without any amortisa-

6

The Global Financial Crisis
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tion scheme on their mortgage. Due to fierce competition on the 
mortgage markets, mortgage providers competed for market share 
and offered low prices.
 Special mortgage structures were designed, with so-called teaser 
rates. These 2/28 mortgages offered low interest rates in the first 
two years of the mortgage and higher rates thereafter. Other struc-
tures included so-called ninja loans (no income, no job or assets), 
where mortgages were granted to people that could not really af-
ford them. Mortgage providers did not see the risk in such mort-
gages, since the house that serves as the collateral was assumed 
to compensate for the losses. It was generally believed that hous-
ing prices would always increase. This was also the reason why 
homeowners were willing to accept the mortgages and buy houses. 
However, as we have seen since, mortgages do bear risk.
 Mortgages with higher risk are called subprime – or Alt-A, relat-
ing to the credit scoring system common in the US. Credit scores 
vary between 300 (lowest) and 850 (highest). Subprime mortgages 
have credit scores between 500 and 620, whereas Alt-A mortgages 
score above 620. In practice, many of the credit scoring applications 
included fraud in the documentation. All these were signs that 
mortgage providers tried to boost their sales volumes at any cost 
by widening the mortgage criteria. In 2006, about 20% of the newly 
issued US mortgages were subprime.

PANEL 6.1 SECURITATION, HOW DOES IT WORK?
Securitisation is a process in the financial markets that has existed for 
a quite a number of years, but which really took off in the 2000s. In 
fact, three well-known organisations have been practising the concept 
since the late 1960s in the US: the Federal National Mortgage Associa-
tion (Fannie Mae), Government National Mortgage Association (Ginnie 
Mae) and the Federal Home Long Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac). 
These institutions were set up by the government with the objective 
to support home ownership by US citizens. They initially guaranteed 
the mortgages, but that later they could take over mortgage loans from 
banks and transfer the mortgages to the capital markets. In this way, 
banks could grant more mortgages to their clients. To begin with, only 
a limited range of mortgage types qualified for such a transfer, which is 
why the US mortgage market was transparent until the late 1990s and 
early 2000s.
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 By copying the process of Fannie Mae, Ginnie Mae and Freddie 
Mac, gradually more and more banks started to sell mortgages to the 
capital market via so-called securitisation. In itself, the process is very 
simple: a bank sells the mortgages to a specially set-up company (spe-
cial purpose vehicle, SPV, or special purpose entity, SPE). The SPV fi-
nances itself mainly with bonds that are sold to investors. The mortgage 
continues to be serviced by the original bank, which receives a fee for 
this process. There is no impact for the client. In the US, roughly 75% of 
the mortgages are securitised, a number that is much lower in Europe.
 Of course, the devil is in the detail. The SPV finances itself mainly 
with bonds and, of course, has to have some equity as well, which is 
kept by the originating bank. The bonds are organised in a certain hier-
archy such that there are multiple tranches, with each tranche having a 
different risk profile for the investor. The highest tranche has a triple A 
rating and is relatively secure for interest and principal payments. When 
credit losses in the mortgage portfolio arise, they will first hit the equity 
of the SPV, then the lowest tranche, until – in the most extreme case – 
they hit the highest tranche. The highest tranches are good investments 
for risk-averse investors, but bear a lower yield. Lower tranches (called 
mezzanine tranches) are, of course, riskier, but have a higher yield. Of-
ten the originating bank keeps the capital on its own balance sheet as a 
signal to the market. The bonds are called mortgage-backed securities 
(MBSs) or collateralised mortgage obligations (CMOs), depending on 
the structure of the SPV. Initially, the higher tranches were roughly 70% 
of the SPVs balance, but later this changed as a result of the market 
need for higher yield.
 The advantage of securitisation for the bank is simple: it frees up the 
balance sheet and allows the bank to grow. Securitisation allows the 
investor to invest specifically in a certain asset category not otherwise 
available in the market, such as mortgages.
 Mortgages are generally long term, and many have a duration of 
around 30 years. The MBSs that the SPV issues can be more short term 
in order to generate a profitable mismatch within the SPV. Mostly they 
were two-years collateralised debt obligations (CDOs) or commercial 
paper with shorter terms. This creates a liquidity risk for the SPV, be-
cause it assumes that the short-term bonds can be easily refinanced 
whenever due. Under normal circumstances, that is likely to be valid 
but, as we will see in this chapter, it can have severe impact in non-
normal circumstances.
As mentioned, securitisation started in the mortgage market. Howev-
er, in the 2000s it expanded rapidly into other markets as well: banks 
started to securitise credit card loans, student loans, car loans, etc. The 
bonds in these SPVs were called CDOs. 
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  There were even SPVs that consisted of other CDOs (CDO2, or later 
CDO3). This caused the securitisation market to become extremely 
opaque. It became less and less clear which assets actually under-
pinned the CDOs. This holds especially for the subprime mortgages 
that were the basis for the CDOs causing the market to crash in 2007.
 SPVs are not banks, so they do not come under banking regulations 
such as Basel II and Basel III (see Chapter 9). This is because there are 
no private depositors, just financial assets. Therefore, securitisation was 
also often used for so-called regulatory arbitrage.
 Let me clarify this with an example. Assume that a certain bank has a 
mortgage portfolio of €100 million, backed up by €95 million deposits 
and €5 million equity. The solvency requirement of this is 4% (under 
Basel I, again see Chapter 9), hence €4 million. With €5 million available 
capital, there is a solvency requirement ratio of 125% (= 5/4*100%).

Table 6.1 Balance sheet of the bank before securitisation (€ millions)

Assets Balance sheet bank Liabilities

Mortgages €100 Equity €5

Deposits €95

€100 €100

Now, assume that the bank wants to securitise 50% of the portfolio. 
The SPV is funded by 5% equity, 25% BBB tranche and 70% AAA 
tranche. In this way the solvency requirement of the bank is €2 million 
(4% over €50 million), with a small amount extra to cover for the eq-
uity part. However, that is negligible compared to the original solvency 
requirement. The SPV is funded with €2.5 million equity and €47.5 
million issued bonds (= €35.0 + 12.5 million). These received funds are 
cash on the balance sheet of the bank, and this cash can be used for 
growth. Also, the solvency requirement ratio has increased up to 250% 
(= 5/2*100%).

Table 6.2 Balance sheet of the bank after securitisation (€ millions)

Assets Balance sheet bank Liabilities

Mortgages €50 Equity €5

Equity investment €2.5 Deposits €95

Cash €47.5

€100 €100
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Table 6.3 Balance sheet SPV (€ millions)

Assets Balance sheet SPV Liabilities

Mortgages €50 Equity €2.5

AAA tranche €35

BBB tranche €12.5

€50 €50

Subprime and Alt-A mortgages were securitised significantly more 
often than ‘normal’ mortgages. Capital markets faced a low interest 
rate environment in the early 2000s, and the Federal Reserve had 
deliberately kept interest rates low in order to boost the economy 
(see Figure 6.1). For investors in search of higher yield on assets, 
the low interest rate forced them to look for alternatives beyond the 
regular bond markets. Subprime securitisations were an interest-
ing option. Even more, this created a moral hazard for mortgage 
providers, because mortgage providers would not bear the higher 
risk of the mortgage.
 Figure 6.1 shows the relation between housing prices and inter-
est rates in the US. Interest rates are highlighted by the central 
banks’ rates (The Fed), since this is an indicator of commercial 
banks’ mortgage rates. Housing prices are reflected by the Case–
Shiller index, an index composed by an agency that assembles 
sales prices of private homes per region. Figure 6.1 shows the 
composite US Case–Shiller index, and shows how interest rates 
increased in 2004 and 2005. This caused housing prices to decrease 
from 2006 onwards. There was a logical time delay in the decrease 
of the housing prices since interest rate on many mortgages were 
kept contractually low during the first two years using the above-
mentioned teaser rates. Homeowners started becoming unable to 
pay their mortgage interest rates and started selling their houses. 
Due to normal supply and demand dynamics, housing prices de-
creased. Over time, the decrease in housing prices caused home-
owners to default on mortgages rather than selling the house (see 
Figure 6.2). Whereas foreclosure rates of homes had been relative-
ly stable between 2000 and 2005, they skyrocketed from 2006 on-
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wards. This is how the housing prices kicked off a domino effect 
in subprime MBSs.

Figure 6.1 US housing prices decreased after interest rates increase

Source: www.standardandpoors.com, www.federalreserve.gov
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Figure 6.2 Percentage foreclosure in US housing market

Source: Mortage Bankers Association’s National Delinquency Survey
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The first signs of crisis were noticed in the capital markets when a 
number of hedge funds could no longer be sustained. Their obliga-
tions were taken onto the balance sheets of the originator because 
the hedge funds had problems renewing their short-term debts. 
The most obvious example is Bear Stearns, which had to support 
two hedge funds with US$3.2 billion in total, even without the con-
tractual obligation to do so. Even though Bear Stearns finally took 
the hedge funds’ obligation back on the balance sheet, JP Morgan 
had to rescue Bear Stearns by taking over the bank for a tiny price 
per share. The European markets were hit as well, with the first 
main sign being  the default of the German mortgage bank IKB.
 Investors started to get worried that subprime problems were in 
their specific MBS portfolios. Since the documentation of SPVs was 
not sufficiently detailed, the MBSs’ originators were unable to explain 
to investors exactly what subprime risks were in the portfolio and 
what risks were not. As a result, many MBSs and related hedge funds 
dropped in value. As a result of these concerns, credit lines were ei-
ther cut or prices increased. This was a classic example of a liquidity 
crunch: short-term credit was either unavailable or unaffordable.
 At the same time, credit rating agencies also started to get in-
volved. The credit ratings of SPVs (specifically MBSs) were gener-
ally high, since the risk was considered low due to the collateral in 
place for mortgage loans. However, in the early months of the crisis, 
ratings were adjusted downwards for many financial institutions, 
including hedge funds and SPVs. From the perspective of the rating 
agencies themselves, this was a logical conclusion. However, from 
the SPVs’ perspective, this worsened the situation, because obtain-
ing liquidity – or financing in general – grew even more difficult. 
At the same time, investors also faced additional problems, because 
the value of their investments decreased due to the downgrading 
activities of the rating agencies. Gradually the downgradings started 
to spread through the capital markets like an oil slick. All investors in 
bonds faced similar problems. The downgrading process was wors-
ened by the fact that credit spreads exploded in the financial markets 
(see Figure 6.3). As was explained in Chapter 4, the credit spread is 
the additional interest rate that a bond investor wants over the risk-
free interest rate as a compensation for the credit risk they run. When 
credit spreads increase, the value of bonds decrease. After relatively 
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stable and low credit spreads, credit spreads multiplied by factors 
of between four and five during 2008. Add to that the downgrading 
by the rating agencies, and the reader will understand that bond 
portfolios decreased massively. That the widespread concerns in 
the capital markets also caused share prices to drop needs probably 
no explanation. And share prices did drop severely. Between Octo-
ber 2007 and November 2008, the S&P500 index lost roughly 50% in 
value. Other indexes dropped by a similar amount, and sometimes 
even worse. Central banks (such as the European Central Bank and 
the Federal Reserve) tried to provide liquidity to the market by 
lending enormous amounts of money to the financial system, but 
this did not seem to help.

Figure 6.3 Credit spreads and stock prices

Source: Bloomberg
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Practically every financial institution faced significant problems 
during the financial crisis. In the early phase of the crisis, three of 
the big five US investment banks failed (Lehman Brothers) or had 
to be rescued (Bear Stearns, Merrill Lynch). The three big mortgage 
associations (Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Ginnie Mae) were put into 
conservatorship by the US government for US$5.4 trillion. And not 
only the investment banks were hit: commercial banks also faced 
losses in their investment portfolios and had to cut their credit lines 
to customers. The losses faced by banks increased significantly over 
time, driving down stock values and hence banks’ capital positions. 
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Banks in trouble were driven towards the minimum level of regula-
tory capital (Basel II, see Chapter 9). However, getting out of this 
situation was very difficult. On the one hand, banks could not eas-
ily de-risk their portfolios since there was hardly a market for as-
sets. If assets could be sold at all, banks faced losses, which hit their 
capital levels even more. On the other hand, banks could also not 
increase their capital levels in order to build up more buffers. After 
all, capital markets hardly had appetite for new capital issues and 
every attempt would be placed far below par. Since this would then 
deteriorate the value of existing stockholders, the companies’ ap-
petite for this was understandably low. This meant that banks, and 
also some insurers, faced problems in their search for a solution. 
They were forced to rely on governments, as will be shown below.
 The crisis was initially just seen as a banking issue. The bonus-
driven culture within the banking industry had not helped the pub-
lic image of investment bankers and CEOs. In the UK, the financial 
problems of Northern Rock caused the first classical bank run in 
the western world in the 21st Century, with lengthy queues at bank 
offices. In order to stabilise the economies, European finance min-
isters decided to enlarge their banking guarantee schemes (deposit 
insurance schemes), hoping that this would help create trust with 
customers. At the same time, finance ministers also developed new 
instruments to support individual banks in avoiding bankruptcy. 
In the US, the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) was set up, 
which allowed the US government to buy or guarantee certain as-
sets from banks, so they could return to good health. Qualifying as-
sets are mainly mortgages or mortgage-related products, mostly il-
liquid and difficult-to-value products. In total, about US$300 billion 
of funds were made available. Another solution was to separate 
banks into healthy and bad parts, thereby isolating the bad loans 
and making them easier to handle. Other countries nationalised 
entire banks, such as Northern Rock in the UK and Fortis in the 
Benelux countries (although Fortis was a special case in many as-
pects). Other banks in the UK that received support were Bradford 
& Bingley, Lloyds TSB, HBOS and RBS. Commerzbank was also 
supported in Germany, and in the Netherlands, the government 
helped troubled financial institutions by buying specially issued 
capital against certain criteria. In Switzerland, the investment bank 
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UBS converted to a commercial bank in order to qualify for state 
support, and was rescued by the regulator for an initial amount of 
US$54 billion to isolate the troubled assets and rescue the healthy 
parts of the bank. This happened after many years of capital mar-
kets and mortgage-related investment banking activities.
 All this caused problems for the real economy as well. Banks nar-
rowed their credit criteria because they could not obtain sufficient 
funding, and also because the lower confidence in the economy de-
teriorated the creditworthiness of their client base. Non-financial 
companies suffered losses because of limited growth opportunities, 
again affecting other companies. As a consequence, companies de-
creased staff and limited their projects for investing in growth. This 
spread through the economy, with many multiple countries facing 
recession, higher unemployment and inflation (and even stagfla-
tion: the combination of stagnating economies and inflation). All 
these uncertainties created volatility for the financial markets, and 
had a negative impact on banks and insurance companies. During 
the years 2008–10, many non-financial companies faced financial 
difficulties, resulting in modest GDP outcomes and layoffs. The un-
employment rate also increased significantly from 2007 onwards 
(see Figure 6.4). Within the Organsation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) countries, unemployment increased by 
146% between 2007 and 2008, and in the US it rose from 4.6% to 
9.3%. Fortunately, not all countries were hit as hard by the crisis.

Figure 6.4 Unemployment rates during the crisis

Source: OECD
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The economic crisis turned into a sovereign debt or country crisis 
when the concerns over creditworthiness of financial institutions and 
the economy as a whole spread turned into concerns over sovereign 
debts. During economic recessions, it is not unusual for a government 
to spend more money to keep the economy going. According to the 
Keynesian line of thought, many governments invested in all kinds 
of projects to revive their economies during the recession; the rescues 
of the various banks with financial problems also cost governments 
quite a lot of money. These actions had to be financed by government 
debt, which increased in almost all western countries. The key issue 
here is who finances that debt. Countries that financed the govern-
ment deficit heavily with foreign funds were impacted by the hesita-
tion of the capital markets to provide credit. During the first part of 
the 2000s, US Treasury bills were mainly bought by Chinese inves-
tors. This was fortunately without major calls by the Chinese that 
potentially could have created a US default. Figure 6.5 shows that 
many countries faced a budget deficit in 2008, with Greece, Portugal, 
Ireland and Spain being the most remarkable cases. For these coun-
tries, perception of risk in the capital markets increased significantly. 
During 2009 and 2010, credit spreads on some government bonds 
increased, especially that of Greece. Portugal, Ireland and Spain were 
later impacted in a similar way, earning them the sobriquet of PIGS 
countries (Portugal, Ireland, Greece, Spain). Italy is also a potential 
concern for analysts (then the abbreviation becomes PIIGS).

Figure 6.5 Countries government deficit as a percentage of GDP

Source: Eurostat
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The credit spreads of government bonds increased, showing the 
capital markets’ doubts about some countries’ ability to repay debts 
and interest payments. After some months, this was also reflected 
in the credit ratings of the various countries. Traditionally govern-
ments are rated triple A since governments are considered to be 
risk-free. Table 6.4 indicates that a number of European countries 
have been downgraded by Standard & Poor’s. Of course, this is a 
problem for the countries in question, and analysts suggest that the 
main solution could be to fundamentally restructure debt positions. 
Although this is similar to the situation of a company in distress, 
it will impact a nation and all its citizens and companies – rather 
than a selected number of employees and suppliers. In other words, 
many people have been impacted and will continue to face the con-
sequences over the coming years.

Table 6.4 Sovereign ratings per country

Country Long-term ratings (S&P)

Portugal BBB–

Ireland BBB+

Greece CCC

Spain AA

Germany AAA

UK AAA

Italy A+

Iceland BBB–

France AAA

United States AAA

The Greek government had issued government bonds in the late 
20th Century to finance many social benefits. Initially, Greece 
benefited from the introduction of the euro, since it could borrow 
against relatively low interest rates. However, the financial crisis hit 
two important Greek industries: tourism and transport (shipping). 
Specially arranged financial transactions allowed the Greek gov-
ernment to report budget deficits within the boundaries of the EU 
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monetary limits, while at the same time borrowing much more than 
actually reported. In 2009, it appeared that the budget deficit was 
not around the 6% mark, but actually about 12%. Despite these un-
certainties around the Greek budget deficit, new government bond 
issues in January 2010 were subsequently oversubscribed. During 
Spring 2010 and 2011 however, the rating agencies downgraded 
the Greek government bonds to the junk status, in fear of a default 
of the Greek government. Despite interventions of the ECB, Greek 
government bonds continued to be traded with a credit spread of 
over 500bp compared to other government bonds (eg, Germany). 
In order to bail out Greece, a €100 billion loan was arranged be-
tween the Eurozone countries and the IMF. This loan was provided 
only after strong political concerns were expressed, especially from 
Germany. Conditional to this loan were strong budgetary measures 
by the Greek government, such as tax increases, pension cuts and 
wage decreases for the public sector. In Greece especially, measures 
were required to increase the percentage of collected tax revenues 
and to prevent tax evasion. Further restructuring was required 
when the rating agencies downgraded Greece again in 2011.
 A fundamental issue is whether or not Greece restructures its 
government debts. Also, potentially Greek government-owned 
companies will need to be privatised, including a number of banks 
and insurers and some utility companies. As an aside, some aca-
demics remarked that Greece is in a liquidity crisis rather than a 
solvency crisis, since the government owns a number of valuable 
state companies that it could sell to free up funds. In any case, Greek 
government debt restructuring implies that either all investors will 
receive a part of the repayments, or some will get full repayment 
while others receive none. Another viable option is to lengthen the 
duration of the support, implying that Greece needs more time to 
restructure rather than improve liquidity. All these measures have 
put the Greek economy in a deep recession and are expected to 
keep it there for a few years to come.
 Another special case of a country with financial problems is Ice-
land. Iceland is a relatively small country and economy, and has a 
population of only 300,000 and a GDP of €2.3 billion. Intending to 
generate more economic growth for the country, Iceland decided 
to privatise a number of key banks, including Kaupthing, Glitnir 
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and Landsbanki. Since the Icelandic economy was relatively small, 
these banks expanded into Europe, and attracted savings from pri-
vate consumers due to rates that were generally higher than regu-
larly available in the savings market, but lower than the interbank 
rates that they would have paid for interbank lending. Then the 
central banks’ interest rate in Iceland hit 18% in 2008. Jointly, the 
three banks had foreign deposits of around €14 billion, six times the 
GDP of Iceland at that time. Finally, the credit crisis hit the financial 
markets and the Icelandic banks, which were under relatively in-
experienced financial supervision compared to the main European 
markets. Since the three banks had expanded into mainland Eu-
rope, European governments had to bail out the three banks’ sub-
sidiaries (IceSave was one of those often mentioned in headlines). 
These governments then demanded compensation from the Icelan-
dic government. Since Iceland was unable to lend at this time, the 
IMF had to step in to provide a US$2.1 billion loan to Iceland, which 
basically hit the entire economy, because the exchange rate dropped 
in value – in turn, boosting the euro-denominated debt of both the 
public and companies. Because the Icelandic economy depends on 
imports, goods began to increase in price. As a result, the Icelandic 
economy ended up in a severe recession, which seemed to come to 
an end only in late 2010 after a number of severe measures such as 
allowing the failure of banks and a strong devaluation of the Icelan-
dic krona.
 Other countries also faced difficulties. Ireland was one of the 
strong economies in the eurozone during the early 2000s. The low 
corporate tax rate attracted many companies to settle in Ireland, 
creating a strong economy. Many of these companies were financial 
institutions. The credit crisis hit the economy hard, as the real estate 
bubble burst and financial institutions became impacted. Portugal 
and Spain faced high budget deficits as well, so the impact on the 
downgrades of their government bonds led the country into reces-
sion, and both countries faced property bubbles and high inflation 
rates. For both, fiscal changes were required to revert the situation.

AN INITIAL REFLECTION
I will now offer some preliminary conclusions on the causes of this 
chain of crises, despite the knowledge that scientists and policymak-
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ers will continue to discuss the details over the coming decades. As 
we have seen, the subprime crisis turned into a liquidity crisis be-
cause investors grew reluctant to refinance SPVs/MBSs. In turn, this 
made banks reluctant to provide credit to the economy, lowering the 
general confidence in the economy. This caused an economic crisis 
(recessions and depressions in various countries). Government defi-
cits were increased in order to weather the crises. After that, a sov-
ereign crisis arose when some governments were downgraded as a 
risk of default. Figure 6.6 highlights this chain of events.

Figure 6.6 Chain of financial crises
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First, the crisis was ignited by extremely complex products that in-
vestors generally did not properly understand. By the way, the no-
torious debacle at Barings in the early 1990s was also caused by an 
insufficient understanding of the complex derivatives portfolio of 
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Nick Leeson’s Singaporean trading books. Investors in MBSs and 
SPVs had little specific knowledge of what products were underly-
ing their investments, even though massive amounts of money were 
involved. This held especially for CDOs of CDOs (CDO2 or CDO3).
 Underlying the boom and bust of the subprime market is the 
credit appetite of the US economy. In general, much of the US 
growth in the period 2000–07 seems to have been financed by Chi-
nese funds. In the US, the high credit appetite caused many people 
to lend, even in situations when that was not realistic. For instance, 
individuals were used to too many credit card loans. This led to a 
relatively high lending ratio in the US. The US economy was stimu-
lated by low interest rates, kept low by the Fed in order to further 
stimulate the economy (the so-called Greenspan put). There was a 
strong belief in the power of the capital markets – and the finan-
cial industry was widely deregulated. This led to the combination 
of large all-finance financial institutions, but also to powerful in-
vestment banks. In addition, deregulation caused a change in the 
function of banks. Traditionally, banks issued loans with the objec-
tive to keep them on the balance sheet. This is called the warehous-
ing function of banks. After the wider take-up of securitisation, 
US banks got increasingly used to issuing loans and then selling 
them on the capital markets (originate and distribute function). 
This means that the real risk coming from private individuals is 
not within the bank any more, but spread throughout the capital 
markets. What remained within the balance sheet of the banks was 
a high liquidity risk.
 Investors in this powerful capital market grew more and more 
powerful and urged companies to generate gradually higher re-
turns. Against the background of low interest rates, financial in-
stitutions searched for alternative ways to generate higher yields. 
And, as we all know, there is no free lunch in the capital markets. 
In other words: higher yields imply higher risks. Innovative prod-
ucts were considered a good and relatively low-risk solution to the 
challenge of higher yields. The initial MBSs were indeed relatively 
low-risk, but the search for higher and higher returns developed 
into the subprime MBSs.
 But then the interest rates increased, triggering the subprime cri-
sis. The complexity of subprime products led to fear in the financial 
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markets, spilling over into other parts of the capital markets due 
to the liquidity problems and the risk-aversion of investors. In this 
way, the subprime crisis turned into a liquidity crisis, causing bank-
ing problems and bail-outs by national governments. Remaining 
banks grew reluctant to lend to the real economy, and the financial 
markets basically came to a standstill. An economic crisis was the 
consequence. Again, national governments intervened to get their 
economies on their feet again, but that came at a cost of increased 
national debts. Some countries exceeded a limit of their national 
debt, leading to the trigger of the sovereign crisis in 2010.

WHAT WAS IMPACT ON INSURERS
The subprime crisis started in the banking industry, with its impact 
on mortgage loans and later on a wider range of issues. The impact 
for insurers has been much less debated in the media, but it has 
been significant. For instance, in the life industry capital levels de-
creased by 25% in 2008 compared with 2007. Let us now discuss six 
major ways in which insurers were impacted by the crisis.
 First, insurers have been hit through their holding of MBSs and 
subprime securities. Compared to the total investment portfolio, 
these securities were relatively small and losses could have been 
absorbed relatively easy. However, we have seen that the chain of 
events (see Figure 6.6) has hit insurers like a brick.
 Second, during the liquidity crunch stock markets went down. 
Insurers were not affected as much by the liquidity crunch as were 
the banks. After all, insurers do not create liquidity by issuing on-
demand liabilities like banks do. Also, the funding of insurers is 
less short term compared to banks’ commercial paper programmes, 
which need to be rolled over frequently. However, insurers were 
affected by the decreasing of the equity markets that accompanied 
the liquidity crunch. This impacted equity portfolios, which are 
larger in size, and hence losses were more significant. As indicated 
by Figure 6.3, the stock markets went down by roughly 50% in a 
short period of time. Many insurers faced significant losses and had 
to de-risk their asset portfolios. Although losses were severe in the 
insurance industry, generally insurers are not likely to have gone 
bankrupt due to this equity shock alone. In the pension industry, 
where equity holdings are higher than in insurance, the decrease in 
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value of equities was much more severe. Many pension funds were 
kept under strong supervision by pension supervisors because they 
breached capital requirements. Of course, the current ageing prob-
lem only exacerbated the equity losses. For many pension funds, 
this was a harsh wake-up call.
 Third, credit spreads widened, which caused losses in bond port-
folios. The massive downgrades of bond portfolios only worsened 
the losses. As an illustration, let us make a simple calculation. An 
average AA-rated bond portfolio with a duration of five years de-
creased by 6.3% in value when credit spreads increased from 15bp 
to 140bp (5 x (0.15–1.40) = –6.3%). Now, assume that this bond port-
folio was downgraded to BBB with a credit spread of 550bp. The 
loss in value now results in 26.8% (5 x (0.15–5.50) = –26.8%). This re-
sulted in enormous losses. For instance, Aegon reported in a press 
release that the credit spread increases of Q3 2008 resulted in €2.5 
billion losses of value in the bond portfolio. Write-offs of the bond 
portfolio were certainly more significant than just the write-offs of 
the subprime securities and, depending on the insurer, also higher 
than the equity losses. This is because bond portfolios are normally 
bigger than equity portfolios (see Figure 4.1).
 Fourth, interest rates were generally low and central banks de-
creased interest rates in order to provide liquidity to the market and to 
revive the economy. This had a massive effect. Since most insurers have 
a mismatch in their portfolio, low interest rates normally result in a loss. 
In the life insurance industry, however, this problem got even worse 
due to options and guarantees. Guaranteed bonus rates in traditional 
life and with-profits products impacted the insurers profit significantly. 
The exact size of this problem is unclear, since public information is 
hardly available at this level of detail. However, from disclosed em-
bedded value reports and risk reports, it is clear that insurers suffered 
significant losses. Generally, options and guarantees are a serious prob-
lem in traditional life portfolios. Even though they were not issued to 
the same extent as they once were in the late 1990s, the duration of the 
product is long Consequentially, the embedded options are still in place 
in many insurance products, and continue to cause problems.
 Fifth, non-life insurers generally follow the insurance cycle. In 
recessions, claims are higher than during economic prosperity. This 
is because insurance clients face higher losses at the time that pre-
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miums are under even more commercial pressure than normally. 
Most countries faced a decrease in demand for insurance prod-
ucts, both in the life and the non-life sectors. A number of life 
companies also faced higher lapses during the severe economic 
recession because clients needed the cash value of their insurance 
product. This all resulted in deteriorating income streams for in-
surance companies.
 Sixth, risk averse as insurers generally are, they traditionally in-
vest in government bonds to match long-term liabilities. Moreover, 
government bonds are the only possibility to invest in assets with 
longer durations, since corporate bonds with long durations are 
scarce. In search of higher yields, insurance companies invested in 
the government bonds that had been downgraded as well. There 
are also the losses that insurers in particular countries faced. Hence, 
losses also arose as a consequence of the country crisis.
 Almost all insurance companies faced lower profits as a result 
of the crisis. Figure 6.7 presents an illustration of some leading 
insurers in the market. It takes the year 2005 as a starting point 
and plots the profit developments from there. We can see that all 
insurance companies faced lower profitability, although not all 
were loss making. Also, it is interesting to see that the decrease in 
profits did not happen at the same time for each insurer. Appar-
ently, some insurers managed to postpone the impact of the crisis 
better than others, or were impacted by other phases of the crisis.

Figure 6.7 Insurance companies’ profit development

Source: Annual reports, index 100 = 2005
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Most insurers had already faced market value losses during the 2002–
03 crisis, and had lengthened the duration of their asset portfolio to 
decrease the mismatch. The supply and rise of long-term bonds is 
clearly a result of insurers’ demands to decrease the mismatch. Also, 
insurers had partially hedged their equity risks using options and 
other structured products. Initially, it seemed that this would be suf-
ficient to weather the latest crisis. Soon, however, it became clear that 
this was being too optimistic. The crisis turned out to be worse than 
expected, even though risk models potentially had already predicted 
losses of this kind. For instance, one insurer commented that the loss-
es in 2008–09 were reflected in the risk models as a 1-in-20 years’ loss. 
In other words, existing capital on the balance sheet would be suffi-
cient to withstand the market circumstances. Although many insur-
ers faced difficulties, there have not been many waves of insurance 
failures. The insurance industry seemed to withstand the financial 
crisis relatively well.
 It may be clear that virtually all insurers faced financial distress 
during the various phases of the crisis. Panel 6.2 highlights a spe-
cial case, AIG. AIG played a special role during the boom of the 
securitisation markets; unfortunately, however, what went up, also 
came down. AIG also had a central role in the parliamentary de-
bates in the US that analysed the causes and consequences of the 
crisis. However, AIG was not alone, as can be seen from Figure 6.7.
 As a consequence of the financial crisis, insurers have started to 
de-risk their activities, mostly by rebalancing their asset portfolios. 
This is because underwriting activities can be changed less easy 
than investment portfolios. The de-risking process came at a time 
of low markets. As a result, financial losses materialised into the 
profit and loss (P&L) statements. The de-risking could be done in 
multiple ways, such as hedging equity risk with options, decreas-
ing durations with swaps and swaptions, and simply selling assets 
such as corporate bonds. However, it should be noted that there 
were hardly liquid markets during certain periods. For instance, 
when the credit markets started to be concerned about the sover-
eign debt risk of Greece, Greek government bonds could hardly be 
traded. Potential buyers remained silent due to the risk of a debt 
restructuring, potentially resulting in concrete losses for Greek gov-
ernment bondholders.
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 In Europe, the Solvency II debate was already ongoing during 
start of the crisis. The debates got more intense and there is a strong 
belief that supervision would help to prevent future crises, or at 
least lessen the impact. However, the Solvency II framework is built 
upon the principle of supervision of a single legal entity. In the bank-
ing industry, additional focus was created to monitor the stability 
of the financial system as a whole. However, insurance companies 
are much less intertwined than banks and, as a result, the failure of 
one insurer is less likely to have severe impact on other insurers. 
The insurance industry supervisors have not set up a new entity 
to monitor the stability of the system, but added this item to the 
agenda of the existing supervisory bodies. In Europe, the European 
Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) have ad-
opted this as one of the central themes, in addition to the existing 
Solvency II agenda. However, significant changes to the Solvency II 
proposals were not deemed necessary. However, the financial crisis 
reconfirmed the need for a strong risk-based supervisory frame-
work. Chapter 8 will discuss Solvency II in more detail.

PANEL 6.2 CASESTUDY AIG
American International Group was founded in the early 1900s and 
grew into a global financial conglomerate that was active in over 130 
countries. During the period 2005–08, it was one of the top-20 public-
rated companies in the world. AIGs business used to be focused on 
traditional insurance, both life and non-life. In 1987, it set up a special 
unit that began trading actively on the capital markets, serving clients 
with a wide range of financial transactions. From 1998, the company 
also started selling credit insurance and credit default swaps in the 
capital markets to financial institutions, often SPVs. During the early 
2000s, most of counterparties in these transactions were rated triple 
A. AIG also engaged in securities lending transactions and invested 
widely in securitisation transactions. In total, it was providing almost 
US$500 billion of credit protection to financial institutions across the 
globe. Roughly 15% of these credit instruments related to subprime 
products. AIGs subprime exposure exploded in the period 2005–07, 
even though they were mainly triple A-rated.
 But then the subprime crisis started, and suddenly AIG found itself 
in severe circumstances. Due to the losses in the real estate market, the 
wide downgradings of the SPVs and other financial transactions, AIG 
was forced to report significant losses, even though traditional underwrit-
ing results were healthy at that time. The market value losses decreased 
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AIGs capital base. As a result, AIG was downgraded from AA– to A by 
the main rating agencies. Due to the downgrade, AIG was contractually 
forced to deposit more collateral with counterparties in the credit default 
swap agreements. However, AIG did not have adequate liquidity avail-
able at that time since liquidity markets had dried up due to the same 
subprime crisis. In September 2008, the Fed provided AIG with a two-
year secured loan of US$85 billion in exchange for a 79.9% equity stake 
through preferred stock. The rate on this loan was Libor plus 850bp, with 
an extreme credit spread being built in. Later, additional capital of US$40 
billion was made available. In total, this made the US government a 90% 
shareholder. AIG had effectively been nationalised, and its stock dropped 
to US$1.25 from a US$70 peak a year earlier (see Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.8 AIG stock development

Source: Bloomberg
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Massive amounts of US taxpayer’s money was used to keep AIG alive, 
which resulted in fierce political debates in the country. What made 
it worse is that the company had not been able to cancel expensive 
off-sites and business trips that were already planned. Also, millions of 
executive bonuses were planned for 2008. Unfortunately for AIG, this 
attracted a lot of attention in the media – a key operational risk needing 
to be managed to limit reputational damage. It was clear that AIG was 
rescued because it was considered to be too big to fail. In other words: 
letting AIG go bust would incur more costs to the taxpayer.
 The loss over the year 2008 (US$99.3 billion) was classified as the larg-
est corporate loss in history at that time. In order to be able to repay the US 
government’s support, AIG has been selling its assets or companies since 
December 2008. Also, the financial portfolio is being de-risked, with coun-
terparties being reduced by 75% and the number of transactions by almost 
90%. This frees up capital and liquidity so that AIG can restore the situation.
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 In the early 2000s, AIG was the leading example of how to be a “new” 
and “modern” insurance company. However, nowadays, AIG is consid-
ered an expensive example of overly bonus-driven management. As an ex-
ample, during the testimony in the US Senate, Fed chairman Ben Bernanke 
stated that “AIG exploited a huge gap in the regulatory system,” ... and “to 
nobody’s surprise, made irresponsible bets and took huge losses”.
 While the truth is always somewhere in the middle, one key lesson 
learnt from the AIG experience is that risk management needs to be tak-
en seriously. It seems that top management had no fundamental under-
standing of the credit default swap business. For example, credit risk was 
inadequately captured in AIG’s Value-at-Risk (VaR) calculations. At the 
same time, there was doubt whether adequate VaR calculations would 
solve the problem in itself. Management often takes the risk calculations 
for granted, since the underlying assumptions are considered too harsh. 
The general line of thought seems to be “Economic capital is a good risk 
measure, but such a catastrophic event will never happen in practice, 
will it…?” At the same time, we need to be aware that some key assump-
tions drive the calculations and, hence, creative minds are required to 
see the real risks beyond the calculations. In other words: could there be 
a black swan? (This refers to the great book by Nassim Taleb, The Black 
Swan, which describes how to identify unimaginable risks.)
 Another lesson learnt is that liquidity risk is for real, and that it can 
severely harm your business model when an entire market is out of li-
quidity. This, of course, is simpler to identify in hindsight than in advance. 
However, it is obvious that the high leverage ratio of AIG depended on 
liquidity and, in their case, there was not only the traditional financial 
leverage, but also intensive credit leverage. The value of credit default 
swaps is extremely sensitive to small changes in credit default rates, much 
more so than traditional bonds. This was worsened by the fact that man-
agement seemed to not fully understand the business model of CDSs.
 While recognising the importance of all corporate governance dis-
cussions that have taken place, it would be unfair to blame the entire 
crisis only on the simple greed of top managers. In hindsight, such 
conclusions could be drawn rather too quickly. It is fair to say that, 
in general, top managers’ bonuses were significant and – during the 
early 2000s – stretched far beyond the imagination of ordinary citizens 
around the world. However, the capitalist market economy is based 
upon reward for performance. Top management bonuses were driven 
by performance, and also shareholders drove companies to increase 
performance. One way to increase performance was to take higher risk, 
eg, by increasing the company’s financial leverage. Leverage was high 
and had increased over the last few years; at the same time, the finan-
cial industry that considered the higher leverage to be “normal”, is now 
arguing with each other over the high leverage numbers. Chapter 11 
will discuss corporate governance and bonuses in more detail.
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SOME LESSONS LEARNED
With the financial markets having all but stabilised, there seems 
to be less turmoil than in 2008. This implies that the time might be 
right for addressing some of the lessons learned, while others will 
become clearer in years to come. Before we examine some of these 
lessons, it is worth mentioning risk awareness. Because of the cri-
sis, people have become more aware of the risk of securitisations, 
for instance. This has made market participants risk averse. As a 
consequence, the same crisis is unlikely to ever re-occur. However, 
it is still crucial to imagine the improbable and be able to identify 
potential risks – and act accordingly to prevent future crises arising.
 Analysts and practitioners had warned against the risks of the 
credit bubble, the subprime characteristics and the risk of liquidity. 
However, they were not really taken seriously, allowing the crisis 
to occur. The lesson here is that risk managers should be taken seri-
ously within the industry. Risk management is a serious profession 
and has a legitimate purpose. This was not only a wake-up call for 
managers, but also to risk managers themselves on how to com-
municate their messages effectively, despite the fact that many may 
find the message unpleasant.
 Of course, the financial markets have experienced bubbles since 
their inception. Crises have also happened ever since bubbles start-
ed bursting. Identifying bubbles in the market has proven key, and 
supervisors should take this into consideration and act accordingly 
in their supervisory practices. The second pillar in Solvency II (see 
Chapter 8) could be the appropriate way to address this. Insurers 
themselves could also take action on how to limit the dependence 
on bubbles. Scenario analysis and stress testing is a way to do this, 
including quantitative and model-based stress-testing (a type of 
scenario analysis is described at the end of Chapter 5).
 Risk models are based on the efficient market hypothesis, which 
works on the assumption that financial market participants act ra-
tionally and that the financial markets themselves are always deep 
and liquid. Both assumptions were proven false by the crisis. How-
ever, it is good to use the regular economic capital outcomes based 
on these assumptions, as they provide us with a common language 
to measure risks in normal circumstances, although additional 
stress-testing is required to provide insight and understanding of 
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times of crisis. Here, a calamity action plan could be a more appro-
priate outcome than a higher economic capital number.
 Traditionally, banking supervision was focused on individual 
banks. The problem of the Icelandic banks shows that a wider view-
point is required. This holds for the banking as well as insurance 
industry, and is of growing importance due to the increasing com-
plexity of capital markets. Since the crisis, insurance supervisors 
have included financial market stability in their practices in addi-
tion to solo-level supervision in order to highlight the vulnerability 
of the industry to general market circumstances as a whole – and 
to provide insight into the joint effect of multiple companies facing 
the same financial distress.
 In addition, insurance supervisors have become aware that some 
financial institutions (both banks and insurers) are too big to fail 
– this is an academic theme, the TBTF principle. Therefore, one 
key company could be a catalyst in a country, both positively and 
negatively. This urges boards and supervisors to consider appropri-
ate measures to implement triggers that could limit the impact of 
a company crisis on the total economy. For instance, supervisors 
could potentially limit a company from pursuing further growth 
until required measures that reduce the dependency on a specific 
country are in place.
 Liquidity risk is a real issue. Until now insurers have considered 
liquidity risk less important than banks; however, the crisis showed 
that liquidity can cause enormous problems. Although it cannot be 
expressed in an economic capital number, it needs specific attention 
by insurance companies (see Chapter 4). Despite the fact that insur-
ers do not create liquidity as banks do, liquidity risk is significant 
for insurance companies, not least because market liquidity creates 
substantial risks when an insurance company wishes to change its 
asset allocation.

CONCLUSION
This chapter discussed the main developments that contributed to 
the financial crisis – or actually the chain of a number of crises. What 
started as financial problems in a relatively modest financial mar-
ket evolved into one of the largest financial debacles in history, even 
bringing sovereigns into difficulties. Credit markets have proven to 
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be of key importance for insurance firms during times when insurers 
were in search of higher yields on their asset portfolios. Credit risks 
manifested themselves strongly and in an unexpected way. Although 
an exactly identical crisis is unlikely to re-occur, insurers should be 
aware of the underlying risks of asset bubbles and interconnected 
markets. To that end, this chapter discussed the key lessons learned 
so far. We can be sure that more will be said and learned about these 
developments, but at least risk managers can make a start imple-
menting the most important actions.
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Insurance firms in many countries were previously heavily regulat-
ed, for instance through prescribed methods to calculate premiums 
and technical provisions. The objective was to safeguard adequate, 
but not too excessive, insurance premiums. The first insurance reg-
ulations date back to the 1860s in the US, followed by the UK in 
1870. Supervision basically aimed to ensure that insurers followed 
the rules, ie, were compliance-oriented. Gradual deregulation over 
time, combined with the more risk-based focus of the 1990s, has led 
to new regimes as will be seen in this chapter.
 This chapter describes the regulatory framework that has been 
in force in Europe since the 1970s. This framework has become out-
dated for a number of reasons. This chapter will show how this has 
led to new approaches in countries such as the UK, Switzerland and 
the Netherlands. Ultimately, Solvency II will redesign the European 
framework for insurance supervision, as discussed in the next chapter.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND THE CURRENT FRAMEWORK
As discussed in Chapter 2, the objective of insurance supervision is 
to safeguard the stakes of the policyholders. After all, it is more effec-
tive and efficient if one delegated, well-equipped agency monitors 
the behaviour and financial soundness of the insurance company.
 There are basically four classes of supervisory systems. The so-called 
disclosure system requires companies to publish all relevant informa-
tion in order for individual policyholders to assess the soundness of 

7

Insurance Regulation and Supervision
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companies themselves. It will be seen in Chapter 8 that the Solvency II 
framework includes parts of this philosophy but aims mostly at the 
market discipline coming from investors rather than policyholders. 
The so-called normative system includes general requirements on how 
insurance companies should run their business. Within the boundar-
ies, insurance companies are free to act as they wish. Supervision is ex 
post and there is no monitoring of individual products. The so-called 
material system includes more restrictive requirements on individual 
product conditions and pricing strategies. Here, supervision is more 
preventive and also more costly. An extreme form of material supervi-
sion is basically the state-owned insurance company, which is the last 
form. Traditionally, most EU member states apply a mix of normative 
and material supervision to insurance companies. Over time, howev-
er, the focus has shifted from material towards normative rules.
 The European insurance regulations in place at the time of writ-
ing date back to the 1970s. Since then, they have been adjusted to 
support the objective of a single European market of the Europe-
an Union, or its predecessor the European Economic Community. 
These updates focused in particular on the licensing procedure and 
the rules for providing services in multiple member states. A major 
milestone in European insurance regulation was the first genera-
tion of Insurance Directives. The non-life directive was adopted in 
1973 and the life directive in 1979. These directives regulated the 
process of insurance licensing such that the requirements for a li-
cence were consistent throughout Europe. They also set out finan-
cial requirements for technical provisions and capital, and included 
asset restrictions. In the context of European integration, it was im-
portant that insurance companies were allowed to open subsidiar-
ies in all member states based on consistent licensing principles. 
The second-generation directives were adopted in 1988 and 1990 
for non-life and life insurance, respectively. They further opened 
up the European market for large risks. For these risks, insurance 
companies were allowed to provide services throughout Europe 
without having a licensed subsidiary in a member state. However, 
certain notification requirements remained in place. The third gen-
eration directives of 1992 really paved the way for a European mar-
ket by applying the single-licence principle. This principle allowed 
companies to operate throughout Europe with only one licence. 
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The third generation directives also generally described coordina-
tion between supervisors. An important step in European harmoni-
sation is that throughout Europe all supervisors apply normative 
supervision, ie, that there is no ex ante requirement for insurance 
supervisors to approve insurance companies’ product conditions 
and rates. As we will see below, the directives have been updated 
in 2002 by adjusting a number of thresholds in the calculations that 
assess the financial soundness of the insurance company.
 In the regulatory framework, an insurance regulator or supervi-
sor has the following tools.

o

o

o

o

Licensing insurance firms: every insurance firm needs a licence 
in order to do business. Supervisors that provide the licence en-
sure that companies fulfil the necessary criteria on a permanent 
basis. General criteria to obtain a licence include articles of as-
sociation, sufficiently sound management, minimum corporate 
governance arrangements, legal form of the company and ad-
equate financial resources.
Limiting business activities: a regulator could limit business ac-
tivities, for instance the type of insurance contracts that a compa-
ny may sell. Indeed, it is generally applied that non-life insurers 
are not allowed to write life insurance and vice versa.
Requiring minimum financial resources: most regulations pre-
scribe that insurers have adequate financial resources to cover 
future liabilities towards policyholders. This supervisory tool 
will be discussed in depth throughout this chapter.
Day-to-day supervision and reporting: normally, insurance com-
panies have to report the statutory accounts to the supervisor, eg, 
on an annual basis. These statutory accounts provide the basis 
for general reviews by the supervisor or even to execute on-site 
investigations. In addition, there is both on-site and off-site su-
pervision in order to identify issues and potential risks.

Although the European insurance directives have been updated 
several times, the structure of the prudential rules has remained 
the same since the first generation directives. Thus, the prudential 
supervision aims to address the financial soundness of insurance 
companies, based on three components:
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o

o

o

an insurance firm should have adequate technical provisions;
investments are subject to asset limits in order to avoid risk con-
centrations; and
the equity capital is subject to a certain minimum.

The rules for technical provisions should ensure that adequate 
funds are available to policyholders when the liabilities are due. 
Traditionally, insurers have estimated the expected value of future 
liabilities conservatively, for example by setting prudent parameters 
and discount rates in the calculations. This is often different from a 
best estimate, which is based on expected values (ie, the statistical 
average of all outcomes). The legal texts of the EU regulations are 
stated at a relatively high level: “The home member state shall re-
quire every assurance undertaking to establish sufficient technical 
provisions. ... A prudent technical provision is not a best-estimate 
technical provision”.1 Furthermore, the directives provide general 
guidelines for the discount rates and other technical elements.
 The general wording of the legal text means that further guid-
ance is required to apply the rules at the national level. Over time, 
differences have arisen in the interpretation of the legal texts. This 
has resulted in differences in the methods used to determine tech-
nical provisions. For instance, discounting technical provisions in 
non-life insurance business is generally not applied but allowed 
in some countries. It is even prohibited in Germany, whereas it is 
allowed in the UK under certain circumstances. Also in non-life, 
the methods underlying the loss triangle differ throughout Europe. 
Both in non-life and life technical provisions, the level of prudence 
required is not set out clearly. This has also resulted in interpreta-
tional differences across Europe.
 Traditionally, assets have been valued on a historic cost-basis 
(also called accrual accounting). The “real” value of assets could 
change over time without the cost value reflecting this change. 
This clearly distorts the presentation of the financial soundness of 
the company. It also resulted in significant problems for insurance 
companies during the capital market crashes in the early 2000s, 
when asset values declined far below their cost values. Since then, 
the international preference for valuing financial assets has shifted 
towards market value. Because the majority of insurance assets are 
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traded on the capital markets, market values of assets are generally 
available. For other assets, models are used to extrapolate the value. 
In discussing fair value later in this chapter we will show how fair 
value can also be used to value the technical provisions.
 In order to ensure that liabilities can also be paid to policyhold-
ers when due, assets should be invested in a conservative manner. 
In other words, risk concentrations and too risky assets should be 
avoided. Under the Solvency I regime, investment risk and, in par-
ticular, the concentration of investment portfolios is addressed by 
setting asset limits. There are limits that apply to the total portfolio 
and limits that set maximum concentrations to investments to one 
single counterparty (see Table 7.1).

Asset category Concentration limit (%)

Any one piece of land or building 10

Total shares and negotiable 
instruments of one company

5

Total unlisted shares 10

Total unsecured loans 5

Any one unsecured loan, other than to 
financial institutions

1

Cash 3

Table 7.1 Portfolio limits

In addition, there is a solvency requirement for insurance firms. 
Rather than a proactive buffer to absorb risks, the solvency require-
ment has become de facto, the last resort for policyholders. After all, 
the focus is on the technical provisions. Risks have been addressed 
by setting out technical provisions in a prudent manner and also by 
limiting the investments. The solvency requirements are relatively 
straightforward and are set out as a percentage of technical provi-
sions (for life) and premiums (for non-life). Table 6.2 sets out the 
minimum capital requirements. While the structure of the capital 
requirements dates back to the 1970s, the thresholds were adapted 
in 2002 in order to take into account inflation effects, etc. In addition 
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to the capital requirements laid out in Table 7.2, insurance compa-
nies need to set up a minimum guarantee fund as a bare minimum 
level of capital. This is only a couple of million euros, depending on 
the type of insurance company. This is relevant only for very small 
companies, since medium-sized and larger companies all have cap-
ital requirements in excess of that.

Table 7.2 Minimum capital requirements (Solvency I)

Life insurance Non-life insurance

The sum of: The maximum of:

o 4% of technical provisions o 18% of premiums under €50 
 million and 16% of premiums above 
 €50 million

o 1% of technical provisions of unit-
 linked products

o 26% of average claims up to a limit 
 of 35 million and 23% of average 
 claims above that limit

o 0.1–0.3% of risk capital, depending 
 on the remaining term

The structure of the European solvency requirements dates back to 
the 1970s. They were partly based on the earlier findings of the Dutch 
Professor Campagne, who studied the probability distributions of the 
profit of a series of companies over time. His findings showed that 
life insurance companies would need an amount of capital of approxi-
mately 4% of technical provisions to be able to survive with a 95% 
confidence level. His analysis included the variability of investment 
income and mortality assumptions, Campagne presented his results 
in the late 1950s. This 4% formed the basis for the life directives set in 
the late 1970s, as will be seen later in this section. Apparently, Professor 
Campagne had applied the VaR measure avant la lettre.
 This structure of capital requirements is extremely simple and they 
are easy to calculate. However, the simplicity also has disadvantages, 
even worse, the structure includes some inverse incentives. Risk-re-
ducing measures, such as increasing non-life premiums, directly re-
sult in rising capital requirements. The same holds for adding layers of 
prudence in the life technical provisions.
 In addition, market risks are not explicitly addressed in the capital 
requirements. This could provide incentives for companies to invest 
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more in high-risk assets or even speculate with risky derivatives posi-
tions. There is a potential extra reward without a direct capital charge. 
Perhaps, traditionally, one could have assumed that the risk of an aver-
age investment portfolio could be covered implicitly by the crude cal-
culations of Table 7.2. However, this is not valid for the complexity of 
modern investment strategies. Therefore, there is a need to incorporate 
the market risks in the capital requirements as well.
 The capital requirements are not risk sensitive because risk-reduc-
ing effects do not result in reductions in the requirements and because 
certain risks are not addressed explicitly. In other words, there is no 
relation between the risk profile of the insurance firm and the capital 
requirements, even though equity capital serves as a buffer for risks.
 This has resulted in companies holding much higher capital than 
they are strictly required to. Table 7.3 shows that insurance firms op-
erate with capital buffers high above the minimum. However, we 
should be careful in drawing strong conclusions from this table about 
the underlying risk profile of these insurance firms and their true sol-
vency position. After all, the principles of determining the technical 
provisions (ie, the implicit levels of prudence) and the risks involved 
in the asset portfolio are likely to differ from one company to another. 
Table 7.3 mainly shows that companies have historically maintained 
their solvency position well above the minimum requirements.

Table 7.3 Capital positions of some large European firms

2005 (%) 2010 (%)

Aegon The Netherlands 272 198

Ageas Belgium 234 234

Allianz Germany 307 173

Aviva UK 280 160

AXA France 216 182

Eureko The Netherlands 259 220

ING Insurance The Netherlands 259 250

Munich Re Germany 326 260

Standard Life UK 244 205

Swiss Re Switzerland 329 >200
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As a consequence of the drawbacks in the Solvency I regime, 
some countries have developed alternative frameworks. The most 
well-known alternatives, ie, ICAS, FTK and SST will be discussed 
in more detail later in this chapter. Other examples include the 
traffic-light regime in some Scandinavian countries. Australia and 
Canada have also updated their supervisory regulations. Table 7.4 
provides an overview of “new” regimes and distinguishes static/ 
accounting-based regulatory models from dynamic/ cash flow-
based models. The conclusion from this table is that since 2005 
more and more regulators have gradually improved their frame-
works towards fair value and risk models that are aligned with 
the economic capital models that were described in the preceding 
chapters. In addition to these regulatory frameworks, companies 
have implemented economic capital frameworks as discussed in 
previous chapters.

Static/accounting-based models Dynamic/cashflow-based models

Simple-factor-
based

Risk-factor-based Scenario-based Principles-based

o Solvency I 
 (2002 but 
 structure 
 1970s)

o Australia 
 (1973)

o NAIC (1993/1994)

o Basel II (for banks)

o ICAS (non-life and 
 non-profit life)

o FKT (underwriting 
 risks)

o Canada (life, P&C)

o Singapore (non-life, 
 some life risks)

o Australia (non-life)

o ICAS (with profit 
 life)

o SST
 (investment risks)

o FTK
 (investments risks)

o NAIC (ALM risk)

o Canada (segregated 
 life funds)

o Australia (life)

o Canada (non-life 
 liability risk)

o ICAS (with 
 profits life)

o SST (additional 
 scenarios,
 non-life)

Table 7.4 Classification of solvency models
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PANEL 7.1 THE FAILURE OF EQUITABLE LIFE
Equitable Life was founded in the 18th Century as a mutual society. 
Since the 1950s, Equitable Life had sold annuity products with a guar-
anteed rate, so-called Guaranteed Annuity Options (GAO). During the 
1970s, additional bonus payments were added to the contract provi-
sions in addition to the guaranteed rates. For most of the time, the bo-
nus payments exceeded the guaranteed rates. This was partially caused 
by increasing interest rates. Additionally, guaranteed rates increased 
as well, as a response to competitive forces and a continuous need for 
growth during the 1990s.
 Towards the end of 1993, interest rates started to fall. At the same 
time, increased life expectancy caused technical provisions to rise as 
well. These two developments resulted in inadequacies in the technical 
provisions, even more because assets and liability were not properly 
matched. Recognising the general challenges faced by life insurance 
companies, the supervisor took measures for other insurance firms with 
similar problems. However, Equitable Life did not take sufficient ac-
tion. Instead, it grew significantly by selling new policies. Ultimately, 
Equitable Life cut the bonus payments in order to meet the guaranteed 
rates. A court decision ruled that cutting bonuses was against the poli-
cyholder agreement. This caused Equitable Life problems that ultimate-
ly led to the supervisor having to close the company to new business.
 This important failure created financial problems for many policy-
holders. Even more, it led to a debate about the role of financial super-
visors within the UK and up to the European Parliament.

DETERMINING THE FAIR VALUE
Fair value, or market value or market-consistent value, is becoming 
more and more the standard measure by which to value financial 
instruments such as stocks and bonds as well as insurance liabilities 
(technical provisions). Traditionally, such instruments were valued at 
the price at which they were acquired: the historic cost value. Financial 
instruments are most often bought to sell again in the long run (obvi-
ously with the objective of gaining a reward). At the moment of sale of 
the financial instrument, the company suddenly realises a profit that 
has actually grown over time. By using the market value (ie, the cur-
rent price that the company would realise should it sell the instrument 
now), the profit gradually accumulates because market values steadily 
increase. When an instrument is suddenly sold, there is no exorbitant 
profit because it has already been realised gradually over time.
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 Fair value is a leading principle for the valuation of financial in-
struments. We see this not only in supervision, but also in the ac-
counting principles such as IAS/IFRS.2 The International Account-
ing Standards Board (IASB) defines fair value as “the amount for 
which an asset could be exchanged or a liability be settled between 
knowledgeable, willing parties in an arms-length transaction”. 
Briefly put, fair value is the price for which an instrument would 
be traded between well-informed parties. But, how is the fair value 
determined?
 Most investments of insurers, such as equities and bonds, are 
traded on international capital markets. The fair value is almost 
visible because it is the most recent exchange rate on the stock-
exchange listings. The fair value of stocks can even change per 
minute. Real-estate properties are also revalued from time to time. 
This produces the fair value. Other financial instruments are not 
frequently traded at liquid markets, but bear resemblance to instru-
ments that are traded. In these cases, the fair value is determined 
by taking the traded instrument and adjusting the potential value. 
This is the case, for instance, with variable-rate mortgages that re-
semble variable-rate bonds. For again other instruments, models 
must be used to determine the fair value.
 Insurance contracts are of the third category: they are not traded 
on a liquid, secondary market. Thus, models are required to deter-
mine the fair value. Most obviously, net present value techniques 
are used to discount the expected future cash flows (incoming and 
outgoing flows), taking into account the time value of money. The 
expected cash flows are discounted by a risk-free interest rate curve, 
for instance derived from swap rates (see Panel 2.3).
 However, the insurance cash flows are exposed to risk and are 
thus uncertain. The fair value is broken down into two parts: the 
best estimate and the market-value margin (MVM). The best-esti-
mate value reflects the expected value and is based on long-term 
average claim patterns (in non-life) and mortality rates (in life). The 
MVM separately takes into account that realised cash flows can dif-
fer from expectations.
 Hedgeable and non-hedgeable risks should be separately ad-
dressed. Hedgeable risks can be offset by financial-market instru-
ments such as derivatives (swaps, options, etc). Life insurance 
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contracts in particular include guarantees that can be hedged by 
options. The value of the hedgeable risk is derived from the price 
of the hedge transaction on the financial markets. Non-hedgeable 
risks include underwriting risks and should be separately valued.
 By determining the net present value of the contracts, one should 
take into account the expected value of the non-hedgeable risks. 
This refers to the long-term average claim rate or mortality rate. In 
fact, that is the result of the expected value of the future claim pat-
tern without any prudence. The best estimate is therefore the net 
present value discounted by a risk-free discount rate.
 However, should an insurance firm “sell” the insurance liabili-
ties to a well-informed counterparty, then the price would most 
likely not equal the best-estimate value. Note that the seller pays 
the buyer, because it concerns a liability, ie, a future obligation to 
compensate policyholders. The buyer wishes to receive an amount 
on top of the best estimate to be compensated for the non-hedgeable 
risks. Assume that a buyer can choose between buying two identi-
cally priced portfolios: A and B. They have an equal best-estimate 
value, but portfolio A has higher risks. A rational buyer would have 
a preference for portfolio B unless the price of portfolio A increases.3 
The higher price reflects the compensation for the risks borne on 
top of the best estimate: this compensation is the MVM. The higher 
the risk profile, the higher the MVM.
 It may seem that there are two buffers to absorb risks and in a 
sense that is true. Most obviously, the solvency requirement is the 
main buffer to absorb risks. At the same time, the fair value also 
includes an element that absorbs risks. While the MVM is available 
to absorb risks, it actually belongs to technical provisions. After all, 
it is likely to be transferred when liabilities are transferred as well.
 At this moment, there are two methods to determine the MVM. 
The first method is the percentile approach, also called the quan-
tile approach (see Figure 7.1). It was developed by the Australian 
supervisor. In a probability distribution, the best estimate refers to 
the expected value. For a symmetrical probability distribution (eg, 
normal distribution), this is the 50% confidence level. The total fair 
value is then derived at a certain probability distribution, for in-
stance 75%. This means that the fair value is sufficient in 75% (= 
50 + 25%) of the cases to cover the insurance liability. The MVM 
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is the percentile on top of the best estimate, in our example 25%. 
The choice for a certain higher percentile is relatively arbitrary. In 
the Solvency II initial discussions multiple confidence levels were 
investigated, 60%, 75% and 90%.
 The Australian supervisor uses a 25% MVM such that the total 
fair value refers to the 75th percentile. The major disadvantage of 
the percentile approach is that it is extremely difficult to derive 
the “correct” percentile. There is a possibility to analyse situations 
where portfolios were transferred from one insurer to another. 
However, in practice these portfolio transfers are not traded in a 
liquid, secondary market, so these prices cannot be considered to 
result in the fair value.

Figure 7.1 Fair value and MVM using the percentile approach

Market value 
margin

Probability distribution of value

Best-estimate

50th percentile

75th percentile

The second method for determining the MVM is the so-called cost 
of capital approach (CoC), which is now considered the standard 
method in the insurance industry. This method has been developed 
by the insurance industry itself and was first incorporated into a 
supervisory framework by Switzerland (Swiss Solvency Test, SST, 
see below). It has been further taken up by the insurance industry 
in the context of Solvency II (parties that worked on it are amongst 
others the European Insurance Federation CEA and the Chief Risk 
Officer (CRO) forum). When an insurance portfolio is transferred, 
the buyer will be compensated for the expected value of the cash 
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flows, ie, the best estimate. In addition, the buyer must set a certain 
amount of capital aside to absorb risks, for instance the solvency re-
quirement. This involves capital costs. The buyer wants to be com-
pensated for this as well. This compensation for the cost of capital 
is the MVM.
 The MVM is determined by calculating the solvency requirement 
and multiplying this by a certain cost of capital, eg, 6%. This refers 
to the cost of capital of a certain (initially unknown) buyer rather 
than the cost of capital of the seller. The Swiss framework sets the 
cost of capital at 6%. One should refine this calculation by taking 
into account that not only are the current requirements relevant, 
but also all future capital requirements. After all, insurance liabili-
ties involve a long time horizon. Therefore, a simple methodology 
is developed to derive the capital requirements for all future years 
during the run-off of a portfolio and to determine the net present 
value. See Panel 7.2 for an example.
 The cost of capital is a well-known parameter in various cor-
porate-finance theories such as the capital asset pricing model 
(CAPM). It is assumed that the cost of equity capital comprises two 
elements: the risk-free interest rate and a risk margin. The risk-free 
rate is a compensation for the time value of money (ie, inflation ef-
fects). The interest rate that is used on the interbank swap markets 
can serve as a good proxy. This risk-free rate is used to discount 
future cash flows. The risk margin reflects the fact that market par-
ticipants most often require an additional reward for risky invest-
ments. In valuing cash flows of investments, market participants 
use as a discount rate the sum of the risk-free rate plus the risk 
margin. This addresses both the time value of money and the risk 
effects at once. However, by discounting future cash flows of insur-
ance liabilities, one already incorporates the time value of money 
separately. Therefore, the cost of capital methodology only should 
take into account this risk margin for the market-value margin. An 
example: if the risk-free rate is 5% and the total cost of capital is 
11%, then the risk margin is 6%. The 5% rate should be used in the 
discounting process and the 6% rate should be used to determine 
the MVM.
 At the time of writing the current accounting principles are not 
yet based on fair value for insurance liabilities. However, IAS39 and 
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IFRS4 set out the directions for future developments. We will discuss 
below in a separate section how IFRS4 phase II sets out a full fair 
value-based accounting framework for insurance companies.

PANEL 7.2 MARKET VALUE MARGIN USING THE COST OF CAPITAL 
APPROACH
Assume a certain portfolio for which we would like to calculate the fair 
value. The net present value of an insurance portfolio is €96.7 million, 
consisting of a series of cash flows of €20 million in the first year. The 
run-off is ten years and the run-off pattern is proportionally decreased 
over time. This portfolio has a solvency requirement of €15 million in 
the first year. Table 7.5 shows that the solvency requirement decreases 
with the insurance liabilities over time. Instead of decreasing the sol-
vency requirement proportionally to insurance liabilities, one could 
also choose risk drivers such as capital at risk.

Table 7.5 Fair value and MVM using the cost of capital approach 
(€ millions)

Year 1 2 3 4 5

Risk-free rate 3.00% 3.00% 3.20% 3.20% 3.40%

Discount rate 0.971 0.943 0.910 0.882 0.846

Provision € 20.0 € 18.0 € 16.0 € 14.0 € 12.0

Run-off 100% 90% 80% 70% 60%

Present value € 19.4 € 17.0 € 14.6 € 12.3 € 10.2

NPV (provision) € 96.7 = Best estimate

Solvency 
requirement

15 13.5 12 10.5 9

Run-off 1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6

Present value € 14.6  € 12.7 € 10.9 € 9.3 € 7.6

NPV (solvency) € 72.6

Cost of capital 6%

MVM € 4.4  = Market value margin

Fair value € 101.1 = total fair value
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FAIR VALUE IN ACCOUNTING
The accounting framework for insurance companies in Europe 
is laid down in the International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS), a body of accounting principles developed by the Interna-
tional Accounting Standards Board (IASB). Previously the IASB is-
sued International Accounting Standards (IAS), but since the early 
2000s these have been gradually renamed into IFRS. For insurance 
companies, IAS39 is also an important principle because it regu-
lates the valuation principles for assets and financial products. In 
2004, the IASB published IFRS4 “Insurance Contracts” detailing the 
definition of an insurance contract. However, IFRS4 was considered 
an interim solution until the final details on fair value of an insur-

Table 7.5 (continued)

Year 6 7 8 9 10

Risk-free rate 3.40% 3.50% 3.50% 3.70% 3.70%

Discount rate 0.818 0.786 0.759 0.721 0.695

Provision € 10.0 € 8.0 € 6.0 € 4.0 € 2.0 

Run-off 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

Present value € 8.2 € 6.3 € 4.6 € 2.9 € 1.4 

NPV (provision)

Solvency 
 requirement

7.5 6 4.5 3 1.5

Run-off 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

Present value € 6.1 € 4.7 € 3.4 € 2.2 € 1.0 

NPV (solvency)

Cost of capital

MVM

Fair value

The net present value of the solvency requirement, using the risk-free 
rate, is €72.6 million. Multiplying this by 6% results in the cost of cap-
ital: €4.4 million. The total fair value is €101.1 million (= 96.7 + 4.4).
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ance contract were clarified. In 2007, the IASB issued a preliminary 
view paper and in 2010 it issued an official exposure draft, open for 
comments from the industry. The final proposals will be published 
in 2011, probably to be implemented by insurance companies by 
2015 – although the official implementation date is not yet fixed.
 The accounting body in the US, the Financial Accounting Set-
ting Board (FASB), worked together with the IASB in order to also 
incorporate a fair value measure in the US Generally Accepted Ac-
counting Principle (US GAAP).
 We will see in the remainder of this section that some differences 
exist between IFRS4 and Solvency II. However, both projects have 
taken an enormous step forward in aligning the frameworks and us-
ing fair value as the basis for the valuation of technical provisions.
 Let us firstly identify the differences in objective and focus be-
tween IFRS and Solvency II. Solvency II is a supervisory framework 
aimed at protecting policyholders. The IFRS is a general accounting 
framework aimed at providing information to all economic decision-
makers. This could include policyholders, but also investors. An-
other difference between the frameworks is that Solvency II focuses 
on the balance sheet, in order to maintain an adequate capital buffer 
for policyholder protection. IFRS, on the other hand, does not only 
focus on the balance sheet, but also aims to reflect the changes be-
tween reporting periods by means of a P&L statement. Revenues and 
expenses need also to be presented adequately and consistently. In 
fact, there is no P&L statement in Solvency II. It can also be said that 
IFRS is a transaction-based framework because it focuses on the in-
surance contract as a legal transaction. In Solvency II it is clear what 
falls under the scope, since the first part of the Solvency II Directive 
explicitly explains that entities with an insurance licence are within 
its scope. IFRS4 explains that insurance contracts are contacts that 
transfer a significant insurance risk, irrespective of the legal form. It 
may be that licensed entities do not fall under the IFRS4 definition 
and that IFRS4 qualifying contracts are sold by a non-licensed entity. 
In the calculations details, this could well result in complexities and 
differences. An example is a single premium unit-linked product that 
falls under IAS39 rather than IFRS4. However, it would fall under 
Solvency II if it was sold by a licensed insurer. Without going into the 
details of the accounting principles, the reader will understand that 
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this could potentially create complexity.
 IFRS4 Phase II will require companies to value the insurance li-
abilities to be based on fair value. For most of the assets, insurers 
already use fair value as required by IAS39. A full fair value system 
would at least remove the difference in valuation basis between as-
sets and liabilities. It might however make an insurance companies’ 
balance sheet more difficult to understand. This is similar to the chal-
lenge of Solvency II. IASB has agreed to use a prospective valuation 
method for insurance liabilities, to be based on the current estimate 
of the present value of all expected future cash flows arising from 
the insurance contract. However, there are at the moment still two 
options on how to calculate that value: the exit value and fulfilment 
value. The principle of exit value is the value that a company would 
need in order to sell an insurance liability to a third party. It could be 
based on three building blocks: (1) estimates of future cash flows; (2) 
time effect of money, or discounting; and (3) market value margin to 
take into account risks in the cash flows. These elements are similar 
to what we discussed so far in this book. The fulfilment value might 
take into account more company-specific elements in the determi-
nation of the market value margin. The market value margin under 
Solvency II is clearly prescribed including the accompanying spread-
sheets of the various Quantitative Impact Studies QISs. A CoC of 6% 
is to be used. The market value margin in IFRS4 could potentially be 
higher or lower than this, having a clear impact on the value.
 IFRS4 also discusses a potential service margin that might be 
needed to honour future policyholder liabilities in addition to bear-
ing the insurance risk. Examples are costs incurred. This service 
margin does not exist in Solvency II. Also, IFRS4 aims to prevent 
an upfront profit at the moment that the insurance product is sold 
(so-called profit at inception). Accounting principles are normally 
based on the principle that profits are only recognised when they 
are really certain. At the sale of an insurance product, it is likely 
that a profit will be made, but not sufficiently certain (inverse pro-
duction cycle). Hence, IFRS4 includes an additional margin in the 
technical provisions to prevent occurrence of profits at inception. 
Another area where potential differences might arise is for profit-
sharing businesses. We will see in Chapter 8 that determining the 
loss-absorbing capacity of profit sharing can be difficult to calcu-
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late. The IASB has not yet reached a final agreement on profit shar-
ing. This is especially relevant when potential future management 
actions could be taken into account when determining the value of 
profit-sharing liabilities.
 Although the focus of the current section has been on the differ-
ences in the details of the calculations, we would like to emphasise 
that the two frameworks are aligned to a large extent. The underly-
ing principle of both frameworks is to determine insurance liabili-
ties based on fair value. This is an enormous step forward com-
pared to the traditional situation where supervisory and accounting 
frameworks were hardly aligned, but were both very opaque. The 
convergence towards fair value will contribute to greater transpar-
ency in the insurance industry.

NAIC FRAMEWORK IN THE US
The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) is 
the US federal advisory body of insurance regulators. It was estab-
lished in the 1870s in order to arrange supervision of multi-state 
insurance companies. The first major step in that process was the 
development of uniform financial reporting by insurance compa-
nies. Gradually, it expanded its role towards other areas, such as 
insurance regulation in general.
 During the 1980s and early 1990s, there was an increase in insur-
ance company failures in the US. The losses were partially absorbed 
by guarantee schemes. Based on work done by the actuarial society, 
the NAIC implemented the so-called risk-based capital (RBC) re-
quirements for life (1993) and non-life (1994) insurance companies. 
Because the structure of the RBC requirements was far from optimal, 
it was intensively questioned by the industry. The RBC framework is 
not as advanced as the frameworks described below (cf, ICAS, SST, 
FTK). However, the RBC requirements helped to identify weak in-
surers and thus allowed for early intervention. Most predominantly, 
they were an important step forward at that time.
 The RBC requirements that were proposed in the 1990s were 
factor-based formulas, with separate factors for life, non-life and 
health insurance firms (Table 7.6). The RBC framework includes 
capital requirements for market risk, credit risk, underwriting risk 
and business risk. For each of the RBC classes, the risk elements 
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are aggregated using a square-root formula. This implies full di-
versification between the risk types. While this might not be fully 
consistent with the true underlying risk profile, it is good that at 
least diversification is recognised. In all three classes, the affiliate 
investment risk is kept out of the diversification. 

Table 7.6 NAIC RBC structure

Life RBC Non-life RBC Health RBC

C0 Affiliate investments 
and (non-derivative) off-
balance-sheet risk

R0 Affiliate investments 
(non-derivative) off-
balance-sheet risk

H0 Affiliate investments 
and (non-derivative) off-
balance sheet risk

C1 Market risk (equity 
risk and fixed-income 
risk) and reinsurance 
credit risk

R1 Market risk (fixed-
income risk)

H1 Market risk

C2 Underwriting risk R2 Market risk (equity 
risk)

H2 Insurance risk

C3 Market risk (interest 
rate risk) and health risk

R3 Credit risk including 
one half reinsurance 
credit risk

H3 Credit risk 
(reinsurance, health 
providers, other 
receivables)

C4 Business risk, 
guarantee fund 
assessment and 
administrative expenses 
risk

R4 Reserve risk, 
including one half 
reinsurance credit risk, 
growth risk

H4 Business risk (health 
and administrative 
expenses risk, guarantee 
fund assessment, 
excessive growth)

R5 Premium risk, 
growth risk

In non-life, the reserve-risk component (R4) dominates the RBC 
outcome for most business lines, whereas market risk (C1 and C3) 
is predominant for the life RBC. The initial RBC formulas were all 
based on simple formulas. An example of the factor-based approach 
is set out in Table 7.7. The market-risk RBC charge is calculated by 
multiplying the value by the factor set out in the table. It is based on 
the book value or the fair value of the assets, depending on the ac-
counting policy. The structure of the other RBC components is simi-
lar to this. The life RBC formulas include some additional subcom-
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ponents within the categories C1 and C3 that reflect specificities 
of the life business. Additionally, innovations of the RBC formulas 
introduce scenarios for interest rate risk (C3). In the non-life RBC 
formula, the underwriting risk is separated between premium risk 
and reserve risk (R4 and R5).
 In addition to the RBC formulae, there is a so-called ladder of 
intervention in the US system that provides an additional safety 
buffer for firms whose capital position is below a certain percentage 
of the RBC. The first action level is triggered when a company falls 
below 200% of the RBC. At this action level, the company needs to 
submit a plan to the supervisor that identifies potential additional 
risks and contains proposals for corrective actions that it will take.
 More severe actions are triggered as a company’s capital falls fur-
ther, down to 70% of the RBC. This is the level where the supervisor 
takes control over the insurance firm. This means that the supervi-
sor has the power to close the firm to new business and to de-risk 
the portfolio.

Table 7.7 NAIC market risk factors for life and non-life

ICA REGULATIONS IN THE UK
The UK insurance industry is the largest insurance market in Eu-
rope and the third largest in the world after the US and Japan and 
very competitive. The UK’s insurance regulator is the Financial Ser-
vices Authority (FSA). To improve the UK supervisory system, the 
FSA proposed a new framework in the early 2000s that came into 
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force in 2005. This new framework is officially referred to as “indi-
vidual capital assessment” (ICA), but “individual capital adequacy 
standards” (ICAS) is also used. With the ICA framework, the FSA 
clearly aims for more focus on fair value and a risk-based approach. 
This creates incentives for insurance firms to develop risk manage-
ment frameworks, which should lead to better business decisions. 
The importance of ICA also explicitly places responsibility on the 
management of the company to develop a view of the capital posi-
tion in relation to the risk profile of the firm. Ultimately, this should 
be beneficial to policyholder protection while simultaneously stim-
ulating market efficiency.
 Because the technical work required for ICA could be significant 
for companies, ICA is only mandatory for life companies with a 
significant size and for non-life companies that are regulated un-
der the EU directives. This means that, for instance, small non-life 
mutuals are excluded, as are life firms with profit-sharing technical 
provisions below £500 million.
 The ICA framework consists of two pillars (which should not 
be confused with the three-pillar approach in Solvency II that will 
be discussed in the next chapter). Pillar I contains the strict capital 
requirements and includes a so-called twin-peak approach where 
the old and new methodologies are combined. Under Pillar I, firms 
must hold the higher of:

o

o

the Solvency I technical provisions and minimum capital re-
quirements (statutory peak); and
the so-called enhanced capital requirement (ECR) – a realistic 
value of the technical provisions and a kind of fair-value capital 
requirement (realistic peak).

Pillar II includes the ICA where insurance companies are requested 
to provide their own views on the capital position in relation to 
the risk profile of the firm. The types of risks to be included in the 
analysis are provided. However, no methodology or formulas are 
prescribed by the supervisor. The objective is to make the manage-
ment consider the necessary tools and analysis required to come to 
an opinion on the individual capital adequacy of the firm.
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Figure 7.2 ICA framework in the UK
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The Pillar I requirements for non-life business are based on the ex-
isting Solvency I rules and the enhanced capital requirement (ECR). 
The non-life capital requirements include market risks and non-life 
underwriting risks and are based on factors. For instance, they in-
clude a percentage of technical provisions and a percentage of pre-
miums. With the exception of information on derivatives contracts, 
most of the information required to calculate a non-life ECR would 
already be available for most firms.
 Pillar I is especially complex for profit-sharing life-insurance busi-
nesses. The Solvency I rules for the valuation of the technical provi-
sions for such businesses do not separately take profit sharing into 
account. Therefore, the ECR for profit-sharing life businesses was con-
sidered much more complex than the traditional Solvency I approach. 
For instance, the realistic (fair) valuation of the profit-sharing technical 
provisions might not always be straightforward. The capital require-
ment in the realistic valuation is called risk capital margin (RCM). It 
is calculated by applying stress tests for market risk, credit risk and 
life underwriting risks (persistency or longevity risk). This requires 
companies to have at minimum risk-based cash flow models available 
with which they can test scenarios. The scenarios required to calculate 
the RCM are prescribed by the supervisor.
 Pillar II includes the ICAS, ie, it is based on companies’ own in-
ternal estimates of their risk profile and their capital adequacy. It is 
mandatory for all life and non-life insurance companies in the UK. 
It is the objective of the supervisor that companies do a self-assess-
ment of the capital required by the firm, taking into account the 
risk profile. The relevant risks that should be addressed are market 
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risk, credit risk, underwriting risk, operational risk and liquidity 
risk. This may include high-impact, low-frequency events and the 
quality of risk systems and controls that may exist. The capital cal-
culated should be calibrated to a 99.5% for a one-year time horizon 
– or the equivalent for a longer time horizon.
 In reviewing the material provided by the firms, the supervisor 
has the power to request an add-on on top of the internal estimate, 
this is called individual capital guidance (ICG). In most cases dur-
ing the initial years, the FSA indeed applied these powers to firms 
and requested them to keep higher capital levels, up to 10% ad-
ditional capital. A key element is that the entire capital analysis of 
the company is confidential and is not normally disclosed to the 
market. Thus the supervisor encourages companies to include all 
information that is necessary to make a sensible assessment of the 
capital position and the risks involved.
 Basically, ICAS requires insurance firms to develop internal eco-
nomic capital models for internal purposes. However, the complex-
ity and granularity in the models could differ significantly from 
smaller to larger companies. Larger companies are likely to have 
built risk models and cash flow projection models as described in 
preceding chapters, whereas smaller firms might adopt simpler ap-
proaches. This is also clearly in the level of detail reported to the 
supervisor, which, according to the FSA, could vary between four-
page documents and 800-page reports.
 One overarching consequence is that companies in the UK have 
improved their risk management practices. Many companies have 
made efforts to value their business using market-consistent tech-
niques. This includes the valuation of implicit options and guaran-
tees. For some companies, the outcomes led them to cut down im-
plicit options, whereas others started to adjust the way in which these 
options are incorporated in the premiums. There has also been a 
move away from with-profit business and an increase in unit-linked 
products. Parts of this shift may also have been caused by the greater 
transparency and flexibility of unit-linked products. It is not only ICA 
that has triggered these developments. The financial market crashes 
in the early 2000s probably helped to create awareness that options 
and guarantees were not “for free”. The losses in the financial crisis 
(see Chapter 6) indicate that this effect had not fully materialised yet.
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 Outcomes of the ICA process indicate that, for non-life insurers, 
about 68% of the capital requirements is allocated to underwriting 
risk, whereas for life insurers this was about 26%. Market risk in life 
insurance amounted to 48%. One of FSAs conclusions was that life 
insurers have increased the level of capital since the introduction of 
ICA by roughly 30%. Since one of the reasons for introducing ICA was 
to increase resilience, the FSA considers this a positive effect of ICA.

FTK IN THE NETHERLANDS
The Dutch insurance market is quite mature and concentrated. 
Approximately 300 companies operate in the Dutch market, but 
the main market share is dominated by the top 10 firms. Non-life 
premiums have increased drastically, partly due to privatisation of 
some insurance categories.
 In the Netherlands, the Dutch insurance supervisor used to be the 
Pension and Insurance Chamber (PVK), which merged in 2004 with 
its banking counterpart, De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB). Since 1994, 
the PVK had issued the actuarial principles for life insurance that laid 
out the interpretation of the European directives to determine the 
technical provisions. The process of updating these actuarial prin-
ciples ultimately resulted in the Financial Assessment Framework 
(FTK) in the Netherlands. In cooperation with the industry, a number 
of white papers were developed until a formal consultation process 
started in autumn 2004. The consultative paper triggered many re-
sponses and the basic response from the industry was positive. How-
ever, a logical debate about the details started as well. At that time, it 
became clear that Solvency II was gaining pace. Therefore, it was de-
cided in 2005 not to further implement the FTK into formal national 
law but to use the principles for the supervisory toolkit of the DNB 
for insurance supervision. A review of pension law had already been 
planned and, as a result, the FTK principles were turned into regula-
tion for pension funds as of 2007. In addition, the Dutch Ministry of 
Finance also streamlined the various laws on prudential and market 
conduct supervision for financial institutions into one Law for Finan-
cial Supervision (WFT). However, this does not include FTK aspects 
of fair value and risk-based supervision.
 The FTK, like ICA, relies heavily on fair value, on both the asset 
side and the liability side of the balance sheet. As there was no alter-
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native to determine the fair value for insurance liabilities, the FTK 
prescribes the percentile approach to value technical provisions. 
The best estimate and the market-value margin should be deter-
mined per homogeneous risk classes. The percentile to determine 
the market-value margin is set at 75%. As an alternative, the FTK in-
cludes an extensive set of tables to derive the market-value margin 
as well. This mainly targets companies that use the standardised 
approach of the FTK (see below). In the tables for life insurance and 
pension funds, underwriting trend risk and underwriting volatility 
risk are separately addressed in determining the charges to derive 
the market-value margin. For non-life insurance, the approach is 
similar and distinguishes between underwriting premium risk and 
underwriting reserve risk.
 Obviously, risk-based supervision plays an important role in the 
FTK as well. There are two important elements: the solvency test 
and the continuity analysis. The solvency test aims to derive a mini-
mum capital requirement based on the risks that the company runs 
over the short term (one-year perspective). It is based on a 99.5% 
VaR. The continuity analysis, however, addresses a much longer 
time horizon and is more qualitatively oriented. Furthermore, there 
is not necessarily a direct relation between the outcomes of the con-
tinuity analysis and the minimum capital position.
 The FTK includes three approaches to determine the solvency test: 
the simplified, the standardised and the internal model approaches. 
The simplified approach may only be used by small insurance com-
panies that have a simple product portfolio. The standardised meth-
od should be available for all insurance companies, whereas larger 
firms are likely to be using the internal model approach.
 In general, the solvency test requires the fair value of insurance lia-
bilities to be adequately covered by assets and, in addition, the equity 
capital position is subject to minimum capital requirements (based 
on 99.5% VaR). In the standardised approach, capital requirements 
for market and credit risk are determined by scenarios, whereas the 
underwriting risks are addressed through factor-based approaches 
(see Table 7.8). Aggregation in the standardised approach takes into 
account full diversification between the risk components, except for 
interest rate and the sum of equity and real-estate risk. Here a cor-
relation factor reflects a limited amount of diversification.
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Table 7.8 Scenarios in FTK’s standardised approach

The internal model approach allows insurance firms to use internal 
risk models to determine the capital requirements based on a 99.5% 
VaR and a one-year time horizon. Pension funds are required to 
use a 97.5% VaR. The FTK framework does not prescribe a certain 
structure for the risk models. However, some guidance is provided 
in terms of a risk classification that is similar to the one presented 
in Chapter 2. In addition, there are requirements for the quality of 
the model (ie, it should at least produce statistically sensible projec-
tions of the firm’s capital positions under various scenarios). The 
outcomes of the risk model should also be embedded in the man-
agement processes (ie, through reporting and monitoring of the 
risk profile, and clear governance policies).
 As stated, the second important element in the FTK is the conti-
nuity analysis, which is based on a multiyear perspective. The min-
imum time horizon is three years for non-life insurers, five years 
for life insurers and 15 years for pension funds. It differs from the 
solvency test because: (1) the time horizon is longer; (2) intended 
management actions can be taken into account; and (3) new busi-
ness may be addressed.
 The objective of the FTK’s continuity analysis is comparable to 
the FSA’s ICAS requirements: to emphasise the responsibility of 
the board of directors (or equivalent) of the insurance company to 
form an opinion about the risk profile. Unlike the FSA’s ICAS, the 
continuity analysis does not imply a clear and direct link between 
the outcome of the analysis and the capital position of the com-
pany. The time horizon is also different because the FTK continuity 
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analysis refers to a multi-year perspective. However, the risk-based 
nature of the continuity analysis implies a focus on the available 
capital of the firm because capital is a buffer to absorb risks. Table 
7.9 provides an overview of the elements of the continuity analysis. 
It is not necessary to perform continuity analysis annually, except 
for firms under stress conditions.
 As stated, the FTK has not been incorporated into the legal basis 
for insurance firms. However, for pension funds the legal charac-
ter of the FTK has resulted in many firms improving their under-
standing of the risk profiles and increasing their risk management 
activities. For example, many pension funds decided to decrease 
their mismatch profile by buying hedges on the capital markets. To 
a certain extent, the same is true for insurance firms that are increas-
ingly improving their risk management processes, including risk 
measurement frameworks. Obviously, this is not entirely due to the 
FTK. Moreover, the FTK reinforces a development that was already 
taking place in the Netherlands.

Table 7.9 Elements of FTKs continuity analysis
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SWISS SOLVENCY TEST IN SWITZERLAND
Historically, the Swiss financial sector has been very healthy. The 
Swiss insurance market is a relatively small but advanced market. 
The Swiss insurance supervisor took up the challenge of redesign-
ing the supervisory system in Autumn 2002, right at the time that a 
draft Insurance Supervision Act was submitted to the Swiss Federal 
Council. This led to the first proposals for the SST in 2003 and re-
finements followed afterwards. The SST came legally into force in 
2011 after a series of tests between 2005 and 2010. Under the SST, 
insurers have to calculate the minimum statutory capital (compa-
rable to Solvency I, based on traditional standards) and a target 
capital (based on market-consistent valuation). The target capital is 
compared to the so-called risk-bearing capital, which refers to the 
amount of capital that is available to absorb risks. In this sense, SST 
resembles the twins-peak approach in Pillar I of ICA.
 The target capital is the market-consistent capital requirement. 
To determine this, the SST requires insurers to calculate the market-
consistent value of the balance sheets, including the fair value of 
technical provisions based on the cost of capital approach. Impor-
tantly, the value of guarantees and embedded options should be 
valued as well. While this is easily said, the efforts to value these 
options can be significant due to the underlying stochastic simula-
tions. The target capital includes two elements: a standard or in-
ternal model-based calculation based on tail-VaR5 and a set of pre-
scribed scenarios.
 Companies can choose between using a standardised approach 
or an internal model to determine the first element of the target 
capital. Both the standardised approach and internal model are 
based on tail-VaR, calibrated to 99% and a one-year time horizon. 
Reinsurers are not allowed to use the standardised approach. The 
SST requires them to develop internal models that best fit the speci-
ficities and complexities of the reinsurance business. Companies’ 
internal models must be well-designed and based on all relevant 
and up-to-date information. They must also be properly embed-
ded in the risk management organisation, including validation and 
stress-testing.
 The standardised approach comprises capital charges for mar-
ket risks, life underwriting risk, non-life underwriting risk, health 
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underwriting risk and credit risk. Operational risk is covered by 
a qualitative self-assessment questionnaire that is required to be 
filled out at least on a three-yearly basis. Other risks such as liquid-
ity and concentration risks should be qualitatively addressed. All 
capital charges in the standardised approach result in a probability 
distribution, except for credit risk. Here, the SST follows Basel II in 
order to prevent banks and insurers “gaming the system”. In con-
trast with ICA in the UK, the non-life underwriting risk module in 
the standardised approach is more complex than the life underwrit-
ing risk module. The non-life risk is separated into reserve risk and 
premium risk, as discussed in Chapter 3. For premium risk, com-
panies have to estimate separate probability distributions for fre-
quency and severity of the losses based on prescribed assumptions. 
Catastrophic losses are estimated separately from high-frequency, 
low-impact losses. Then, reserve risk is calculated as the volatility 
in the loss triangles. Finally, these two elements are aggregated by 
taking diversification into account. Rather than using correlation 
matrices to aggregate outcomes of the probability distribution, the 
SST uses a technique called convolution, which basically aggre-
gates entire probability distributions.
 In addition to the outcomes of the standardised approach or in-
ternal model, the SST requires companies to evaluate a series of 
predetermined scenarios. These include large (man-made and nat-
ural) catastrophes, pandemic events, financial market turbulence 
(both hypothetical and historic scenarios), severe weather events, 
etc. In total 10 scenarios are to be evaluated. The company must ex-
plain to the supervisor the reasoning of the extent to which each of 
the scenarios is relevant. In addition to prescribed scenarios, com-
panies must evaluate company specific scenarios. The outcomes of 
the scenarios are aggregated to the outcomes of the standardised 
approach/internal models by taking diversification into account.
 Finally, the company needs to provide the supervisor with a 
detailed risk report, including valuation methodologies and as-
sumptions, a market-consistent presentation of the balance sheet, 
risk exposures, measurement and composition of the available risk-
bearing capital, risk mitigation strategies, etc.
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Figure 7.3 SST in Switzerland

After a preliminary field test in 2005, SST has been in place transi-
tionally since 2006, although the supervisor encouraged as many 
insurers to participate as possible. This indeed happened, until fi-
nally the SST entered into formal regulation in 2011. A conclusion 
from the SST reports has been that non-life insurers have much 
more excess capital over the requirements than life insurers. Gener-
ally, the impact of the first element (standard/internal model cal-
culations) creates much higher requirements than the additional 
scenarios that SST prescribes. Also, the Swiss supervisor concludes 
that diversification is about 30% of the total capital requirement, 
although diversification in non-life insurance seems slightly higher 
than for life insurance.
 All in all, the SST has encouraged companies to develop risk 
management models and improve risk management standards. 
The underlying theme of the SST is similar to that of ICA and the 
FTK: better measurement of the risk profile by using modern, state-
of-the-art risk management techniques. The next chapter will dis-
cuss Solvency II, developing a risk-based framework for Europe.
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CONCLUSIONS
Chapter 2 discussed the main reasons for insurance supervision. 
It is the delegated monitoring function on behalf of policyholders 
and economic stability. This chapter provided an overview of the 
European system in place at the time of writing and highlighted 
why this system is no longer satisfactory. Thus, a number of coun-
tries have updated their national regimes. It is extremely relevant 
for this book, since they served as an example for Solvency II, de-
scribed in the next chapter. What they share in common is that they 
are based on fair value and capital requirements founded on mod-
ern quantitative techniques. Also, they allow the use of companies’ 
internal risk models.
 The frameworks of ICA, FTK and SST are not identical. The UK 
regime includes an internal capital assessment: an equivalent of in-
ternal economic capital outcomes. The FTK includes, in addition to 
a one-year view, a long-term perspective via continuity analysis. 
SST combines factor-based approaches with additional scenario 
analysis in capital assessments.
 While the exact tools and methods may differ, the described 
frameworks share the objective of risk-based supervision based 
on state-of-the-art risk management and fair valuation techniques. 
These aspects are also incorporated in the Solvency II framework, 
as will be seen in the next chapter.
 Finally, we have briefly touched upon the new accounting frame-
work for insurers, IFRS4 Phase II. Although the accounting objec-
tive differs from supervision, both frameworks are based on fair 
value. This holds for the supervisory frameworks discussed in this 
chapter as well as Solvency II.

1
2

3

4
5

Source: EU Life Directive (Directive 2002/83/EC), November 5, 2002, art. 20.
IAS is International Accounting Standards, IFRS is International Financial Reporting Stand-
ards. IFRS is the new name for IAS.
Please note that the reference here is to selling a liability. Hence, the price increases with the 
risk profile. Selling an asset with higher risk would result in lowering the price.
For pension funds there are other scenarios.
The Concept of tail-VaR and how it differs from VaR is explained in Chapter 2, pages 26–29.
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As discussed in the previous chapter, the Solvency I regulations do 
not adequately take risks into account. Furthermore, the framework 
contains inverse incentives for companies. As indicated, this also 
triggered a number of countries to develop their own frameworks, 
resulting in a patchwork of regulations for insurance firms through-
out Europe. The Solvency II project of the European Commission 
aims to revise the supervisory rules to overcome these issues. Sol-
vency II started in 2002 with the decision to implement Solvency I, 
which updated a number of thresholds dating back to the 1970s but 
kept the structure of the supervision rules basically unchanged.

SOLVENCY II – THE PROCESS AND STAKEHOLDERS
With the introduction of Solvency I, the European Parliament articu-
lated the key principles for Solvency II such as the three-pillar struc-
ture, risk-based supervision, increasing reliance on fair value and op-
tions for companies to use standard approaches and internal models 
to determine the requirements. These principles will be discussed in 
more depth in the next section. The objective of the new Solvency II 
structure is to bring the supervision to an up-to-date standard. Addi-
tionally, it is viewed as an opportunity to combine a number of other 
insurance directives into one in order to decrease the overall number 
of insurance-related directives. In this so-called “recasting” exercise, 
the meaning of the regulations is unlikely to change, with the obvi-
ous exception of the new elements of supervision described below.

8

Solvency II
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 Solvency II is the first European insurance regulation whose de-
cision making process follows the so-called Lamfalussy process. 
This approach to regulation prescribes the roles of various players 
during the design phase of the regulation. It aims to ensure that all 
these stakeholders are adequately covered in the various phases. 
The Lamfalussy process contains four levels, set out in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 The Lamfalussy approach to Solvency II

The European Commission prepares a draft Solvency II Frame-
work Directive, which is approved by both the European Parlia-
ment and the European Council in a process called “co-decision”. 
This is called the level 1 regulation. The Directive is, however, rela-
tively high level and it requires interpretation. This interpretation 
is laid out in so-called “implementing measures” (Level 2) that are 
decided upon with the agreement of the European Insurance and 
Occupational Pensions Committee (EIOPC). The EIOPC consists of 
representatives from the national Ministries of Finance. In addition, 
the European Parliament has a formal say in this decision.
 National insurance supervisors are responsible for the actual ex-
ecution of day-to-day supervision of the insurance companies. To 
that end, they will interpret the EIOPC’s implementing measures in 
a certain way, in what is called Level 3 legislation. The interpreta-
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tions are decided upon by the European Insurance and Occupation-
al Pensions Authority (EIOPA). EIOPA was established in 2009, in 
response of to the financial crisis by the European Commission (see 
Chapter 6). Before that, the work of EIOPA was done by the Com-
mittee of European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Supervi-
sors (CEIOPS). In practice, EIOPA replace CEIOPS, with the mem-
bers being practically identical. However, EIOPA has received more 
powers to help withstand future potential crises. Furthermore, the 
organisation acts as a permanent authority in joint co-operation 
with its banking and securities equivalents. The fact that supervi-
sors jointly (rather than individually) determine the interpretations 
and supervisory standards ensures a harmonised application of 
Solvency II throughout Europe.
 The European Commission monitors, and ultimately enforces, 
compliance with the regulations in all member states of the 
European Union. In the Level 4 of the Lamfalussy structure, the 
European Commission monitors compliance of the framework 
throughout Europe. In order for an official directive to be approved, 
many legal steps have to be completed. If all the elements of 
Solvency II were forced to follow those steps, then updating 
Solvency II would prove very inefficient. Therefore, only the high-
level principles are laid out in the Solvency II Framework Directive. 
Details are put in Level 2 and 3, and can be updated more efficiently 
without having to complete all these steps. The ultimate objective of 
this four-level structure is to ensure harmonised application of the 
Solvency II Framework Directive throughout Europe. The advantage 
of this approach is that once the directive is agreed upon, it can 
be updated relatively quickly for new innovations. All in all, many 
stakeholders are involved, let alone when the industry participants 
are taken into account (see Panel 8.1).
 The Lamfalussy process structures the elements required for im-
plementing the Solvency II framework. However, the parties men-
tioned above also have a role during the design phase of the Solven-
cy II Framework Directive, during which the European Commission 
has asked CEIOPS (EIOPA) for technical advice in a number of areas 
through the so-called Calls for Advice in 2004 and 2005.
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PANEL 8.1 KEY PLAYERS IN THE SOLVENCY II DEBATE
Solvency II is an important project for the European insurance industry 
and many stakeholders are involved. The European Commission is the 
body that drafts the regulation in the form of a Solvency II Framework 
Directive. This document is approved within the European Parliament 
and the European Council. The national Ministries of Finance are in-
volved through the EIOPC during the phase when the European Com-
mission prepares the texts of the Solvency II Framework Directive, and 
then EIOPC approves the implementing measures.
 The national supervisors are brought together in the EIOPA, former-
ly called CEIOPS. They assist the European Commission in the design 
of the Solvency II Framework by providing answers to the Calls for 
Advice. The QISs are organised by EIOPA/CEIOPS in order to test the 
framework in practice during the design phase of Solvency II. After that, 
the supervisors are obviously the stakeholders that have a role in the 
operational supervision of the insurance industry. To that end CEIOPS 
develops supervisory standards.
 The European Insurance Federation (CEA) is the European insurance 
and reinsurance association and hence represents the entire (re)insur-
ance industry. Its members are the national insurance associations, 
whose members are insurance companies. In addition, other associa-
tions represent specific groups of insurance companies, for instance 
mutual insurers or certain specialised insurers.
 A number of large insurance firms have come together in the Chief 
Financial Officer (CFO) Forum and Chief Risk Officer (CRO) Forum. 
Although the two forums are not identical, many of the large European 
insurers are represented in both the CFO Forum and the CRO Forum. 
The CRO Forum in particular is active in the Solvency II debate, for 
instance in the discussion about internal models and diversification ef-
fects. The CFO Forum is more active on the accounting principles (eg, 
IFRS 4). The industry players most often liaise together via the CEA and 
their joint influence is tangible. Mutual insurers are unified in Associa-
tion of Mutual Insurers and Insurance Cooperatives in Europe (AMICE), 
the federation for mutual insurers.
 The actuarial profession is involved through the Groupe Consultatif 
(Actuariel Européen), which is the overarching European body of na-
tional actuarial organisations. The global actuarial body, the Interna-
tional Actuarial Association (IAA), has also contributed to the Solvency 
II debate through its key paper, “A global framework for insurer sol-
vency assessment”, which set the direction for a number of issues such 
as risk classification.
 The International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) is the 
global platform for insurance supervisors, the global equivalent of EIO-
PA/CEIOPS. It has members from most countries, so it has a strong 
global presence.
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One focus of the IAIS is convergence in supervisory principles and 
practices. IAIS liaises for instance with the Basel Committee on Bank-
ing Supervision (see Chapter 9).

In 2004 and 2005, the European Commission launched three waves 
of Calls for Advice to CEIOPS. In total, there were 24 Calls for Ad-
vice. In responding to these Calls for Advice, CEIOPS consulted the 
industry. The consultations were, in principle, open to everyone. 
Initially, mainly the CEA and a few large companies responded. 
Over time, the participation of the industry increased, indicating 
that awareness had risen. The main industry body to gather indus-
try views, opinions and preferences has been CEA, in addition to 
the CRO Forum. Also technical issues are discussed in-depth in 
these bodies. This has contributed to aligning views and building 
consensus in order to maximise its impact on the drafted Solvency II 
Directive (and the answers to the Calls for Advice that fed into the 
Solvency II Directive). This approach appears to have been effective, 
because over time many suggestions made by the industry were 
incorporated into the Solvency II proposals, such as the use of the 
cost of capital approach to determine the market value margin.
 In addition to the waves of Calls for Advice, CEIOPS/EIOPA 
also issues separate consultation papers. The first set of separate 
consultative papers (CPs) was issued by CEIOPS during autumn 
2006, which dealt with a number of technical aspects of the Sol-
vency II framework. Other CPs since then have focused on a wide 
range of technical areas, such as internal models, risk governance, 
group supervision, calibration of standard formula and risk-free 
interest rates. The CPs mostly address Pillar I items such as valua-
tion principles for the technical provisions based on fair value and 
the cost of capital approach, and the principles to determine the 
capital requirements. CPs triggered numerous responses from the 
insurance industry, which highlights its increasing awareness and 
involvement. In total, CEIOPS and EIOPA have issued almost 90 
consultative papers (see Appendix to this chapter).
 In November 2005, CEIOPS launched the first Quantitative Im-
pact Study (QIS1). Insurers were asked to voluntarily analyse the 
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proposals quantitatively by filling out predefined spreadsheets. 
QIS1 focused on the methods for determining the fair value of tech-
nical provisions, especially the percentile approach. In total, 272 
insurance companies participated. The general conclusion is that 
QIS1 confirmed that a high level of implicit prudence is incorporat-
ed in the technical provisions based on traditional methodologies. 
QIS1 also highlighted that the advanced companies that participat-
ed were able to perform the required calculations. However, during 
the QIS1 exercise the industry and other stakeholders increasingly 
commented on the percentile approach for the technical provisions. 
An alternative was being implemented in the SST (cf Chapter 7) at 
that time: the cost of capital approach.
 In May 2006, CEIOPS published QIS2 in which companies were 
asked to analyse the technical provisions and the structure of the 
standard approach to determine the capital requirements. In total, 
514 companies participated. In addition to the percentile approach, 
the cost of capital approach was allowed for in the calculation of 
the fair value of technical provisions. The standard approach to 
determine the capital requirements was based on factors and also 
included a number of options. While the data requirements could 
be significant, the calculation of the capital requirements was rela-
tively simple for most of the components as it required multipli-
cation of certain variables with prescribed factors. However, there 
was much debate about the level of certain factors (ie, the calibra-
tion of the requirements). The structure of QIS2 was also criticised. 
The capital requirements for each risk type were calculated in sepa-
rate modules, which simplified calculations, then aggregation was 
performed by partly allowing for diversification effects.
 QIS3 was launched in April 2007. Here, the focus was on the cali-
bration of the formulas. Again, companies were asked to fill in pre-
defined spreadsheets in order to calculate the fair value of technical 
provisions and the capital requirements. In QIS3, CEIOPS adopted 
the cost of capital approach as the only method for the valuation of 
the technical provisions. Special attention was paid to companies 
that provided information on their internal models. That allowed 
supervisors to fine-tune the factors in the standard approach and 
compare the outcomes with those of internal models.
 QIS4 was held between April and July 2008. QIS4 tested the entire 
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Solvency II framework, in a similar way of QIS3. For the first time, 
simplifications of the formulas were allowed in the spreadsheets as 
well as undertaking specific parameters in the standard formula for 
those areas where companies felt that they could better specify the 
parameters than the QIS4 documents. While the approach for the 
minimum capital requirement (MCR) was still unclear, one single 
MCR method based on simple factors was tested in QIS4. This was 
received relatively positively by the industry, although concerns re-
mained about the level of the MCR. QIS4 also tested the impact of 
Solvency II on groups, with 111 groups participating. The diversi-
fication effects for groups can be significant, and increasingly sig-
nificant depending on the size of the group. Also, recognition of the 
ability to transfer own funds between entities within the group was 
considered an area for further work.
 QIS5 took place between September and December 2010. At the 
time of writing, it is foreseen that QIS5 is the last planned QIS. The 
participation rate of QIS5 was very high, with the participation of 
almost 70% of insurance companies that will fall under the Solven-
cy II regime. The calculations of QIS5 were based on year-end 2009 
financial data – that is, the year after the first impact from the finan-
cial crisis. Between 2007 and 2009, EIOPA reports that capital has 
decreased by roughly 17%. Consistent with expectations of Solven-
cy II, QIS5 resulted in lower technical provisions and higher capital 
levels, but also higher capital requirements. Overall, the majority of 
the market still have capital levels over the regulatory minimum, 
but the excess over the minimum level is expected to decrease. QIS5 
reports that there is about 12% lower excess than under the Sol-
vency I regime. EIOPA reports that 15% of the participants would 
not meet the regulatory minimum of QIS5. While this can be con-
sidered relatively high, it should be noted that the formulas are not 
yet final and hence changes can be expected in the final Solvency II 
framework.
 The objective of the QISs has been for the supervisors to test the 
framework. However, they also proved beneficial for insurance 
companies, which is probably also why insurers have increasingly 
participated in it. The advantage for an insurance company is that 
it could familiarise themselves with the structure and methodol-
ogy well in advance of the formal deadline of Solvency II – in other 
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words, it allowed them to test their readiness for the new regula-
tions. It is fair to say that no European insurer was ready during 
the initial QISs, and even during QIS5 data issues remained to be 
solved. Apart from the technical issues, timing is also an important 
element. The initial QISs required significantly more time for most 
insurers than the later QISs. Therefore, insurers gained experience 
with the QISs and were able to speed up the process of the calcula-
tions. In addition to this, the QISs created awareness for the most 
important risk types that insurers face. Many insurers better under-
stood the proportions of the total risk profile only after performing 
a QIS. For companies running internal an economic capital model, 
this probably did not produce any big news, but QISs have created 
a few new surprises for those companies without such models.
 However, some key issues do remain, even though QIS5 was 
the last planned QIS organised by EIOPA. For non-life insurers, 
the calibration of the non-life formulas seems to be relatively high, 
especially when back-tested with internal model outcomes. Group 
diversification and recognition of the ability to transfer the groups’ 
own funds also remain issues that require further work. All in all, 
the Solvency II framework is considered to be highly complex by 
many stakeholders in the debate, even though simplifications are 
allowed in some areas of the standard formula. We will discuss this 
in more detail for the rest of this chapter.

Table 8.2 Quantitative Impact Studies (QISs) to test Solvency II

Timing Participation Main topics

QIS1 Nov–Dec 2005 312 Level of prudence in 
technical provisions

QIS2 May–Jul 2006 514 Practicability of 
modular approach 
for SCR, two 
methodologies for 
insurance liabilities 
(CoC)

QIS3 Apr–Jul 2007 1027 Entire framework

QIS4 Apr–Jul 2008 1412 Entire framework

QIS5 Sep–Dec 2010 2520 Entire framework
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In Summer 2007, the European Commission presented the final Sol-
vency II Framework Directive. Some components will be further dealt 
with via implementing measures or even Level 3 guidelines. The pub-
lication of the Solvency II Framework Directive formed the start of the 
decision-making process in the European Parliament and the Euro-
pean Council. The formal approval of the Solvency II Directive took 
place in 2010. After this formal approval, member states of the Europe-
an Union need to implement Solvency II at a national level, although 
technically the directive itself is already legally binding for insurance 
companies. In parallel, insurance companies can prepare by gathering 
historical datasets and building the systems and risk models required 
to do the calculations, if they have not already done so. Moreover, time 
is required to prepare supervisory reports and to implement other 
required risk processes. In 2011, the European Commission prepared 
the so-called Omnibus 2 Directive1 to amend the Solvency II Directive 
and to move the implementation date to January 2013. This means that 
from that date onwards, Solvency II will be in force for all European in-
surance companies. Also, the Omnibus 2 Directive arranges the formal 
launch of EIOPA as a replacement of CEIOPS.
 Transitional measures laid out in the Omnibus 2 Directive will 
apply to ensure a smooth transition from the old Solvency I regime 
and the new Solvency II system. Under the transitional measures, 
some of the specific elements can be phased in over a certain pe-
riod, varying between three and 10 years, depending on the exact 
element. This allows a gradual phase-in of Solvency II without too 
much disruption, in order to avoid destabilising the insurance or 
capital markets. Allowing transitional elements is at the discretion 
of the supervisors. At the same time, parallel runs should not be 
overly burdensome in terms of costs for insurance firms.
 As indicated, the Solvency II Directive that has been adopted by 
the European Parliament and European Council is relatively high-
level. So-called implementing measures are required to provide the 
technical details. EIOPA have developed a number of these imple-
menting measures to be issued to European Commission by the 
end of 2011. Basically, they entail all the details of the Solvency II 
framework, similarly to the technical guidance of the QISs. As QIS5 
was the last exercise, one would expect that the implementing mea-
sures will be broadly in line with the QIS5 guidance.
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Figure 8.1 Timing of solvency II process
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THE STRUCTURE OF SOLVENCY II
The Solvency II framework is based on three mutually reinforc-
ing pillars. A similar structure was designed during the creation 
of Basel II, in order to amend plain capital requirements by other 
supervisory instruments. Basel II can be considered the equivalent 
of Solvency II in the banking industry. Chapter 9 will highlight Ba-
sel II (and Basel III), including the similarities and differences with 
Solvency II. The three pillars of Solvency II are as follows.

Pillar I: financial requirements
This lays out the valuation of the technical provisions and capital 
requirements. In addition, it describes the criteria for eligible capital 
to cover the capital requirements. As will be seen, Pillar I forms the 
foundation of the Solvency II framework, comprising both quanti-
tative and qualitative elements.

Pillar II: supervisory review process
The insurance supervisor should have a complete and comprehen-
sive overview of all risk and the risk management techniques that 
companies use internally. Pillar II sets out the criteria for a construc-
tive dialogue between supervisors and the supervised companies 
to ensure that all material risks are adequately addressed. The un-
derlying principle of Pillar II is that the company itself is respon-
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sible for risk management and ensuring adequate capital levels to 
withstand all material risks. We will see that the so-called Own Risk 
and Solvency Assessment (ORSA) is a key element of Pillar II.

Pillar III: disclosure and market discipline
This entails supervisory reporting as well as public disclosure. By 
publishing risk management information, all market participants 
such as investors (and potentially policyholders) could gain insight 
into the risk profile of an insurance company. This could act as 
another incentive for companies to adopt good risk management 
practices. The supervisory reporting allows the supervisor to form 
an in-depth opinion of the insurance company.

I II III

Financial 
requirements

Supervisory 
review process

Disclosure & 
market discipline

Valuation of technical
provisions and Solvency 
requirements (SCR/MCR)

Supervisory powers 
governance guidelines

Disclosure requirements
and supervisory reporting

Figure 8.2 The three pillars of Solvency II

In theory, if capital markets were complete and efficient, then all rel-
evant market information would be incorporated into the risk pre-
mium of capital instruments (equity and debt capital) of the com-
pany. As a consequence, investors and other stakeholders would 
reward companies with a low risk profile and punish companies 
with higher risks. The risk management would be reflected in the 
credit spreads of debt capital and equity rates. The credit spread of 
a debt instrument is the difference between the interest rate of this 
instrument and the rate of comparable government bonds bearing 
no credit risks. Because markets are not theoretically perfect, one 
could question whether all market participants adequately assess 
all information. Additionally, there are other reasons why the credit 
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spread could not be a perfect measure of the total risk profile of the 
insurance company.
 Therefore, Pillar II of the Solvency II framework provides in-
surance supervisors with the possibility to assess the overall risk 
profile of a company, including all aspects of the risk profile: risk 
measurement, risk governance, risk management, etc. The supervi-
sor can look behind the scenes. This ensures adequate risk manage-
ment and financial stability.
 Depending on the operation of this supervisory review process, 
Pillar I could be considered the foundation of the two other pil-
lars. For instance, it includes minimum capital requirements as the 
bottom line for each insurance company. Additionally, Pillar I ad-
dresses the principles for the valuation of technical provisions and 
the eligible elements of capital.
 Fair value is the leading principle for the technical provisions 
under Solvency II. The cost of capital approach is adopted. This 
means that companies need to assess the best-estimate value of 
their insurance liabilities, including the value of the hedgeable 
risks and the value of embedded options and guarantees. For un-
hedgeable risks, the cost of capital approach is used to determine 
the market value margin. The discount rate for calculating the fair 
value is the risk-free rate. In practice, EIOPA have chosen to use a 
swap rate to discount future cash flows. The rest of the fair value 
balance sheet is derived from the IFRS balance sheet that Europe-
an companies will need to publish for accounting purposes. Most 
of the balance-sheet items can either be completely copies from 
the IFRS balance sheet, or will need to be adjusted using relatively 
simple methods.

PANEL 8.2: ILLIQUIDITY PREMIUMS
In the preceding chapters (cf Chapters 2 and 7) we have highlighted 
that the fair value of technical provisions is the net present value of 
future cash flows, discounting by a risk-free interest rate. Separately a 
market value margin is added to reflect the non-hedgeable risks in the 
cash flows. Since the financial crisis, insurers have become aware that 
illiquid assets and liabilities have a lower value than liquid ones. In 
order to reflect this in the technical provisions, a discount needed to
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be made for illiquid liabilities. Please note that insurance liabilities are 
normally extremely illiquid especially when they are long-term such as 
life insurance liabilities.
 In order to reflect this in the value of the technical provisions, it is 
proposed to include a illiquidity premium in the discount rate (confus-
ingly, this is sometimes also referred to as liquidity premium, but it 
still refers to a higher discount rate for illiquid liabilities rather than 
a lower discount rate for liquid liabilities). In theory there should be 
a continuous change in the discount rate over the remaining lifetime 
of the liability. Solvency II opts for a pragmatic solution, by suggesting 
three alternative choices for the illiquidity premium. In each of these 
alternatives, the discount rate is increased by a certain factor: 0%, 50%, 
75% and 100%. This increases the discount rate and hence, decreases 
the value of the liabilities. Normally one could say, the more risky a 
liability, the higher the illiquidity premium. The QIS5 technical speci-
fications include criteria on when and how insurers are allowed to use 
an illiquidity premium and for which cash flows.
 Both the supervisors and the industry have worked hard to deter-
mine the exact value of the illiquidity premium, like a 2010 CEIOPS 
report and work of the CRO Forum. It is fair to say that the Solvency II 
approach is a practical solution that has the buy-in of both insurers and 
the supervisors.

Pillar I includes two capital requirements: SCR and MCR.

Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR)
This is the target level of capital under normal circumstances. The 
calculation principles for the SCR are based on a VaR measure. 
Should available capital levels drop below the SCR, the company 
should at minimum deliver a restoration plan to the supervisor. 
This might require the supervisor to take corrective measures.

Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR)
This indicates an absolute minimum level of capital. If the available 
capital drops below this level, supervisors are likely to interfere 
forcefully. Potential actions include forced liquidation of the port-
folio, run-off and closing down to new business and transfer of the 
portfolio to another party.
 Obviously, SCR and MCR are interrelated. In normal circum-
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stances, a company is likely to steer its business using the SCR as 
an important target. In stressful circumstances, the available capi-
tal drops below the SCR. The deeper the available capital is below 
SCR, the more urgent the situation and thus the more forcefully 
the supervisor is likely to act. This is called a “ladder of interven-
tion”, whereby supervisory actions are related to the urgency and 
severity of the financial problems. An insurer whose capital level 
dropped to 50% of its SCR is obviously in more serious problems 
than its competitor with 90% of the SCR available.

SCR
There are two ways to calculate the SCR: the standardised approach 
and the internal models approach. Advanced insurance companies 
are likely to use internal models because they already have them in 
place. The internal models need to be calibrated to 99.5% VaR with 
a one-year time horizon, although alternative calibrations are also 
allowed as long as they provide equivalent protection (for instance 
a 99% VaR with a multi-year time horizon). The risk models should 
at least cover the risk types addressed in Chapter 2. To ensure inter-
nal risk models have high quality standards, they should satisfy a 
number of basic criteria (see Table 8.3). These ensure that the mod-
els are based on appropriate methodologies, assumptions and data.
 The use test (see Table 8.3) is key in this respect, since it requires 
companies using an internal model to really use the outcomes of 
the model for business decisions. If the company apparently does 
not trust the outcomes, why should the supervisor? This means that 
the model outcomes should be used in a wide variety of decision-
making processes, such as investment and reinsurance strategies, 
pricing processes and strategy development, but also for perfor-
mance evaluation (see Chapter 10).
 In any case, companies that use internal models still need to 
provide standard model outcomes to the supervisors, including 
evidence that the internal model better captures the risk than the 
standard model.
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Table 8.3 Requirements for internal models

Requirement Comments

Statistical quality standards Are the data and methodology of the 
internal model based on adequate 
actuarial and statistical techniques?

Calibration standards Is the internal model consistent with a 
fair and unbiased 99.5% VaR measure?

Use test Are outcomes of the internal model 
genuinely used within the insurance 
company for risk management and 
other decisions? Does the management 
of the insurance company continuously 
aim to improve the internal model in 
order for it to better reflect the risk 
profile?

Profit and loss attribution Can the insurance company explain 
outcomes of the internal model and 
relate them to the profit and loss 
sources of business units?

Valuation standards Is the internal model adequately 
internally reviewed using independent 
validation, taking into account various 
probability distributions and potential 
new data?

Documentation standards Does the documentation of the internal 
model explain the theory, assumptions 
and empirical basis adequately? Does 
the documentation highlight potential 
circumstances when the model does not 
work effectively?

Companies that do not have internal models available will use the 
standardised approach. Companies that have internal models only 
for certain risk types or some business lines are allowed to use the 
partial internal models approach, in which internal models are 
combined with a standardised approach.
 Although the standardised approach does not make reference to a 
certain risk measure in itself, it is calibrated to a one-year VaR with a 
99.5% confidence level. This way the standardised approach targets an 
outcome that is assumed to be equivalent to a triple B-rated company. 
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In the standardised approach, the SCR contains a module for each risk 
type, based on factors and scenarios (see Figure 8.3). For some risk 
types, the sub-types are combined (eg, premium and reserve risk in 
non-life). For health underwriting, companies can choose whether the 
product portfolio better fits a non-life or a life methodology, depend-
ing on the nature of the products. In Europe, there is a wide variety of 
health products that differ with respect to levels of protection, duration 
of the protection and the support of the national government. For both 
approaches, capital calculations are available. In practice, allocation of 
products to the two sub-modules of health has not proven to be too 
straightforward. In each of the standard approach modules, the capital 
requirement is calculated by separate formulas or scenarios. For in-
stance, the QIS5 capital requirement for equity risk is determined by 
a 30% decrease in global stock markets (40% of other equity markets, 
including emerging markets and non-listed equities, 22% for strategic 
participations). A separate risk module exists for intangible asset risks, 
relating to the item on the economic balance sheet of intangible as-
sets. These assets are also subject to risks, ie, market risk (prices in the 
market) or operational risk (that could change the value of intangible 
assets). In the aggregation of the risks, there is no diversification effect 
for intangible asset risk.
 The QIS5 capital requirement for non-life underwriting risk (premi-
um and reserve risk combined) is determined by a function of the stan-
dard deviation multiplied by premium or reserves. Default standard de-
viations are provided by the QIS5 documentation for those companies 
that are unable to determine those themselves. Companies are allowed 
to use either the provided parameters by QIS5 or determine their own 
parameters, so-called undertaking specific parameters (USPs). However, 
before being allowed to use USPs, insurers must document why the USP 
would be better at capturing the risk than the provided default param-
eters. Over time, the risk modules in the QISs have changed – as has the 
extent of the shocks in the calculations. For instance, the equity risk shock 
in the market risk module has changed over time, until it is now 30% for 
global equity markets, although this was different for most of the QISs.
 In many of the risk modules, insurers can make simplifications 
as and when necessary, such as for life catastrophe risk. Rather than 
running an entire scenario of mortality, insurers may also apply a 
simple percentage to the capital at risk in that particular life portfolio.
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Figure 8.3 Modular approach of the SCR, based on QIS5
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For each of the SCR modules, the basic principle is that a company 
must calculate the decrease in net asset value under a prescribed 
shock. The total SCR consists of the sum of the modules for each 
risk type. This takes into account diversification effects as shown in 
Figure 8.3. There is a separate adjustment for concentration risk in 
the market risk module.
 In addition to capital, some liabilities have the economic ability 
to absorb risks. In particular, technical provisions for “with-profit 
businesses” include a component for expected profit sharing. Nor-
mally, the company provides these additional benefits to policy-
holders. In times of crisis, the company has the possibility of limit-
ing these payments because they are discretionary. Therefore, on 
top of technical provisions based on a guaranteed rate, profit-shar-
ing contracts have technical provisions with risk-absorbing charac-
teristics. One could say that these technical provisions should not 
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be nominated as liabilities but as available capital. However, that 
is incorrect, because the company expects to pay these benefits to 
policyholders under normal circumstances. Expected payments 
should be recognised in technical provisions. In extremely adverse 
situations, the company has the ability to use the profit-sharing ele-
ment to absorb risks. However, there is a difference between con-
ditional and unconditional profit sharing. For some products, man-
agement has historically also decided to provide profit sharing in 
adverse circumstances. In fact, this is unconditional profit sharing 
albeit in an implicit manner. Unconditional profit sharing will need 
to be granted irrespective of the circumstances and hence does not 
have the economic ability to absorb risks.
 The risk-absorbing nature of future profit sharing has been the topic 
of intense debate. While the concept is agreed upon, it is by no means 
simple to translate it into methods of calculating the risk-absorbing 
component of technical provisions in life insurance. This is because 
there are many forms of profit sharing. Various approaches were 
tested from QIS2 onwards, and refinements have been made since. 
In QIS5, companies must calculate the loss in value with and without 
profit sharing separately. In the aggregation of most of the risk types, 
companies can take into account the risk-absorbing nature of profit 
sharing business (see Table 8.4). As a result, the total SCR decreases.

Table 8.4 Calculation methods for the SCR (QIS5)

Risk type Sub-risk Methodology for 
standard formula SCR 
(QIS5)

Intangible asset risk 80% of the value of this 
item on the economic 
balance sheet

Market risk Interest rate risk Maximum of upward 
and downward interest 
rate shocks (non-
parallel)

Equity risk 30% decrease in global 
equity markets, 40% in 
other markets

Property risk 25% decrease in real 
estate value
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Currency risk Maximum loss under 
a 25% upward and 
downward shock

Credit spread risk Market value times 
duration times shock 
factor, depending on 
the rating (adjusted 
approach for structured 
credits and derivatives)

Illiquidity risk 65% decrease in 
illiquidity premium

Concentration Adjustment to address 
concentration in the 
asset portfolio

Aggregation Correlation matrix and 
taking into account 
risk-absorbing nature of 
profit sharing

Credit risk Default risk Different approach 
for rated and unrated 
counterparties in the 
underwriting process; 
calculation based on 
shocks in LGD and PD

Life risk Mortality risk 15% increase in 
mortality tables

Longevity risk 20% decrease in 
mortality tables

Disability risk 35% increase in 
disability rates in next 
year, 25% thereafter; 
permanent 20% 
decrease of morbidity 
rates

Lapse risk Maximum of 50% 
increase and decrease 
of lapse rates and a 
mass lapse shock of 
30% (retail), 70% (non-
retail)

Table 8.4 (continued) 
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Expense risk 10% increase in future 
expenses and annual 
1% increase in inflation 
rates

Revision risk 3% increase in annual 
annuity payments

Catastrophe risk 0.15% increase of 
mortality in next year

Aggregation Correlation matrix and 
taking into account 
risk-absorbing nature of 
profit sharing

Non-life risk Premium and reserve 
risk

Premium times factor 
plus reserves times 
factor, different factors 
per line of business

Lapse risk Maximum of 50% 
increase and decrease 
of lapse rates and a 
mass lapse shock of 
30%

Catastrophe risk Impact of a series of 
prescribed scenarios

Aggregation Correlation matrix and 
taking into account 
risk-absorbing nature of 
profit sharing

Health risk Choice of following the 
life or non-life calculation 
methods, depending on 
the product; some factors 
change in health risk 
module

Operational risk Factor times premium 
or reserve plus 25% 
of expenses related to 
unit-linked products; 
operational risk charge 
is at least 30% of the 
basic SCR (diversified 
sum of the above)

Table 8.4 (continued) 
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Operational risk has not yet been fully elaborated. In the banking 
industry, the development of a capital requirement for operational 
risk has resulted in many debates, Chapter 5 indicated the back-
ground and reasons for this. Until now, the insurance industry did 
not put much pressure and effort in the development of operational 
risk measurement.
 The insurance industry has put development for operational 
risk models on hold for the Solvency II debates. The SCR for opera-
tional risk has been based on relatively simple factors in QIS5: the 
maximum of two approaches. The first is a factor times premium 
income, while the second is a factor times technical provisions. The 
operational risk charge has a cap at 30% of the basic SCR (that is, 
SCR of all other risk types). However, we can expect similar devel-
opments to those in the banking industry concerning operational 
risk measurement. In banking, the difficulty of operational risk 
measurement has been the reason to include qualitative require-
ments for operational risk in the Basel II framework (see Chapter 
9). Solvency II includes parts of those qualitative requirements in 
Pillar II via the ORSA.
 In addition, operational risk is aggregated after the diversifica-
tion charge. In this way, it is made clear that operational risk is dif-
ferent from the other risk types. After all, as was shown in Chapter 
5, it is less logical for operational risk capital to be calculated us-
ing straight scenarios compared to the other risk types. Also, this 
representation shows that companies have generally better ways 
of quantifying other risk types than operational risk. At the same 
time, diversification effects for operational risk should not be over-
looked. A simple way to resolve this is to adjust the parameters in 
the operational risk charge as explained above.
 Business risk is even more in the infancy stage, with no capital 
charge at all in Solvency II, except for lapse and expense risk (see 
Table 8.4).

MCR
As indicated, the MCR constitutes a minimum level of capital that 
would trigger ultimate supervisory intervention. It is clear that in-
surance supervisors only take severe actions when the situation 
threatens the stakes of the policyholders. First of all, the MCR has 
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an absolute floor, a minimum amount expressed in euros. This de-
pends on the type of insurance company: €2.2 million for non-life 
insurers, €3.2 million for life insurers and reinsurers, except for 
captives – where the amount is €1 million. Next to this absolute 
minimum amount, the MCR is determined by a set of formulas as 
percentages of premium and technical provisions. In addition, it 
is a maximum 45% of the SCR and minimum 25% of the SCR. Al-
though the set of formulas are relatively simple in nature, the MCR 
calculation still requires quite some effort. However, all elements of 
the MCR calculation are also requirements for the SCR calculation. 
Table 8.5 explains the calculation methods for the MCR.
 Previously there has been an intensive debate to relate the MCR 
directly to the SCR. In the QIS5 framework, this is done using the 
45%-25% setting the boundaries of the MCR. The advantage to link 
the MCR to the SCR is that the ladder of intervention can easily be 
linked to the SCR. A disadvantage arises when the SCR is calcu-
lated using internal models. In this way the entity-specific nature 
of internal models is used to trigger ultimate supervisory interven-
tion. In some cases, legal court cases could be required to trigger 
supervisory intervention based upon the MCR.

Table 8.5 Calculation methods for the MCR (QIS5)

Risk Sub-risk Methodology for MCR

Life risk Factor times provisions or capital at risk, 
per line of business

Non-life risk Factor times premiums and provisions, 
per line of business

Bounds The MCR is between 25% and 45% of 
the SCR

Absolute floor €2.2 million for non-life and €3.2 
million for reinsurance and life 
companies

Available capital
So far, this section has addressed the capital requirements of Pillar I. 
We will now discuss how these are to be covered by available capi-
tal. Solvency II will include three so-called tiers of eligible capital to 
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reflect the differences in capital quality. These tiers depend on the 
permanence of the various capital instruments and their ability to 
absorb risks. A similar (but not completely identical) structure of 
three tiers exists in banking regulation. Criteria to classify capital 
instruments in the various tiers.

o

o

o

o

o

Subordination: do other (re)payments rank higher in the case of 
wind-down?
Loss-absorbency: can this capital item be used to absorb losses?
Permanence: is this capital instrument callable on demand or is it 
permanently available to absorb losses?
Perpetuality: is the instrument (long-) dated relative to the dura-
tion of obligations? 
Service costs: is the instrument free from mandatory charges (such 
as interest payments) or are there incentives to repay the sum?

Tier 1 is of the highest quality as it is permanently available to the 
company and is fully capable of absorbing risks. It includes mainly 
equity capital, retained earnings, hybrid capital instruments, some 
elements of subordinated capital, and members’ capital (especially 
relevant for mutual insurers). Tier 2 capital is of lesser quality be-
cause it is less able to absorb losses than Tier 1 capital. This is be-
cause it is either not permanent or because it is subordinated debt. 
The fact that it is subordinated to policyholders implies that it may 
still be available to absorb losses. Tier 3 capital is capital that may 
only provide loss absorption under certain circumstances. Table 8.6 
highlights the main components of eligible capital.
 A special form of Tier 1 capital is expected profit in future premi-
ums (EPIFP) that arises when an insurance contract incurs future 
premium payments with a profit margin that could be used to ab-
sorb future losses. In life insurance this is not unusual, but it also 
exists in non-life. This special Tier 1 item can only be used under 
certain criteria.
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Table 8.6 Eligible elements of capital to cover MCR and SCR

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

Paid up capital Other capital amounts 
meeting the criteria, 
original maturity at 
least five years

Deferred tax assets

Initial fund or members funds Letters of credits or 
guarantees

Other capital 
instruments meeting the 
criteria, original maturity 
at least three years

Share premium account Legally binding 
commitments from 
other (re)insurers

Reserves (mainly retained 
earnings)

Mutual insurers’ 
members calls

Expected profit in future 
premiums (see page 191)

Subordinated liabilities that 
meet the criteria, original 
maturity at least 10 years

At least 50% covering SCR Used to cover SCR Maximum 15% 
covering SCR

At least 80% covering MCR Maximum 20% 
covering MCR

Not eligible to cover 
MCR

Pillar II
Pillar II provides the supervisor with additional powers on top of 
the financial requirements. The supervisors ensure that they have a 
comprehensive overview of the risks, in addition to the “bare” mea-
surement of the risks in Pillar I. If a supervisor considers the total risk 
profile to be unacceptable because some risks are not sufficiently cov-
ered in Pillar I (for instance, because they are difficult to measure), the 
supervisor can request the company to hold more capital. This is called 
a capital add-on. In order to ensure a level playing field, supervisors 
should use this power with care. To that end, supervisors have agreed 
that capital add-ons will be neither routinely nor commonly applied.
 The core of Pillar II is, however, a constructive dialogue between 
the supervisor and the supervised company. The insurer is expect-
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ed to have in place a proper risk framework, including a risk gover-
nance system and an ORSA.
 The risk governance system ensures that it is clear who in the com-
pany is responsible for what decisions and what risks. Also, a number 
of key functions in an insurance company are clearly laid out in the 
Solvency II framework: internal audit, risk management, actuarial and 
compliance. These key functions should be clearly allocated to persons 
or departments within the company in order to ensure that the relevant 
tasks can be performed. The risk framework should be effective in the 
sense that it is embedded in the companies’ management routines, 
eg, linked to decision-making processes. The risk framework should 
ensure that risks are properly identified, measured, monitored and re-
ported, as well as being managed by the company.
 The ORSA is the key element to undertake all this and to show it to 
the supervisor. Until late 2010, the requirements of the ORSA remained 
relatively high level, although it was considered to be the most impor-
tant element of Pillar II. It seemed that the industry as well as the su-
pervisors had no clear idea on how to address the ORSA and translate 
it into a number of clear deliverables. Little has been published in the 
sense of working papers or consultations to clarify the ORSA require-
ments. A Dutch working group published an ORSA paper in 2011 that 
has been the starting point for a Dutch ORSA pilot within the industry, 
jointly with the Dutch insurance supervisor, for developing an ORSA 
approach. It should be clear that ORSA is a process that is effectively 
run by the company and delivers an ORSA report to the supervisor. It 
is crucial that insurers have sufficient freedom to manage the risk in a 
way that fits with their own companies. In other words, supervisors 
could expect certain content, but not the exact presentation of the risk 
management framework. After all, the ORSA is insurers’ “own” risk 
and solvency assessment.
 Part of the ORSA report is:

o

o

o

o

a description of the company and its risk profile (risk identifica-
tion and measurement);
the strategy of the company and its risk appetite (deriving 
boundaries for the risk profile);
an assessment of risks in comparison to capital levels and con-
tingencies; and
forward-looking scenarios and stress tests.
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Ultimately, the ORSA report contains many parts that stem from 
Pillar I elements, such as the outcomes of the SCR and a sensitiv-
ity analysis of the SCR to a wide range of factors. Some even say 
that Pillar I is the basis of the Solvency II framework, but the ORSA 
is the heart. The ORSA shows how risk management and capital 
management are related to the insurer’s business strategy. Poten-
tially, companies will be able to use information for the ORSA that 
already exists in other reports or documents. For example, the busi-
ness strategy is normally laid out in a multi-year strategy docu-
ment. Some elements of the ORSA report, such as organisation 
and risk governance, may even remain static over a certain period. 
Other elements may be more dynamic and change every year, such 
as the risk profile in terms of SCR and the outcomes of the forward-
looking scenarios and stress tests.
 Forward-looking scenarios and stress tests are an important ele-
ment in the ORSA. There are various categories of scenarios. Some 
scenarios are more likely to be quantitative, such as analysing the 
potential impact of another financial crisis. Other scenarios are 
more qualitative, such as changing client demands. In any case, 
scenarios should have a qualitative narrative, explaining what the 
scenario is and what the analysis aims to identify. For each scenario, 
it is interesting to identify the trigger: what causes the scenario to 
happen? Also, scenario should be really forward-looking, in other 
words, looking beyond the current year, depending on the strategic 
planning horizon. Typical planning horizons are three or five years.
 In all scenarios and stress tests, it is key to identify what is the 
impact of certain (chain of) events on capital levels, taking into ac-
count the actions that need to be taken. It is not unlikely that certain 
pre-defined levels of losses would ex ante trigger management in-
tervention. Potential actions could be to cut the loss by terminating 
or transferring parts of the business.
 Two stress tests are especially interesting. First, the worst-case 
scenario: what measures would need to be taken if a 99.5% event 
would hit the company? In other words, the current SCR is entirely 
absorbed. For extremely over-capitalised companies, sometimes 
nothing can endanger the policyholder protection. For others, there 
might be a cut-off point that forces the company to close itself to 
new business. Second, a reserve stress test: what event in the com-
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pany, economy, financial market or otherwise could trigger a 99.5% 
event? For example, would a stock market crash linked with a natu-
ral disaster turn into a 99.5% event? Or is it more likely that policy-
holder behaviour linked with general economic situations will be a 
99.5% event. Irrespective of the exact outcomes, this process forces 
the company to think along the lines of its main weaknesses. This 
differs from company to company.
 Finally, the ORSA will include a risk appetite statement of the 
company. What will this statement look like? Traditionally, insurers 
are likely to have an implicit view on risk appetite. However, mak-
ing them explicit mostly identifies differences in opinion between 
important stakeholders (eg, CEO and CFO). Also, it forces the com-
pany to express the risk appetite as concretely as possible so that it 
can serve as a code of conduct for the business. Under Solvency II 
insurers are expected to have an explicit view on:

o

o

o

o

the sorts of risks it would want to assume;
what sort of products relate to these preferred risks;
the maximum risk exposure, expressed per risk category or as a 
total – this could be expressed in an economic capital outcome; 
and
the way in which risks relate to capital.

Advanced companies will use their internal economic capital mod-
els and outputs, while others may have other methods for assess-
ing their capital adequacy. Ultimately, in Pillar II, the supervisor 
ensures that risk management and the risk profile of the company 
are continuously on the agenda of its board of directors. This ex-
plicitly emphasises the responsibility of the board of directors for 
risk management.
 The ORSA explicitly brings together all the relevant people in 
risk management, ie the risk management, actuarial, financial, 
compliance and internal audit functions. This is important because 
it has traditionally not been simple to produce a comprehensive 
risk overview from these various functions. Of course, the core 
functions such as sales, underwriting and claims management will 
also need to be involved.
 There is a clear link between ORSA and the use test of internal 
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models. In the ORSA, insurers are expected to highlight how they 
use the outcome of the risk models (either standard or internal 
models) to determine the appropriate level of capital and other im-
portant business decisions. As indicated earlier in this chapter, this 
is also the key principle of the use test. Of course, the use test is 
officially only valid when an insurer uses an internal model. Practi-
cally, insurers without internal models can be expected to use the 
outcome of the standard model – for instance, for pricing, invest-
ment decisions and reinsurance strategies. A last element of the 
ORSA is to ensure that the decision makers within the company 
sufficiently understand the risk profile. This includes the outcomes 
of the models, but also the sensitivities of the parameters and po-
tential weaknesses of the models.
 The ladder of intervention is an important element of Pillars I 
and II. It explicitly outlines the options for insurance companies and 
supervisors in addressing circumstances where an insurer’s capital 
position falls below certain threshold values of the SCR. A first step 
when a company’s capital falls below the SCR is to put together a 
restoration plan that sets out how the company intends to reverse 
the situation. Companies are expected to have contingency plans in 
place that describe what to do in case available capital drops below 
the SCR. In effect, this is in anticipation of the supervisory ladder 
of intervention. Based on the ladder of intervention, companies will 
thus know in advance what can be expected should risks turn into 
severe losses. At present, the differences between countries are ma-
jor, and not all supervisors have similar powers. Therefore, formu-
lating Pillar II and the ladder of intervention will contribute to the 
harmonisation of supervisory rules, which is ultimately good for 
both companies and policyholders.

Pillar III
Pillar III includes two types of required reports: the reports to the 
supervisor (Regular Supervisory Reporting, RSR2) and the informa-
tion to be disclosed publicly to various stakeholders (Solvency and 
Financial Condition report, SFCR). The SFCR will be publicly dis-
closed while the RSR will only be sent to the supervisor. In practice, 
the SFCR will be a part of the RSR. Let us first focus on the publicly 
disclosed report, SFCR. Solvency II increases market discipline for 
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insurance companies. At present, insurance companies have a sep-
arate accounting system from other financial institutions. In addi-
tion, rules to determine the technical provisions differ enormously 
from one country to another. Clearly, this is not very transparent for 
market participants.
 By requiring companies to publish information related to risk 
management, Solvency II allows outside stakeholders to make a 
founded assessment of the risk profile of a company. Supervisors 
will review the SFCR in order to ensure that the report satisfies the 
Solvency II requirements. There are no detailed prescriptions as 
yet, but it can be expected that the requirements will cover the list 
below. These requirements are aligned with the basic principles of 
IFRS, especially IFRS 7, which addresses disclosure of risk informa-
tion. It can be expected that Solvency II and IFRS will be largely 
aligned in the area of disclosure.
 The RSR and SFCR are likely to follow a similar structure, but 
disclosed information will logically be less detailed than informa-
tion only intended for the supervisor. The required information to 
be reported is:

o

o

o

o

o

business overview and performance;
description of risk governance structure;
valuation basis and risk measurement methodologies;
risk management, including for each risk type a composition of 
the portfolio and the risk exposure, which might include sensi-
tivity analysis; and
capital management, capital structure in relation to internal and 
external requirements.

One of the key pieces of information that insurance companies 
already publish is the coverage ratio: the fraction of available 
to required capital. In practice, insurance companies hold a mul-
tiple of the required capital (cf Table 7.3). As it has already been 
concluded that the Solvency I requirements are insensitive to risk, 
this particular ratio is an inadequate reflection of the risk profile. As 
soon as Solvency II is implemented, the capital requirements will 
be based on risks and hence the coverage ratio will be a real risk 
measure. Also, the published economic balance sheet and capital 
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requirements will be a better reflection of the underlying situation 
of the company than it currently is. Even more, outcomes of differ-
ent companies will be increasingly be comparable, which increases 
transparency.
 The Regular Supervisory Report (RSR) is an extensive report de-
scribing the insurance company’s financial situation to a high level 
of detail. For instance, the report describes the technical provisions 
per product group and the SCR per risk module (see Figure 8.3). 
Also the economic balance sheet is to be provided in detail, as is the 
risk organisation and strategy. Since all this information is to be au-
dited, everything should be well documented and verifiable, which 
should be done at the level of the legal entity. All this requires that 
systems produce the information in a clear manner and informa-
tion flows can be traced back from the report to the source systems. 
The RSR is in principle an annual report, but parts will need to be 
submitted to the regulator on a quarterly basis as well.

Figure 8.4 Information flows for RSR

Investments database

Source product 
systems

Data warehouse 

Risk engines General ledger

Consolidation

Reports to supervisor
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 Information required for the RSR is extracted from the source sys-
tem and the investments database and fed into the general ledger sys-
tem for accounting purposes and into the risk engines where the risk 
models are run. Most of the important information that flows into the 
risk engines is based on the cash flows of assets and liabilities. Also, for 
the asset portfolios, information on ratings and duration is required. 
The cash flow analysis is used to build an economic balance sheet in 
the general ledger, which then feeds into the risk engine. Information 
flows between general ledger and risk engines in both ways to pre-
pare the required information for the consolidation the reports to the 
supervisor. The general ledger provides the economic balance sheet as 
a basis and the risk engines produce the information on the SCR and 
its components. Figure 8.4 provides an overview of this process.
 In 2010, EIOPA shared its views on what the reports should look 
like and distributed over 50 reporting templates. Based on this, 
companies are now upgrading their systems to produce this infor-
mation and the relating audit trails in such a way that this back-
tracking can indeed take place.

GROUP SUPERVISION
Insurance supervision has traditionally focused on the level of the 
legal entity; the so-called “solo level of supervision”. In the past, life 
and non-life insurance companies were strictly separated in order to 
avoid the long-term nature of life insurance being affected by high-
severity events in the non-life insurance business. As a result, there 
are still separate licensing procedures for life and non-life insurance.
 Nowadays, however, companies may operate in various groups 
consisting of legal entities, combining life and non-life insurance 
and operating across borders. This has been incorporated in the Eu-
ropean supervisory framework by designing the solo-plus regime. 
Group supervision exists on top of solo supervision and focuses on 
avoiding multiple gearing3 and looking at specific characteristics of 
the group and intra-group transactions.
 Companies’ internal-management principles are mainly based 
on consolidated principles and accounts, most often organised in 
business units. The structure for legal entities and organisational 
business units is often not identical. One organisational business 
unit could operate through multiple legal entities and vice versa.
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 For instance, a large multinational such as Aegon or Axa consist 
of many business units and even more legal entities. Although the 
legal entities within an insurance company belong to one overarch-
ing group, the supervisory framework is still based on solo-level 
supervision. This requires companies to organise a supervisory 
reporting structure according to legal entities, in parallel to their 
internal management reporting. This problem is exacerbated for 
companies that operate internationally because they have to deal 
with multiple supervisors as well.
 Moreover, risk models are most likely to be developed according 
to product classes and risk types rather than to the legal entity they 
are booked in. Furthermore, companies are starting to manage their 
business based on diversification effects, for example diversifica-
tion between life mortality risk and non-life premium risk and the 
geographical diversification.
 This poses challenges for regulators, supervisors and companies 
on how to incorporate group effects into the Solvency II frame-
work. Completely consolidated supervision will only resolve this 
issue when sufficient legal safeguards are implemented that require 
a group to continue to support legal entities within the group even 
in adverse circumstances. This is especially true for internationally 
operating companies. At the same time, aggregated supervision re-
quires close cooperation between the various supervisors who are 
responsible for supervising the legal entities within the group. In 
addition to this cooperation, a clear separation of responsibilities is 
made between supervising the technical provisions and the capital 
requirements. Local supervisors supervise the adequacy of the tech-
nical provisions with support from the group supervisor, whereas 
this is the other way around for capital requirements. Still, a solo-
level entity needs to comply with the solo-level SCR at all times.
 Internal model application is an interesting area where supervi-
sors will need to co-operate. Internal models are typically applied 
throughout multiple entities within an insurance group. The ap-
proval of internal models requires the buy-in and understanding of 
all local supervisors of the group. It is not unlikely that the supervi-
sors’ viewpoints will differ during the process of internal model ap-
proval. After the implementation date of Solvency II, it will become 
clearer how this will be resolved.
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IMPACT OF SOLVENCY II
At the time of writing, Solvency II is not yet fully known and the 
plans not sufficiently concrete for all consequences to be completely 
clear. However, one theme is certain: Solvency II will enhance risk 
awareness in the insurance industry, both for companies and su-
pervisors. This will result in more efficient capital allocation, which 
means that capital is allocated to the areas where risks are. This is 
beneficial for the stability of the industry.
 Because Solvency II links the solvency requirements to the risk 
profile, risks are likely to have a clearer price. For insurance firms, 
this is an incentive to manage the risk profile and actively steer their 
business based upon the risks. Advanced insurance companies will 
use the economic capital methodologies, whereas less advanced 
companies will use rules of thumb or other simpler methods.
 Steering the business based on risks has real impact. Expensive 
(in terms of solvency) mismatch positions are likely to be decreased 
unless the rewards are significant. There is already an ongoing 
trend in the market to reduce mismatches by buying financial in-
struments. The financial crisis has resulted in de-risking strategies 
for virtually all insurance companies. Investment banks offer plain 
vanilla products or complex structures that fit the exact risk profile 
of the insurer. Pricing of insurance products might also be adjusted 
to the risk profile. Products with a high (low) risk profile might 
be increased (decreased). One area where Solvency II is likely to 
have an impact on is embedded options and guarantees: previously 
some of these embedded options may have been “hidden” and Sol-
vency II will make them more visible. A trend is already ongoing 
for insurers to decrease the amount and level of these embedded 
options. Solvency II will only speed up this trend.
 Some risks may be transferred by using reinsurance or alterna-
tive risk transfer (ART, see Chapter 3). These consequences can be 
largely without any consequences for policyholders because the 
measures are often taken at the portfolio level. In any case risk and 
reward are balanced, potentially by using RAROC and value (see 
Chapter 10) as a steering instrument. However, while the financial 
(and risk) viewpoint is an important driver for pricing decisions, it 
may not be the only one. There will always be strategic reasons for 
setting a non-optimal price and even allow single product lines to 
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destroy economic value. While the exact consequences of Solvency II 
are not fully clear, it can be expected that changes will occur gradually 
rather than abruptly.
 Solvency II will result in more model-based management pro-
cesses within insurance companies. Advanced insurers are already 
using economic capital methodologies and Solvency II is an incen-
tive for them to improve their models and continue along their 
chosen paths. This means more usage of more risk models, which 
have pros and cons. Models provide quantitative solutions for a 
problem, potentially based on clear economic reasoning. However, 
models will always remain a simplified version of reality. A human 
interpretation of the output is extremely important, especially to 
assess special cases. This is not to say that models are generally 
useless, because outcomes are always valuable. Model outcomes 
should, however, never be the only element that drives a decision.
 Making wider use of market-consistent techniques (as Solvency II 
does) could pave the way for further innovations in underwriting risks. 
ART techniques are alternatives to reinsurance, whereby parts of the 
risk profile are transferred to international capital markets. Examples of 
ART techniques are cat bonds, weather derivatives and securitisations.4 
Until now, ART techniques have not been widely used, partly because 
there was no agreed method for a fair-value measure. If the insurance 
industry adopts the Solvency II definition of fair value, this could pave 
the way for ART techniques. However, other problems might still 
need to be resolved. For example, arbitrage has been one reason 
to use ART as well, but Solvency II is likely to decrease arbitrage 
opportunities because it better aligns supervision with the true 
underlying risks.
 Solvency II will lead to harmonised supervisory practices in the 
insurance industry. This is because it will make all kinds of national 
interpretations and additional regulations redundant. Large inter-
national players will welcome these developments, especially as 
they experience the difficulties in coping with all kinds of differing 
supervisory regimes. Supervisory harmonisation could also lead 
to convergence in reporting and valuation standards, which will 
increase transparency within the insurance industry and enhance 
comparability between insurers. Investors, clients and other stake-
holders will benefit from a more transparent European market. At 
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the same time, harmonised application of supervision also paves 
the way for harmonised products. Hence Europe-wide product 
offerings will be possible for insurance companies. This provides 
enormous opportunities for companies to compete on a Europe-
wide scale.
 Most insurance markets in the various European countries are 
relatively concentrated: a small number of insurers have the major-
ity of the market share. All these large parties will be using internal 
models to determine the capital requirements. Building and main-
taining the risk models is, however, complex. Smaller insurance 
firms might not have the resources or technical capabilities to do 
so. This does not mean that their processes are of inherently less 
quality. However, smaller insurers with risks not fully captured in 
the standardised models might face a higher capital requirement, 
which is more expensive in terms of capital costs. Charging policy-
holders for this might be dangerous for long-term viability. How-
ever, not taking into account the risk in pricing strategies implies 
eating into their own capital, which could make them vulnerable 
to market shocks. Both developments are counter to the European 
Commission’s objectives for Solvency II.
 How exactly small- and medium-sized insurance companies will 
cope with these challenges is an important theme in the Solvency II 
debate. On the one hand, it cannot be true that Solvency II will drive 
smaller firms out of the market. On the other hand, it cannot also be 
true that smaller insurers provide fundamentally lower protection to 
policyholders than larger firms do. The same risk should imply the 
same capital requirements, irrespective of a firm’s size or legal form. 
At the same time Solvency II will also allow smaller undertakings to 
benefit more from reinsurance as reinsurance and other risk mitiga-
tion instruments are better recognised under Solvency II. This is a 
commercial benefit as it decreases capital requirements and hence 
capital costs.
 Reality is that smaller companies are normally less complex than 
larger ones. As a result, expenses for complying with Solvency II 
are lower than for large companies. At the same time, boards of 
smaller companies are likely to have a better overview of the key 
risks as a direct consequence of their simpler structure. This is a 
competitive advantage for smaller companies.
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 Procyclicality is another important theme within the financial in-
dustry. Assume that a market crisis results in an enormous shock 
in equity prices. The investment portfolios of all insurance compa-
nies will drop in value. Insurers with solvency problems might be 
forced to sell their equity portfolios in order to take their loss and 
reduce their risks in order to avoid further problems. The sudden 
supply in the equity market (without additional demand) could re-
sult in further drops in equity prices. This could cause the market 
to collapse entirely. In fact, the solvency requirement for equities 
would reinforce the economic crisis and this is undesirable in the 
context of financial stability. In the banking sector, this problem has 
been widely discussed. To resolve the issue, banks are requested to 
hold more capital on top of the minimum. The Solvency II struc-
ture of SCR and MCR, including the ladder of intervention for cases 
where the available capital drops below SCR, could resolve the risk 
of procyclicality for the insurance industry too.
 There are, however, nuances in the above reasoning. In the 
Solvency I regime, without advanced capital requirements for 
market risk, procyclicality already exists, especially in the non-
life industry. The non-life underwriting cycle refers to the effect 
that non-life claims are high during adverse economic times while 
claims are low during periods of boom. Insurance firms are used to 
setting premium rates by looking “through the cycle” in order to 
avoid procyclicality. Traditionally, firms were already used to anti-
cyclical strategies.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter discussed the revolution of Solvency II in insurance reg-
ulation. The previous chapter had already shown that the Solvency I 
framework has become outdated for a number of reasons. Solvency 
II aligns regulation with companies’ internal risk management ac-
tivities. It is likely that this will bring benefits for companies as well 
as policyholders. The central aspects of Solvency II are risk-based su-
pervision and a focus on fair value.
 While Pillar I elements of Solvency II may continue be the focus 
for many insurance companies, the ORSA turns out to be the part 
that binds all other elements together. The main outcomes of the 
calculations are to be included in the ORSA and assessed by the 
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management of the insurance company. And the responsibility of 
risk management rests with management, which is especially em-
phasised in Pillar II.
 Solvency II is not officially finalised and adjustments will con-
tinue to arise, coming from the regulators (European Commission, 
EIOPC) and the supervisors (EIOPA). However, most companies 
will need to speed up their implementation projects in order to be 
ready by 2013, even despite the transitional measures. For instance 
the application processes for internal models are time-consuming 
especially when not all source systems are fully Solvency II proof.
 The Solvency II framework should be considered an enormous 
innovation in the insurance industry, both for companies and su-
pervisors. For instance fair value is something that insurers were 
only becoming used to during the late 2000s. The same holds for 
risk models.

1
2

3
4

The Omnibus 1 Directive is used to update a number of banking legislations.
This is also called the Report to the Supervisor (RTS) or the Solvency Report to the Supervi-
sor (SRS).
This is the use of the same capital to cover various capital requirements.
It is beyond the scope of this book to discuss this here in detail. The central idea is that the 
risk is packaged in separate, tradable pieces and then sold to investors (see Chapter 3).

APPENDIX
This appendix identifies all Consultative Papers that the joint Eu-
ropean supervisors (in CEIOPS and EIOPS) have issued since 2004.

Table 8.A

CP 83 Draft Report on Variable Annuities November 2010

CP 82 The methodology for equivalence assessments 
by CEIOPS under Solvency II

September 2010

CP 81 CEIOPS advice to the European Commission 
– equivalence assessment to be undertaken 
in relation to articles 172, 227 and 260 of the 
Solvency II Directive

July 2010

CP 80 CEIOPS Level 3 Guidance on Solvency II: pre-
application process for internal models

January 2010
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Call for Evidence on cross sectoral internal 
governance issues

CP 79 Level 2 Advice on Simplifications for Captives November 2009

CP 78 Level 2 Implementing Measures on Technical 
criteria for assessing 3rd country equivalence 
in relation to art. 172, 227 and 260

November 2009

CP 77 Level 2 Advice on Simplification for SCR November 2009

CP 76 Level 2 Advice on Simplifications for 
Technical Provisions

November 2009

CP 75 Level 2 Advice on Undertaking Specific 
Parameters for SCR

November 2009

CP 74 Level 2 Advice on Correlation parameters November 2009

CP 73 Level 2 Advice on Calibration of the MCR November 2009

CP 72 Level 2 Advice on Calibration of the health- 
underwriting risk

November 2009

CP 71 Level 2 Advice on Calibration of the non-life 
underwriting risk

November 2009

CP 70 Level 2 Advice on Calibration of the market 
risk sub-module

November 2009

CP 69 Level 2 Advice on Design of the Equity risk 
sub-module

November 2009

CP 68 Level 2 Advice on Treatment of ring fenced 
Funds

November 2009

CP 67 Level 2 Advice on Treatment of Participations November 2009

CP 66 Level 2 Advice on Group Solvency for Groups 
with centralised risk - management

November 2009

CP 65 Level 2 Advice on Partial Internal Models November 2009

CP 64 Level 2 Advice on Extension of Recovery 
Period

November 2009

CP 63 Level 2 Advice on Repackaged loans 
investments

November 2009

CP 62 Level 2 Advice on Cooperation and Colleges 
of Supervisors

 July 2009

CP 61 Level 2 Advice on Intra-group Transactions 
and Risk Concentration

July 2009

Table 8.A (continued)
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CP 60 Level 2 Advice on Group Solvency 
Assessment

July 2009

CP 59 Level 2 Advice on Renumeration Issues July 2009

CP 58 Level 2 Advice on Supervisory Reporting and 
Disclosure

July 2009

CP 57 Level 2 Advice on Capital add-on July 2009

CP 56 Level 2 Advice on Tests and Standards for 
Internal Model Approval

July 2009

CP 55 Level 2 Advice on MCR calculation July 2009

CP 54 Level 2 Advice on SCR Standard Formula 
- Loss Absorbing Capacity of Technical 
Provisions

July 2009

CP 53 Level 2 Advice on SCR Standard Formula - 
Operational Risk

July 2009

CP 52 Level 2 Advice on SCR Standard Formula - 
Reinsurance Mitigation

July 2009

CP 51 Level 2 Advice on SCR Standard Formula - 
Counterparty Default Risk

July 2009

CP 50 Level 2 Advice on SCR Standard Formula - 
Health Underwriting Risk

July 2009

CP 49 Level 2 Advice on SCR Standard Formula - 
Life Underwriting Risk

July 2009

CP 48 Level 2 Advice on SCR Standard Formula - 
Non-life Underwriting Risk

July 2009

CP 47 Level 2 Advice on SCR Standard Formula - 
Market Risk

July 2009

CP 46 Level 2 Advice on Own Funds - Classification 
and Eligibility

July 2009

CP 45 Level 2 Advice on Technical Provisions - 
Simplifications

July 2009

CP 44 Level 2 Advice on Technical Provisions - 
Counterparty Default Adjustment

July 2009

CP 43 Level 2 Advice on Technical Provisions - 
Standards for Data Quality

July 2009

CP 42 Level 2 Advice on Risk Margin July 2009

CP 41 Level 2 Advice on Technical Provisions - 
Calculation as a whole

July 2009

Table 8.A (continued)
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CP 40 Level 2 Advice on Technical Provisions - Risk 
Free Interest Rate

July 2009

CP 39 Level 2 Advice on Technical Provisions - Best 
Estimate

July 2009

Review of the Financial Conglomerates 
Directive

May 2009

CP 38 Budapest Protocol April 2009

CP 37 Level 2 Advice on the Procedure to be 
followed for the approval of an Internal 
Model

March 2009

CP 36 Level 2 Advice on Special Purpose Vehicles March 2009

CP 35 Level 2 Advice on Valuation of Assets and 
“other Liabilities”

March 2009

CP 34 Level 2 Advice on Transparency and 
Accountability

March 2009

CP 33 Level 2 Advice on System of Governance March 2009

CP 32 Level 2 Advice on Technical Provisions - 
Assumptions about future management 
actions

March 2009

CP 31 Level 2 Advice on SCR Standard Formula - 
Allowance of financial mitigation techniques

March 2009

CP 30 Level 2 Advice on Technical Provisions - 
Treatement of Future Premiums

March 2009

CP 29 Level 2 Advice on Own Funds - Criteria for 
supervisory approval of ancillary own funds

March 2009

CP 28 Level 2 Advice on SCR Standard Formula - 
Counterparty default risk

March 2009

CP 27 Level 2 Advice on Technical Provisions – 
Segmentation

March 2009

CP 26 Draft Level 2 Advice on Technical Provisions 
- Methods and statistical techniques for 
calculating the best estimate

March 2009

CP 25 Draft Advice on Aspects on the Framework 
Directive Proposal related to Insurance 
Groups

February 2008

Table 8.A (continued)
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CP 24 Draft Advice on the Principle of 
Proportionality in the Solvency II Framework 
Directive Proposal

February 2008

CP 23 Final Report on Proxies December 2007

CP 22 General Protocol on Collaboration November 2007

CP 21 Establishment of a Mediation Mechanism 
between Insurance and Pensions Supervisors

July 2007

CP 20 Advice to the European Commission in the 
Framework of the Solvency II Project on Pillar 
I Issues - Further Advice 

November 2006

CP 19 Advice to the European Commission in the 
Framework of the Solvency II Project on 
Safety Measures (Limits on Assets) 

November 2006

CP 18 Advice to the European Commission in the 
Framework of the Solvency II project on 
Supervisory powers – further advice 

November 2006

CP 17 Advice to the European Commission in the 
Framework of the Solvency II project on 
Pillar II capital add-ons for solo and group 
undertakings 

November 2006

CP 16 Advice to the European Commission in the 
Framework of the Solvency II project on Pillar 
II issues relevant for reinsurance 

November 2006

CP 15 Advice to the European Commission on 
Supervisory Reporting and Public Disclosure 
in the Framework of the Solvency II project 

November 2006

CP 14 Advice on sub-group supervision, 
diversification effects, cooperation with third 
countries and issues related to the MCR and 
the SCR in a group context 

July 2007

CP 13 Advice on insurance undertakings’ Internal 
risk and capital requirements, supervisors’ 
evaluation procedures and harmonised 
supervisors’ powers and tools 

July 2007

CP 12 Treatment of “Deeply Subordinated Debt” December 2005

CP 11 Recommendation on Independence and 
Accountability 

December 2005

CP 10 Developing CEIOPS’ Medium-Work 
Programme 

December 2005

Table 8.A (continued)
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CP 09 Answers on the Third Wave of Calls for Advice 
in the Framework of the Solvency II Project 

December 2005

CP 08 Insurance Mediation Protocol June 2005

CP 07 Answers to the Second Wave of Calls for 
Advice in the Framework of the Solvency II 
Project 

July 2005

CP 06 Recommendation on the Possible Need 
for Amendments to the Insurance Groups 
Directive 

March 2005

CP 05 Occupational Pensions Protocol (in two 
rounds)

February 2005

CP 04 Answers to the First Wave of Calls for Advice 
in the Framework of the Solvency II Project 

February 2005

CP 03 Implications of IAS/IFRS Introduction for 
the Prudential Supervision of Insurance 
Undertakings 

November 2004

CP 02 Guidelines for Co-ordination Committees March 2004

CP 01 Public Statement of Consultation Practices July 2004

Table 8.A (continued)
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This chapter will discuss banking supervision, as well as evaluat-
ing the differences and similarities between banking and insurance 
supervision. Banks and insurance firms jointly comprise the finan-
cial industry. Banking regulation is relevant background for the 
Solvency II debate, because much of the Solvency II framework is 
built upon experiences in the banking industry. After describing the 
historic origins of Basel II, this chapter will elaborate further upon 
its technical specifications, before examining the impact of Basel II 
on the banking industry and the economic system. The financial 
crisis (as described in Chapter 6) led to revisions of the banking 
supervisory framework and was amended by Basel III. At the time 
of writing, Basel III is not yet in place, but the lines of thought are 
clear. Finally, the chapter will compare the banking and insurance 
supervision frameworks.

BACKGROUND OF BANKING RISKS
First, let us look at the characteristics of a typical bank in order to 
better understand the historical background of banking. Banks typi-
cally issue long-term assets, such as mortgages and corporate loans. 
Their liabilities are short term, such as retail savings (the client can 
call these savings on demand) and six-months commercial paper 
obtained from the capital markets. Investment banking includes ac-
tive trading on the capital markets and underwriting support for 
wholesale clients issuing capital markets instruments, including 

9

Banking Supervision:
Basel I, II and III
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stocks and bonds. During the early 2000s, investment banks also 
focused on structuring activities: securitisations and other alter-
native assets. The activities of investment banks require a certain 
scale so that they can absorb temporary trading losses and under-
writing capacity. The main risks in banking are traditionally credit 
risk deriving from the loan portfolio and interest rate risk from the 
mismatch between assets and liabilities. Market risk in the trading 
portfolio was traditionally considered relatively low compared to 
traditional credit risk, since it was assumed that the financial mar-
ket would always be able to absorb additional supply of securities. 
In other words, it was generally assumed that whenever an invest-
ment bank wanted to cut losses by selling a position to minimise 
market risks, buyers could always be found at the spot rate.
 However, the financial crisis of 2007–08 showed how dangerous 
this assumption was. This leads us to the fourth important banking 
risk (in addition to credit, market and interest rate risk): liquidity 
risk. Banks create liquidity. Liquid instruments (savings, short-term 
deposits) form the liabilities of the bank. However, during normal 
and stable periods, a core part of these liquid instruments are un-
likely to be called. These liabilities are used to issue bonds that cre-
ate liquidity: clients can use that money to spend. An example: as-
sume a bank has €100 savings, callable on demand, and from a 
widely diversified group of people. The bank can easily use these 
savings to issue a €80 loan in cash. The €100 savings are considered 
liquidity in the economy, because the funds are callable on demand, 
and hence count towards the liquidity definition of monetary eco-
nomics. However, the €80 loan also counts as liquidity in that same 
definition. This is an important function of a bank in an economy, 
but it also creates risk. This is liquidity risk (see Chapter 4).

FROM STABLE ENVIRONMENTS TO INTERNATIONAL SETTINGS
This section will discuss Basel II. Ever since the financial crisis of 
the Great Depression of the 1930s, banks have been heavily regu-
lated – for instance, via deposit guarantee schemes and prescribed 
client rates. Also, the banking industry was highly segmented by 
law: investment banks, commercial banks, savings banks, mort-
gage banks, etc, all faced separate regulation and it was forbidden 
for these activities to be performed by the same bank. Traditionally, 
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it was also prohibited for banking and insurance activities to be 
combined within the same institution, which is nowadays permit-
ted.  From the 1970s, all these regulations were gradually removed 
while, at the same time, several events caused more volatility in the 
financial markets – for instance, the collapse of the Bretton Woods 
system that regulated currency rates and kept interest rate volatility 
low. As a result, banks faced new risks during a period of gradual 
internationalisation and deregulation. This led to financial debacles 
in the 1980s, such as the savings and loans crisis in the US.
 A group of 11 banking supervisors, the Basel Committee on Bank-
ing Supervision,1 took up the challenge of designing a set of prin-
ciples that increased the strength of the banking system and which 
could be applied in multiple jurisdictions. The latter was necessary 
to avoid unfair competition. These principles were issued in 1988 
via the so-called Basel I proposals: “International Convergence of 
Capital Measurement and Capital Standards”. The proposals were 
made by the Basel Committee, but in practice were implemented 
into law in many jurisdictions across the globe. For instance, it was 
implemented in Europe by the Capital Adequacy Directive (in force 
since 1990), and in the US by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration Improvement Act (in force since 1992).
 The 1988 proposals set out requirements for credit risk: each 
bank was required to hold at least 8% of the lending portfolio as 
capital. They also included rules to assess the quality of capital ac-
cording to the capability of absorbing losses (Tiers 1 and 2). Tier 1 
consists of issued stocks and retained earnings, but also certain sub-
ordinated debt to a maximum of 50% of total Tier 1 capital, and cer-
tain qualifying hybrid capital structures. Tier 2 consists of, among 
others, long-term unsecured subordinated debt and certain provi-
sions. The capital requirements were slightly risk sensitive because 
government bonds were not charged at all, residential mortgage 
loans received a 50% weighting and loans to banks were weighted 
at 20%. All other credits were weighted at 100%, and hence resulted 
in an 8% capital charge. Although it was recognised that banks were 
exposed to interest rate risks in the banking book2 as well, a prag-
matic approach was taken not to develop capital requirements for 
this complex risk type. It was also recognised that the risk weight-
ing was relatively crude: no distinction was made in the 100%-risk 
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weighting category. This meant that loans to a well-run company in 
a safe environment would bear the same capital requirement as a 
loan to a risky, small IT start-up. Both the industry and supervisors 
realised the shortcomings but recognised that the 1988 rules were a 
step forward.
 While these requirements were risk sensitive to some extent, they 
resulted in increasing average levels of capital throughout the bank-
ing industry (see Figure 9.1). At the same time, banks started to in-
crease their off-balance-sheet trading positions in order to take risk 
(and earn the related reward) without having to set aside capital: reg-
ulatory arbitrage. Examples include the increased number of swap 
transactions as well as, more obviously, securitisation transactions.

Figure 9.1 Average capital ratios per country
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In 1996, the Basel Committee amended its proposals by drafting a 
set of requirements to cover market risks in the trading book. In a 
revolutionary move, banks were allowed to use internal risk mod-
els to determine the capital requirements for market risks. During 
the early 1990s, banks had started to develop VaR models for their 
internal trading positions.
 The rise of capital arbitrage and the relatively minor risk sen-
sitivity gave rise to the initiative of revising the 1988 proposals. 
During the 1990s, banks had also upgraded their internal risk mea-
surement systems (Bankers Trust’s risk-adjusted return on capital, 
RAROC, methodology had become famous). Basel II began in 1999 
via an initial consultative paper of the Basel Committee. This even-
tually led to the publication of “International Convergence of Capi-
tal Measurement and Capital Standards: A Revised Framework” in 
2004, which is known as Basel II. The Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision proposed that Basel II should come into effect in 2007. 
In Europe, it was implemented into law via the Capital Require-
ments Directive of 2007.
 Basel II included four revolutionary elements.

o

o

o

o

It is a comprehensive framework that includes other supervisory 
elements, in addition to the capital requirements in Pillar I. Other 
pillars are “Supervisory Review” (Pillar II) and “Market Disci-
pline” (Pillar III). These three pillars of the Basel II framework 
were also adopted in Solvency II.
There are capital requirements for credit risk, market risk and 
operational risk. The latter risk type in particular was “new” to 
the banking industry.
Multiple options allow companies to choose the approach that best 
fits their business. Advanced companies can use internal models 
whereas other companies may use a standardised approach. Inter-
nal models are more likely to produce lower outcomes than those 
of the standardised approaches. This provides an incentive for 
firms to improve their risk management frameworks.
There is increasing reliance on internal models for all three risk 
types in Pillar I, which aims to align companies’ own incentives 
for proper risk management with the supervisory objectives. Ul-
timately, this could avoid regulatory arbitrage; overall, it improves
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the risk measurement, as internal models generally measure the 
risk more accurately. The internal models are calibrated on a 
99.9% VaR and a one-year time horizon.

As we have seen, most of these revolutionary items were also in-
cluded in the Solvency II framework, and sometimes were even 
taken a step further in the insurance industry. An example is the 
modular approach under Pillar I of Solvency II.
 The Basel II standardised approach for credit risk refines the 
previous approach of 1988. The risk weights (0%, 20%, 50%, 100%) 
take into account the clients’ credit ratings (Table 9.1). In addition, 
companies have the option to apply the internal ratings-based (IRB) 
approach. Here, companies use internal risk models to estimate the 
client’s ratings by using historical default rates and by taking into 
account the client’s characteristics (such as financial information). 
The rating is expressed in the probability of default (PD).3 Chapter 
4 examines the relation between the rating and PD. Other impor-
tant credit variables are loss given default (LGD) and exposure at 
default (EAD). See Panel 9.1 for an example. There are two forms of 
the IRB approach: the IRB foundation, where banks estimate their 
own PDs per customer and use supervisory estimates for LGD and 
EAD, and IRB advanced, where banks estimate all three parameters 
themselves using internal models. In both IRB foundation and IRB 
advanced approaches, Basel II prescribes the formula that leads to 
the capital requirement based on the input from PD, LGD and EAD.

Table 9.1 Credit risk weights in Basel II standardised approach

It is important to distinguish between expected loss (EL) and unexpect-
ed loss (UL). The EL is the long-term average credit loss that should 
underpin the credit rate. In insurance, this would probably be called 
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the best-estimate credit loss. The UL would be the worst-case deviation 
from the EL. This is the basis for setting the capital requirement.

PANEL 9.1: THREE CREDIT VARIABLES: PD, LGD AND EAD
Peter, an account manager at a large bank, is discussing a new loan of 
€3 million with a client. To determine the PD, Peter analyses his cli-
ent’s annual accounts and also takes into account qualitative information 
such as the client’s market position, strategic plans and other credits. The 
bank’s rating system provides a PD of 0.05%, which is roughly equiva-
lent to the A+ rating of Standard & Poor’s and the A+ rating of Moody’s.
 Without collateral, the company’s loss in the event of the client de-
faulting would be relatively high. An LGD of 100% would be poten-
tially on the high side, as recovery processes would be likely to return 
some money. Assume that, without collateral, the LGD equals 50%.
 The EAD is equal to the amount of the loan, ie, €3 million. If the 
bank provided additional credit facilities to the client – for instance, 
€0.5 million – then the EAD would be €3.5 million. This is because it 
can be assumed that a client will use its credit facility when it is in a 
phase of financial turmoil shortly before defaulting on the loan.
 The EL in this case is calculated by multiplying the three credit vari-
ables PD, LGD and EAD:

EL 5 PD 3 LGD 3 EAD 5 0.05% 3 50% 3 3.5 million 5 €875.00

This amount forms the basis for the credit-risk premium in the credit 
rate calculation.
 Should the client provide collateral to the bank, the LGD would 
change, as would the EL calculation. For instance, the client would pro-
vide a small office building (value: €2.0 million) as a collateral. At de-
fault, the bank would at least recover this value. In addition, one could 
expect that work-out processes would recover 50% of the residual value 
of the loan, which is 50% of €1.5 million, ie, €0.75 million. Hence, the 
LGD would be 21% (which is (€2.0 1 €0.75 million) / €3.5 million).

Hence, the EL would be:

EL 5 PD 3 LGD 3 EAD 5 0.05% 3 21% 3 €3.5 million 5 €367.50

The UL would be partly based on the EL combined with statistical models.

Larger banks have used Basel II as an opportunity to upgrade their 
rating systems and implement ratings that are much more quantita-
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tively grounded. Data infrastructures have also been rebuilt and lend-
ing processes redesigned. As an example: traditionally banks’ lending 
processes were identical irrespective of the risk of the client. During 
the Basel II implementation phase, banks redesigned their processes 
so that low-risk clients were processed much more quickly, with less 
heavy credit analysis, credit reports and, of course, lower capital re-
quirements. While Basel II was in one sense a stick to hit banks with, 
many banks have indicated that they intended to perform these up-
grades anyway. As such, Basel II has had an enormous impact on 
banks, resulting in €150 million projects for large, internationally ac-
tive banks. For many of these banks, the benefits include the fact that 
capital requirements are better aligned with the underlying risk driv-
ers of the companies. Larger banks mostly expected decreasing capital 
requirements, for instance, because they have major mortgage portfo-
lios (mortgages are generally assumed to have a low risk profile).
 The market risk requirements have remained the same compared 
with the 1996 Amendment, so this does not pose major changes for 
banks in their trading business. The same holds for the structure of 
the eligible elements of capital, ie, the structure of Tiers 1, 2 and 3.
 The introduction of capital requirements for operational risk, 
however, has proven to be quite a challenge. While, in one sense, 
banks have always been exposed to operational risk, the complex-
ity of the trading businesses and some large losses due to errors 
and frauds have set the tone for a new way of looking at this risk. 
However, measuring it is not as straightforward as measuring the 
other risk types (Chapter 5 has already explained the reasons for 
this in detail). Initial attempts to measure operational risk assumed 
that capital requirements for operational risk would be simply de-
rived by probability distributions based on historical operational 
risk losses. However, in practice it appeared that information on 
operational risk is most often not available in data systems. For 
example, historically losses due to fraud were not separately re-
corded. In addition, in many cases errors in systems and processes 
had led to higher credit losses. Hence, operational risk was hidden 
in the regular credit loss databases. Another specific characteristic 
of operational risk is that it is very specific to the management and 
internal control practices of the bank. It can also be influenced to a 
large extent by the bank itself. This explains the problems in mea-
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suring such a complex risk type as operational risk.
 Ultimately, Basel II includes three options for the operational risk 
capital requirement. First, the basic indicator approach sets a plain 
capital requirement as a percentage of the average gross income. Sec-
ond, the standardised approach is more refined and includes differ-
ent percentages for different business lines. Before being allowed to 
apply the standardised approach, however, banks need to satisfy cer-
tain supervisory criteria that prove they have proper operational risk 
management. Examples include clear allocation of responsibilities, 
proper risk identification processes and regular management report-
ing. The third option is called advanced measurement approaches 
(AMA), which basically gives banks the freedom to develop an ap-
proach that uses internal and external loss data and qualitative el-
ements. The basic idea is that prescribing a measurement method-
ology is, by definition, inappropriate because operational risk is so 
specific to the bank. Therefore, the AMA provides greater freedom 
for companies to design their own specific risk measurement frame-
work. In any case, Basel II led many banks to develop operational 
risk frameworks, including measurement methodologies.
 Pillar II aims to address the risks not covered in Pillar I – most 
obviously, interest rate risk in the banking book. This is done in a 
more qualitative way, except for those banks that have a large in-
terest rate mismatch position. Additionally, Pillar II requires banks 
to have an internal assessment of the total risk profile, the internal 
capital adequacy assessment process (ICAAP). For large banks, this 
will be largely based on the internal economic capital framework, 
whereas for smaller banks more qualitative assessments will be in-
cluded. Most importantly, the ICAAP emphasises the explicit re-
sponsibilities of the executive board for risks and risk management. 
This is similar to ORSA as a part of Pillar II in Solvency II.
 The major consequence of Basel II is that risk management has 
become increasingly important. Banks’ internal risk management 
practices have received an enormous boost and banks have made 
massive efforts to align their risk management with best practice. 
As a result, the banking system has become more stable as capital is 
allocated to where the risk is. By using risk models, a common stan-
dard for risk measurement has become available to the capital mar-
kets which, in turn, allows banks to better trade risks. Of course, 
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this is what happened in the early 2000s and allowed all kinds of 
complex risk vehicles to be traded on the capital markets. As we 
saw during the crisis, the complexity of the structures turned out 
to be too high to be properly understood. In this sense, the positive 
impetus of Basel II also has negative consequences.
 There are fears that larger banks will push the smaller banks out 
of the market. After all, building internal models requires a signifi-
cant upfront investment. The internal models will support banks 
when it comes to applying portfolio management techniques. 
While banks have managed their lending processes from a port-
folio perspective from the outset, the new quantitative techniques 
will certainly provide an impetus for active portfolio management. 
Most importantly, this will result in an increasing drive for return 
optimisation and diversification effects. It is generally accepted that 
increased portfolio sizes result in diversification benefits. Potential-
ly, smaller banks cannot benefit from such diversification because 
their portfolios are smaller, by definition. At the same time, finan-
cial markets have started to provide innovative risk management 
instruments such as credit derivatives. Although credit derivatives 
received quite some negative attention during the crisis, they could 
very well be beneficial for portfolio optimisation because they di-
versify and reduce credit risk. However, during the crisis, financial 
institutions provided credit derivatives assuming that the market 
would hardly draw on them. This turned out an expensive assump-
tion (see Panel 6.2). Once the dust settles over the next few years, 
we can expect markets to continue to design innovative structures 
that really transfer risks in such a way that it is more transparent for 
investors and regulators. Thus, those banks that are not extremely 
well diversified can “buy” diversification benefits on the capital 
markets. While this is, in one sense, a new phenomenon, it is also 
fair because smaller and larger banks both have a raison d’être.
 Another consequence of banks having a better view of the true 
risks of their transactions is that they will better price the risk in the 
credit rates. Traditionally, credit rates included only a few credit 
grades, whereas the methodology of PD often includes a significant 
number of credit grades. Differentiation in the credit rates will be 
the result. There have been concerns about the consequences for 
small- and medium-sized entitites (SMEs), which often rely entirely 
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on bank financing. While the higher risk profile of SMEs compared 
to large corporates cannot be denied per se, the importance of SMEs 
in an economic system must also be recognised. SMEs often pro-
duce more than 90% of a country’s GDP.

THE FINANCIAL TURBULENCE AND BASEL III
And then came the financial crisis… Banks faced extremely tur-
bulent times during the entire financial crisis (the financial crisis 
and the lessons learned were described in Chapter 6, which also 
discussed the growth of securitisation in the banking industry and 
how liquidity problems caused a financial meltdown). Although 
there is an economic business rationale for securitisation, it was 
in practice often used to circumvent regulation, which is known 
as regulatory arbitrage. In addition to securitisation, many other 
off-balance-sheet transactions were designed and used to exploit 
certain loopholes in regulations. Decreasing capital requirements 
seemed to be a dominant reason.
 During the crisis, banking supervisors urged banks to increase 
their capital base. Although obviously after the fact, banking su-
pervisors responded relatively rapidly by issuing an amendment 
to the existing framework, which evolved into the Basel III frame-
work. Although the name might suggest that Basel III replaces Ba-
sel II, it actually should be considered an amendment. This was also 
the case in the transition from Basel I to Basel II. Basel I developed 
the concept of capital quality, by designing the tiering structure. 
Basel II did not re-discuss that part, but in fact endorsed the prior 
agreement. Now Basel III includes new elements without reiterat-
ing the three-pillar structure and the credit models, for instance.
 First of all, during the crisis banking supervisors became aware 
that insufficient attention had been paid to the impact of risks on 
the financial industry as a whole. Prior to the crisis, banking super-
visors focused on individual institutions only, implicitly assuming 
that whenever a risk occurred only that bank would be hit while 
other banks would remain sound. In capital market risks, banks 
all face the same market circumstances, although some banks are 
hit more severely than others. New areas of work by banking su-
pervisors includes policymaking on how to address systemic risk 
– for instance, by differentiating between supervisory approaches 
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to systemic banks and non-systemic banks. A potential upgrade of 
the supervisory framework is to develop a joint view on systemic 
banks and contingent capital structures in order to bail out banks 
in financial problems. Especially relevant is the international ap-
proach for large banks. We saw during the crisis that problem solv-
ing with more than one national supervisor appeared to be more 
difficult than expected. However, supervisors will have to face the 
fact that banks are increasingly global players.
 The new elements of Basel III will now be discussed.

Increased quality and quantity of capital base
The new framework includes a stronger focus on the amount of 
common equity as a part of capital requirements. Traditionally, 
within the total 8% rule, banks were allowed to cover only 2% of 
their risk-weighted assets with common equity and the rest with 
other capital instruments. The new framework includes a restric-
tion for banks to use hybrid structures or subordinated debt to 
qualify as regulatory capital. Under Basel III, Tier 3 capital is abol-
ished, implying that short-term subordinated debt does not qualify 
to cover capital requirements an longer. This increases the quality 
of the capital buffer. 
 In addition, banks are required to hold more capital than before, 
hence the quantity of capital also increases. Rather than focusing 
on the 8% rule as a total, now banks are required to hold at least 
4.5% of their risk-weighted assets in common equity (shares, re-
tained earnings). Furthermore, banks are required to hold an addi-
tional “capital conservation buffer” of 2.5% in common equity, with 
the aim of avoiding procyclicality – the phenomenon that solvency 
requirements could worsen a potential crisis. The capital conser-
vation buffer can be used to absorb losses while still being able 
to operate above the bare minimum level. In addition, a national 
countercyclical buffer is introduced to ensure that sufficient earn-
ings are retained during periods of excessive growth. This buffer is 
nationally organised.

Risk coverage
Minimum capital requirements for complex capital market prod-
ucts have been introduced, such as securitisations and re-securiti-
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sations (CDOs of CDOs). This includes more detailed credit analy-
ses of complex products. In addition to the regular VaR analysis, 
banks are now required to perform even more stressed analyses 
on their trading portfolio. In the trading book, credit risk has been 
more rigorously included, by focusing on downgrading risk and 
default risk.

o

o

o

o

Leverage: the Basel II framework did not include any measure 
on total leverage of the bank, whereas in practice leverage in-
creased enormously prior to the financial crisis. Basel III includes 
a new, non-risk-based maximum of total leverage, which will 
serve as a floor to the risk-based capital requirements in Pillar I. 
Although it is not yet finally set in stone, initial ideas seem to be 
that the maximum leverage will be that 3% of the total on- and 
off-balance-sheet assets will need to be held in Tier 1 capital.
Liquidity risk: new requirements for liquidity risk are included 
in the framework. Two new ratios are introduced: the Liquidity 
Coverage Ratio (LCR), which focuses on short-term stresses, and 
the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR), a longer-term structural 
ratio (both will be discussed below).
Additional Pillar II guidance to strengthen supervision: a num-
ber of guidance papers were published in key areas. Examples 
are liquidity risk management, (fair) valuation practices, stress-
testing, corporate governance and compensation issues as a re-
sponse to the public debates about the bonus-driven nature of 
the banking industry.
Additional Pillar III guidance to strengthen market discipline: 
the Basel Committee aims to supplement the existing disclo-
sure rules in a number of areas, although these details are by 
no means final. For instance, more disclosure is required in off-
balance-sheet securities. Also, banks will need to provide more 
detail on the composition of their capital base and the remunera-
tion policy for directors.

Liquidity risk in Basel III
As indicated above, liquidity risk is an important new element in 
Basel III. Solvency monitoring alone has proven to be insufficient in 
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preventing significant crises. Although liquidity has never been off 
the regulatory agenda, the focus has been to address solvency mea-
sures. However, we have seen that once liquidity risk has had an 
impact, it can be massive. Therefore, the Basel Committee now ex-
plicitly works on liquidity measures, and banks are expected to have 
a monitoring system in place to address liquidity risk. In addition to 
the new liquidity ratios (as defined below), banking supervisors aim 
to focus more than before on the liquidity mismatch position and 
funding concentration. As we will see, liquidity risk impacts both the 
assets and the liabilities on the bank’s balance sheet.
 The LCR identifies the amount of high-quality, liquid assets that 
can be used to offset net cash outflows under an instant stress sce-
nario. This is to address the liquidity risk of short-term liquidity 
problems. A large liquidity mismatch is a sign of this risk. The in-
stant stress scenario consists of:

o

o

o

o

o

o

a three-notch downgrade of the bank (eg, AA+ to A+);
a loss of the retail deposit base (a 7.5% or 15% decrease, depend-
ing on the stability of the deposits);
a loss of wholesale funding (7.5, 15, 25, 75 or 100% decrease, de-
pending on the funding type); 
increase of market volatility impacting collateral values;
clients drawing on unused credit facilities; and
an increase of collateral calls related to derivative transactions.

Definition: 

LCR high�liquid assets
net cash outflows over 30day�period

= ≥ 100%

The LCR determines the amount of available liquidity on the bal-
ance sheet. The net cash outflows are stressed under the scenario 
described above. There is no definite list of qualifying assets (not 
yet anyway), since such a list tends to get outdated. However, the 
proposals include criteria for assets to be considered of high quality 
and to be liquid. The most important criteria is to have low credit 
and market risk and to be relatively easy to value, also without a 
deep liquid market. Historically, we can see that, during a crisis, 
market participants “flee to quality”: they tend to switch asset port-
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folios towards liquid currencies, government bonds, and potential-
ly also gold. Ideally, qualifying assets should be eligible as collat-
eral to receive funding from central banks. The following assets are 
suggested: cash, central bank reserves, marketable securities under 
certain criteria and government/central bank debt. Interestingly, 
assets from other financial institutions do not qualify, so as to avoid 
liquidity problems from spilling over from one bank to another.

Definition: 

NSFR available stable funding
required stable funding

= > 100%

The objective of the NSFR is to provide incentives for banks to 
achieve a longer-term funding base, rather than only short-term 
funding – which could create liquidity problems. The available 
stable funding is determined by weighting the liabilities of the 
bank by percentages. For instance, capital receives 100% weighting, 
whereas less stable retail deposits receive 70%. The required stable 
funding is determined by weighting the assets by similar percent-
ages. For instance, cash receives a 0% weighting while short-term 
retail loans receive 85% weighting.

Capital requirements under Basel III
As mentioned, banks’ capital ratios will change in order to have 
both higher levels of capital and higher quality of capital. The tier-
ing structure was already designed in 1988, and amended in 1996 
with Tier 3 capital. This consisted of short-term subordinated debt 
and could only be used to cover market risk. Basel III abolished 
the Tier 3 capital element and required even higher capital require-
ments for market risk. Basel III will continue to have two quality 
levels of capital: Tier 1 and Tier 2. The definitions will remain iden-
tical as under Basel I in 1988, but the requirements on the limits will 
differ. In addition, the sub-classification of Tier 2 into higher and 
lower Tier 2 capital will be abolished in order to simplify the frame-
work. Tier 2 is subordinated debt with a maturity of five years or 
more. The capital conservation buffer is a new element that serves 
to avoid procyclicality and to provide an additional safety net. This 
new capital requirement partially resembles the structure of MCR 
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and SCR in Solvency II, in the sense that banks may be allowed to 
breach the capital conservation buffer in certain circumstances. It 
allows the supervisors to intervene gradually. The capital conser-
vation buffer is required to be covered by common equity. Figure 
9.2 highlights the changes from Basel II to Basel III. Under Basel II, 
banks were required to hold 8% of risk-weighted assets in capital, 
of which 50% was to be covered by Tier 1 capital. Of this Tier 1 capi-
tal, 50% was to be common equity. Hence, only 2% (50% times 50% 
of 8%) of the total capital requirement was common equity: issued 
stock and retained earnings. This 2% will be increased to 4.5%, and 
another 2.5% conservation buffer will be added as well. This means 
that, in total, 7% (4.5% + 2.5%) of risk-weighted assets are covered 
by common equity, ie, capital of the highest quality.
 The higher requirements will be gradually implemented using cer-
tain steps for each requirement. The implementation phase starts in 
2013, and the aim is that Basel III will be fully implemented by 2019.

Figure 9.2 Comparing Basel II and Basel III capital composition
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In 2009, the Basel Committee estimated that large banks would 
need a significant amount of capital to meet the new requirements. 
A quantitative impact study indicated that almost €600 billion is re-
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quired by about 94 large banks in the sample group of 263 banks in 
order to comply with the new 7% rule for common equity. Smaller 
banks are likely to be already higher capitalised due to the specific 
nature of their risk portfolio. Introducing new requirements imme-
diately would force large banks to increase capital levels or de-risk 
portfolios. This could potentially lead to effects in the real economy 
because lending could be limited. To prevent this, a long transition 
phase has been chosen. From 2018, all elements of Basel III should 
be in place. Before then, a parallel run will start from 2013. Dur-
ing the parallel run, Basel II will be in force, but banks will need 
to be preparing for Basel III. Disclosure requirements are planned 
to be in force as of 2015. Liquidity measures will start to be effec-
tive in 2015 with the LCR being mandatory, while the NSFR will be 
in force from 2018 onwards. This leaves the banking supervisors 
sufficient time to fine-tune the exact formulas and parameters of 
the framework. In order for this calibration to be most successful, 
banks will provide data from 2011 onwards.

COMPARING THE BANKING AND INSURANCE FRAMEWORKS
Banks and insurers are not identical. However, interesting parallels 
can be drawn between the two frameworks. Comparing Basel III 
and Solvency II is relevant for four reasons.
 First, financial conglomerates that combine banking and insurance 
within one group are exposed to both regimes. Large gaps between 
the two regimes make the supervisory process extremely complex 
because financial conglomerates have to comply with both regimes.
 Second, if one certain risk is treated more favourably under one re-
gime, there is an incentive for companies to transfer their risk exposure 
from one regime to another. This does not fundamentally change the 
risk exposure in the financial system, but it does decrease the mini-
mum capital levels required to absorb this type of risk. This kind of 
arbitrage is most obvious for financial conglomerates, but it can be ex-
pected that investment banks will offer transactions to perform this as 
well. Thus, the arbitrage mechanism becomes available to pure banks 
and pure insurers as well. However, the experience from the financial 
crisis is that arbitrage can amplify existing risks. Therefore, we can as-
sume that supervisors will look into complex transactions in a much 
more detailed way than before to identify potential arbitrage.
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 Third, different treatments of the same risk also mean unfair 
competition for services from banking and insurance institutions 
competing for the same funds. An example is mutual funds and 
unit-linked insurance. Therefore, clients are also impacted by dif-
ferences in regulatory regimes.
 Fourth, in many countries banking and insurance supervisors 
are combined in the same entity. For instance, the Financial Ser-
vices Authority (FSA) in the UK supervises both the banking and 
insurance sectors, and needs to be aware of potential similarities 
and differences between the two frameworks. Another interesting 
issue is how pension funds are supervised. In some jurisdictions, 
pensions are not under the same supervisor and hence could also 
face different regimes. In a number of western countries, however, 
pensions are supervised by the same entity as banks and insurers.
 With Basel II in banking almost finalised by the time that the Sol-
vency II for insurers debate really took off, Solvency II has built 
upon the Basel II experience. Many risk methodologies have been 
developed in the banking industry and then imported by insurers 
at a time when the methodologies were more mature. Important 
similarities are the three-pillar structure, the option for companies 
to use standardised approaches or internal models and the structure 
of eligible elements of capital (Tiers 1, 2 and 3). Insurers have been 
able to use the experience in risk modelling and methodologies and 
VaR. This is also reflected in Solvency II. The changes in Basel III 
have not been incorporated in Solvency II, but it seems that insur-
ance supervisors typically consider the Basel III updates applicable 
for banks only. Liquidity risk is considered to be fundamentally dif-
ferent for banks than for insurers. However, the increase of capital 
levels in Basel III could potentially impact insurance capital levels 
as well. At the time of writing, there did not seem to be an identical 
initiative to increase the 99.5% level for the SCR in Solvency II.
 Some important differences between the two regimes now follow.

o Solvency II includes all important risk types in Pillar I, whereas 
Basel III addresses interest rate risk in Pillar II. Basel III includes 
liquidity risk in Pillar I, which is entirely absent in the Solvency 
II framework. This might not be problematic because insurers do 
not create as much liquidity as banks.
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o

o

o

o

o

Basel III is calibrated on a 99.9% VaR, whereas Solvency II is cali-
brated on 99.5% VaR. Both include a one-year time horizon. This 
might create incentives for market participants to bring certain 
risks to insurers rather than banks. However, market practice 
is to consider insurers as slightly more risky than banks, which 
contradicts this initial principle. Potential but implicit reasons for 
this are that insurers are less prone to runs than banks (liquidity 
creation) or that some risks are included implicitly in Basel III, 
where they are explicitly calculated in Solvency II.
Solvency II addresses technical provisions in addition to the cap-
ital requirements, while Basel III focuses on capital requirements 
only. This is because the banks’ beneficiaries are depositors. Bank 
deposits are less exposed to solvency risks than technical provi-
sions in insurance. Also, deposits callable on demand are easier 
to value than insurance technical provisions. In addition, bank-
ing credit loss provisions are less dominant than technical provi-
sions in insurance.
Liquidity risk is a central element of Basel III, although it is not 
so dominant in Solvency II. Although banking and insurance su-
pervisors recognise the different function of banks and insurers 
and the lower interconnectedness of insurers, this does not say 
that liquidity risk is unimportant for insurers. A potential reason 
for less attention to liquidity risk in Solvency II might be that 
other technical issues have received more priority in Solvency II, 
such as the valuation of technical provisions and the calibration 
of other risk types in the SCR.
Basel III is based on consolidated supervision, whereas Solvency II 
is based on solo-entity supervision. This is especially relevant 
for international groups. Group supervision for insurance is 
possible, but at the time of writing much still needs to be done at 
the solo level.
Basel II has led companies to fundamentally redesign their lending 
processes, and hence it has had an impact on the core processes of 
the banks. Solvency II, on the other hand, is likely to change insur-
ance companies’ strategies for risks, but without having to com-
pletely redesign the core underwriting and investment processes. 
This means that the impact of Solvency II on insurance clients may 
be less than the impact of Basel II and Basel III on banking clients.
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o

o

However, we will see if this will turn out to be true, since insur-
ance products might still change after the introduction of Sol-
vency II.
Although the tiering structure is comparable between Basel III 
and Solvency II, the composition of the tiers differs enormously. 
An example is that insurers are allowed to use contingent liabili-
ties to cover capital requirements under certain circumstances. 
This concept does not exist in banking. The requirements as laid 
down in Basel III focus on the composition of capital levels (see 
Figure 9.2) are very different from that of Solvency II.
Finally, Basel III is intended to be a proposal and not a legally 
binding document. Jurisdictions across the globe will have to im-
plement the proposals into law, which they might or might not 
do (completely). Solvency II is a regulatory framework, hence a 
law. In Europe, the requirements will be binding but, for other 
jurisdictions, they will serve as an example. For instance, some 
Asian insurance supervisors have been looking into the possi-
bilities of applying Solvency II in their countries.

CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has described the banking framework. As shown, the 
banking industry has been developing from a period of deregu-
lation and increasing globalisation since the 1980s. This increased 
the need for harmonised supervision and resulted in the first Ba-
sel framework. Basel II could be considered a major revision of the 
framework that resulted in more risk awareness. Basel II, however, 
did not prevent an unprecedented crisis from happening, which is 
the reason for Basel III. Basel III increased the quality and quantity 
of bank capital and included liquidity risk in the framework. Al-
though more comprehensive and a good step forward, it remains 
to be seen whether this revision will be able to prevent massive 
future crises.
 Companies that have the ability will ultimately succeed in evad-
ing regulation if it is beneficial to them. The key objective is to in-
stall a system that allows supervisors to receive warning signals and 
then act upon them. This holds for banks as well as for insurers. It is 
therefore vital that bank supervisors understand the inherent risks 
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within the individual banks, as well as the banking system. This is 
also extremely relevant for insurers. We have seen that banking and 
insurance compete for the same funds, clients and risks. Over time, 
insurers have been lagging behind banks when it comes to innova-
tive solutions of risk financing. An area in insurance where this is 
slowly developing is alternative risk transfer (ART, see Chapter 3). 
Without claiming that this a key risk, the insurance industry could 
learn from the Basel III framework in order to prevent crises from 
happening here.

1

2

3

Initially, the Basel Committee consisted of the supervisors of the G10 countries plus Luxem-
bourg – however, it has been significantly extended. The Basel Committee is hosted by the 
Bank of International Settlements (BIS), which is why Basel II is sometimes also referred to 
as BIS2.
Historically, banks commonly distinguish the banking book from the trading book. The 
banking book comprises the process of (long-term) lending funded by (short-term) savings 
and other deposits. Interest rate risk is mainly caused by the mismatch in duration between 
assets and liabilities. The trading book business is often much shorter and also involves 
proprietary trading, eg, in interest rate options.
Also called expected default frequency (EDF). However, the use of the term PD in Basel II 
has caused important convergence in the terminology.
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It is the objective of management of an organisation to influence its 
members in such a way that the objectives of the organisation are 
reached. This is called management control. For financial institu-
tions, developments in the field of management control are closely 
related to the developments in the field of risk management and 
economic capital, as described in the previous chapters. This chap-
ter discusses the concepts of management control, and performance 
measurements such as embedded value, RAROC and capital allo-
cation. Based on a consecutive series of examples, this chapter will 
specifically discuss how these concepts can be applied in the area 
of management control.

WHAT IS MANAGEMENT CONTROL?
Management control is defined as the process by which manag-
ers influence other members of the organisation to implement the 
organisation’s strategy. An example of this control is the yearly 
establishment of budgets. On this basis, some business units can 
grow and others will have to cut back. In order to control, man-
agement needs information on the state of affairs within the or-
ganisation. Managers need to know to what extent the objectives 
of the organisation are being achieved and in what fields there is a 
need for measures. Often, the board of directors disposes of a staff 
department that collects, interprets and reports this information 
periodically.

10

Management Control
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Figure 10.1 Four components of management control
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There are two views of the management control concept. The first 
view defines management control as all actions of management in 
order to control the remaining members of the organisation to en-
sure that the objectives of the organisation are achieved. For this 
purpose, several instruments are available stimulating initiatives to 
handle strategic uncertainties, and mission statements or codes of 
conduct in order to anchor the key values in the daily business of 
all employees of the company. These are all tools that managers can 
use to align the activities of the organisation with the ultimate ob-
jective of the company. In addition, there are financially orientated 
instruments such as budgets. There is a relationship between “risk 
control” and “financial control” (see Figure 10.1). Risk control indi-
cates what risks the organisation accepts and those it rejects, such 
as a limit system or also a code of conduct. Financial control focuses 
on the determination of financial performance measurement in or-
der to reach the objectives of the organisation.
 In the second view, management control is defined as gathering 
and interpreting information on the basis of which the management 
can steer the remaining members of the organisation. Management 
control retains the activities of a staff department called business 
control, performance management or management control that 
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gathers, aggregates, interprets and reports information. It involves 
both financial control and risk control. This chapter will expand in 
particular on the duties of the controller; in other words, the focus 
will be on the latter view of management control. The reader might 
be confused about the role of the controller in comparison the role 
of the actuary, risk manager or similar functions. We will see in 
Chapter 11 that these roles converge heavily.
 The controller of the insurance company reports on the state of 
affairs within the company on a monthly or quarterly basis. In the 
past, such management reports were particularly financially orient-
ed. Gradually, however, non-financial and qualitative information 
has also entered the reports, for instance information on the market 
share per product (group), customer satisfaction. Within this frame-
work, the balanced scorecard (BSC) method has gained popularity.
 As has been seen in all previous chapters, risk management is 
an important factor for an insurer and hence for the management 
control system. The risk profile is expressed in terms of minimum 
capital buffer or capital requirement (or the internal or external cap-
ital requirement). Naturally, the capital requirement is compared 
with the current capital (see also Figure 2.4). Simultaneously, the 
return is an important factor for an insurer. For a long time, the 
return has been expressed in terms of monetary amounts (euros or 
dollars), but this chapter will also describe a method for expressing 
the return in terms of a percentage of the risk profile. Thus the bal-
ance between return and risk is charted. This is called the RAROC 
indicator (see page 244). These three approaches are important for 
the management control of an insurer (see Figure 10.2).
 A system of indicators is an appropriate instrument for manage-
ment control. With an indicator, management is able to judge the 
relevant facts in a quantitative and concentrated way. However, the 
danger of indicators is that there are so many that it can be hard to 
see the wood for the trees. In addition, it can be difficult to determine 
the cause of a particular indicator’s underperformance. Why was 
the result in the non-life unit lower, for instance? In order to gain a 
clearer insight into the relationships between cause and effect, a sys-
tematic and well-arranged classification of indicators is important. 
The so-called Du Pont system can be helpful in this regard.
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Figure 10.2 Three important perspectives for 
management control
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An important aspect of indicators is that they should provide the 
right incentive. If, for instance, the most important indicator is pre-
mium income, managers will aim to increase it. This can, perhaps, 
come at the cost of high claims or high operational expenses. If, 
however, the key indicator is profit, then managers will aim to max-
imise that (ie, taking into account costs and claims). This chapter 
will show how a system of indicators could provide incentives to 
balance risk and reward and thus add real economic value.

MANAGEMENT CONTROL AND ECONOMIC CAPITAL
In Chapter 2, economic capital was defined as the necessary minimum 
capital buffer to cover the unexpected losses and decreases in value 
due to the various risk categories within a chosen period of time (often 
one year) and with a given confidence interval. The confidence inter-
val is based on the internal rating objective of the insurance company. 
It was observed that a minimum amount of capital (economic capital) 
is apparently required to absorb the decreases in value caused by risks.
 A minimum amount is necessary to be able to operate. Too much 
capital, however, is too expensive. There is an optimal amount of 
capital, although its precise calculation is difficult. Chapters 3, 4 
and 5 described how the measuring methods for the different risk 
categories result in the amount of economic capital. Economic capi-
tal, however, is not only used to optimise the equity capital position 
of the balance sheet.
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 In practice, each insurer holds a surplus above the calculated 
economic capital. Apparently, economic capital is not used subse-
quently to align the present capital exactly with the bare minimum. 
The economic capital concept is mainly used in four applications.

1.

2.

3.

4.

As a measurement method: through economic capital, all risks 
are brought into one denominator as the basis for a consistent 
measurement method, enabling risks to be compared mutually. 
On this basis, policy considerations can be made, for instance in 
order to “exchange” part of the catastrophe risk for a market risk, 
or vice versa.
For risk limits: management can use economic capital in order 
to establish risk limits for departments or entire business units. 
In practice, the insured value is still used in non-life insurance in 
order to establish limits. In asset management (ie, the investment 
process of insurers) companies often work with the exposure per 
rating category, sector or country. In the future, economic capital 
can probably gain a position here. Then the department in ques-
tion can establish how the limits will be allocated. Should many 
items with a low-risk profile be insured, for instance, or fewer 
items with a slightly higher risk? This way, risk limits can easily 
be applied by everyone.
For performance measurement: risk plays a big part in the evalu-
ation of profitability. Significant return often involves a higher 
risk and less return involves a lower risk. For a good perfor-
mance evaluation, profitability has to be adjusted for the risk 
run. For that purpose, so-called risk-adjusted performance mea-
sures (RAPM) are designed, based on economic capital. RAROC 
(risk-adjusted return on capital) is the most well-known term.
For capital allocation: management allocates capital to the busi-
ness units periodically, for instance during the annual establish-
ment of the budget. In this process, economic capital plays a cen-
tral part.

In these four applications, the economic capital is an important in-
strument for the controller. The applications are classified according 
to their advancement. Capital allocation on the basis of economic 
capital, for instance, is not possible without a form of performance 
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measurement (RAPM), which is not possible without clear risk lim-
its and measurement methods for each type of risk. Many large in-
surers are introducing these applications.
 When capital allocation is implemented at a level of individual 
policies, we speak of risk-based pricing. The perfect place for that is 
profit-testing by the actuary or controller. When developing a new 
product (or when fundamentally changing existing products), an 
analysis is made of the return over the entire term. Risk costs are 
included therein. In the past, the traditional solvency requirement 
(based on Solvency I, see Chapter 7) played a part. Nowadays, 
however, the risk costs of the economic capital are used as the basis. 
This way, controlling based on economic capital is completely an-
chored at the level of the individual products.
 Although the measurement methods for the various risk catego-
ries are far from perfect, the expectation is that the economic capital 
concept will be introduced in most of the large and medium-sized 
insurers. The reason is that most supervisors encourage the larger 
companies to apply the most advanced approaches, within Sol-
vency II in particular. If these approaches are chosen, it would be 
a waste to do this only for supervisory purposes. It is also better to 
“harvest” the benefit in terms of a better controlling system. More-
over, Solvency II (as well as other supervisory regimes) requires 
companies to actively use the outcomes of the models to steer the 
business. This is the so-called use test (see Chapter 8). Performance 
evaluation and capital allocation in the context of management con-
trol form part of that, this allows efficient use of capital.

MANAGEMENT CONTROL AND VALUE
For a very long time, there has been a preference to look at the profit 
when establishing the return. The accounting profit, that is. How-
ever, the profit is not a good measurement for performance. Firstly, 
some products have an unstable pattern of premium and benefits. 
An annuity, for instance, has one premium payment, but several 
benefit payments in the future. The profit in a year is distorted by 
these long-year effects. Secondly, the sale of life insurance in par-
ticular is coupled to acquisition costs that have to be earned during 
the entire period. Therefore, the increasing result in the following 
years is not a profitability result of those years, but rather a logical 
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consequence of actions from the first year. It is well-known that the 
best way to increase the accounting profit is to sell less products 
and thus cut acquisition costs. Thirdly, the risk is not expressed well 
in the profit, for instance, it is not clear what the risk profile is, what 
reinsurance contracts are in place and what the investment portfo-
lio consists of. Besides, the profit can be distorted by the “coinci-
dence” of existing risks not ending up in high, unexpected claim 
payments in a certain year. All these reasons indicate that profit is 
not a good performance measure.
 In the life industry, embedded value was developed to overcome 
these shortcomings. The embedded value is the net present value 
of all future profits (after taxes) that are related to the life insurance 
portfolio. The cash flow is calculated for each year of the term of 
the insurance policy: premiums minus the change in technical pro-
visions, minus benefit payments, minus operational costs, minus 
capital costs,1 plus investment return and minus taxes. The expect-
ed mortality rate and an expected surrender percentage (also called 
the lapse rate) are taken into account. This cash flow is discounted, 
with a discount rate where the risk is taken into account.
 The calculation of the embedded value of an entire portfolio re-
quires the necessary calculation power and technical systems. Em-
bedded-value software actually derives the cash flow pattern of all 
policies from the production system.
 It is common to distinguish value in force (VIF) and value of new 
business (VNB). Obviously, VNB is the most relevant indicator in 
the context of management control. The company can actively in-
fluence the VNB by steering the new production, whereas existing 
business is fixed and hence is VIF. Another benefit of VNB is that it 
is easier to calculate because it involves fewer products. This does 
not, however, imply that VIF is an irrelevant indicator, because 
mortality rates and other business variables can change over time. 
These have an impact on the VIF of an existing portfolio.
 The traditional embedded value does not sufficiently take into 
account the risk, as a long-term expected investment return is 
included. Fluctuations and the current position of the financial 
markets are not sufficiently taken into account. Besides, the costs 
of the solvency requirement are not based on the risk. Often old 
(crude) Solvency I requirements are used. In addition, insufficient 
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attention is paid to interest rate guarantees. In order to take this 
better into account, European embedded value (EEV) has been 
developed, in which guarantees and other embedded options are 
explicitly valued and thus expressed in the embedded value. Also, 
the discount rate is different from traditional embedded value.
 Market-consistent embedded value (MCEV) is the latest vari-
ant of embedded value. This is entirely in line with the fair-value 
principles discussed in Chapter 7. There are not many insurance 
companies that can calculate MCEV for all life products at pres-
ent. This is because MCEV requires that all risk models are in place 
and it is computationally more complex than traditional embedded 
value. The expectation however is that this number will gradually 
increase in the following years. However, MCEV is a logical evolu-
tion from EEV. The guidance on MCEV is also more detailed than 
the guidance on EEV in order to clarify how calculations should be 
done and how risks are to be taken into account. The guidance of 
the CFO Forum is principle-based and companies have to interpret 
it before applying it to MCEV calculations.

Embedded value European 
embedded value

Market-consistent 
embedded value

Discount rate Fixed interest rate Risk-free plus risk 
margin (could 
differ per product 
portfolio)

Risk-free rate (swap 
rates, potentially 
with inclusion of 
liquidity premium)

How risk is 
addressed

Implicit in 
prudence and in 
discount rate

Included in the 
discount rate

Non-hedgeable risk 
reflected in CoC 
method (one single 
CoC rate)

Required capital Solvency I 
regulations

Economic capital 
model (confidence 
level undefined)

99.5% economic 
capital model

Options and 
guarantees

Not valued Most valued All valued

Table 10.1 An evolution of embedded value in life insurance

Within the non-life business, too, profit is not a good measure 
for the true performance, although it is not as bad as in the life 
business. This is visible in the run-off results for instance. In a 
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certain year, the profit can decrease by setting extra prudent 
provisions that are only available many years later in the form 
of run-off results. Additionally, the profit is volatile, for instance, 
when incidentally heavy storms or other claim events take place. 
The principle of fair value can handle that better. The fair value 
of a portfolio only changes through a structural change of the 
claims expectations. Finally, the time effect of the claim payments 
is not taken into account in the traditional profit. This is especially 
relevant for long-tail claims such as asbestos and third-party 
liability. Fair value actually takes this adequately into account. 
This also has repercussions on the profit.

Table 10.2 Fair value in non-life insurance

Traditional Fair value

Discounting No discounting Risk-free rate and taking 
into account MVM

Parameters Prudent parameters Realistic assumptions

Observation period Looking only at current 
accounting year

Taking into account all 
future years of run-off 
period

Risks addressed Incidentally high peaks 
due to volatility

Risk on average basis and 
structural change in risk 
parameters

Required capital Traditional risk measures Economic capital

For both the life and non-life industries, fair value is a good perfor-
mance measure, which does justice to the long duration period of 
products as well as to the risks involved. Thinking in terms of value 
is gradually gaining a foothold. We already noticed that in the life 
industry embedded value is being reported in the management 
control cycle. Many insurers are improving the embedded value 
systems in the direction of European embedded value or MCEV.
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PANEL 10.1 HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY – HOLLAND INSURANCE 
GROUP (HIG)
A fictional insurer, HIG, operates through three business units: non-life, 
life and health. Some of HIG’s key features are: the non-life business 
unit is a multiline non-life insurer through both commercial and retail 
products; the yearly premium turnover is €1.5 billion; reinsurance is 
used to cover risks, especially as the portfolio is slightly concentrated. 
The life business unit focuses on private life insurance, traditional prod-
ucts (annuities) and unit-linked products, where the investment risk is 
actually on the account of the client. The health business unit focuses 
on medical cost insurance. It has gone through turbulent times because 
of internal reorganisation. The total 2011 premium income is €700 mil-
lion, resulting in a profit of €14 million.
 The calculation of results (see Table 10.3) shows that, in 2011, HIG 
made a total pre-tax profit of €274 million. Table 10.3 shows that the 
non-life business unit made the biggest contribution. The embedded 
value of the life business unit amounted to €1.5 billion at the end of 
2011. During 2011, the embedded value increased by €100 million, 
mostly on the account of VNB of €90 million. The remaining €10 mil-
lion was due to a change in VIF, especially because of a change in lapse 
rates. This will be looked at again when the RAROC is determined.
 The balance sheet of HIG is shown in Table 10.4. The technical pro-
visions for the life business unit are divided into traditional and unit-
linked technical provisions to indicate that the latter category consists 
of liabilities for risk of policyholders.

Table 10.3 Profit and loss account for HIG (2011, € millions)

Non-life Life Health Group

Premium income € 1,500 € 1,000 € 700  € 3,200 

Reinsurance  € 120 N/A N/A   € 120 

€ 1,380 € 1,000 € 700  € 3,080 

Investment returns   € 135   € 500  € 49   € 684 

Claims/benefits   € 900   € 700 € 630 € 2,230 

Contribution reinsurance    € 45 N/A N/A    € 45 

  € 855   € 700 € 630 € 2,185 

Operational costs   € 450   € 200 € 105   € 680 

Change tech prov.   € 550   € 550 

Result   € 210    € 50  € 14   € 274 

Change embedded value   € 100
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Assets Balance sheet  Liabilities

Equities  € 5,400 Capital  € 2,100 

Bonds  € 8,600

Private loans  € 1,400 Tech. prov. € 10,555 

Mortgages    € 350 Life  € 7,220 

Real estate    € 725 Non-life  € 2,535 

Liquid assets    € 280 Health    € 800 

Other    € 900 Unit-linked  € 5,000 

€ 17,655 € 17,655 

Table 10.4 Balance sheet for HIG (at end 2011, € millions)

At the end of 2011, the risk management department made the econom-
ic capital report (see Table 10.5). The total economic capital of the group 
amounts to €3.7 billion. We see that two components together determine 
well over 70% of the economic capital: non-life risk and market risk. The 
non-life risk is high due to the concentration of catastrophe risk in the port-
folio. The market risk is high due to the equity risk and the interest rate risk. 
The life risk is relatively low as the life business sells products with both lon-
gevity and mortality risk. These offset each other for a great part. The credit 
risk for the life business unit is slightly higher than for the other business 
units due to the corporate-bond portfolio and private loans. The credit risk 
of non-life consists of bonds (€30 million) and credit risk on reinsurers (€20 
million). The business risk for the business unit Health is relatively high due 
to changes in plans for privatisation of the health insurance system.
 From now on, the return is also taken into account and the balance be-
tween return (value) and risk (economic capital) will be explicitly examined.

Table 10.5 Economic capital per business unit (2011, € millions)

Non-life Life Health Group %

Non-life risk € 1,200 € 1,200 32.5

Life risk   € 200   € 200  5.4

Health risk € 300   € 300  8.1

Market risk   € 300   € 900 € 300 € 1,500 40.7

Credit risk    € 50    € 60  € 30   € 140  3.8

Operational risk    € 50    € 60  € 40   € 150  4.1

Business risk    € 60    € 60  € 80   € 200  5.4

Total € 1,660 € 1,280 € 750 € 3,690 100
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RAROC
The economic capital and value are both measures expressed in 
monetary amounts such as euros and dollars. Thus the height of the 
risk or value can be seen in absolute numbers. In order to compare 
large and small business units with each other properly, it is also 
good to have a relative performance measure, expressed in terms of 
a percentage. Besides, it is preferable to have a performance mea-
sure that observes the relationship between return and risk. More-
over, a high risk profile is not that bad if a business unit obtains a 
high return from it and, vice versa, a low return is not terrible either 
when there is barely any risk involved.
 For a long time, investors have used the economic measure re-
turn on capital (ROC), also called return on equity (ROE). ROC 
measures the profit as a percentage of capital2 and indicates how 
much profit is obtained with a certain amount of capital. The ROC/
ROE indicator compares the relative return of two business units 
with a different volume.

ROC = 
equity capital

accounting profit  3 100%

In the previous sections and chapters, it was discussed that the 
risk is not expressed well in the accounting profit. To look at the 
relationship between return and risk, a RAPM is required. There 
are different forms of RAPM, all with splendid acronyms such as 
RAROC or RORAC. The essence of these measures is that the re-
turn and/or capital is adjusted in one way or another for the risk 
taken. The indicators differ by the extent that the numerator or the 
denominator is adjusted or both. 

RORAC = 
economic  capital
accounting profit  3 100%

RAROC = 
equity  capital

fair value profit  3 100%

RARORAC = 
economic  capital
fair value profit  3 100%

For the indicators RAROC and RARORAC, fair value is used as 
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a profitability measure. There, the long-term expectation of non-
life claim amounts and mortality expectation of the underwriting 
risks are included. The slightly less advanced RORAC focuses on 
the accounting profit. As previously discussed, this contains some 
features that are not in line with the economical principles.
 Usually, the term RAROC is used when actually RARORAC is 
meant. The remainder of this chapter will actually speak of RAROC 
when pointing to the performance measure where the numerator 
and denominator are both adjusted for the risk. The idea behind it 
is that RAROC does not stand for “risk-adjusted return” on capital, 
but actually for the risk-adjusted version of ROC. RAROC actually 
implies risk-adjusted “return on capital”.
 Two versions of RAROC can be distinguished, for two different 
applications. Firstly, there is the one-year version of RAROC used 
in performance evaluation. The one-year RAROC indicates the bal-
ance between risk and return during a particular year. As the period 
of the management control cycle often lasts one year, the one-year 
RAROC looks at that period of one year. It is the fair value change 
as a percentage of the economic capital in one year.

RAROConeyear = 
economic  capital
fair value profit  3 100%

Secondly, the lifetime version of RAROC balances return and risk 
over the lifetime of the product. This is used when setting premium 
rates, such as, for example, profit-testing by the actuary. Lifetime 
RAROC is very efficient for observing the return over the entire life-
time of a portfolio or even on the level of individual products. This 
is significantly relevant as the return is not constantly spread over 
the years, as was already seen on page 238. In a very stable portfolio, 
the two versions of RAROC will not differ too much from each other. 
Lifetime RAROC is the total fair value of a product/portfolio as a 
percentage of the total economic capital (net present value).

RAROClifetime = 
NPV(economic  capital)

total fair value  3 100%

An important form of management control in many companies 
is the annual budget cycle. Business units within the organisa-
tion present their plans to the executive board for approval before 
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the beginning of the accounting year. These plans and prognoses 
are judged on the basis of return, risk, feasibility and the extent to 
which the plans fit into the entire strategy of the organisation. As a 
result, budgets are established. In a certain way, the business units 
are controlled on the basis of net profit or, in the case of cost centres, 
costs. The expectation is that RAROC will gradually gain a more 
important position in the budget cycle during the coming years.

PANEL 10.2 RAROC FOR HIG (CONTINUED)
Panel 10.1 ended with an overview of the risk profile in terms of economic 
capital for the fictional insurer HIG. In order to determine the RAROC (one 
year), the risk management department has adjusted the result for the risks 
to calculate the change in fair value (Table 10.6). The non-life business unit 
receives a deduction of €50 million on the result for the risk of incorporat-
ing the potential effect of an enormous catastrophe. In the budget cycle, 
a potential catastrophe is not taken into account, but it is in RAROC. The 
expected loss is taken into account rather than the maximum volume of 
a catastrophe. Assume that an extreme storm with a loss of €500 million 
occurs once every 10 years, then the deduction is 1/10th of €500 million, 
ie, €50 million. The RAROC is 9.6%. In the life business unit, they start 
from the increase in embedded value of €100 million in 2011 as proxy for 
the increase in fair value. That is not quite the same, but for the executive 
board it is acceptable as temporary alternative. The RAROC of life is 7.8%. 
The result of health is not adjusted. The short-term contracts ensure the re-
sult concords with the increase in fair value. The RAROC of health is 1.9%.
The RAROC of the group is 7.4%. The executive board considers that too 
low. Later, it will be shown how it can improve the return along with the 
business units.

Table 10.6 RAROC per business unit (2011, € millions)

Non-life Life Health Group

Result/
embedded value

€210 €100 €14 €324

Adjustments (€50) N/A N/A (€50)

Change in fair 
value

€160 €100 €14 €274

Economic 
capital

€1,660 €1,280 €750 €3,690

RAROC 9.6% 7.8% 1.9% 7.4%
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SYSTEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF RAROC
The beginning of this chapter emphasised that management control 
consists of a system of indicators and that the controller needs to 
classify these in order for the management to control the company 
properly. The Du Pont system is a model whereby all financial indi-
cators from a balance sheet and profit and loss account are combined 
in a useful and practically relevant representation. In the Du Pont 
method, the return on investment (ROI) indicator is unravelled in the 
underlying indicators, which in turn are broken down to the lowest 
level possible. This way, the controller gains an insight into why the 
ROI might fall short of expectations. Based on this, management can 
take action. The management reports state the aggregated indicators 
(left-hand side of the diagram), but the management takes action by 
means of the detailed components (right-hand side of the diagram). 
The importance of the Du Pont model is its useful structure rather 
than the exact specification of the indicators.

Figure 10.3 Schematic overview of one-year RAROC
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 The Du Pont system can also be applied to RAROC. Just as there 
are two versions of RAROC, here are two Du Pont figures. In both 
cases, “something with economic capital” in the denominator and 
a “fair-value type” component in the numerator can be seen. The 
one-year RAROC contains the changes in the fair value during that 
year. Figure 10.3 elaborates on an example from the life business, 
in which the result is divided into components, stemming from the 
analysis of the embedded value. The denominator of the RAROC 
calculation is the sum of the economic capital of all risk categories.

Figure 10.4 Schematic overview of lifetime RAROC
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 The lifetime RAROC uses the net present value method to deter-
mine the numerator (total fair value) and the denominator (economic 
capital over the entire term). As this is the sum of many amounts, it 
cannot easily be introduced in a Du Pont diagram. Therefore, Figure 
10.4 explicitly mentions the discounting process. The discount rate is 
determined by the yield curve. Figure 10.4 is a non-life example, but 
it is of course equally applicable to life insurance.

THE PHENOMENON OF DIVERSIFICATION
Diversification arises when different activities complement each other, 
in the field of both return and risk. As such, for instance, commercial 
non-life insurance and pension products complement each other, not 
only from a commercial point of view but also due to the risk pro-
file. If there is a heavy storm, pensioners do not necessarily live longer. 
With catastrophes there is more need of money, which causes interest 
rates to rise. This is beneficial for a pension fund. Besides, in extreme 
circumstances, the financial markets can become very unpredictable 
and this requires precautions. Diversification indicates how activities 
complement each other effectively in terms of risk.
 The diversification phenomenon plays a major part in the economic 
capital concept. The total risk in well-diversified institutions is rela-
tively low in comparison with the sum of the risk of individual activi-
ties. As economic capital is an indicator of the total risk, it also applies 
that the total economic capital is lower than the sum of the economic 
capital per entity or per risk category. The “surplus” of economic capi-
tal that actually arises on group level can be seen as the reward for the 
diversification in terms of economic capital. This surplus is called the 
diversification benefit. In many insurance companies, the diversifica-
tion benefit is in the range of 40-50% of total economic capital.
 The diversification effect is calculated by using correlation factors. 
Correlations are statistical measures assessing the extent to which 
events could occur simultaneously. They are most often expressed as a 
variable between 0 and 1. A correlation factor of 1 implies that certain 
events will always occur simultaneously. Hence, there is no diversifi-
cation effect and two risks identically add up. Risk managers tend to 
say that such risks are perfectly correlated (ie, they have a high cor-
relation factor), meaning that these two risks do not actually diversify 
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at all. A correlation factor of 0 implies that diversification effects are 
present and a certain diversification benefit exists. Correlation factors 
are likely to be represented in the form of a matrix as can be seen be-
low (Panel 10.3). The calculation of the diversification benefit implies a 
mathematical operation called “matrix multiplication”.

PANEL 10.3 DIVERSIFICATION BETWEEN THE COMPONENTS OF 
THE NON-LIFE RISK FOR HIG (CONTINUED)
The risk manager of HIG has calculated the economic capital for non-life 
risk per component. The premium risk is €300 million, the reserve risk €200 
million and the catastrophe risk €900 million. The effect of diversification 
(the diversification benefit) is calculated through the so-called correlation 
matrix (Table 10.7). This happens through the mathematical operation of 
“matrix multiplication” which will not be discussed in detail here.
 Suffice to say here that the correlation matrix (cf Table 10.7) shows 
that premium risk and reserve risk diversify better than premium risk 
and catastrophe risk because the correlation factors are 0.25 and 0.70, 
respectively. The lower the correlation factor, the greater the diversifi-
cation benefits. It can also be concluded that the matrix is symmetrical, 
with the numbers below and above the “diagonal” being identical. The 
diagonal by definition always includes the number 1.
 The diversification benefit here amounts to €200 million, whereby 
the total non-life risk results in €1.2 billion (see Table 10.8).

Premium risk Reserve risk CAT risk

Premium risk 1.00 0.25 0.70

Reserve risk 0.25 1.00 0.25

CAT risk 0.70 0.25 1.00

Risk type Economic capital

Premium risk €200

Reserve risk €300

Catastrophe risk €900

Total €1,400

Diversification benefit €200

Total economic capital €1,200

Table 10.7 Correlation matrix for HIG

Table 10.8 Calculation of diversification for 
non-life risk (€ millions)
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Within the economic capital, a difference is made between three 
types of diversification. Firstly, there is the diversification within 
a risk category. For instance non-life claims do not arise simultane-
ously for all clients: not all houses burn down simultaneously and 
not all cars crash on the same day. Therefore, the total economic 
capital for non-life risk is much smaller than the sum of the eco-
nomic capital per client. The same applies for life risk, market risk 
and operational risk.
 In addition, not all equity investments fall simultaneously and 
equally in value (market risk) and it is extremely improbable that 
a big fraud, theft or IT problem would take place simultaneously 
(operational risk). In other words, also risks diversify between risk 
types. In Chapter 2, it was shown that risk pooling is one of the key 
activities of insurers. All these cases are examples of diversification 
within single risk categories. Although the concept is very obvious, 
it is not at all simple to determine the exact volume of diversifica-
tion benefits. Correlation factors can be hard to calculate exactly.
 

Figure 10.5 Three kinds of diversification
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Secondly, there is diversification between business units, but within 
one risk category. It is already known that business premises and res-
idential properties will not necessarily burn down simultaneously. 
As such non-life risk in property insurance will diversify between 
the business lines corporate and retail underwriting. Often, the busi-
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ness units are organised along product lines, for instance corporates 
or private individuals. In fact, this form of diversification is a special 
form of diversification within one risk category. In practice, econom-
ic capital calculations are often made per business line. Then the risk 
manager has to determine the diversification between business lines 
explicitly. A special case is international diversification for compa-
nies with similar business lines in multiple countries.
 Thirdly, there is diversification between risk categories. For ex-
ample, it can be distinguished that there is a very small probability 
that both a big system breakdown (operational risk) and extreme 
losses on the account of credit risk will take place. As it is math-
ematically impossible to prove exactly how high the diversification 
factor has to be, rules of thumb are generally applied for the diver-
sification between risk categories.
 In the calculation of economic capital, the diversification within 
one risk category of the business units is often determined first. 
Then, the risk manager aggregates the total of all business units 
together, per risk category (horizontal arrow in Figure 10.5). Finally, 
he aggregates the business units (vertical arrow in Figure 10.5) in 
order to determine the total economic capital.
 In the economic capital concept, each merger or acquisition also 
needs to be evaluated for its possible impact on the total economic 
capital at group level. Will this increase or decrease when a new 
business unit is acquired? In that case, what will happen to the 
RAROC afterwards? The new unit will also change the turnover 
and profit of the group. Thus not only the performance of the new 
business unit has to be considered, but also the risk profile of the 
entire group and the changes in the diversification. 

DIVERSIFICATION AND ECONOMIC CAPITAL
The concept of diversification introduces the problem of different ver-
sions of economic capital. When there is a difference between the total 
economic capital of the insurer as a whole and the sum of the economic 
capital of the units, which version of the economic capital should be 
taken into account? The sum of the economic capital of all business 
units or the diversified economic capital at group level? Furthermore, 
how should the diversification benefit be handled? Three possible ver-
sions, each with their own pros and cons, can be distinguished:
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o undiversified economic capital;
o diversified economic capital; and
o marginal economic capital.

In allocating the economic capital to the business units, the choice 
might be to ignore the economic capital benefit flowing from risk 
diversification within the group. This is called undiversified eco-
nomic capital, where each business unit is judged by its own merits. 
Although, in the first instance, this seems a logical approach, prob-
lems arise because of a surplus of economic capital at group level 
due to diversification. What needs to be done with this surplus?
 The first option is establishing a type of diversification unit (“cor-
porate centre”) at group level. This unit manages the diversification 
benefit of the group and can invest it, for instance according to an 
agreed risk profile. In this variant, the RAROC of most business 
units is not so high, because the risks included in the business units’ 
economic capital ultimately disappear at group level.
 An alternative is to return the diversification benefit to the busi-
ness units on the basis of a determined allocation key. The busi-
ness units benefit from belonging to a group. They are evaluated 
(in terms of RAROC, for instance) on the basis of the diversified 
economic capital. The costs of the economic capital turn out lower 
than the actual risk profile in the business unit, which is reflected 
by a higher profit or lower rates for clients. The advantage here 
is that the sum of all units concords with the economic capital of 
the group. The disadvantage is that the economic capital of a de-
termined business unit partly depends on the composition of the 
entire group. However, a problem arises if one of the group’s busi-
nesses changes its risk profile. Such a change will be only partly re-
flected in the economic capital of that specific business unit but, as a 
consequence, the entire diversification effect changes: the economic 
capital and the RAROC of all other business units change too, even 
though those business units changed nothing themselves.
 When all business units fully incorporate the economic capital 
into the prices that are charged to the client, the group as a whole 
can handle lower prices better than undiversified competitors. The 
insurer can pass on the diversification benefit totally to the client. 
There is nothing left in terms of profit margin, although it could 
produce higher volumes and reach a higher market share.
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 The marginal economic capital is determined by calculating the 
economic capital of the group and then taking out one business 
unit. Consequently, the economic capital of the group will decrease 
by a certain amount, which is the so-called marginal economic capi-
tal of the respective business unit. If this exercise is applied to each 
business unit within the group, an overview of the marginal eco-
nomic capital is gained. The total of the marginal economic capital 
is generally less than the total economic capital of the group. As a 
result, a part of the economic capital is not allocated to the units, 
resulting in a relatively high RAROC for all business units. As such, 
the marginal economic capital method is especially applied in stra-
tegic decisions such as the acquisition or sale of portfolios or entire 
business units.
 As is becoming clear, each version of the economic capital has its 
pros and cons. In practice, we see a mix of the first and the second 
approach in the insurance industry. Parallel to the first method, a 
“kitty” is created at group level in order to manage the diversifica-
tion benefit, for which the executive board is responsible. This also 
does justice to the activities of the board, which actually manages 
a portfolio of different activities (private and commercial non-life 
insurance, life insurance, pensions and the like). The income of this 
portfolio is, on the one hand, the profit from the individual activities 
and, on the other hand, the diversification benefit of the portfolio. 
If a business unit does not accomplish sufficient diversification, the 
executive board could decide to reduce these activities. Naturally, 
at the moment of making such decisions, the board will analyse 
how much the respective activities contribute to the achievement of 
the long-term objectives.
 An entirely different and very pragmatic method of dealing with 
diversification effects is to calibrate the business units at a lower rat-
ing than is aimed for at the group level. When, for instance, an AA 
rating is preferred at group level, the executive board can choose to 
settle the business units on the basis of an economic capital based 
on an A rating. It is assumed that the diversified economic capital 
with an AA rating is exactly equal to an undiversified economic 
capital with an A rating. This solution has been especially devel-
oped from a pragmatic point of view.
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PANEL 10.4 HANDLING DIVERSIFICATION (CONTINUED)
In Panel 10.1, it was seen that the total economic capital of the three 
business units is €3.7 billion. The risk management department has in-
vestigated the diversification effects. Consequently, the economic capi-
tal decreases by approximately 45%, due to non-life risk and market 
risk partially offsetting each other. Normally, equity prices and non-life 
claims are not exactly related to each other. The diversification effect in 
these two risk categories is also the largest. If the diversification effect is 
included, the RAROC at group level increases to 13.5% (5,274/2,030), 
which is higher than each business unit would have reached separately 
if diversification were not taken into account (cf Panel 10.2).
 The diversification benefit is proportionally allocated back to the 
business units. This method implies that the unit with the highest stand-
alone economic capital receives the highest diversification benefit. 
Total undiversified economic capital was €3,690 and the non-life busi-
ness unit contributed 45% to that (1,660/3,690*100=45%). Therefore, 
the non-life business unit receives 46% of the diversification benefit: 
€747 million (45%*1,660=747). The executive board uses the prin-
ciple of diversified economic capital. As a consequence, economic 
capital decreases most in the non-life business unit (see Table 10.9). 
The RAROC of all business units also increases (see Figure 10.6). Only 
the health business unit still performs under the hurdle rate.

Table 10.9 Economic capital and diversification (2011, € millions) 

Non-life Life Health Diversification Group

Non-life risk €1,200 €620 €580

Life risk €200 €70 €130

Health risk €300 €70 €230

Market risk €300 €900 €300 €750 €750

Credit risk €50 € 60 €30 €50 €90

Operational risk €50 €60 €40 €50 €100

Business risk €60 €60 €80 €50 €150

Total €1,660 €1,280 €750 €1,660 €2,030

Diversification benefit €747 €576 €337

Diversified economic 
capital

€913 €704 €413 €2,030

Value €160 €100 €14 €274

RAROC 17.5% 14.2% 3.4% 13.5%
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Figure 10.6 Economic capital and RAROC per business unit

ECONOMIC CAPITAL AND BALANCE SHEET OPTIMISATION
Until now, we have used the economic capital outcomes in the con-
text of management control, ie, with the aim to encourage business 
units to obtain the organisation’s objective. Economic capital can 
also be used to optimise the balance sheet. After all, the economic 
capital is the minimum amount of capital required to survive in 
adverse circumstances. And as indicated in Chapter 2, this require-
ment is to be brought in line with the available capital on the insur-
ers balance sheet. This is similar to the activity of the supervisor, 
comparing the available capital level to the SCR under Solvency II.
 In Chapter 8, we already mentioned the existence of multiple 
types of capital on the balance sheet. Capital can be in the form of 
regular issued shares, retained earnings, but also hybrid capital can 
serve to absorb losses. Hence, hybrid shares also count as capital.
 Most often insurers will try to remain well above the minimum 
capital level in order to avoid breaching the minimum level. There 
are many reasons for this. First, it is a strong signal to investors and 
rating agencies that the company has sufficient capital levels. Sec-
ond, in times of stress it is most often difficult to raise additional 
capital and also to decrease the risk profile. This is because in market 
stresses, investors normally have a low appetite for additional risk 
assumptions. And also, liquidating a risky portfolio can be hard (and 
potentially highly loss-making) in times of market stress. In order 
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to avoid having to raise capital in difficult times, insurers have the 
option to set up contingent capital. This means that well in advance 
the insurer agrees with investors to draw on a limit that can serve 
to help the company through the difficult period. This can be in the 
form of subordinated loan, but also in the form of regular equity cap-
ital. Mutual companies may have similar agreements with members. 
Members normally may be more loyal to the company than regu-
lar shareholders to stock-listed companies. Also, mutuals have less 
other ways to issue capital than through members.
 Balance sheet optimisation involves the following steps:

o

o

o

o

determining the total risk appetite: how much risk will the com-
pany want to assume as a total and the relative proportions of 
each risk type;
analysing current economic capital outcomes, including the rela-
tive risk position;
determining the availability of capital levels; and
if required, assessing whether capital levels are in line with eco-
nomic capital outcomes and determine a migration strategy.

In addition to raising capital, an insurer can also optimise the bal-
ance sheet by hedging certain risks. Market risks can be hedged 
using derivatives such as equity options, interest rate swaps, and 
interest rate options. Most insurance companies have already used 
interest rate derivatives to lengthen the duration of their assets 
when there was a duration mismatch with the liabilities. Another 
ways to hedge risks is by using reinsurance as described in Chapter 3. 
When determining the reinsurance strategy, most insurers with eco-
nomic capital models use the outcomes actively.
 Although economic capital is a key input for balance sheet opti-
misation, it is not the only one. Other relevant parameters are the 
required capital by the supervisor and the required capital by the 
rating agencies. In many cases, the economic capital determined by 
the insurer will be lower than the regulatory capital. In that case, 
of course the SCR is the binding factor and the company will even 
operate with a margin above SCR for safety reasons.
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PANEL 10.5 BALANCE SHEET OPTIMISATION FOR HIG (CONTINUED)
As indicated in Panel 10.1, HIG’s capital on the balance sheet is 
€2,100 million. At the same time, Panel 10.4 indicated that HIG’s total 
economic capital amounts to €2,030 million. Let us assume here that 
the regulatory capital and the required capital by the rating agencies is 
lower. This implies that HIG has only €70 million of capital in excess of 
the requirement, which is only 3%. The risk management department 
has raised this issue during an executive board meeting. This is quite a 
bit lower than the executive board desires.
 After this analysis by the risk management department, the executive 
board decides that it would like to decrease the total capital requirement 
in the future while at the same time investigating options to attract more 
capital. It decides that over time, the company would need minimum 
30% of excess capital. However the executive board agrees to set this 
as a long-term goal and decides to ask the risk manager to investigate 
potential future actions. We will see in Panel 10.8 how this will be 
turned into actions in the next year.

ECONOMIC PROFIT AND THE HURDLE RATE
The controller uses the economic capital and the RAROC to evalu-
ate and compare the performance of the group’s various business 
units. However, achieving a positive RAROC alone is not sufficient 
for the controller. In exchange for the risk there is a return, but a 
certain amount of economic capital is also required as a buffer in 
order to cover unexpected losses. The insurer has to set aside this 
capital buffer and cannot use it to generate other return. The costs 
of this capital also have to be included when judging the total re-
turn. There is a kind of minimum RAROC.
 Insurers use the so-called hurdle rate to adjust the return for the 
costs of the capital buffer. This hurdle rate indicates the minimum 
RAROC that an activity has to produce in order to compensate for 
the costs of the economic capital. Only when RAROC exceeds the 
hurdle rate, does a business unit really add economic value. This 
concept is called economic value added (EVA) or economic profit 
(EP). The economic profit is the RAROC minus the hurdle rate mul-
tiplied by the necessary economic capital.

Economic profit = Economic capital x (RAROC – hurdle rate)
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If a unit outperforms the hurdle rate, then the economic profit is 
positive and economic value is added to the organisation. The in-
come adjusted for risks is higher than the costs of the capital under-
pinning those risks. If it performs under the hurdle rate (EP nega-
tive), this activity destroys the economic value. Therefore, the EP is 
a supplement to the performance measurement tools of economic 
capital and RAROC in the controller’s toolkit. 

PANEL 10.6 ESTABLISHING THE HURDLE RATE
Although the EP concept seems clear, its practical application is not at 
all that simple. Establishing a hurdle rate is a special and complex pro-
cess. For instance, what is the cost of capital? Through the capital asset 
pricing model (CAPM), it is possible to determine the cost of capital on 
the basis of the volatility of the share price. For insurers not quoted on 
the stock market, rules of thumb are available. For composite financial 
institutions, it is difficult to apply CAPM only to the insurer. The share 
price is actually a reflection of the entire group and not separately of 
the insurance units.
 In addition, there is a question whether each entity would have to 
meet the same hurdle rate or whether the management should estab-
lish different hurdle rates for different entities. The economic capital 
concept, including its derived applications, tries to bring all risks into 
one denominator. Therefore, in principle, all business units should have 
the same hurdle rate. Management can then allow some units to de-
stroy economic profit (EP) for strategic interests of a specific activity. 
A bright, new, promising activity will probably only be able to create 
a positive economic profit after a few years, due to the usual start-up 
problems. For business units whose products are especially meant as 
a cross-selling vehicle for the needs of other units, management can 
allow a negative economic profit.

In fact, the EP is in line with the embedded value, or rather its mod-
ern versions, such as market-consistent embedded value and fair 
value. Both indicate how much value has been created by taking 
the risks. Market-consistent embedded value bases the value on 
discounting a series of cash flows. Part of these cash flows is a risk 
charge derived from (preferably) economic capital. Thus this risk 
charge is consequently discounted. EP applies the same principle. 
However, it applies the risk charge later in the calculation process 
by using a hurdle rate as described. Having the economic capi-
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tal and the fair value available, EP can be calculated faster, which 
might make it seem less reliable and precise to some. However, the 
principles underlying EP and market-consistent embedded value 
are identical.

PANEL 10.7 RAROC AND THE HURDLE RATE FOR HIG (CONTINUED)
The executive board applies a hurdle rate of 10%. The RAROC of the 
non-life business unit is the highest at 17.5%. The health unit performs 
well below the hurdle rate and therefore destroys value (the EP is nega-
tive). The HIG group as a whole does create value, as its RAROC ex-
ceeds the hurdle rate at 13.5%. Total EP is positive at €71 million.

Table 10.10 RAROC and EP per business unit for (2011, € millions) 

Non-life Life Health Group

Economic capital €913 €704 €413 €2,030

RAROC 17.5% 14.2% 3.4% 13.5%

Hurdle rate 10% 10% 10% 10%

EP €69 €30 (€27) €71

CAPITAL ALLOCATION
Within an insurer, the total amount of capital is limited. As capital 
is a scarce resource, the amount of risks that can be taken also has 
to be considered to be scarce. In other words, the return and risks 
involved need to be balanced. The insurer prefers to focus as much 
as possible on the risks that produce a relatively high return, while 
other risks are reduced when possible.
 In order to express this, capital allocation within an insurer’s 
management control framework is applied. The available economic 
capital is allocated to the business units that can develop activities 
with it (capital allocation). Note that this involves the imaginary 
distribution of capital (economic capital) among the business units 
based on the risk profile, in order for these units to develop activi-
ties. That is different from the actual investment of physical capital 
in activities. However, it is possible to actually recapitalise units on 
the basis of their economic capital, but it is not strictly required for 
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the principle of capital allocation. The economic capital concept ac-
tually assumes that capital within an insurance group can be trans-
ferred if necessary. Capital allocation can be a paper exercise.
 Each business unit uses its allocated economic capital as the ba-
sis for its activities. It is ensured that the total risk is restricted to 
a maximum of the allocated economic capital. The allocated eco-
nomic capital is, therefore, also the basis for the risk reports and 
performance reports, for instance through RAROC.
 Although, in theory, it is possible in one year to allocate the capi-
tal completely differently compared with the previous year, this 
does not happen in practice. The insurer actually has a robust long-
term strategy. Therefore, the insurer has more or less bound itself to 
its markets and existing or new clients. Market parties will find the 
organisation unreliable if they jump to motor insurance one year 
and decide to define a completely new key activity the following 
year. In practice, the largest part of the capital will have a fixed al-
location key. For the remainder, it is possible to anticipate market 
developments and the general state of the economy.

Allocation mechanisms
Different mechanisms are possible for allocating the available eco-
nomic capital. Firstly, management could establish the allocation 
without the business unit having any influence on it (ie, top-down 
decisions). Management chooses an allocation that fits well within 
the strategic plan. A non-optimal allocation can be chosen, should 
there be strategic reasons for it. A second option is for the business 
units to trade economic capital with each other in a kind of internal 
market, whereby RAROC acts as the price indicator in establishing 
transactions between business units. The great advantage here is that 
a maximum RAROC is reached if all business units achieve the result 
they had previously expected. The natural question is to what extent 
the result of this allocation fits in with the long-term strategy of the 
organisation. It is actually difficult in a competitive internal market 
to express long-term strategies for the price in terms of RAROC.
 The third allocation mechanism is a hybrid in which the manage-
ment and the business units jointly establish the allocation. This is a 
process of negotiation, whereby the management can take the inter-
ests of all parties into consideration and simultaneously supervises 
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the long-term strategy. Based on several general principles, an allo-
cation key is established in collaboration with all involved parties. 
This is the process that takes place in most insurance companies.

PANEL 10.8 ECONOMIC CAPITAL ALLOCATION AT HIG (CONTINUED)
The executive board wants to make less economic capital available in 
2012. In total, it wants to allocate only €1.8 billion economic capital 
to the business units. This means that all business units must present a 
plan to restrict the risk profile. The plans are as follows.

o

o

The non-life business unit focuses on prevention and the reinsur-
ance policy. Through prevention, the economic capital decreases by 
€30 million. This involves €10 million in costs. A higher reinsurance 
coverage frees up €200 million of economic capital. The reinsur-
ance premium increases by €15 million.
The life business unit takes measures to decrease the operational risk by 
€10 million. The cost of this is €5 million. This decision is strictly speak-
ing not “profitable” in terms of RAROC (or rather: “value-generating”), 
but aims for future efficiency benefits. Life also hedges a large part of 
the equity risk, causing a drop in the economic capital of €100 million. 
This causes this result to decrease by €10 million. The most important 
change is a planned volume growth of 10%. As the RAROC exceeds 
the hurdle rate, the EP increases with the volume. The risk manager 
calculates that both the result and the life risk increase by 10%.

Table 10.11 Economic capital allocation per business unit (2012, € millions)

Non-life Life Health div. Group

Non-life risk €970 €610 €390

Life risk €240 €70 €170

Health risk €300 €70 €230

Market risk €300 €800 €300 €720 €680

Credit risk €50 €60 €30 €50 €90

Operational risk €50 €50 €40 €50 €90

Business risk €60 €60 €80 €50 €150

Total €1,430 €1,210 €750 €1,590 €1,800

Diversification 
benefit

€715 €552 €323

Diversified 
economic capital

€715 €658 €427 €1,800
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o The health business unit focuses particularly on cost control. €10 
million is saved through an efficiency programme, which increases 
the RAROC to 5.6%. This is still under the hurdle rate, but due to 
the strategic interest of the health market, the executive board finds 
this RAROC acceptable.

The RAROC of the HIG group as a whole increases to 14.9%. The EP 
is €89 million, an increase of 25% for 2012. The measures taken by 
the non-life business unit do not add value, because the economic 
Profit remains €69 million. However, the executive board still consid-
ers these measures desirable in order to limit HIG’s total risk exposure 
(ie, the total economic capital consumption).

Table 10.12 Economic capital, RAROC and EP (2012, € millions)

Non-life Life Health Group

Result €185 €105 €24 €314

Profit adjustments (€45) N/A N/A (€45)

Changes in fair value €140 €105 €24 €269

Economic capital €715 €658 €427 €1,800

RAROC 19.6% 15.9% 5.6% 14.9%

EP €69 €39 (€19) €89

With the decrease in the amount of economic capital compared to 
2011 from €2,030 million to €1,800 million, the executive board has 
achieved a step in attaining an 30% excess capital on the balance 
sheet. At the same time, the 2011 profit now serves as retained earn-
ings as part of capital on the balance sheet. In total, HIG made a profit 
of €274 million in 2011 (see Panel 10.1). This means that capital for 
the 2012 opening balance sheet is €2,374 million (€2,100 in 2011 plus 
€274 profit). Now that HIG has an economic capital level of €1,800 
million and an available capital level of €2,374 million, there is a 32% 
excess capital (2,374/1,800*100% = 132%).
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Figure 10.7 Economic capital and RAROC in 2011 and 2012

RAROC ASSUMPTIONS
The concept of RAROC is based on a number of assumptions of 
which management needs to be well aware. The backgrounds of 
the calculation results are of great importance in order to interpret 
the outcomes well. This is particularly important because the calcu-
lations are complex exercises, and could cause management to lose 
sight of the wood because of the trees.
 Explaining the models in a clear and simple way is a difficult 
job for some risk managers or actuaries and, conversely, manag-
ers sometimes may find models useless. It is important, though, 
to understand the models well before the results can be applied 
in a meaningful manner. A key criterion of a good risk model is 
the extent to which management can understand its outcomes: are 
they logical and sensible from a business perspective? Although 
this might be of dominant importance, this section emphasises a 
number of different assumptions in the concept of RAROC.
 A number of key assumptions are made in the process of the risk 
calculations and economic capital models. There is a clear separa-
tion between two kinds of assumptions. Firstly, there are simplify-
ing assumptions that make it possible to create statistic models. An 
example of this is the simplification of correlations in the risk model 
calculations. In general, the modellers can ground each hypothesis 
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with a statistical analysis. They have probably already made sen-
sitivity analyses in which they assess the consequences of each as-
sumption. Questions arising in such analyses are for instance: what 
would the total economic capital be if all the correlations were 10% 
higher than currently estimated? Secondly, there are conceptual as-
sumptions on the risk phenomenon of risk within insurers. These 
assumptions are as follows:

All possible deviations of the profit are explained by one of the 
known risk types
The risk manager assumes that the company exclusively makes its 
return by taking risks. When there is a negative profit (loss), this is 
explained by the fact that one of the assumed risks materialised. To 
explain profit fluctuations that are not driven by well-known risk 
types, new risks have been created (for instance, operational risk, 
then business risk). Therefore, this hypothesis is workable in prac-
tice. However, the question is whether the contrary also applies: 
are extreme returns always explained by taking exorbitant risks? 
Management has to be aware that the risk is not the only explana-
tory factor of return.

All risks can be included in the prices
According to this assumption, compensation is received for the risk 
taken, ie, taking extra risks is rewarded by additional returns. This 
occurs for market risk and non-life risk. Management consciously 
assumes a position for a certain risk and wants to receive compen-
sation in return. This involves the valuation of financial risks in 
particular. It is more difficult to explicitly include operational and 
business risks in a tariff. The client will not want to pay for this tar-
iff when the insurer makes many operational mistakes. In judging 
RAROC figures, the management has to be aware that compensa-
tion cannot be received for all risks. Therefore, it is not always that 
simple to judge the RAROC figures of fee-based business units (eg, 
asset management) that cannot assume financial risks.

All known risk types can be quantified on the basis of an objective 
statistical model
Within the economic capital method, VaR types of measurement 
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methods are the starting point. In this measurement method, it is 
often assumed that losses from the past serve as a model for fu-
ture losses. For the “new” risk categories such as operational risk 
and business risk, in particular, this assumption is difficult to main-
tain as the sector lacks sufficient data to validate this hypothesis. 
Besides, not all (negative) effects of risks are measurable, such as 
reputational damage and opportunity losses. This makes complete 
and adequate quantification difficult in some cases.

There is a causal connection between the economic capital and the 
possible appearance of losses
This implies that if the economic capital changes, the expected loss 
will increase or decrease. In the case of non-life risk, this means, 
for instance, that the economic capital decreases when preventative 
measures are taken towards the client. It does not really apply to 
operational risk. In many financial institutions, the economic capi-
tal is mainly based on loss data. When an incident occurs, measures 
are taken to reduce the probability of repetition in the future. This, 
however, cannot be reflected in the economic capital for operational 
risk because the model is based on historical data. This is also valid 
for the underwriting risks. Changes in the claim payment proce-
dure or in the claim systems could decrease volatility of the claims. 
However, this materialises only after a certain period of time in eco-
nomic capital, since the calculations are based on historical data. 
The reverse is also true. Imagine a company with two product sys-
tems selling the same products. Would all products be in the same 
system, the volatility would be lower just simply due to the law of 
large numbers. This should be reflected in a lower economic capital 
outcome. In practice however, no material change has occurred in 
claim payments or processes. Potentially the operational risk pro-
file has changed, but not the underwriting risk profile.
 For some risk categories, doubts can be placed on the validity 
of these assumptions. The non-financial risks (operational risk and 
business risk), in particular, are not the direct consequence of as-
suming a commercial position. The issues connected to these as-
sumptions were often previously raised but then ignored in the 
practical elaboration of the RAROC concept. However, the entire 
financial industry will have to find a solution for these issues in the 
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near future for the concept of economic capital to be fully used in 
the companies’ management control cycles.

MANAGEMENT CONTROL CYCLE
All applications within the economic capital concept have already 
been discussed in the above sections of this chapter. The question 
now is how to apply the economic capital concept within the man-
agement control cycle. In the first sections of this chapter, it was 
shown that management control aims to influence the members of 
the organisation to contribute to the entire organisation’s objective. 

Figure 10.8 Management control cycle and economic capital

Setting 
objectives

Performance 
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Steering the 
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The typical management control cycle consists of the following 
steps (see Figure 10.8):

o setting objectives;
o performance measurement;
o performance evaluation; and
o taking measures.

The first step is establishing the objectives. Management informs 
the other members of the organisation of the objectives. These ob-
jectives are often established by mutual agreement. With the es-
tablishment of the objectives, the long-term strategy of the respec-
tive business units, the market circumstances and other remaining 
items that can be of influence are considered. In the insurance en-
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vironment, as was elaborated in this chapter, the first objective is 
to establish the hurdle rate. This is complemented by the objective 
of value (or EP) to be achieved, or RAROC. With that, the manage-
ment indicates the lower limit and preconditions for the future per-
formances of the respective business units.
 In the second step, the output of the business units is measured. 
In the traditional situation, the return in particular was looked at 
in terms of profit. Here, the added value and the risk profile will 
gradually gain importance, when the economic capital and value 
are included.
 The third step in the management control cycle is performance 
evaluation. The output measured in the second step is assessed and 
evaluated. As the risk run is an important explanation for the level 
of the achieved results, RAROC will be used in the performance 
evaluation. A couple of insurers already publish the composition 
of the economic capital and achieved RAROC in their annual re-
ports. The expectation is that gradually more insurers will follow 
this example, especially with Solvency II in sight. Embedded value 
has been a component of life insurers’ annual reports for years, al-
though improvements can be expected in the context of market-
consistent embedded value and fair value.
 The last step in the management control cycle is taking measures 
towards the business units. Many control mechanisms are used, 
such as qualitative control and budgets, but capital allocation will 
also become a more important mechanism for insurers. Management 
allocates a certain amount of economic capital to each business unit, 
which is free to operate to a certain extent. Some units will be restrict-
ed in their movements, while the capital allocation for other units 
will leave space to grow. Management can thus express in which di-
rection it wants to steer the organisation, with the achievement of the 
long-term objectives of the organisation as the final objective.
 During the annual budget process, objectives are settled for the 
coming accounting year in terms of profit and growth, although 
the capital allocation can be adapted at the same time here. Then, 
during the entire year, the output of the business units is measured. 
The controller reports these figures each month or quarter to the ex-
ecutive board. In this report, not only will the profit be determined 
(measured), but how well the obtained results concord with the 
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agreed objectives (performance evaluation) will also be judged. If 
necessary, the objectives will be adjusted or steered by taking other 
measures. A continuous process is in place here, whereby activities 
from each step will be performed simultaneously.
 In the near future, the RAROC concept and all its related ap-
plications will gradually play a more important part in financial 
institutions’ management control cycles. The concept offers possi-
bilities for mutually comparable but different activities, where the 
risk profile is to be taken into consideration. However, it cannot 
be assumed that the Holy Grail has been found. Restrictions are 
clearly attached to the use of RAROC and value. This is due to the 
assumptions that lie at the foundations of the concept as well as 
the assumptions and limitations of the statistical calculations of the 
economic capital because of deficient historical data.
 Controlling organisations is a complex matter that cannot be ex-
pressed in only one figure. Therefore, the management will have to 
continue using a spectrum of qualitative and quantitative variables, 
as has been discussed. However, the introduction of RAROC and 
value-based measures can be seen as a step forward especially from 
the financial perspective.

FINANCIAL CONGLOMERATES
Nowadays, it is common to combine insuring and banking un-
der one roof. Around 1990, the abolition of rules led to a wave of 
mergers between insurers and banks. The terms referring to such 
combinations are “all-finanz institutions”, “bancassurance”, “as-
surfinance” and financial conglomerate. Well-known European ex-
amples traditionally have been Allianz, Groupama and ING, but 
Aegon and Aviva also have banking activities, albeit significantly 
smaller compared to their insurance operations. We will see below 
that Allianz, ING have taken initiatives to decrease the intercon-
nectedness of their banking and insurance operations. However, 
the advantages of financial conglomerates are:

o larger financial strength and cross-selling possibilities;
o economies of scale in the back offices leading to cost efficiency; 
 and
o risk-spreading due to maturity structure and diversification effects.
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For a long time, the maturity structure was an important argument 
for combining insurers and banks. After all, insurers have life in-
surances of a long duration and banks have mortgages of a long 
duration. This neutralises the consequences of fluctuations in the 
interest rate. Nowadays, insurers and banks both use derivatives 
in order to cover the effects of interest fluctuations. In particular, 
swap markets have become significantly liquid and efficient. This 
implies that the maturity structure might a less important driver for 
financial conglomerates.
 The combination of non-life insurance and lending also causes 
great diversification effects. Suppose that a corporate client takes 
out both insurance and a loan with a financial conglomerate. If a 
large-scale event occurs (for instance, a storm), there are two pos-
sibilities: the company receives a claim payment from its insurance 
and is able to repay the credit, or the company receives no claim 
payment and remains in default on the loan. However, both situa-
tions do not take place simultaneously. If an insurer and a bank are 
not combined, neither of them can take this into account, although 
a combined financial conglomerate naturally can. As such, diversi-
fication is an important argument for financial conglomerates and 
justifies the reasons for intermediates described in Chapter 2.
 The various financial crises in the 2000s have also highlighted the 
fact that insurers can be fragile and prone to financial market cri-
ses. The financial crisis of 2008 and later (see Chapter 6) has been a 
wake-up call for many financial market participants. Rating agencies 
started to become more alert to financial conglomerates’ sensitivities 
to financial crises. This has resulted in an initial movement for com-
panies to disintegrate. Fortis in Europe was an interesting example 
in 2008, but that was also driven by a near-failure and bailout by 
the three national governments of the Benelux. Other examples are 
Allianz that sold its Dresdner bank to Commerzbank and ING that 
considered separating its banking and insurance activities.
 For financial conglomerates, especially, the economic capital 
framework is an important management controlling instrument. 
All the applications discussed earlier in this chapter apply. The 
framework allows financial conglomerates to measure the different 
risks of the various activities in a consistent way. At group level, the 
credit and insurance risks can be partially offset. Naturally, with the 
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economic capital, consistent performance measurement and capital 
allocation can also be applied. Therefore, the economic capital prin-
ciple is also an important instrument for financial conglomerates.

CONCLUSION
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 discussed how the economic capital is calcu-
lated. This chapter elaborated on the application of the results. The 
importance of risk as a component of management control was dis-
cussed. Through examples, it was seen that economic capital can 
assume an important position in management control, for instance 
through capital allocation and RAROC reports. The same applies to 
value (embedded value, fair value, EP) as a performance measure-
ment in the management control cycle.
 A key achievement of the economic capital framework is that it 
provides a common risk language, a common denominator for risk 
and return. We have seen that many assumptions in the calculations 
were stressed during the financial crisis (Chapter 6). A potential re-
sponse is to either reject the concept of economic capital completely 
or to increase capital levels based on these stressed calculations. A 
more viable alternative is to continue using the current assump-
tions as a common language. This will improve acceptance of the 
outcomes. Balance sheet optimisation will continue to be done con-
servatively with the objective that the insurance company will need 
to withstand extreme crisis situations.
 Not all insurers are ready to introduce all applications complete-
ly. The expectation is that the larger companies will take great steps 
forward in the coming years. Solvency II has already been an im-
petus for this and this will continue to be the case over the coming 
years. This implies that, on the basis of the reports of controllers 
and risk managers, more people, departments and functions will 
gradually familiarise themselves with all concepts evolving around 
the economic capital control framework.

1
2

This is often the old Solvency I requirement, but some insurers apply the economic capital.
This book prefers the term ROC, as in financial institutions it is not unusual to also add the 
subordinated debt capital to the overall capital amount and use that as well as a buffer to 
cover risks.
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Risk management within the insurance industry has developed 
strongly over the last few years. The financial crisis that begun in 
2008 has contributed towards insurers becoming more aware of some 
important risks. However, this development has been ongoing since 
the early 2000s. In professionalising risk management, insurers have 
partly followed the route taken by banks, with a number of financial 
conglomerates such as ING and Allianz leading the way.
 In previous chapters, we have looked in detail at the various risk 
categories that were identified in Chapter 2 and insurance regula-
tion, of which Solvency II is the most predominant. It was also ex-
plained in Chapter 10 how economic capital outcomes can be used 
in the framework of management control. All these applications 
have been relatively technical and quantitative in nature. However, 
this chapter will look at risk management from an organisational 
perspective, firstly by looking at the major theme of corporate gov-
ernance, focusing on how to structure a countervailing power for all 
levels in an organisation. Such a countervailing power will improve 
the quality of decisions. The framework of three lines of defence is 
also a way to structure this within the company. This chapter will 
also examine the function of the chief risk officer (CRO), risk man-
agement departments and dedicated risk management committees.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Over the last few decades a number of major scandals have oc-

11

Organising Risk Management
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curred, most of which have been much discussed in the media. 
Many of these scandals were caused by an inadequate balance 
of power in the executive board. Corporate governance is how a 
company is managed, and details how it ensures that the company 
makes well-balanced decisions. For instance, it should monitor if 
the CEO has too much power without being challenged or criti-
cised. As a result of the scandals, regulation was developed in a 
number of countries. In some countries, this was carried out by the 
regulator, while others involved self regulation developed by the 
industry in the form of codes of conduct.
 Corporate governance is an extremely wide and important topic, 
and really deserves an entire book to itself. However, this book on 
risk management would be incomplete if it did not pay any atten-
tion to it, especially in the context of our debate of the financial 
crisis in Chapter 6. Therefore, we briefly touch upon it in this chap-
ter, since adequate corporate governance is a key element of a risk 
organisation. It is worth emphasising that corporate governance 
relates to the position of the company towards its shareholders, but 
similarly to the position within the company internally.
 The problem of corporate governance is laid down in agency 
theory, which explains that agents can have different objectives 
from that of principals giving agents money to reach the principals’ 
objective. In one way, the principal would like to monitor the be-
haviour of the agent without having to do all the work themselves. 
The same is true for shareholders that give the executive board of 
a company the freedom to manage their funds with the objective 
of maximising the value of the stock. Or the supervisor monitoring 
the behaviour of insurance companies with the ultimate objective 
of protecting policyholders.
 One of the ways to address corporate governance is to have a 
non-executive board that supervises the behaviour of the execu-
tive members. This is common practice in most insurance com-
panies. After some scandals, a number of corporate governance 
codes emerged regarding the way non-executive members should 
monitor executive members of the board. The most important is-
sue is that sufficient countervailing powers are installed within the 
executive board, such as a strong chief financial officer (CFO) and 
chairman of the board. This relates to sufficient quantity and qual-
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ity of countervailing powers. For instance, the role of the chairman 
of the board is to challenge the proposals and decisions of the CEO. 
However, sometimes the chairman of the board has proven to be 
too friendly to the CEO and agreed to all proposals as long as profit 
was generated, although we now know that high profit and high 
risk can go hand in hand.
 Many corporate governance debates focus on the variable income 
of executive board members. This was also true during the financial 
crisis. Indeed, academic research proves that variable income is an 
important source of risk – risk of fraud that is. Of course, variable 
income related to the firm’s financial performance is an incentive to 
increase the financial results of the company and hence to increase 
the return of shareholders. This incentive needs to be balanced in 
order to avoid the CEO misstating the results in their own favour. 
When the most powerful person in a company is subject to fraud 
risk, who will identify such fraud and mitigate the risk? This is es-
sentially a core task of corporate governance and the responsibility 
of mitigating this risk lies with the non-executive members of the 
board of directors. Again, it is key that the CEO is challenged on 
their decisions and proposals.
 Although incentive setting in CEOs compensation packages (and 
for the other executive members of the board) may seem simple, it 
can be extremely complex. For example, academic proof regarding 
the effectiveness of bonuses has not yet been provided. Potentially, 
compensation in terms of stock options and shares may be more 
effective because they are related to the long-term value of the firm 
rather than short-term profit. In the context of insurance, this book 
has sufficiently addressed the fact that profit is an extremely bad 
indicator of performance. The key issue for corporate governance 
is to encourage intrinsic motivation of the executive members of the 
board to perform.
 Someone recently pointed out to me the dilemma of the success-
ful CEO. A successful CEO increases the performance of the compa-
ny and is rewarded for that by shareholders. And potentially, with 
much media attention, this gives them status. With increasing sta-
tus comes increasing power. This power needs to be countervailed 
in order to remain in control. The dilemma of the successful CEO 
consists in the fact that an increase in their power seldom goes in 
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parallel with an increase in countervailing power. This is a key risk 
and central to corporate governance.
 A large failure in the UK triggered the formation of the Cadbury 
Committee on corporate governance, and it issued the first major 
code for stock-listed companies. A number of other failures led to 
improvements in the Cadbury Code, and also outside the UK. The 
Sarbanes–Oxley (SOX) regulation in the US is the best -known ex-
ample, but most countries have their own equivalent (albeit more 
principle-based than SOX). There is a difference between strict rule-
based regulation such as SOX and more principle-based regulation. 
Principle-based regulation gives freedom to the companies on how 
they implement the regulation. Companies can set up their own 
systems in a way that they feel is most suitable. Some codes of con-
duct are based on the principle of “comply-or-explain”. This means 
that companies are expected to implement the particular code ex-
cept when they feel that it does not fit their specific situation. In 
that case, they have to explain to stakeholders why they have done 
so and how a different measure is implemented in the spirit of the 
original code. Mostly, this explanation is offered in the annual re-
port. This leaves freedom for the companies to adapt the imple-
mentation to their own needs – and it basically forces them to think 
in the spirit of the original code.

PANEL 11.1: SARBANES–OXLEY
The main catalyst for the SOX act was the collapse of Enron in 2001, with 
fraud and mispresentation of the financial results being the main reasons 
for this collapse. While the SOX regulation was being prepared for approv-
al in the US Senate, WorldCom collapsed – another historical fraud case 
that shocked the world. The official name of SOX is the “Public Company 
Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act”, passed in 2002.
 Seven important provisions of SOX.

o

o

Audit regulation: a central US institute (Public Company Ac-
counting Oversight Board) oversees the functioning of audit firms 
in order to prevent conflicts of interest by accounting firms.
Auditor independence: it is prohibited to influence the auditor 
if that could lead to mispresentation of the financial statements. 
Also, in order to remain independent, the company needs to 
change audit firms or audit partners regularly to be approved by 
the company’s audit committee.
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o

o

o

o

o

Corporate responsibility: the CEO and CFO of stock-listed com-
panies are personally accountable for the financial statements, as 
well as their accuracy and reliability.
Enhanced financial disclosures: companies will need to disclose 
more information, including off-balance-sheet items and risk in-
formation. This is in line with updated IFRS requirements.
In-control statement: The most visible aspect of this personal ac-
countability is the “in-control” statement, signed by the CEO and 
CFO. This element of SOX is explained in section 404 and is fre-
quently cited. In the in-control statement, management assesses 
the quality and effectiveness of the internal control system. In 
practice, this leads to intensive documentation on the effective-
ness of the controls in order to prove that a particular item on the 
balance sheet is correctly presented.
IT: internal controls are preferably automated. As a result, many 
companies adapted IT systems in order to prove the effectiveness 
of internal controls.
Penalties: concrete penalties are described in SOX for fraud and 
so-called white-collar crimes. This follows the personal account-
ability of the CEO and CFO for the financial statements. Also, 
SOX aims to legally protect whistleblowers.

The SOX regulation received both criticism and praise. The main rea-
sons for the criticism was the administrative burden for companies that 
needed to comply with, and the rule-based nature of the regulations. 
The main reason for praise was that it created a clear sense of urgency 
for companies that corporate governance is a serious business. Also, 
financial statements have improved significantly after 2002. Whether 
this is due to SOX or due to general awareness after the scandals is 
debatable.

Corporate governance can be formalised through certain codes of 
conduct and legal regulations, and the level of corporate gover-
nance can be measured. Relevant indicators are include the number 
of audit committee meetings, the presence of a financial expert in 
the audit committee, the number of board positions of each non-
executive member and the separation of roles of the chairman of the 
board and the CEO. Nearly every insurance company now presents 
corporate governance in their annual reports. This chapter in the 
annual report explains the compensation packages of the executive 
board members and how the non-executive members supervise the 
executive board, as well the roles of different the board members.
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 Although these formal corporate governance measures are rele-
vant, academic research has shown that formal indicators are unre-
lated to the occurrence of fraud. Here is where the debate becomes 
interesting – how then can sufficient countervailing powers be in-
stalled in order to prevent fraud? The relation between the CEO, the 
CFO and the chairman of the board are extremely important. Due 
to corporate governance regulation, these three persons can be held 
personally accountable for any misstatement of the financial results.
 In addition, the audit committee has a monitoring role in risk 
identification. The accountant will have to sign off the financial re-
sults of the firm and, as such, they have an important role. What 
the scandals showed was that accounting firms were hesitant to 
approve any exception from the standard interpretation of the ac-
counting rules. This is because accountants can now also be held 
personally accountable in some cases. At the same time, the initial 
overreaction after SOX seems to have faded away, and accountants 
have now returned to being more client-oriented. Another key role 
for accountants is to remain a countervailing power to the company 
by remaining sufficiently independent and to verify the accuracy 
and reliability of financial statements.
 For stock-listed firms, the corporate governance of institutional 
investors is crucial. These are sophisticated parties that are able 
to evaluate company performance and the strategic choices of the 
firm. We saw in the period leading up to the financial crisis that 
some hedge funds took this role a bit too aggressively and forced 
companies to present higher results than were realistic. However, 
generally, corporate governance is relevant for institutional inves-
tors – this is of especial interest for insurance companies, as they are 
themselves large institutional investors.

PANEL 11.2: WORLDCOM
WorldCom, which was set up in 1983, was the second largest phone 
operator in the US until its failure in 2002. Mergers and acquisitions 
were an important source for growth, especially in the 1990s, when 
it carried out a large takeover of telecom giant MCI. In 2002, an in-
vestigation of the internal auditors led to restatements of its financial 
accounts and the conviction of its CEO. In the period before 2002,
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WorldCom had misstated earnings significantly and incorrectly capi-
talised costs as assets. Both could be considered fraud. Due to mis-
stating earnings and costs, the profit was presented as too high. By 
capitalising costs, the total assets of the firm increased, which in turn 
increased equity. The CEO also held capital, so this fraud also boosted 
his personal capital. In total, the WorldCom fraud amounted to roughly 
US$11 billion.
 One of the underlying reasons for the WorldCom fraud was that 
the growth strategy through acquisitions depended on an increase in 
stock value. This created enormous inverse incentives for the company, 
especially when the markets decreased and merger alternatives also 
shrunk. In addition, the large amount of stocks held by the CEO cre-
ated conflicts of interest. Analysis of the WorldCom case showed that 
the CEO was able to present false information to investors and to the 
non-executive members of the board. In doing so, he was insufficiently 
held back by colleagues such as the CFO and the company’s financial 
controller. By the way, many employees in the financial departments 
were aware of this and apparently did not sound the alarm bells. All in 
all, countervailing powers failed to prevent the fraud from continuing 
within WorldCom.
 Culture was key in allowing the fraud to continue for so long. The 
culture within WorldCom was based on the strong belief that the prom-
ises made to the shareholders should be met at all costs. There was also 
an atmosphere where employees felt insufficiently safe to ask ques-
tions, or even raise objections. In other words, countervailing power 
failed throughout the organisation. The institutionalised countervailing 
power of audit failed as well. A report on WorldCom found that some 
senior employees had never even heard of internal audit.
 The external auditor should also have discovered the fraud, but 
failed to do so. Audit firm Arthur Andersen apparently did not suffi-
ciently check the effectiveness of WorldCom’s internal controls, and 
WorldCom also withheld detailed financial information from Ander-
sen. An accounting firm should have never accepted this – again coun-
tervailing power.
 Non-executive members of the board did not notice the fraud due to 
the influence of the CEO over the board. Members of the board hardly 
had any involvement in the company apart from attending board meet-
ings. Furthermore, they hardly met other WorldCom employees outside 
the presentations during the board meetings. The boards discussions and 
decisions seemed to be steered by the CEO.
 An interesting conflict of interest occurred when the CEO granted 
a leasing agreement for an airplane to the chairman of the compen-
sations committee. This was done without notifying the other board 
members, even when this fact should have actually been disclosed to 
the public.
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
In the 1990s, the risk management field was heavily disintegrated 
and spread over various departments. The certified actuary had an 
important role in the calculation and determination of the techni-
cal provisions. The statutory accounts need to be certified by the 
actuary, making them a key player in the debate. The mathemati-
cal competence of the actuary makes their role crucial for analys-
ing certain underlying patterns in claim payments (an initial step 
towards modern risk management). By determining the technical 
provisions, the actuary ensured that sufficient (implicit) prudence 
was in place to absorb any setbacks in the benefit payments. The 
risk models used for that purpose were less advanced than they are 
nowadays. Briefly, the risk models at that time aimed to estimate 
the expected value of the claim payments, while today’s models 
also focus on potential fluctuations around that expected value. 
Prudence was sometimes added in a very crude way. For instance, 
in the case of non-life insurance, prudence was included by not dis-
counting technical provisions for most products.
 In addition, actuaries or risk managers in the investment depart-
ment were responsible for the performance of ALM studies (see 
Chapter 4). Traditionally, these were not always fully based on cash 
flows from the insurance business. A so-called “asset-only” approach 
was employed, meaning that only the market and credit risks of the 
investments were considered. This aimed to limit investment losses 
while at the same time ensuring sufficient investment returns. The 
traditional balance between fixed income and equity in the invest-
ment portfolio dates from those days when investment was an activ-
ity performed relatively in isolation from underwriting.
 Within the underwriting or reinsurance departments, portfolio 
analysis was carried out from a risk perspective, although it was 
definitely not a structural activity. Credit risk from reinsurers was 
limited by spreading the reinsurance contracts over a wide range 
of reinsurers, although seldom based on credit risk policies. Rather, 
logic and commonsense was the basis for such decisions.
 Since then, much has changed. Actuaries have evolved into risk 
managers that run quantitative risk models. The outcomes of those 
risk models play a key role in the decision-making process of the 
business (as we explained in Chapter 10).
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 For the area of management control, a parallel development can 
be drawn. It has already been shown that, around the mid 1990s, 
controlling was oriented especially towards finance and adminis-
tration. The controller was actually the bookkeeper, and ensured 
that the annual accounts were drawn up and certified by the char-
tered accountant. As such, certain measures needed to be in place to 
ensure that the annual accounts were reliable and reflected underly-
ing truth. To that end, the controller made reconciliations between 
the general ledger and product systems, for instance. They were 
also interested in the risk of errors in the core processes because this 
could influence the accuracy of the annual accounts. Logically, the 
technical provisions and investments form a large part of the bal-
ance sheet as part of the annual accounts. Therefore, the sensitivi-
ties in these items were also an area of focus. However, in practice, 
many controllers have always considered the P&L statement more 
important than the balance sheet statement.
 Nowadays, the qualitative and non-financial aspects also play 
a part in the responsibilities of the controller. The administrative 
tasks of the controller have therefore moved into the background. 
Over the years, the controller has taken a much more proactive po-
sition and delivers advice on various aspects within the company 
to its management. The controller has evolved from an adminis-
trative employee/accountant to a financial/strategic management 
advisor, and can sometimes be seen as the financial conscience of 
a management team or executive board. This involves the manage-
ment control role as described in Chapter 10: supporting decision-
making by managers. As such, a group-wide “helicopter view” has 
become a minimum requirement.
 For both professions, actuarial and controlling stereotypes exist to 
describe the typical actuary and typical controller. Both are profes-
sionals in the deepest sense of the term. This implies that they both 
have a technical and quantitative expertise to a very detailed level. 
For example, both understand accounting rules well enough to esti-
mate the impact of certain developments. At the same time, this tech-
nical expertise makes their work hard to understand for laymen and 
managers, especially with communicative skills mostly being not as 
well developed as in commercial departments. This makes actuaries 
and controllers sensitive to the following classical stereotype: being 
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right without being heard while advising managers.
 A key challenge lying ahead for both professions (or actually 
they are gradually converging into one and the same profession) is 
to master the competence of communication. How should techni-
cal details be explained to decision-makers in such a way that the 
advice is understood and adopted? Empathy is an important step 
for both the risk manager and the controller. Decision-makers often 
have a wide array of concerns on their mind. To that end, it is im-
portant how the risk manager and the controller convey the mes-
sage effectively. Building a good working relationship is often more 
important than to be technically right and complete.
 Within the framework of economic capital and RAROC, the 
striking the balance between risk and return has gained an im-
portant position in both the actuarial and controlling professions. 
For the controller following old financial standards, it is no longer 
sufficient to establish what return has been achieved. Often major 
risks lie beneath extraordinary returns, of which a controller must 
be aware. On the other hand, the actuary does not simply have to 
sound the alarm bell when a major risk occurs, as this will prob-
ably be compensated by sufficient return. Intensive co-operation 
between the controller and the risk manager is imperative here 
because the controller largely determines the numerator of the 
RAROC fraction and the risk manager determines the denomina-
tor. It can be expected that gradually more risk management and 
control tasks will be integrated. The two worlds of control and risk 
management are gradually converging (see Figure 11.1).
 Indeed, it has become increasingly obvious that the activities of 
risk management and controlling are converging. For instance, em-
bedded value (as explained in Chapter 10) was once a topic for just 
actuaries but is now included in regular management reporting. 
However, a separate actuarial embedded value report exists to de-
scribe the technical details and the technical sensitivity analysis. Of 
course, it would be more coherent to include these sensitivities in 
the general management report, such that managers could under-
stand the wider context of the outcomes. In practice, we see that it is 
also a political issue: the controlling department writes the monthly 
management report and the actuarial department writes the em-
bedded value report. If these elements were included in only one 
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report, what department would then be the owner of the report? 
Despite the silliness of such considerations, unfortunately we see 
that this can happen within insurance companies.

Figure 11.1 Development of risk management and control

Risk Management

Controlling

Actuaries

Risk Management

Controlling

INTERNAL RISK GOVERNANCE
Ultimately, the responsibility for risk management rests with the 
executive board. This has always been the case, but has become 
more visible with the introduction of a number of risk frameworks. 
However, a structure is required for this to work in an efficient and 
effective way. After all, the executive board has to delegate tasks so 
that it can bear that overall responsibility.
 In Chapter 5, we identified three lines of defence within the orga-
nization, to clarify roles and responsibilities in the risk management 
framework. Originally, the principle of three lines of defence was de-
signed in the area of operational risk, partly to clarify the differences 
between the operational risk manager and the internal auditor. How-
ever, the principles can be applied equally well in other risk areas and, 
as such, it is a useful framework of reference in organising risk man-
agement. A discussion of these three lines of defence now follows.
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o

o

General management: the decision makers are managers them-
selves, and they are the first line of defence. Managers are respon-
sible for the entire organisation, its outcomes and its risks. To that 
end, managers have to determine their own risk appetite, the risk 
limits and to monitor compliance to these limits. Also, managers 
have the responsibility to put risks into the wider perspective of 
the organisation. Although risk is obviously important, it is by no 
means the only perspective. After all, the most risk-averse organ-
isation could well be the one that does not dare to sell any products.
Risk management department: general management is likely 
to appreciate advice on a wide array of topics in their decision-
making. Risk management is one of the advisory bodies. For 
each decision, risk management can evaluate the relevant risks 
and the impact on the total risk profile of the company. However, 
for this to be efficient, it is also useful to draft risk policies so that 
the rest of the organisation has guidance on what risks to accept 
and what risks to avoid. Examples are investment policies, un-
derwriting guidelines, business continuity management (BCM) 
policies, liquidity management policies and credit risk exposure 
limits. As indicated in Chapter 5, developing a risk measurement 
methodology (ie, economic capital) is a key responsibility of the 
risk management department in its second line of defence role.

Figure 11.2 Three lines of defence
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o Internal audit department: internal audit monitors whether the organ-
isation complies with the risk management policies – they are the third 
line of defence. Internal audit carry out investigations on-site and, as 
such, internal auditors know the business to a good level of detail. In 
order to be independent, internal audit needs to have a certain dis-
tance from the operational processes of the company. In addition to 
their monitoring role, internal audit may advise the second line of de-
fence how to draft their policies to better capture the entire risk profile. 
Since risk models have become more important for insurers, internal 
audit has become involved in the evaluation of the risk models of the 
risk management department. This requires them to have sufficient 
understanding of the risk models, but also a level of understanding of 
what processes are required to produce adequate risk models.

 The three lines of defense framework clearly points out the key 
responsible level for risk management: general managers have the 
end responsibility to implement the required measures. Problem 
solving is the responsibility of general managers. The risk man-
agement department is only the support function, although it also 
looks at the risk dashboard to warn general managers of potential 
risk areas. However, when things turn badly unintentionally, the 
risk manager often has just a big a problem as the general manager. 
After all, it is the role of the risk manager to identify risks. Unidenti-
fied risks should be a core concern of the risk manager.
 This framework is relevant at a holding level, but it is of course equal-
ly applicable at the business unit level. We often see that a company has 
a risk management department at a holding level and a similar set-up 
within the business units. Often, risk managers within the business units 
have two “bosses”. They report hierarchically to the business unit man-
agement, but there are frequently functional lines to the holding level’s 
risk management department. The benefit of this is assurance that group 
risk policies are implemented at the lower levels. For instance, function-
al reporting lines ensure that the local risk manager has adequate tools 
available to implement the policy. An additional benefit is that the group 
risk department is more likely to design relevant policies. Holding level 
departments may have a great deal of oversight but less detailed knowl-
edge of the relevant risks in the business units. A dialogue between the 
holding and the business units promotes relevance and consistency.
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RISK MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENTS AND THE CRO
With the increasing importance of risk as a key business variable, 
companies are also in the process of changing the allocation of re-
sources to risk. One of the areas where this is most visible is the 
appointment of a CRO. Over the last 5–10 years, most of the larger 
insurance companies appointed CROs and more companies can 
be expected to follow suit. Some insurers have simply renamed 
the chief actuary as the CRO. Such a name change also typically 
includes a changed or new function. When a CRO is appointed, 
they are also given responsibility for group-wide risk management 
departments. In previous years, these departments were most-
ly oriented towards the implementation of risk management (ie, 
they were project-based). Over time, they tended to move towards 
professional risk management functions, including policymaking 
and advising line management and executive bodies on important 
pieces of policy such as reinsurance and ALM. However, the re-
sponsibility of the CRO is not identical for each company. With the 
strong position of the actuary, some insurers decided to keep the 
chief actuary as the primary responsibility for underwriting risks. 
The CRO in these companies could be either responsible for just 
operational risk or, in some rare cases, also for investment risks. It 
is obvious that in insurance companies without a clear CRO, the al-
location between responsibilities is hybrid and potentially unclear 
– which is a risk in itself!
 The position of the CRO differs from company to company. In 
some cases, the CRO reports directly to the executive board. The 
most logical direct reporting line for the CRO is to the CFO, but this 
is not always the case. In others, the CRO holds a board position. For 
both cases, however, it is obvious that a close link with the CFO is 
essential. As indicated above, there is a natural tension between risk 
and control. These natural tensions should be brought under the re-
sponsibility of one person (such as the CFO) or body (eg, the board), 
but the creation of unproductive barriers should be avoided. Close 
cooperation between controllers and risk managers should be the 
foundation underlying proper risk management.
 The advantage of the CRO reporting into the CFO is that risk and 
return can be addressed consistently – ie, by one person. The CFO 
is likely to have a financial director as another direct report, and the 
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CFO can combine these two views into a coherent perspective. Also, 
risk has a clear impact on accounting (for example, IFRS4-Phase II – 
see Chapter 7). The role of the CFO is also to challenge the business 
of improving performance and act as a watchdog. This equally well 
requires one coherent view of risk and return.
 The advantage of the CRO as a board position is that risk receives 
sufficient attention. It is of utmost importance that risk awareness 
exists at all levels in an organisation, including the top level. With the 
CRO on the board, it is ensured that complex products or strategic 
decisions are evaluated according to the level of risk.
 As an illustration, Table 11.1 provides an overview of the position 
of a number of CROs in some major European insurers. Academic 
research shows that complex and highly leveraged firms are more 
likely to appoint CROs onto the board. The role of the CRO in such 
insurers is to explain the risk profile to investors and other stakehold-
ers. In banking, wholesale banks tend to appoint CROs at board level 
more often than do retail banks. Wholesale banking is considered 
more complex. The parallel with insurance is that reinsurers are also 
more complex than retail insurers. We can see in Table 11.1 that all re-
insurers in the sample have appointed a CRO at board level, whereas 
the CRO of retail insurers reports into the CFO.
 CROs could have an important strategic role in either position, 
both at board level and as a direct report of the CFO. What we see 
in practice is that some CROs as direct reports are heavily involved 
in strategy development and play a strong advisory role in a wide 
range of ad hoc topics. This is a strategic involvement at the top 
level. Other CROs focus on implementation of policies and, for in-
stance, Solvency II compliance. Although this is important, it is a 
less strategic role.
 The CRO is ultimately the second line of defence. As in manage-
ment control, the role of the CRO is to function as a countervailing 
power to business line decision-makers. To that end, they should 
challenge the business managers and executive board on how risks 
could be addressed more effectively. They should also challenge 
them to identify risks that remain unseen. As in the general man-
agement control framework, the risk management cycle includes 
risk objective setting, risk measurement, risk evaluation and taking 
risk measures (see Figure 10.8).
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Table 11.1 Risk governance in annual reports

Company CRO position Risk committee

Aegon CRO reports to CFO Non-executive risk Committee and 
executive group risk and capital 
committee

Allianz CRO reports to CFO Non-executive risk committee, two 
executive committees

Aviva Not disclosed Group Alco and operational risk 
committee

Axa Not disclosed Three separate committees

Eureko Not disclosed One overarching executive committee

Agea CRO reports to CFO Non-executive committee, executive 
insurance risk committee

Generali Not disclosed Non-executive internal control 
committee and executive group risk 
committee

ING CRO in board Seven separate committees

Munich Re CRO in board Group risk committee and global 
underwriting and risk committee

Prudential CRO in board Multiple committees

Swiss Re CRO in board Group risk and capital committee, 
group products and limits committee

Zurich CRO in board Non-executive risk committee, two 
executive committees

 Another development is the installation of a central risk manage-
ment department that oversees all group risk exposures and pro-
vides aggregate risk reports to the management board. Often the 
risk department is headed by the CRO. The insurers that we know 
mostly organise the risk management department along the lines 
of the risk types. This is because the risk managers all have their 
technical expertise in a certain risk area rather than across business 
lines. The size of the risk management departments varies from 
company to company, also depending on the level of centralisation 
in the insurer. When insurers are very decentralised, it is more logi-
cal to have a strong risk management department in each business 
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unit, whereas more centralised insurers have larger risk manage-
ment department at the group level.
 An important task of the risk management department is to en-
sure that the risk profile of the group is within the limits of the 
company’s risk appetite. To that end, a framework of policies and 
procedures is often developed, along the lines of the risk types that 
we used in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this book. Each policy determines:

o how the risk is measured;
o what the maximum risk exposure is;
o how the risk profile is reported and to whom;
o who decides on overdrafts;
o how the risk is managed and by whom; and
o what tools exist to manage the risk.

In any case, it is of the utmost importance that risk management 
departments work closely with the financial departments. For in-
stance, this is key during the process of calculating economic capital 
where financial and risk data are required to run the risk models. In 
practice, it appears to be more complex to align timelines of eco-
nomic capital calculations of the risk management department to 
the year-end closing of the controlling department, as an example. 
However, it is also obvious that this is improving over time.
 In addition to working with the controlling department, other de-
partments are crucial counterparts of the risk management unit. First 
of all, general management is a key here because they are the first 
line of defence. Also, risk managers advise general management on 
how to improve the risk profile in such a way that long-term value 
is created. With value creation as the core financial indicator, general 
management will potentially need to update compensation schemes 
throughout the organisation. Hence, controlling and risk manage-
ment will jointly need to set up a system to measure value creation up 
to the lowest organisational level possible in such a way that individ-
ual employees can be rewarded along the lines of the value created.
 Second, the marketing department is a counterpart because they 
need to be aware of the risks that are sold by the company. Poten-
tially, certain distribution channels are more profitable in terms of 
value than others and the risk manager can support the required 
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analyses to bring this insight to the decision-makers. Also, the mar-
keting department needs to be aware of the product criteria that 
carry a high economic capital in order to be able to generate value-
creating new business. Depending on the organizational structure 
of the insurance company, new product development is done in the 
marketing department or in the underwriting department. In any 
case, the risk manager should ensure that decision-makers are able 
to distinguish between good and bad risks.
 Third, claims management departments need to be empowered to 
implement prevention in such a way that it decreases economic capital 
only when that creates value. Prevention does not only decrease the 
level of the claims, but it often also decreases volatility of claims, and 
hence economic capital. To that end, economic capital analyses with 
the risk manager and the controller are the first step in this process.
 Finally, the risk manager will logically liaise with the reinsurance 
and investment departments. Since these activities are an important 
way to steer the total economic capital profile, the risk manager often 
already has regular contacts with these departments. Investment de-
partments or the capital department are also commonly the relevant 
authorities for discussing the restructuring of the balance sheet with 
ART instruments (see Chapter 3). Since optimising the balance sheet 
is important as well, the risk manager will liaise with these depart-
ments to ensure balanced decision-making on this issue.
 Many risk management departments that we have seen work 
within a definite routine. They build risk models, report the out-
come of the models periodically and work with the business to im-
prove model outcomes and improve the risk model itself. What re-
ceives relatively little attention are emerging risks: risks that are not 
identified yet. How can companies become aware of risks it does 
not yet know of? This may seem a highly unstructured question, 
but in practice risk assessment tools exist to monitor the external 
environment and to raise specific issues. Potentially, this is an area 
where the insurance industry could gain from insight.

RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES
In addition to the risk management department and the function 
of the CRO, insurers often set up special dedicated risk manage-
ment committees. These are multidisciplinary management com-
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mittees, consisting of both executive and lower level managers. In 
some cases, there are also non-executive risk committees set up as 
part of the non-executive (supervisory) board. For instance, this is 
the case for Aegon, Swiss Re and Aviva (see Table 11.1). The execu-
tive board committee on risk management in most firms consists of 
the CRO, CFO and a number of business unit risk officers and fi-
nancial officers. Often investment, ALM and reinsurance expertise 
is also represented in the committee. Although technical expertise 
is represented, the risk management committee is a first-line body 
because it supports the executive board. Most of the time, it has 
received decision-making authority from the board.
 The reason to set up multidisciplinary committees is twofold. 
First, it is an opportunity to discuss the topics at a sufficient level 
of detail with technical experts from both group and business unit 
level. This ensures that certain perspectives of the risk profile are 
not overlooked. Second, it is also a way to receive sufficient buy-in 
and commitment from group level to implement decisions in busi-
ness units. Sometimes risk management committees are merely 
for information sharing. Other committees have decision-making 
authority derived from the responsibility of the executive board. 
Typical examples of decisions made by committees are the annual 
investment plan and the reinsurance renewal strategy.
 There are multiple ways to install multidisciplinary committees. 
Some insurers have one single risk management committee that ad-
dresses all risks in a coherent way. Other companies have multiple 
risk management committees, such as one committee for each risk 
type. An ALM committee, for instance, operates under the mandate 
of the executive board to manage the investment strategy, asset al-
location, mismatch position and market and credit risk positions. 
An underwriting risk committee, on the other hand, focuses more 
on underwriting risk (including life and non-life) and manages un-
derwriting risk in the group and the reinsurance strategy. Thus, the 
organisation of these committees follow the major risk types.
 Another option is to install a higher-level risk management com-
mittee, which would be mandated by the executive board to ap-
prove all the major risk policies, including investment and reinsur-
ance strategy. The major advantage here is that risks are addressed 
coherently. To ensure sufficiently grounded decision-making, it is 
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essential that the members of the committee are highly skilled, in-
cluding in technical aspects.
 The advantage of one overarching committee is that coherence 
between various risk perspectives is ensured. However, at the same 
time, it would be challenging to deal with all risk aspects that need 
to be addressed with a sufficient level of detail. Multiple dedicated 
committees ensure the latter issue can be resolved. In either struc-
ture, it is important that governance is in place and that the risks are 
discussed in a multidisciplinary way.
 In addition to the risk committees organised along the lines of 
risk types, some insurers have set up a new product committee to 
approve all new products that are issued by the insurer. This en-
sures that business units comply with new product criteria. More 
importantly, however, is that products drive much of the risk pro-
file of the organisation. When new products are launched, they au-
tomatically force the company into a certain risk. Ensuring that new 
products are healthy in terms of risk profile is a means to prospec-
tive risk management.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has described the way in which risk management can be 
effectively organised. Adequate risk management requires a proper 
risk organisation. The three lines of defence described here are cen-
tral for allocating responsibilities regarding risk management. In or-
ganising risk management, it is important to keep in mind that risk 
and controlling are closely related. As such, the two (or more) depart-
ments that perform these activities should be aligned and organised 
in such a way that co-operation is facilitated. The key theme should 
be to pursue co-operation rather than isolation.
 Appointing a CRO is one of the ways in which risk management 
can be organised. The responsibilities of the CRO include challeng-
ing the business to assume risks in a balanced way. We have seen 
that insurers have made different choices in the exact positioning 
of the CRO, be it on the board or reporting to the CFO. In our ex-
amples, we have seen that the more complex the risk profile of an 
insurer is, the more likely the CRO is an executive board member 
rather than a direct report of the CFO. In addition to appointing 
a CRO, companies have installed risk management committees to 
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ensure multidisciplinary perspective in decision-making processes 
relating to risk.
 Within the executive board there should be sufficient counter-
vailing power to ensure that the rationale behind all decisions is 
challenged at all times. This ensures balanced decision-making. 
While it is important at all levels of the organisation, it is of utmost 
value at the highest level (the executive board). This key element 
of corporate governance seems simple, but can be extremely com-
plex. The most visible element discussed here are the CEOs com-
pensation packages, which are also the issue that has grabbed to 
most media headlines. As history has shown, formalised corporate 
governance is not sufficient to avoid debacles. Soft elements should 
ensure that the countervailing power actually materialises.
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Risk management is at the core of the insurance industry. This has 
been the case since its foundations and will continue to be so in 
the future. However, we have seen that the explicit focus on risk 
management has increased during the first decade of the 21st Cen-
tury, with new methodologies for measuring risks being developed 
– which has also given way to new risk management tools to ac-
tively manage risks and alter an insurance company’s risk profile. 
In addition, the financial crisis and the advances in Solvency II have 
created a momentum for insurance companies to address risks.
 This book has described the seven major risk types and the respec-
tive ways to manage and measure them. In the context of underwrit-
ing risk, the cash flow projections are key to determining the value 
of an insurance portfolio and performing simulations. In life, the 
embedded-value tools are the most logical way to derive cash flows, 
whereas in non-life the loss triangles are being used. In both cases, 
cash flows are used to apply simulations based on the underlying 
risk profile. While the tools may differ, the methodology underlying 
the valuation of the liabilities and the risk models is exactly identical. 
This may be counterintuitive for those who consider an actuary to be 
either life or non-life but never both. However, the modern way of 
looking at value and risk is creating consistency in the methodolo-
gies for both risk categories. In the context of the investment risks, 
it was seen that the economic balance sheet is central to risk man-
agement analyses. This captures the interaction between assets and 
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liabilities that is so central to investment risks. Companies use sce-
narios to assess the various investment risks, such as interest rate risk 
and equity risk. Chapters 3 and 4 also showed how risk management 
instruments relate to measurement outcomes.
 Economic capital is the predominant risk measurement tech-
nique. Although the calculation of economic capital can sometimes 
be complex, the underlying concept is relatively easy to understand: 
an insurance company needs a buffer to absorb risks. In addition to 
a sole measurement methodology, the concept of economic capital 
allows companies to address the risks in a coherent manner. Be-
cause risks are measured consistently, they can then be mutually 
compared – for instance, by comparing the risks of various port-
folios or business units. In these kinds of comparisons, the risk is 
traded off against the return made on each activity. Only if risks 
and rewards are balanced can a company create long-term value. 
The concept of economic capital allows companies to make these 
assessments in the management control framework. Thus, the risk 
management instruments can be applied in management control as 
a tool with which to better steer the business.

USING THE OUTCOMES
This book has argued that the concept of economic capital is not only 
an ex post measurement tool, but that it can be of much value in a 
management control framework. In management control, economic 
capital is applied to address issues of strategic importance to the 
company, such as pricing, budgeting and capital allocation. It can 
be expected that the new quantitative information and techniques 
will feed into the management control cycle. The major advantage 
of using economic capital and risk management information in this 
cycle is that such information aligns management incentives with the 
objective of the company better than traditional profit information 
does, by managing the balance between risk and reward.
 Around the year 2000, insurance companies started producing 
heavy embedded-value reports in addition to their regular annual 
financial reports. Those companies had actually began to use em-
bedded value in their internal reporting cycles some years before 
that. A few years from now, it is expected that the regular internal 
reporting cycle will include – in addition to the monthly underwrit-
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ing returns – the market-consistent embedded values and the eco-
nomic capital positions. Obviously, RAROC will also form the core 
of management reporting. It can also be expected that the current 
separate embedded-value reports will be integrated in the regular 
annual report and accounts.
 Fair value (or embedded value) could be a relatively new concept 
for some managers. In life, many decision-makers have at least heard 
about it, stemming from the initial versions of embedded value in 
the 1990s. However, its actual use has differed significantly between 
companies. Some have used it actively, while others treat the embed-
ded-value outcomes as “for information” in their board meetings. 
The latter companies will pick up over time and understand the con-
cept of value actively. For instance, insurers will better understand 
the relation between value and interest rates. Fair value in account-
ing regulations (IFRS4 phase II) will also enhance that process.
 Solvency II will support the risk-based decision-making even 
further, since the use test will require companies to show the super-
visors how internal models are used in decision-making processes. 
As a result, regular reporting is a sine qua non. Solvency II also 
requires companies to make multi-year forecasts of capital require-
ments in the ORSA. Insurers will make these economic capital pro-
jections in the light of their strategic plans. Again, it is of crucial 
importance to embed the calculations and reports in the day-to-day 
processes of the company so that managers can use the numbers to 
steer the business at all hierarchical levels of the organisation.

CHANGING THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY
In Chapter 1, we quoted the concern of managers that risk manag-
ers would start taking over the business by being too dominant in 
the decision-making process. Of course, the issue really is how will 
the new risk management methodologies change the insurance in-
dustry? Will using economic capital outcomes have an impact on 
strategic decisions?
 With risk and return being better aligned, some products will 
change. We have already indicated that the high guarantees in life 
products are extremely expensive. These insights are likely to lead 
to change over time. We can already see this in mature markets such 
as western Europe, where traditional life insurance with guaran-
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teed returns is getting less attractive. Less mature markets, such as 
in southeastern Europe, still have a long way to go. However, Sol-
vency II will force companies in these markets to value guarantees. 
Also, these markets are dominated by western insurance groups 
with a great deal of knowledge and expertise on guarantees. The 
focus should be on how to change the market sentiment regarding 
risk and return. In less mature but growing markets, clients and 
insurance agents are extremely powerful. Over time, however, we 
can expect to see a decrease in the use of guaranteed products.
 Another area that is high risk is non-life, where catastrophe risk is 
high. Depending on the structure of the product and the geographi-
cal area, liability could be long-tail but less volatile than short-tail 
products such as motor or property insurance. We can therefore as-
sume that the values of these products are likely to change over 
time. It remains to be seen whether market forces are sufficiently 
strong to change the actual premium of these products. After all, 
motor products are considered to be a cross-selling product. If cli-
ents buy a motor product, they are also likely to buy other products 
with the same insurer. The means by which the exact distribution of 
price increases and decreases is to be achieved remains to be seen. 
It also depends heavily on the exact portfolio composition of each 
individual insurer and the situation in each region. After all, catas-
trophe risk is a very regional phenomenon, depending on flooding, 
earth quakes, storms, etc.
 New to non-life insurers is also the fact that long-tail products 
are dependent on interest rates. So far, we have seen few non-life 
products with a premium structure that depends on interest rates. 
Clients find it logical that banking products do change with interest 
rates (cf mortgages, savings accounts), but less logical that liability 
products depend on interest rates. However, the value of a liability 
claim does heavily depend on the interest rate. How this will work 
out in the future is as yet unclear since the liability is only recog-
nised when a client reports a claim – which might be independent 
of the date of the sale of that product. This is an area that insurers 
will still need to work on.
 All these potential price changes should be placed in context. As 
indicated, financial aspects are not the only relevant aspect in deter-
mining the price of an insurance product. Cross-subsidising, mar-
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keting issues and competitiveness are also important areas. How-
ever, the change in pricing means that economic capital and fair 
value makes the reasoning explicit rather than implicit. It is crucial 
that risk managers play an important role in making these strategic 
decisions happen. They can support managers in providing the rel-
evant and necessary insights. However, the actual decision is made 
by general managers, not by the risk manager.

SUPERVISION
We have seen how supervisors have endorsed the modern risk 
management principles in their supervisory regulations and prac-
tices. Solvency II is high on the agenda of supervisors all over Eu-
rope, but also outside the European borders. It serves as an example 
for many regulators across the globe.
 Not all supervisors are ready for Solvency II, nor are the insurers 
themselves. Also, supervisors are now in the process of getting to 
grips with the new advanced techniques for measuring risks. The 
findings from the various quantitative impact studies (QISs) in the 
Solvency II context have provided supervisors with a wide array of 
background, just as insurers have gained experience. While supervi-
sors may find the new “state-of-the-art” calculations more complex 
than the traditional reports, they are very positive about the new in-
sights that this gives them, as has been seen in the countries that have 
already upgraded their national supervisory frameworks. However, 
much work will still be required before Solvency II comes into force. 
Are supervisors already sufficiently able to approve internal mod-
els before the implementation date? Are supervisors able to absorb 
and digest all the information in the new extensive reports that they 
will receive under Pillar III? Are supervisors adequately aligned to 
co-ordinate supervision of international groups? All these issues are 
works-in-progress. In addition to the efforts of the supervisors them-
selves, there is a clear role for companies to clearly communicate and 
explain their approach to supervisors.
 The major advantage of the regulatory developments, such as Sol-
vency II, is that supervisory requirements are closely aligned with 
insurers’ internal risk management activities. Firstly, this is more ef-
ficient because companies will be able to cut down on duplication of 
work. Secondly, it is more effective because a company that follows 
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its internal risk management principles will automatically reach su-
pervisory objectives. Regulatory arbitrage will be avoided.
 With the successes of the insurance industry in the context of Sol-
vency II, and also Basel II and III in the banking industry, supervisors 
in other industries, such as pension fund regulators, may well fol-
low suit. Some of the methodologies used in the life insurance busi-
ness can be transferred to pension funds. However, the specificities 
of pensions need to be addressed, such as government rules and the 
role of the sponsoring company. There are already some ideas for 
developing a Solvency II-type framework for pensions. At the same 
time, we must be aware that pensions are even more nationally regu-
lated than insurance. This will pose challenges for the industry in the 
further development of an updated supervisory framework.
 Another area where new risk management techniques were being 
implemented at the end of the 2000s is the energy industry. In the 
process of the privatisation of national energy suppliers, companies 
have started to trade energy on the global energy markets. This in-
volves facing similar risk positions to those of financial institutions. 
It also involves similar techniques, such as VaR. While supervision is 
still in the process of being developed, there is a clear role for super-
visors as delegated monitors on behalf of individuals buying energy 
for their economic activities. Supervisors might be able to benefit 
from the lessons learned in the banking and insurance industries in 
their work to develop supervision for energy companies.
 
FINANCIAL CRISIS
We saw in Chapter 6 that the chain of financial crises has disrupt-
ed significantly the financial markets. Although the impact has 
not been as great as during the great crash of the 1930s which 
prompted the Great Depression, it is still one of the most dominant 
crises in financial history. Financial crises come and go, and this 
will continue to be the case. It is well known that financial markets 
have a short-term memory in the sense that they hardly learn from 
past crises. At least, not permanently…
 Risk management is key to withstand a financial crisis. Will the 
new risk models be able to prevent future crises? This is an interest-
ing and logical question. Despite its simplicity, this question is dif-
ficult to answer – especially since financial market participants tend 
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to repeat their mistakes. Therefore, let us derive some sub-questions. 
First, will risk models be able to identify trends that might predict the 
advent of a new crisis? The answer to this question might be nega-
tive. Economic capital models in themselves are based on historical 
data and hence are insufficiently forward looking to identify hazard-
ous trends. This implies that human expertise is required to identify 
these trends. This leads us to the next sub-question.
 Second, will the new risk management techniques support risk 
managers in identifying trends in the market? The answer to this 
seems to be positive. Risk managers are much more focused than 
before on the outside world and use their tools to extrapolate trends 
towards the future. Scenario analysis and stress-testing can be used 
to identify potential weaknesses that need to be addressed. This 
could be weaknesses for individual companies but also vulnerabili-
ties in the market as a whole. The new focus of regulators on finan-
cial stability will support this development.
 Third, will the concerns of risk managers be sufficiently heard 
by decision-makers? This can only be guessed at. We mentioned 
above that the financial markets have a short-term memory – in 
times of prosperity, decision-makers find it hard to take such con-
cerns seriously. It is viewed as pessimism rather than realism. Also, 
there is the phenomenon that companies would rather be in a finan-
cial crisis jointly with competitors than to step out of the booming 
phase of a crisis before the tide turns and run the risk of missing a 
part of the extraordinary returns of the boom phase. So, it is key 
for risk managers to communicate their messages effectively. In the 
years prior to the subprime crisis, various economists pointed out 
the risks without being paid any notice. The challenges lying ahead 
for risk managers are to effectively convince decision-makers of the 
inherent risks before the boom busts.
 Fourth, will companies be able to better withstand a crisis with 
the risk models available? The answer to this question could be posi-
tive. Economic capital models are increasingly used throughout the 
financial industry, not the least due to new regulation (Solvency II 
and Basel III). This means that once a new crisis hits the financial 
markets, more capital is available and capital is better allocated to the 
areas where the risks are. Non-regulated companies will continue to 
be a problem – for example, hedge funds. Also, we have seen that, 
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during the crisis, the appetite for risk decreased and companies were 
required to hold more capital for the same risks. However, with a 
continuing focus on capital in relation to risks, we can expect that 
capital will be better available to the companies that need it.
 This is a rather ambiguous answer to the key question of whether 
risk models will be able to prevent future crises. If there is no clear an-
swer, why do we need all those models? Economic capital provides 
an extremely useful risk language. It allows us to translate different 
risks into one number and then to compare risk and return. This is a 
key characteristic of economic capital that should be exploited to the 
full. By using economic capital and value throughout the organisa-
tion, insurers ensure they are ready for the next financial crisis by 
continuously balancing risk, return and available capital.

RISK MANAGEMENT INNOVATIONS
A greater focus on risk management opens the door to more in-
novative instruments such as ART. Although Chapter 3 touched 
upon instruments such as weather derivatives, catastrophe bonds 
and securitisation, the possibilities are numerous. With more risk 
management information becoming available all the time, it can 
be expected that further innovative products will be developed by 
the capital markets and offered to insurance companies. The first 
signs are already visible in the context of long-term interest rate risk 
products, catastrophe protection and securitisation. However, the 
market for the last two in particular is less deep. This can be expect-
ed to change over time because capital markets have a better risk 
absorption capacity than do individual counterparties, such as rein-
surance firms. Also, capital market solutions for longevity are start-
ing to arise. In the UK, a number of life insurers and pension funds 
have issued capital market instruments to hedge life risks. This is 
not feasible for all companies, since a certain scale is required. The 
increasing understanding of risks and the transparency in the value 
of insurance liabilities might open doors for smaller companies to 
trade these risks as well. Once a better understanding of the risks 
spreads throughout the financial markets, life securitisation might 
also become available in countries with less deep financial markets.
 Two phenomena will enhance this development. First, consistent 
reporting requirements such as those in Solvency II will create in-
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creased transparency, which fosters investors’ trust in the market. 
IFRS4 phase II will support this development since Solvency II and 
IFRS will be much more aligned than the traditional system. De-
spite this, it remains to be seen to what extent IFRS and Solvency 
II will be identical. Second, better information in the context of risk 
management and economic capital will increase the understanding 
of market participants, who will become more aware of the risks of 
the products and therefore be more willing to invest in them. As a 
result, once-illiquid underwriting risks should gradually become 
more liquid and have a market price.
 These ART developments will not make traditional reinsurance 
redundant. On the contrary, reinsurance companies will always be 
there to absorb specialised risks that cannot be transferred to the 
capital markets very easily. They will also remain important for 
smaller companies that do not have the sufficient portfolio size to 
use ART techniques. To that end, they will continue to play the im-
portant role of risk mitigant in the insurance industry.

LANGUAGE PROBLEM OVERCOME?
If risk management and economic capital are so strategically im-
portant to the insurance business, a prerequisite is that these con-
cepts are extremely well understood by a wide audience within the 
insurance firm. Although it may seem rather obvious, it is good to 
emphasise this because the individuals who normally do the com-
plex calculations may not have the communication skills to explain 
the concepts to other staff. Communication and clear explanations 
of the concepts are key to implementing risk management within 
the company and truly embedding it in the day-to-day operation of 
the business.
 In writing this book, the aim was to bridge the gap between the 
technical nature of the calculations and the wider strategic importance 
of the concepts (in Chapter 1, this was even called a language prob-
lem). It is hoped that this book has achieved that objective for readers.
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